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WHY ANOTHER BOOK?

I the four years that have passed since the assasN

sination of President Kennedy, forty-six books have
been published in attempts to explain the mystery of
the events in Dallas. Six were lurid and groundless
speculations, twenty-seven comprised the government's Warren Report and its twenty-six volumes of
supporting documents, eight were outright attacks on
the Report, four were written in support of it, and one
was a novel. In view of all this, the question immediately arises, "Why another book?"
The answer is simple: In spite of the proliferation
of books, there is much evidence that has either been
overlooked or improperly interpreted; and despite
the extensive investigations, the public mind is filled
with doubt. This book takes up where the others leave
off. In essence, it is neither a critique of the Warren
Report nor an attack on its critics. It finds its own
way, by original use of the evidence (some of it introduced here for the first time), toward a new conclusion. As such it is the first of what might be called
a "third generation" of assassination studies.
The first generation—Thomas Buchanan's Who
Killed Kennedy? and Joachim Joesten's Oswald: Asvii

sassin or Fall Guy?—appeared in print before the
Warren Report itself was published in September,

1964. Forced to rely almost solely on press reports,
these authors built their speculations around questions already puzzling the general public. The Commission was aware of these books and dealt with the
questions they raised in the "Speculations and Rumors" section of the Report. Few problems from this
earliest generation of studies remain unsettled today.
But with publication of the Report and its twentysix volumes of testimony and exhibits, serious study
of the assassination could finally begin. One of the
first persons to purchase a complete set of these
volumes was Vincent Salandria, a Philadelphia attorney. Digging into the evidence in a systematic
manner, Salandria discovered that the Commission's
account of the assassination was fraught with misrepresentation and contradiction. In two articles for
Liberation magazine (January and March, 1965),
Salandria laid out the essential points that have constituted the backbone of responsible criticism of the
Report ever since. A year later Salandria published
in The Minority of One the startling revelation that
the FBI Summary Report of December 9, 1963 disclosed the bullet which wounded the President had
not exited. Soon afterward Edward Epstein published
the FBI Supplemental Report of January 13, 1964,
which reiterated the same conclusion. Epstein's book
Inquest, which paralleled the substance of Salandria's
earlier analysis of the evidence, became an overnight
bestseller. Epstein's book, together with Mark Lane's
Rush to Judgment, Harold Weisberg's Whitewash series, Richard Popkin's The Second Oswald, Leo Sauvage's The Oswald Affair, and Raymond Marcus' The
Bastard Bullet, constituted the "second generation" of
assassination studies. Each of these works offered
something different: Popkin developed with patient
care the thesis that a second man resembling Oswald
had been involved in the assassination; Marcus scrutinized the evidence surrounding Commission Exhibit
399; Sauvage examined the Warren Report's case from
the point of view of a reporter on the scene; Weisberg
viii

displayed a number of acute analyses in a book
flawed by its lack of editing and its consistent shrillness; Lane made known the results of a far-ranging
investigation in Dallas in a book accurately advertised as a brief for the defense of Oswald; finally,
Epstein provided a revealing glimpse into the inner
workings of the Commission. Yet in spite of all their
differences, these books displayed two common
threads: (1) a deep debt to Salandria's pioneering
and largely unsung research, and (2) a critical and
negative stance visa vis the Warren Report. They
were all (in spite of superficial differences) attacks
on the Report.
Since the appearance of these works, two "defenses" of the Report have been published—Charles
Roberts' The Truth about the Assassination, and
Lewis and Schiller's The Scavengers and Critics of
the Warren Report. Hastily written for quick distribution, these books took advantage of the public
interest stimulated by the Lane and Epstein books.
By ignoring or glossing over the essential points of
criticism, by judiciously selecting evidence and testimony, they sought to extricate the Report from its
difficulties. When this strategy failed they used personal invective and invidious epithets, calling the
critics "scavengers" or "devious" and implying that
their labors were motivated solely by desire for fame
and profit. Neither of these two works is a serious
contribution to an understanding of the assassination.
Attacks on the Warren Report have stimulated attacks on the attackers. Charges have prompted
countercharges. Reasoned argument has given way to
personal invective and character assassination. The
second generation of assassination studies has ended
in public confusion and frustration. A first step of a
radically different sort is now required.
This book attempts to take that step. Whereas the
books of the first generation advanced frantic and
irresponsible hypotheses and those of the second generation labored at point-by-point refutations of the Report, the purpose of this book is to synthesize the evidence (new and old) and point the way to an emerging
ix

conclusion. The critics have shown that the assassination could not have happened as the Commission said
it happened. How, then, did it happen? Up to now
critics of the Report have gotten by with simply
discovering the errors of the Commission and displaying them. It is the responsibility of future works
to address themselves to the question asked above,
to begin drawing all the evidence together and to
attempt to make sense of it.
JOSIAH THOMPSON
Haverford, Pennsylvania
August, 1967
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A NOTE FROM
THE PUBLISHER

I

N A publishing house that normally has as many
different opinions as there are executives, there is
one thing we would have agreed on in September of
1966 with unanimity and alacrity: The world in
general and we in particular did not want or need
another book on the Kennedy assassination or the
Warren Commission. We were aware that the conduct
of that body had left much to be desired and that its
Report richly deserved some of the attacks that had
been leveled against it. But the big guns had been
fired and the target had been riddled; unless new
evidence or a radically new approach were developed
there was no point in adding to the barrage.
Then our executive editor met a young philosophy
professor from Haverford and concluded that he deserved a hearing. We spent most of a day listening
to Professor Josiah Thompson's plan of action, reading his preliminary draft and looking over some of
the evidence he had collected. We ended the session
completely convinced that a new approach had indeed been found and new evidence, much of it unknown to the Commission, had in fact come to light.
We agreed on the spot to throw our resources behind his efforts, and Professor Thompson returned to
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Frame No. 207 from Zapruder film of assassination.

Philadelphia and the mountainous task of assembling
and constructing the actual book.
Then, on October 7, Life magazine ran a column
by Loudon Wainwright calling for re-examination of
the evidence and a reopening of the investigation.
Since that was precisely the goal toward which Professor Thompson's book was aimed, we arranged a
meeting between Wainwright, two members of the
Life editorial staff who were conducting an investigation for the magazine, Professor Thompson and
our own editorial staff. Thompson talked, outlining
new evidence and radical new approaches to existing
evidence; the Life people listened, questioned, and
became at last so convinced of the validity of
Thompson's approach that they invited him to help
direct their assassination investigation at the same
time that he gathered material for his own book.
This association made Thompson a virtual commuter between Dallas, the National Archives in
Washington, the New York offices of Life, and his
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Artist's rendering of scene shown in film.

home base in Philadelphia as he participated in the
search for new evidence and the re-evaluation of
existing evidence. However, the most important benefit from Thompson's point of view was that he now
had access, for the first time, to Life's own first
copy of the Zapruder assassination film, that remarkable amateur movie which has proved of such
historical importance. Endless hours were spent in
running this film, examining it frame by frame, and
performing meticulous measurements and tests on it.
The incredible results of these labors will be detailed
in the following pages, and their vital importance to
an understanding of this major historical event will
be made clear.
After publishing one article, Life decided to suspend its work temporarily, and Thompson returned
to his book. As it neared completion, he made a
routine request for reproduction rights to those
Zapruder frames on which he had labored so long
and on which so much of his argument rested. To
xvii

our amazement and chagrin, his request was denied,
and all future efforts, through personal meetings,
telephone pleadings, letters and intermediaries (including at last our offer to donate the entire profit
on the book to Life in exchange for these few frames
of the film) failed to alter Life's decision.
It seems clear to us that this crucial historical
document should not be sequestered from the eye
of responsible enquiry through an accident of private
ownership, and our feelings have been echoed by
others in the communications media; still, by
law, the film belongs to Life and we cannot make
use of it without their consent. We have therefore
been forced to content ourselves with an artist's
rendering of the events depicted on the Zapruder
film, since the events themselves are John Kennedy's
tragic legacy to us all. These charcoal sketches, a
sample of which is shown on the preceding page
alongside one of the few Zapruder frames available
to the public, have been checked rigorously against
the original sources and every attempt has been made
to assure that their representation of the events is
scrupulously exact. You are asked to make your own
comparison of the two pictures and to accept our
word that all of the other sketches have been executed
with the same care and fidelity.
Still, the sketches are not the Zapruder film. The
startling conclusions you will be led to in the pages
that follow are of great historic importance, so
much so that we were perfectly willing, as mentioned,
to forego all profit for the sake of presenting to the
people the primary evidence on which those conclusions are based. Surely it is now time for Life to
release this unique body of evidence into the custody
of its proper owners, the American people.
The people must have all the evidence and all the
facts about an event of such great historical moment:
it is to that end that this book is directed. It is the
author's hope and ours that the task begun here
will be continued, that the investigation will be reopened, and that the record will at long last be set
straight.
BERNARD GEIS
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SIX SECONDS IN DALLAS

I
THE VIEW FROM THE
THIRTIETH FLOOR
s Abraham Zapruder left his home on the mornA
ing of November 22, 1963, the skies were overcast
and threatening. He knew the President of the United
States would be passing his office later that morning,
but the day seemed poor for picture-taking, and anyway, as he was to tell his secretary, Lillian Rogers,
later that morning, "I wouldn't have a chance even
to see the President" (7H570).* And so Zapruder
climbed into his car and headed for downtown
Dallas, leaving his 8-millimeter movie camera at
home.
Toward midmorning justbefore the President
was due to land at Love Field—the overcast lifted
* This and all succeeding references of the same form refer
to the 26-volume Hearings Before the President's Commission on the Assassination of President Kennedy. This note
refers to Vol. VII, p. 570, the testimony of Abraham Zapruder.
Two other abbreviated references are used in the text.
(R97) refers to Report of the President's Commission on the
Assassination of President John F. Kennedy (Washington:
Government Printing Office, 1964), p. 97, while (Archives,
CD 80) refers to the vast store of unpublished documents
in the National Archives, Commission Document File
No. 80.
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Abraham Zapruder's position during President Kennedy's motorcade.

Zapruder and his receptionist,
Marilyn Sitzman (arrow at top),
appear in a photograph taken by
Philip Willis as the first shot struck
the President (lower arrow).
vyamm,..

Seconds after the shooting, Zapruder and Sitzman leave their pedestal.
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and the sun appeared. It had turned into a beautiful
November day, full of light and color, the air freshened by occasional gusts of a northwest wind. With
some urging from Mrs. Rogers, Zapruder returned
home to get his camera.
The 14-mile round trip took Zapruder longer than
usual. Roadblocks had been thrown up along the
way and crowds were already beginning to clog the
thoroughfares. Both curbs of Houston Street were
packed by the time he returned, and he decided first
to take pictures from his office window at 501 Elm
Street. But Zapruder soon found the camera angle
from this point too narrow, and he hurriedly left the
office to search out a better vantage point in the Plaza
below. The motorcade was late, which gave him time
to try out several locations before finally stepping up
onto a 4-foot pedestal of concrete on a slope overlooking Elm Street. To his left, 200 feet away, stood
the Texas School Book Depository Building. To his
right there was a triple underpass, a grassy incline
at the top of which stood a stockade fence, and over
his right shoulder a parking lot and railroad yard.
The President would pass directly in front of him. It
was a superb spot, affording a clear view of the motorcade as it would turn left on Elm Street and sweep
down under the triple underpass.
Zapruder wound the camera, set the speed control
on "Run,” the lens on "Telephoto," and tested the
mechanism by photographing a group of office workers sitting on the cement steps to his left. Looking
through the viewfinder, he began to lose his balance,
and so asked one of the group—his receptionist,
Marilyn Sitzman—to join him on the pedestal and
steady him as he photographed the motorcade. In
other pictures taken that day we can see the two of
them standing on the pedestal—Zapruder in a dark
business suit, his eyes fixed on the viewfinder, and
Marilyn Sitzman in a light tan suit, somewhat taller
than Zapruder, looking down at the scene over his
left shoulder.
From their vantage point on the concrete block
they could see the motorcade emerge from the crowd

I
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What Abraham Zapruder saw.

on Houston Street. Zapruder pressed the shutter release, and for the next 22 seconds the film that wound
through his camera recorded for once not a home
movie but one of the most macabre scenes in American history. First the lead car, then the motorcycle
escort, and finally the long, black presidential limousine came into view. Smoothly the President's car
turned left on Elm Street, Mr. Kennedy and Governor
Connally smiling and waving to the crowds on their
right. For a second the car disappeared behind a
highway sign, and when it reappeared something had
happened. "There was nothing unusual until the first
sound, which I thought was a firecracker, mainly because of the reaction of President Kennedy," Marilyn
Sitzman later told me. "He put his hands up as to
guard his face and leaned toward the left, and the
motorcade proceeded down the hill." 2A split second
later Governor Connally grabbed his chest and fell
backward into his wife's lap. Both Zapruder and
Marilyn Sitzman at first thought the President and
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Governor Connally were joking—that they too had
heard the firecracker noise and were pantomiming
"Oh, he got me!" But then the violence of the final
shot made itself felt. The right front side of the
President's head exploded in a burst of pink, snapping his body backward and to the left into his wife's
arms. Zapruder kept his camera running as the car
sped beneath the underpass and then swung it immediately to his right toward the stockade fence.
Trembling from shock, Zapruder released his finger,
lowered the camera, and stumbled away from the
scene, screaming, "They killed him! They killed him!"
His voice was drowned under a wail of sirens.
For Abraham Zapruder the consequences of bringing his camera to this spot were staggering. He had
unwittingly become a prime source of history, and
it would be largely through his camera that the world
would come to know about the assassination in all
its horror. Within hours Life magazine would pay
him $25,000 for his film,3and over the succeeding
weeks and months the specter of what he had seen
would return to haunt his dreams. "I have seen it so
many times," Zapruder told Warren Commission
Counsel Wesley Liebeler. "I used to have nightmares. The thing would come every night" (711575).
If the consequences for Zapruder were traumatic,
his film's importance to the subsequent and continuing inquiry into the assassination has been momentous. Abraham Zapruder's movie served as a major
piece of evidence for the Warren Commission, and
it has become a crucial historical document for independent researchers ever since. To an untrained eye
it appears to be only a silent, hurried, somewhat
blurry view of the President's limousine. Yet if it is
studied with the utmost care and under optimum
conditions, it can yield answers to enormous questions. Where did the shots come from, and when
were they fired? Limited in scope though it is, the
Zapruder film is capable of answering these questions.
Nearly three years to the day after Zapruder stood
on the low wall in Dealey Plaza, his film was
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screened on the thirtieth floor of the Time-Life
Building in New York. Present at this screening,
which I attended, were Dr. Cyril Wecht, Director
of the Institute of Forensic Sciences, Duquesne University, Pittsburgh; U.S. Representative Theodore
Kupferman of New York; Sylvia Meagher, researcher
and critic of the Warren Report; and Edward Kern,
Associate Editor of Life. As Life's special consultant
on the assassination, I had made several trips to Dallas
with Kern. Together we had interviewed the principal
witnesses, checked firing angles in Dealey Plaza, and
visited the Depository. In company with another Life
representative, Patsy Swank, I had interviewed doctors and nurses at Parkland Memorial Hospital and
had reenacted the finding of the bullet (Commission
Exhibit 399) in a hospital corridor. Kern and I had
spent several days together examining physical evidence in the National Archives, and, on a subsequent
trip to Washington, we would interview one of the
autopsy surgeons. Although we had visited dozens of
key figures, taken measurements and photographs
in scores of places, and viewed innumerable video
tapes, still photos, and movies, we always kept coming
back to New York to study the Zapruder film—the
single most important piece of evidence.
Quite obviously, the Zapruder footage contained
the nearest thing to "absolute truth" about the 'sequence of events in Dealey Plaza. But even to the
practiced eye the complete picture could not be fully
comprehended in a single viewing or even in several.
William Manchester reportedly watched it seventyfive times while writing The Death of a President, and
even this did not prevent him from making several
important errors.4Commission Counsel Liebeler saw
it so often he lost track of the number of times. I had
seen it countless times myself; in fact, I had spent a
considerable time viewing the copy in the National
Archives just a few days before. The crucial nuances
and details in this film are easily overlooked, and
one could never really be sure one had spotted them
all or interpreted them correctly. This was the reason
for yet another screening in Life's offices. Sylvia
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The Zapruder copies. The difference in clarity between the film
the Commission studied and the
one owned by Life is apparent in
a comparison of copies of frame
207. A copy acquired from Life is
above; a copy acquired from the
Archives is below. Even disregarding the splice which runs through
the middle of the Commission copy
(arrow), it is much less clear than
the Life copy.
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Meagher had indexed the entire twenty-six volumes
of Warren Commission Hearings, Theodore Kupferman had made known his dissatisfaction with the
Report on the floor of Congress, and Cyril Wecht had
written an article on the Kennedy autopsy for a professional journal. We hoped their experienced eyes
might pick up something Edward Kern and I might
have missed.
After an exchange of introductions the group sat
down before the screen and the familiar images began
again their now familiar sequence. Once again the
motorcyclists appeared around the corner of Houston
Street, and once again the dark blue Lincoln began
its fatal glide down Elm Street. The President was
hit, then the Governor, and finally the President again.
I knew each movement in detail—yet this time there
was something about the image on the screen that
amazed and astounded me. I was certain the picture
was infinitely brighter and clearer than the one I had
seen only days before in the National Archives in
Washington.
I knew that neither the lens of the Archives' projector nor its bulb could have accounted for the weaker image because I had checked them both; it was
simply not as good a copy as the one we were watching now at Life. I turned and mentioned this to Kern,
who then voiced an opinion that, when I later checked
the record, turned out to be the case: While the film
we were watching at Life was a copy made directly
from the original (which was kept in a vault), the
FBI's working copy was made not from the original
but from a copy of it, which made their "official" version a copy of a copy, or a copy once removed. * And
* In a memorandum dated Jan. 28, 1964, Assistant Commission Counsel David Belin notes that "the FBI film of
the assassination is a copy of a Secret Service copy of the
original colored film taken by Zapruder. . . . FBI Special
Agent Shaneyfelt . . . felt that with a more clear film print
it could give a more precise determination of the data we
are endeavoring to obtain" (Archives, Administrative Records). It seems, however, that Shaneyfelt never managed to
acquire his clear print. Testifying four months later, on
June 4, 1964, he pointed out that "the Secret Service loaned
a copy to us long enough for us to make a copy for our use,
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it was the Washington copy of the Zapruder film,
inferior by comparison, with which the FBI had undertaken photoanalysis for the Commission.
My curiosity aroused, I got up and walked over to
a lightbox to take a look at Life's 4 by 5-inch color
enlargements of each frame. I looked at several of
them, and again they were unmistakably clearer than
the smaller slides that the Commission had used and
that I had seen at the Archives.5As I inspected the
frames, one by one, the full impact of the Commission's oversight was brought home to me. Governor
Connally had been hit, according to the Commission,
at the same time as Kennedy. This was a central matter in proving that there had been only one assassin.
The President and the Governor, said the Commission, had both been hit by the same bullet while the
car was hidden behind the highway sign (Z210-225).
But on the Life blowups, I saw for the first time
enough evidence to prove that Connally had not been
hit until at least thirteen frames (or three-quarters of
a second) later—too late for it to have been the same
bullet, too soon for it to have been a second bullet
from the same rifle. The collapse of the Governor's
shoulder, the air forced into his cheeks, the disarrayed lock of his hair—all of this was clearly visible
and a simple matter to interpret in the Life copy, and
it flatly contradicted the Commission's interpretation.
As Connally himself had said, it was "inconceivable"
to him that he had been hit by the same bullet that
struck the President (4H135). But the Commission
had chosen to disregard his testimony, prompted by
their desire to believe that there had been only one
assassin and aided, unknowingly perhaps, by the inferior quality of the film they had used for reference.
I turned my attention from the enlargements once
again to the Life film, which was being run backward
and forward. It was Sylvia Meagher who pointed out
that, when the film was projected backward, the
change in the Governor's facial expression was even
which we did, and this copy is the one I have been examining" (5H138). On Feb. 25, 1964, a representative of Life
projected the original film for Shaneyfelt (5H138).
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more noticeable, easier to pinpoint as to time, and
that this seemed to corroborate a later hit than the
Commission had cited.
This discrepancy would bear looking into further,
but for the moment I wanted to hear Dr. Wecht's
opinion about another interesting phenomenon in the
film, one that had also been visible in the Commission's copy but that, even so, had not been mentioned
in the Report. It was Kennedy's physical reaction to
the last shot, the head shot. If, as the Commission had
said, the shot came from the rear, then the force of
the blow could be expected to jolt Kennedy forward,
not backward as clearly appeared in the film. Wecht
expressed surprise and said that it was most unlikely
that a neuromuscular reaction could have countered
the force of the bullet and accounted for Kennedy's
backward thrust. The President's movements, he
agreed, were indicative rather of an impact from the
front.

Standing fifteen feet from the President, William and Gayle Newman
(lower arrows) both saw an impact
on the right front of the President's
head. Behind them, Marilyn Sitzman (arrow at top) saw a hit
"above the ear and to the front."

Eyewitnesses Marilyn Sitzman and William and
Gayle Newman (who were standing only 15 feet
from the President at the time of the head shot) had
told me when I spoke to them in Dallas that they had
seen an impact on the right front side of the President's head. In the case of the Newmans, what they
had seen made them question the Commission's findings. Their remarks had sent me searching through
early press and radio reports for descriptions of the
President's head wound. I had found that only an
hour and a half after the assassination, NBC reported
from Dallas that "the President was struck in the
right temple by the bullet." Half an hour later the
same network had reported that "a bullet struck him
in front as he faced the assailant." The next day The
New York Times had reported that "Mr. Kennedy
also had a massive gaping wound in the back and
one on the right side of the head." These early reports accorded much more closely with what the
witnesses had seen, what the Zapruder film had revealed, and what Dr. Wecht had just expressed.
In all fairness, it must be said that all of us in
that screening room had entered it with some doubts
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about the accuracy of the Warren Report. But even
the most objective man in the world could not fail
to have been impressed by the things we noticed that
day. And perhaps the most shocking of all was the
revelation that the Commission had not availed itself
of the best evidence.
But Abraham Zapruder had not been the only
man with a camera in Dealey Plaza that day. If the
Commission could have been so incredibly inept in
handling the Zapruder film, could they also have
treated much of the other photographic evidence in
the same way? I began to review the other photos in
my mind.
There had, in fact, been no fewer than twenty-two
people taking pictures in Dealey Plaza on November
22. Several were professional newsmen, but the majority were amateurs, snapping everything from Polaroids to 35-millimeter slides. They met with varying
degrees of success. Mrs. Elsie Dorman, for instance,
stood at a fourth-floor window of the Depository
and photographed the parade with her new movie
camera. Her view would have been the closest
to that of an assassin from the sixth-floor window. Unfortunately, she took her eye away from
the viewfinder at the crucial moment and missed the
assassination. The Report, understandably, says nothing about Mrs. Dorman's movie, but neither does it
mention nine perfectly clear color photographs taken
by Miss Wilma Bond, who was standing in the middle
of Dealey Plaza. Four of her pictures have revelance
to the case, and they are reproduced and explained in
this book.
The color movie taken by Robert Hughes, who
stood at the corner of Main and Houston streets, is
of even greater importance, yet scant mention is made
of it in the 26 volumes. Hughes stopped taking
pictures just seconds before the first shot, but even
so the Commission's lack of interest is difficult to
understand, since Hughes's camera range included
the windows on the sixth floor of the Depository
—right up until the time the limousine turned
the last corner. The FBI apparently studied one
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it also had), and statements made to the Commission
by witnesses on the scene prove beyond a doubt that
the first shot fired was the one that hit. The Commission, however, without bothering to piece together the
available evidence, stoutly maintained that the first
shot might have missed.
It seemed clear, then, that the Commission had
either neglected or only hastily examined the photographic record of the assassination. It seemed equally
clear that this record might constitute a primitive
level of data on which a positive reconstruction could
be built. The present study seeks to make proper use
of the photographs inasmuch as they constitute the
only inviolable form of evidence. Whereas witness
reports can be in error (and witnesses can and have
changed their stories) and pieces of physical evidence can be tampered with (the laundering of Governor Connally's clothes is a good example), photographic evidence is reliable. This new study, which
uses photographs as a base and superimposes upon
them the corroborated witness reports and the physical evidence, takes up where the Commission left off.
There are, of course, obstacles in the way of such
a project. First is the Zapruder film itself. As Life's
special consultant on the assassination, I have had
unlimited access to the film and have spent literally
hundreds of hours examining it. But publishing the
results of that examination is something else entirely.
Although it might be argued that such a piece of evidence ought not to be the property of any private
party,* Life owns it and has exercised its legal right
* At the close of a recently televised documentary on the
Warren Report, Walter Cronkite offered a spirited appeal
for the immediate release of the Zapruder film:
There is one further piece of evidence which we feel
must now be made available to the entire public: Abraham Zapruder's film of the actual assassination. The original is now the private property of Life Magazine. A Life
executive refused CBS News permission to show you that
film at any price, on the ground that it is "an invaluable
asset of Time, Inc." And that, even though these broadcasts have demonstrated that the film may contain vital
undiscovered clues to the assassination.
Life's decision means you cannot see the Zapruder film
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not to permit its publication by anyone else. Except
for six inconsequential frames released by Life as a
"public service," I have relied here on an artist's precise rendering of the events shown on the Zapruder
film, checking each sketch carefully against the original sources for accuracy of detail.
The other prime obstacle is not as simple to cope
with; in fact, it remains as much an obstacle today
as it has been in the past, impervious to such influential bodies as Life and the Warren Commission: the
inaccessibility of the autopsy photographs. It was
never my intention, nor anyone else's for that matter,
to publish them; but inasmuch as I wanted to base my
study as much as possible on photographic evidence,
I was hopeful that a qualified group of individuals
would be permitted to see the pictures and discuss
their contents. Although William Manchester, in his
book The Death of a President, claimed that "three
men [possessing] special professional qualifications" °
examined them and found corroboration for the Commission's findings, it should be noted that Manchester
refused to identify these individuals, and that none
of them is known to either Dr. Milton Helpern (Chief
Medical Examiner of the City of New York) or to
Dr. Cyril Wecht. As Manchester admitted to Richard
Goodwin, permission to view the films personally had
been denied him, but he was reluctant to say so in his
book.' After the viewing of the Zapruder film at Life,
the five of us discussed the possibility of some independent forensic expert's gaining access to the autopsy X-rays and photos. Congressman Kupferman offered to ask the Archives to permit him, Dr. Wecht,
and Dr. Helpern to see them. Unfortunately, and
inexplicably, in January, 1967, his request was
refused.8Until the autopsy photos are made available, researchers can only speculate on what they
in its proper form, as motion picture film. We believe that
the Zapruder film is an invaluable asset, not of Time, Inc.
—but of the people of the United States. (CBS News Inquiry, The Warren Report, June 28, 1967.)
Some rather important "undiscovered clues to the assassination" have been discovered and are presented for the first
time in this book.
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show. But for the present there is enough visual material in the public domain to reconstruct the assassination. And the reconstruction that follows does not
square with any that have preceded it.
NOTES
1. A lot of needless controversy has arisen with respect
to the speed of Zapruder's camera.
In December, 1966, Harold Weisberg published in Whitewash II: The FBI-Secret Service Coverup (Hyattstown, Md.:
Harold Weisberg, 1966) an FBI report that stated that
"the camera was set to take normal speed movie film or
24 frames per second" (p. 184). If this report were true
then the speed of the assassination would have to be boosted
by 30 percent; the total time would be reduced to 4.3 seconds, considerably less than the minimum firing time of
Oswald's rifle for three shots. Weisberg made quite a lot
of this report, and his discovery was picked up by The New
York Times. Unfortunately, he made no effort to check
whether Zapruder's camera could have been set on 24 frames
per second. It couldn't. On December 8 we learned from
Mr. Jones, Bell & Howell's public relations director, that
Zapruder's camera had four settings: (1) "Single Frame,"
(2) "Stop," (3) "Run"—set at the factory at 18 frames per
second—and (4) "Slow Motion"-48 frames per second.
Mr. Jones also told us that the Bell & Howell Company
checked the speed of the camera and found it to run within
.1 second of the FBI-determined 18.3 frames per second.
See also 5H160 where FBI agent Shaneyfelt testifies concerning how the speed of the Zapruder camera was clocked
at 18.3 frames per second.
2. Taped interview with Marilyn Sitzman, Nov. 29, 1966.
3. Paid by Life, this sum was later given away by
Zapruder to the Dallas Fireman's and Policeman's Benevolence Association (7H576). Since that time additional sums
have been paid to Zapruder by Life.
4. The few pages of Manchester's book dealing with the
actual assassination are crowded with errors. Many are
slips of detail—confusing the Criminal Courts Building with
the Records Building (p. 153), misplacing the order of
motorcyclists in the motorcade (p. 159), misspelling the
names of witnesses and giving them mistaken locations
(pp. 150, 154, 155)—but one error is substantial and especially difficult to understand in light of Manchester's claim
in Look (Apr. 4, 1967) that he had watched the Zapruder
film "until I had memorized every movement and found
some that the Commission's investigators had missed." His
book reaches its apex in describing the very moment of the
President's death: "Now, in a gesture of infinite grace, he
raised his right hand, as though to brush back his tousled
chestnut hair. But the motion faltered. The hand fell back
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limply. He had been reaching for the top of his head. But
it wasn't there anymore" (p. 158). We know from the
Zapruder film that no such gesture ever occurred.
5. Having studied the stills of the Zapruder film both
at Life and at the Archives, there is no doubt in my mind
that Life's transparencies are the better of the two sets.
The testimony of FBI expert Lyndal Shaneyfelt implies,
however, that both sets of transparencies were made from
the original film. If this is indeed the case, then the only
explanation for the difference in quality must be that the
copying job done by Life for the Commission was a poor
one in comparison with the one done by Life for Life. In
her book Accessories After the Fact, Sylvia Meagher points
out how unclear she found the Archives' 35-millimeter
slides of the Zapruder film to be. Yet it was this set of slides
that was used by both the FBI and the Commission. See
Sylvia Meagher, Accessories After the Fact (New York:
The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1967), p. 27.
6. William Manchester, The Death of a President (New
York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1967), pp. 156-57.
7. Edward Epstein, "Manchester Unexpurgated," Commentary, July, 1967, p. 30.
8. A lawsuit seems to be the only recourse left open at
this point. A private individual (in this case the Kennedy
family) can legally make an agreement with the Archives
limiting access to material turned over to the Archives.
But the private individual has to first own the material he
turns over. The autopsy photos and X-rays were enclosures
to an official government document. They were taken by
a Navy photographer on government film at government
expense. They were in government hands until August, 1965.
The Kennedy family's claim to ownership of this material is
(to put it mildly) quite dubious; that claim should, and
probably will, be tested in the courts.

II
THE WITNESSES
before noon, Ronald Fischer's boss in the
JDallas County
Records Building told him he could
UST

take a little extra time off for lunch. "Just go on down
the street and watch the parade," Mr. Lynn had said
(6H192). Thus, a half hour later, Ronald Fischer
became one of the more than four hundred people to
witness the assassination of President John F. Kennedy.
Most of the bystanders were present in Dealey
Plaza, on the edge of downtown Dallas, primarily
because they worked in buildings nearby. Many of
them, like Fischer, were given time to view the motorcade; otherwise they might not have gone. Others,
like Phil Willis, who took his children out of school
so they could see the President, had carefully selected
Dealey Plaza over all the other places because they
thought it afforded the best view of the President and
a good spot to take pictures. There are tall buildings on the eastern side of the Plaza, but the rest is
open, and to the west, beyond a triple underpass,
there are highways and the Trinity River. Crowds
here would be predictably lighter than a few blocks
up on Main Street, and bystanders wouldn't have to
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crane their necks. Furthermore, there were open
spaces and grassy slopes, so an unobstructed view
was virtually assured.
The unwitting witnesses began filtering into the
Plaza around eleven o'clock. Mrs. Jean Hill, who accompanied Mary Moorman, told the Commission,
"We had been there for about an hour and a half
and had been walking up and down and back and
forth" (6H206). Mrs. Moorman had brought along
her Polaroid camera, and since she knew she would
only be able to get one picture of the President, she
and Mrs. Hill were looking for the best spot to stand.
At noon Howard L. Brennan, a steam fitter who was
working behind the Depository, walked over to a
cafeteria on the corner of Main and Record sti eets
and ate lunch (3H141). At 12:18 exactly, he thought
he might still have time to watch the parade, so he
went out and walked down Main Street to Dealey
Plaza. In about 4 minutes he had seated himself on
the retaining wall at the corner of Houston and Elm,
directly across from the Depository. During the next
10 minutes, Brennan watched the people in the
crowd, including a man who had an epileptic seizure
down the street. After an ambulance carried the man
away, Brennan casually resumed scanning the buildings that surrounded the plaza. He looked up at the
Depository. "I observed quite a few people in different windows," he said. "In particular I saw this one
man on the sixth floor which left the window to my
knowledge a couple of times" (3H143). The next
time he was to look up at the man he would see him
holding a rifle and "aiming for his last shot" (3H144).
In the moments that preceded the assassination,
the individuals in the crowd made their last moves to
see better, to get closer, to have a longer look. Associated Press photographer James Altgens, having
been denied permission to stand on the overpass,
readied his camera at the intersection of Houston
and Main. Danny Arce stepped off the sidewalk onto
the grass in front of the Depository. Billy Lovelady,
who had been sitting on the building's front steps
eating his lunch, rose to his feet. And Ruby Gold-
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stein, a local pawnbroker, circled the block in his
gaudily painted station wagon.
Those who rode in the motorcade had been placed
according to protocol in one of a number of limousines and cars or in the press bus. In the President's
car, Secret Service agents sat in the front, Governor
and Mrs. Connally on the jump seats, and the Kennedys in the rear. As the limousine turned onto Elm
Street, Mrs. Kennedy glanced ahead at the overpass
and thought "it would be so cool under that tunnel"
(5H179). At the same time, Mrs. Connally turned
to the President and remarked, "You can't say Dallas
doesn't love you" (4H147). As if on cue, the shooting began.
It is from those gathered by chance in Dealey
Plaza, and from the others in the motorcade, that
much of the important information about the assassination has come. Admittedly, the photographic evidence (when all of it is considered) is extensive, and
most of the President's ride is recorded in detail on
film, as are relevant portions of the Plaza and surrounding buildings. But none of the pictures can by
itself determine the number of shots, their timing,
and their direction, and there was no sound equipment operating in Dealey Plaza. For this reason, the
eyewitnesses are tremendously important.
But their testimony taken alone, makes for exceedingly vulnerable evidence. Memories fade or
become too vivid, and inevitably stories conflict. Law
professors like to prove this point by staging impromptu incidents in the middle of class, then asking the students to put in writing what happened.
Dozens of variations are always offered, for the
simple reason that nobody really has time to focus
his attention fully on the incident. Obviously, this is
precisely what happened to many of the bystanders
during the assassination. George Rackley and James
Romack, for instance, were standing together in the
truck yards well behind the Depository at the time of
the shooting, and Rackley says he heard nothing,
while Romack says he heard three shots (6H275,
280). Clearly one of them is mistaken (the sixty-
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year-old "Pop" Rackley being the more likely). Still,
with all of the pitfalls and inaccuracies considered,
eyewitness testimony can be of some value if objectively and cautiously studied.
The greater part of the crowd in Dealey Plaza was
dispersed along Houston Street; only a few scattered
spectators dotted the sidewalk and grass on either
side of Elm Street. Thus, when the gunfire broke out,
only a few people were in close proximity to the
presidential limousine. It is their testimony that provides, with graphic, chilling immediacy, the most detailed accounts of those six seconds.
Linda Kay Willis accompanied her parents and
younger sister to Dealey Plaza that Friday. She stood
next to her father, across Elm Street from Abraham
Zapruder. Linda Kay was watching the President
when the first shot rang out:
I heard one [shot]. Then there was a little bit
of time, and then there were two real fast
bullets together. When the first one hit, well,
the President turned from waving to the
people, and he grabbed his throat, and he
kind of slumped forward, and then I couldn't
tell where the second shot went . . . and then
the third one, and that was the last one that
hit him in the head (7H498).

But Mrs. John B. Connally, sitting next to her
husband in the left jump seat of the presidential car,
did see where the second shot went. Questioned later
by Assistant Commission Counsel Arlen Specter, she
described the assassination in these words:
Mrs. Connally: I heard a noise, and not being an expert rifleman, I was not aware that it was a
rifle. It was just a frightening noise, and it
came from the right.
I turned over my right shoulder and
looked back, and saw the President as he
had both hands at his neck.
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Specter: And you are indicating with your own
hands, two hands crossing over gripping
your own neck?
Mrs. Connally: Yes; and it seemed to me there was
—he made no utterance, no cry. I saw no
blood, no anything. It was just sort of nothing, the expression on his face, and he just
sort of slumped down.
Then very soon there was the second shot
that hit John. As the first shot was hit, and
I turned to look at the same time, I recall
John saying, "Oh no, no, no." Then there
was a second shot, and it hit John, and he recoiled to the right, just crumpled like a
wounded animal to the right . . .
The third shot that I heard I felt, it felt
like spent buckshot falling all over us, and
then, of course, I could see that it was the
matter, brain tissue, or whatever, just human
matter all over the car and both of us . . .
(4H147).

Presidential Assistant Dave Powers was riding directly behind the President in the Secret Service follow-up car. His sworn affidavit reads as follows:
We then turned off of Main Street onto
Houston and made the sharp swing to the
left up Elm Street . . . Shortly thereafter the
first shot went of and it sounded to me as if
it were a firecracker. I noticed then that the
President moved quite far to his left after
the shot from the extreme right hand side
where he had been sitting. There was a second shot and Governor Connally disappeared
from sight and then there was a third shot
which took off the top of the President's head
and had the sickening sound of a grapefruit
splattering against the side of a wall. The
total time between the first and third shots
was about 5 or 6 seconds. My first impression was that the shots came from the right
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and overhead, but I also had a fleeting impression that the noise appeared to come
from the front in the area of the triple overpass (7H473).

Although most witnesses to the assassination were
not in positions to observe what happened with the
clarity of those in the immediate vicinity, a canvass
of witnesses (undertaken here, surprisingly for the
first time) gives us an indication of the number and
timing of the shots.
Most of the witnesses agreed that three shots were
fired, as reflected in the overall survey of witness reports. Of those witnesses who expressed an opinion
as to the number of shots, and whose affidavit or
testimony is found in the Archives or in the twentysix volumes of hearings and exhibits, 83.4 percent
reported hearing three shots.* Some witnesses (Tom
Dillard of the Dallas Morning News, Senator Ralph
Yarborough, Steve Wilson, and Secret Service Agent
Forrest Sorrels) were so confident of the number of
shots that they were able to declare "three shots—no
more, no less."' Of the Secret Service agents who reported their opinions as to the number of shots, 87
percent declared they heard three.
Various estimates of the total time from first to
last shot were given, and these ranged all the way
from "a few seconds" to "five minutes." But 69 percent of the witnesses who expressed an opinion
gauged the total time to be between 4 to 6 seconds.
All the Secret Service agents who hazarded an opinion put the time factor in the 4- to 6-second range.
When we turn to other variables such as sound

* See Appendix A for a chart listing the names, references,
and observations of the 190 witnesses on whose testimony,
statement, or affidavit these statistics rest. A chart giving
the location of each witness forms a part of this Appendix.
Some witnesses reported hearing "two or three" or "three
or four" shots. Including all these reports under "three shots"
yields a figure of 88 percent; excluding them all yields a
figure of 79 percent. We split the difference to arrive at our
figure of 83.4 percent.
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direction and sound spacing, we do not find general
agreement among the witnesses. Dave Powers remarked that his "first impression was that the shots
came from the right and overhead," but he also admitted to a "fleeting impression that the noise appeared to come from the front in the area of the
triple overpass." Likewise, Paul Landis (a Secret
Service agent riding in the same car) recalled that
the first shot appeared to come "from behind me,
over my right shoulder" while the last "shot came
from somewhere towards the front, right-hand side
of the road" (18H754-755). Their ambiguity in regard to sound direction is reflected in the total profile
of witness reports. Only one-third of the witnesses answered this question; yet, of these, 52 percent thought
the sound came from the area of the grassy knoll to
the right front of the presidential limousine, while 39
percent thought the sound came from the direction of
the Depository. A small number of witnesses believed
the shots came from the east side of Houston Street,
while slightly over 6 percent of those reporting
thought the shots came from two directions.
It is difficult to know what weight to give these
conflicting reports. Defenders of the Warren Commission have claimed that Dealey Plaza is an "echo
chamber" and that shots fired from the Depository
might sound as if they came from the knoll.2But actually, there is no evidence for such a judgment,
since the Warren Commission neglected to make any
studies of the acoustical properties of the Plaza.
Theoretically, just the opposite effect would be the
most likely: Since the knoll is covered with soundabsorbing foliage, one would expect shots fired from
there to echo off the hard, flat surfaces of surrounding buildings, rather than the reverse, so that reports
of sound coming from the Depository might actually
have been echoes from a shot originating on the
grassy knoll. This sharp disagreement over sound
direction may be ascribed either to echo effects or to
the generally untrustworthy character of earwitness
testimony with respect to sound direction. Yet it may
also accurately reflect the true state of affairs, namely,
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that shots really were fired from more than one location.
Witness testimony with regard to sound spacing is
flawed by a similar conflict. Presidential Assistant
Kenneth O'Donnell reported that "the first two . . .
came one right after the other, there was a slight
hesitation, then the third one" (7H448), while Linda
Kay Willis recalled hearing one shot: "Then there
was a little bit of time, and then there were two real
fast bullets together" (7H498). This conflict is reflected in the overall profile of witness reports with
respect to sound spacing. Only about one-third of the
witnesses (65 out of 190) mentioned the timing. Of
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these, 61.5 percent, although not all agreeing about
the number of shots, thought the last two shots were
bunched, 20 percent thought that the shots they
heard were evenly spaced, 11 percent thought the
first two were bunched, while a smaller percentage,
7.7 percent, thought that there were two shots
bunched at the beginning and two bunched at the end.
Once again the validity of witness reports is called
into question. Some witnesses even gave different
estimates of spacing at different times. In November,
1966, for example, Linda Kay Willis told me she
thought the shots were evenly spaced, while earlier
she had told the Warren Commission she thought the
last two were bunched. Although Senator Ralph Yarborough was quoted in the press on November 23
as saying the first two shots were bunched, his later
affidavit to the Commission insisted that the last two
shots were bunched (7H440). Similarly, Barbara
Rowland's November 22 affidavit indicated the shots
were approximately evenly spaced (19H493), while
her later testimony indicated the last two shots were
closer together than the first two (6H184).
Probably the most sensible explanation of this conflict was given to me by another witness, F. M. Bell.
Standing at the corner of Main and Houston streets,
Mr. Bell heard two of the shots definitely bunched
but could not honestly say which shots these were.
"Anyone could be mistaken on the bunching of
shots," he told me. "It happened within a few seconds
and there was emotion, excitement, and fear involved." 3
The 190 witnesses on record either testified before
the Warren Commission or spoke with a law-enforcement officer whose report of the conversation found
its way into the Commission files. There were, however, between four hundred and five hundred people
in Dealey Plaza, so the number interviewed is less
than half the total. We have no way of knowing
whether the selection process produced a random or
nonrandom sample. Since statistics as a science demands that the sample under analysis be known to be
random, no statistical analysis can be performed on
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these figures. This does not mean, however, that an
intelligent speculation cannot be based on them.
Within limits, this overall study of witness reports
does define a general profile of what happened in
Dealey Plaza.
Over 90 percent of the 190 witnesses gave an
opinion as to the number of shots. Of these 172 witnesses, over 90 percent again estimated that at least
three shots were fired. Surely the virtual unanimity
of witnesses on this point cannot be overlooked.
Given this weight of testimony, it would seem difficult
to argue that fewer than three shots were fired.
The same is true with respect to the total firing
time. Although only twenty-nine witnesses gave an
estimate of the total time factor, it surely is significant that twenty of these twenty-nine put the total
time in the range of 4 to 6 seconds.
The conflicting testimony with regard to sound direction is probably without much significance. True,
over half the witnesses reporting thought the sound
came from the knoll, and photos taken seconds after
the assassination show people reacting in this direction. But crowds are known to be highly suggestible,
and without an acoustical study of Dealey Plaza no
firm conclusion can be drawn.
The disparity of views on time between the shots
is a different matter. For although there was considerable disagreement among witnesses over which
shots were bunched, 80 percent of the witnesses reporting thought that some shots were bunched. This,
as we shall see, is significant by itself.
The overall profile of the assassination which
emerges from this survey of witness reports is a series
of at least three shots, not evenly spaced, in a total
interval of 4 to 6 seconds.
If we had to rely on witness reports alone, it would
be impossible to refine this general pattern much
further. At this point the critical importance of the
photographic evidence becomes apparent. For using
this evidence as a firm foundation for the witness
testimony, the picture that emerges will be more detailed and logically much more convincing.
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NOTES
1. See 6H166, 71-1440, 22H685, 7H345.
2. See Charles Roberts, The Truth about the Assassination (New York: Grosset & Dunlap, Inc., 1967), pp. 33-34;
Richard Warren Lewis and Lawrence Schiller, The Scavengers and Critics of the Warren Report (New York: Dell
Publishing Co., Inc., 1967), pp. 25-31.
3. Author's questionnaire completed by F. M. Bell, Feb.
26, 1967. Mr. Bell was never questioned by the federal or
local agencies or by the Commission, even though he filmed
parts of the assassination with an 8 millimeter movie camera.
No part of his film was examined by any of the authorities,
nor has any part of it been published. Selected frames appear
for the first time in this book.

III
THE FIRST SHOT
Two bullets probably caused all the wounds
suffered by President Kennedy and Governor
Connally. Since the preponderance of the
evidence indicated that three shots were fired,
the Commission concluded that one shot
probably missed the Presidential limousine
and its occupants.
—Warren Commision Report, p. 117.

O

N September 24, 1964, after ten months of intensive research, the Warren Commission turned in
its conclusions about the bullets fired at President
Kennedy: three shots, two hits, one miss. To this
neat ballistic scenario the Commissioners added a
disturbing footnote. They were not sure which shots
caused which hits or which of the three shots missed.
The first hit, according to the Commission, pierced
Kennedy's neck and went on to strike Governor
Connally. The second hit struck President Kennedy in
the head, and a third bullet went astray. The bullet
that missed might have been the first shot (preceding
the two hits), the second (coming between them), or
the last.
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SKETCH

The President's hand-waving con tinues naturally until he
disappears behind the sign.

To some, this frank admission of doubt concerning
the basic events of the assassination may appear as
an admirable reticence to draw conclusions beyond
the bounds of evidence. To others, it may seem a sly
attempt to prop up the single-bullet, double-hit
theory. The main thrust of the evidence, however,
seems to be quite clear: None of the shots missed;
all found their mark. The first shot struck the President in the back.

THE FIRST SHOT
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PINPOINTING A FIRST-SHOT MISS

Z230

SKETCH

The President emerges from behind
the sign obviously hit.

The firmest piece of working evidence is the 8millimeter movie film of the assassination taken by
Abraham Zapruder. The Commission used this film
as a basis for all of its findings relating to the shooting, and thus it is more than appropriate to refer to
it here in explaining just where the Commission went
wrong.
In the early frames of the Zapruder film the President can be seen smiling and waving to the crowds
on his right. This natural waving movement continues as the President disappears from view behind the
Stemmons Freeway sign at Z207. On the film we see
no evidence to suggest that a bullet has struck
until the President begins to emerge from behind the
sign at Z224. In this frame we see the President's
hands rising to his face, a movement that becomes
even more apparent in the frames that follow. By
frame 230 the President's elbows are elevated and
his clenched fists have reached the level of his chin
and neck. His motions at this point leave no doubt
that he has been hit and that he was just starting to
react at frame 224. The question then arises: If there
was a shot that missed before this, when could it
have been fired?
Let us assume with the Commission that such a
shot was fired from Oswald's rifle as the assassin lay
hidden on the sixth floor of the Depository. If we
know the minimum firing time of Oswald's rifle, we
can determine the approximate time at which a
previous shot could have been fired.
FBI firearms expert Robert Frazier tested Oswald's
rifle to determine the minimum time required to work
the bolt and pull the trigger. His fastest time for
getting off three shots was 4.6 seconds. Such a speed,
he testified, "is firing this weapon as fast as the bolt
can be operated" (3H407). The Commission divided
this figure in two and arrived at 2.3 seconds as the
minimum firing time for Oswald's rifle (R97)—a
figure that includes no time for aiming the rifle and
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Witnesses pinpoint the time of the first shot.
A. GOVERNOR CONNALLY:
"We had—we had gone, I
guess, 150 feet, maybe 200
feet, I don't recall how far
it was, heading down to get
on the freeway ... when I
heard what I thought was
a shot." (4H132)
B. ROY H. KELLERMAN:
"As we turned off Houston
onto Elm and made the
short little dip to the left
going down grade, as I said,
we were away from buildings, and were—there was
a sign on the side of the
road which I don't recall
what it was or what it said,
but we no more than passed
that and you are out in the
open, and there is a report like a firecracker, pop."
(2H73)
C. JERRY D. KIVETT: "As
the motorcade was approximately 1/2 of the way to the
underpass, traveling between
10 and 15 miles per hour, I
heard a loud noise." (18H778)
D. LEE BOWERS: "At the moment of the first shot, as

close as my recollection H. KAREN WESTBROOK:
serves, the car was out of
"The car he [the President]
sight behind this decorative
was in was almost directly
masonry wall in the area."
in front of where I was
(6H288)
standing when I heard the
first explosion." (22H679)
E. MRS. BILLIE P. CLAY:
"Just a few seconds after
I. GLORIA CALVERY: "The
the car in which President
car he [the President] was
John F. Kennedy was riding
in was almost directly in
passed the location where I
front of where I was standwas standing, I heard a
ing when I heard the first
shot." (22H641)
shot." (22H638)
F. JOHN ARTHUR CHISM: J. JOE HENRY RICH: "We
turned off of Houston Street
"And just as he [the Presionto Elm Street and that
dent] got just about in front
was when I heard the first
of me, he turned and waived
shot." (18H800)
at the crowd on this side
of the street, the right side; K. MRS. EARLE CABELL:
at this point I heard what
"We were making the turn
sounded like one shot."
... just on the turn, which put
( 19H471)
us at the top of the hill you
see ... I heard the shot, and
G. JEAN NEWMAN: "The
without having to turn my
motorcade had just passed
head, I jerked my head up."
me when I heard something
(7H486)
that I thought was a firecracker at first, and the L. MAYOR EARLE CABELL:
"We were just rounding the
President had just passed
corner of Market [sic] and
me, because after he had
Elm, making the left turn,
just passed there was a loud
when the first shot rang out."
report, it just scared me."
(7H478)
(19H489)
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assumes that an expert rifleman is operating the bolt. *
In 2.3 seconds Zapruder's camera would have rolled
through forty-two frames. Thus, if we assume that the
President was reacting to a hit when he emerged
from behind the sign (Z224), then an earlier miss
could not have been fired later than Z182 (224
minus 42). But we know that at this point a tree
hid the President from the sixth-floor sniper's
nest (R98). If the missed shot was fired at Z182,
the gunman was firing blindly into a tree. In all likelihood, if the first shot missed, it was fired before the
President disappeared behind the tree, which means
before Z166. Is there any evidence for such an early
missed shot?
Not one of the several hundred witnesses in Dealey
Plaza that day reported hearing a shot that could have
come as early as Z166. In fact, by taking a series of
witness reports, we can triangulate the position of the
car at the time of the first shot. Its position falls in the
range of Zapruder frames 210-224.
It should be pointed out that the position of the
presidential limousine established by triangulating
these witness reports compares favorably with the
position given in early government reports. The Report of the Secret Service on the Assassination of
President Kennedy (December 18, 1963) notes that

"when the President's car had proceeded approximately two hundred feet down Elm Street . . . there
was a sharp report" (Archives, CD 3). This would
have been at Zapruder frame 291. The FBI Summary
Report of December 9 notes: "As the motorcade was
* If this appears to be a long interval between shots, it is
accounted for by the awkward design of the Carcano. As
Melvin M. Johnson, Jr., has pointed out in his book Rifles
and Machine Guns, "The (Mannlicher) Carcano bolt handle
is too far ahead of the trigger for efficient rapid-fire" (p. 66).
Both CBS and the BBC obtained somewhat faster firing
times by employing expert riflemen shooting weapons other
than Oswald's. It is difficult to say what evidential value
this has in light of the considerable differences between individual rifles. I have worked the action of Oswald's rifle in
the National Archives; even for a Carcano, it is particularly
sluggish. Frazier's test stands as our most accurate measure
of the minimum firing time of Oswald's rifle.
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Philip Willis' picture, snapped in the range of Zapruder
205 to 225, was taken (according to Willis) as the first shot
was heard.

traveling through downtown Dallas on Elm Street
about fifty yards west of the intersection [approximately frame 239] with Houston Street, three shots
rang out" (Archives, CD 1). No evidence was adduced by the Commission to indicate a shot fired prior
to Z210.
FIRST SHOT, FIRST HIT

All these witness reports (and many more besides)
place the position of the car at the time of the first
shot in the range Z210-224. In addition, photographic evidence corroborates such a finding.
Philip Willis took a photograph of the presidential
limousine at a time determined to be in the range
Z205-225 (15H696-697). Willis testified before the
Commission that this photo was taken simultaneously
with the first shot. As Willis put it, "the shot caused
me to squeeze the camera shutter, and I got a picture
of the President as he was hit with the first shot"
(7H493). As we saw in the Zapruder film itself, the
President's sudden movement at Z224 and thereafter
gives the first indication that a shot has been fired.
In subsequent Zapruder frames we see Governor
Connally turn sharply to his left, a movement he
said he made just after the first shot. Officer B. J.
Martin, riding the outboard cycle to the left rear of
the presidential car, testified that he turned his head
sharply to the right immediately following the first
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SKETCH

Frames 222 and 230: Governor Connally turns to his left,
a movement he said he made immediately after the first shot.

Z230

SKETCH

shot (6H291). At frame 230 he is still looking straight
ahead. The evidence of both the Zapruder and Willis
films points to a first shot fired in the range Z210-224
—a first shot that did not miss but struck the President in the back.
There is no evidence that a shot was fired prior to
Z210. Yet for such a missed shot to have been fired
from Oswald's rifle, it must have been fired no later
than Z182 and, because of interference from the tree,
probably before Z166. The conclusion follows that
the shot to which the President is most visibly reacting at Z224 is the first shot. This is precisely what
most witnesses believed at the time.'
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The sound of the first shot led certain witnesses to
believe that it had found its mark. Philip Willis gave
the following description of the shooting to the FBI:

Z230

SKETCH

Policeman B. J. Martin (arrow)
said he turned to his right after the
first shot. At Z230 he is still looking straight ahead.

Willis advised that at just about the time that
the limousine carrying President Kennedy
was opposite the Stemmons Freeway road
sign he heard a loud report and knew immediately it was a rifle shot and knew also the
shot "had hit" . . . Willis says he knows from
his war experience the sound a rifle shot
makes when it finds its mark and he said he
is sure all three shots fired found their mark
(Archives, CD 1245).

Garland Slack was standing on Houston Street several hundred feet from Willis when the shots were
fired. He also concluded from their sound that they
had found their mark:
1 heard a report and I knew at once that it was
a high-powered rifle shot. I am a big game
hunter and am familiar with the sound of hipowered rifles and I knew when I heard the
retort [sic] that the shot had hit something
(19H495; affidavit dated Nov. 22).

This earwitness testimony is corroborated by the
eyewitness reports of a host of different observers.
Emmett Hudson "was looking directly at President
Kennedy and saw his head slump to one side simultaneously with the loud report made by the first shot"
(Archives, CD 5). Mary Moorman heard "three or
four shots real close together" and noticed that "the
first one hit him [the President]."2Mrs. Connally
testified that she heard a shot, turned to her right,
"and saw the President as he had both hands at his
neck . . . then very soon there was the second shot
that hit John" (4H147). Jean Newman recalled
how the first shot had scared her as she_stood at the
Elm Street curb. She "noticed that the President
jumped, he sort of ducked his head down . . . I saw
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him put his elbows like this, with his hands on his
chest" (19H489). John Chism remembered that he
"heard what sounded like one shot, and I saw him,
`The President,' sit back in his seat and lean his head
to his left side" (19H471). Gayle Newman heard "a
noise like a firecracker going off. President Kennedy
kind of jumped like he was startled and covered his
head with his hands and then raised up" (19H488).
"He was leaning out waving," Kenneth O'Donnell
testified. "He may have just been withdrawing his
hand. And the shot hit him, and threw him to the left"
(7H449). Sitting next to O'Donnell in the follow-up
car, Dave Powers heard the first shot and "noticed
then that the President moved quite far to his left
after the shot from the extreme right hand side where
he had been sitting" (7H473). Yet perhaps the most
graphic description of the impact of the first shot was
given to me by William Newman:
We were looking back up the street to see if
the motorcade was coming and the first two
shots were fired, and of course the first shot,
boom, the President threw his arms up like
that, spun around sort of . . . and then it
looked like he was looking in the crowd, you
know, like he was looking for something, just
kind of a wild expression (Taped interview,
Nov. 30, 1966).

What all these witnesses seem to be describing is
exactly what we see on film in Zapruder frames
224 ff. Kenneth O'Donnell saw the President waving
just before he was hit; we see the President waving
until he disappears behind the sign at Z207. O'Donnell and Powers saw the force of the shot move the
President left from his sitting position on the extreme
right-hand side of the seat; we see this movement
occurring in Zapruder frames 230-270. Mrs. Connally and Jean Newman saw the President's hands
and elbows raised after the first shot; we see this
occurring in Zapruder frames 224-250. The first
shot did not miss; it struck the President, and we ob-
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serve him reacting to this wounding in Zapruder
frames 224 ff. How much earlier than 224 the
wounding should be placed must remain in some
doubt.3The speed of the President's reaction seems
to indicate that he was wounded not earlier than
Z215. But the exact frame of impact must remain
somewhat indefinite. The Commission stated the case
fairly when it concluded that the President was hit
for the first time between Z210 and Z225 (R105).
Where it failed to state the case fairly was in neglecting the preponderance of evidence indicating that
this was also the first shot fired.

WHERE DID THE FIRST BULLET GO?
If we are persuaded that the first shot fired struck
the President between Zapruder frames 210 and 224,
then the obvious question arises: What happened to
this bullet? Did it transit the President's body, as the
Warren Commission claims, continuing on to wound
the Governor, or did it lodge in the President's back?
Upon the answer to this question hinges a crucial part
of the Commission's case: the existence of a lone
assassin. For if the Governor was hit by a separate
bullet, the time factor involved necessitates a second
gunman—the Governor was hit before the Carcano
could have fired again. As Assistant Counsel Norman Redlich put it: "To say that they LKennedy
and Connally] were hit by separate bullets is synonymous with saying that there were two assassins."4
The President's reaction to his wounding (as we
observe it in the Zapruder film) does not help us determine whether or not the bullet transited. Most accounts of this wounding describe the President as
"clutching" his throat.5This has led to the speculation that in "clutching" his throat the President is
reacting to a throat wound—to a laceration of his
trachea. A close study of the Zapruder film, however, reveals that the President's fists are clenched
and that the movement carries his hands up above
his neck. Gayle Newman described how the President
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"covered his head with his hands" (19H488), and
Marilyn Sitzman told me how "he put his hands up
as to guard his face." These descriptions accurately
characterize what we see on the Zapruder film: instead of clutching his throat, the President seems to
be guarding his face with his clenched fist, his elbows
elevated at either side. Such a movement seems as
consistent with a shot lodged in his back as with a
transiting shot: there is no science of the way a person
reacts to a bullet hit.
The testimony of Secret Service Agent Roy Kellerman adds weight to the theory that the first bullet
only lodged in the President's back. Seated in the
right front seat of the presidential limousine, Kellerman heard Kennedy yell, "My God! I'm hit!" just
after the first shot (2H73; 18H724). Since the projectile that caused the throat wound ripped his windpipe in passing, it seems unlikely that the President
could have spoken after receiving the throat wound.
Assistant Counsel Specter, aware of the threat Kellerman's testimony posed to his theory that a bullet
pierced Kennedy's neck, pressed Kellerman on this
point:

Special Agent Roy Kellerman with
the President at Love Field, Dallas,
November 22, 1963.

Specter: With relationship to that first noise that you
have described, when did you hear the voice?
Kellerman: His voice?
Specter: We will start with his voice.
Kellerman: OK. From the noise of which I was in the
process of turning to determine where it was
or what it was, it carried on right then. Why
I am so positive, gentlemen, that it was his
voice—there is only one man in that back
seat that was from Boston, and the accents
carried very clearly.
Specter: Well, had you become familiar with the President's voice prior to that day?
Kellerman: Yes; very much so.
Specter: And what was the basis for your becoming
familiar with his voice prior to that day?
Kellerman: I had been with him for 3 years.
Specter: And had you talked with him on a very
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frequent basis during the course of that association?
Kellerman: He was a very free man to talk to; yes.
He knew most all the men, most everybody
who worked in the White House as well as
everywhere, and he would call you.
Specter: And from your experience would you say
that you could recognize the voice?
Kellerman: Very much, sir; 1 would (2H74-75).

Despite Kellerman's certainty on this point, we
must take into account that none of the passengers in
the rear of the limousine heard the President's cry
(4H134, 147; 5H180). In the absence of corroboration from other witnesses, Kellerman's testimony can
be taken as significant but not as determinative.
THE AUTOPSY

Most relevant to deciding a question of this sort
is the medical evidence—in particular, the autopsy
report on the President's body. The principal forensic
reason for conducting such an autopsy was to establish the location and character of the victim's wounds.
It was to obviate any such question as to whether or
not a bullet transited that the autopsy was performed
in the first place. It is ironic, then, that instead of
answering this question the autopsy has made it the
focus of sharp controversy.
On the morning of November 23 the Dallas FBI
field office received a wire communicating the results
of the autopsy performed at Bethesda Naval Hospital
the night before. A document recently discovered in
the National Archives reveals what those results
were:
RESULTS OF AUTOPSY ON
JOHN F. KENNEDY
On November 23, 1963 an autopsy was performed on the body of former President John
F. Kennedy at the National Naval Medical
Center, Bethesda, Maryland. A total body
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X-ray and autopsy revealed one bullet hole
located just below shoulders to right of spinal
column and hand-probing indicated trajectory at angle of 45-60 degrees downward
and hole of short depth with no point of exit.
No bullet located in body.
With respect to the bullet hole located in the
back, pathologist at National Naval Medical
Center was of the opinion this bullet worked
its way out of the victim's back during cardiac
massage performed at Dallas hospital prior to
transportation of the body to Washington
(Archives, CD 5).

It seemed that the results of the autopsy were clear
and that the issue had been decided: The President
had been struck in the back by a bullet that penetrated only a short distance before it fell out during
cardiac massage. The first shot, which struck the
President at Z210-224, did not transit his body.
Yet the results of the autopsy did not remain clear
for long. For at about the same time that the message
reached the Dallas field office, the pathologist named
in the message called the doctors at Parkland Memorial Hospital in Dallas. During the autopsy he had
observed a surgical incision in the President's throat.

Dr. Malcolm Perry, who performed

a tracheotomy on the President at
Parkland Memorial Hospital in
Dallas.

I had the impression from seeing the wound
[Commander James J. Humes later told the
Commission] that it represented a surgical
tracheotomy wound, a wound frequently
made by surgeons when people are in respiratory distress to give them a free airway.
To ascertain that point, I called on the telephone Dr. Malcolm Perry and discussed with
him the situation of the President's neck
when he first examined the President
(2H361).

What Dr. Perry told the Navy pathologist threw all
the medical findings into turmoil. Unknown to the
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Bethesda doctors, Perry had made his tracheotomy
incision through an already existing throat wound.
Perry told me in Dallas that when Humes heard
about the wound he seemed taken aback for a moment and then exclaimed, "So that's it!" 6What "that"
was, was a new conclusion concerning the back
wound that would be urged on the basis of a rethinking of all the autopsy data. Thus it was that
some forty-eight hours after the "Results of Autopsy
on John F. Kennedy" were flashed over the FBI wire,
results diametrically opposed were delivered to the
White House physician, Admiral George C. Burkley.
These results reflected a new inference on the part of
the Bethesda doctors that the missile that had entered
the President's back had exited through his throat. *
On the basis of this revised autopsy report it seems
that the bullet that struck the President's back at
Z210-224 transited his body.

THE BACK WOUND

This autopsy has become the center of intense
controversy. Certain new facts concerning it have
recently come to light and will be discussed in later
chapters. But what concerns us here even more than
the President's autopsy is the central question whether
* Humes's assistant, Commander J. Thornton Boswell, testified that the official autopsy report was "the culmination of
our examination and our subsequent conference" (2H377;
emphasis added). Assistant Counsel Specter pointed out in
a U.S. News & World Report interview: "In fact, Dr. Humes
had formulated a different conclusion, tentative as it might
have been, when he had a chance to talk to Dr. Perry by
telephone in Dallas. That was when he found that there had
been a bullet hole on the front of the neck, before the
tracheotomy was performed" (U.S. News & World Report,
Oct. 10, 1966, p. 49). Boswell's and Specter's remarks accorded with what an FBI spokesman told Fletcher Knebel
of Look, namely, that the FBI's "initial reports did not reflect the doctor's decision" (Look, July 12, 1966, p. 71;
emphasis added). Nevertheless, the Warren Report falsely
asserts that the change resulted from "further exploration
during the autopsy" (R88, emphasis added).
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or not his body was transited by a bullet. Of direct
relevance are the character and the location of the
President's back wound.
In addition to the medical personnel attending the
President's body, representatives of the Secret Service and FBI were also present. They were there to
observe the autopsy from a forensic standpoint, to
receive any bullet that might be recovered, and to
report to their respective agencies on the conclusions
reached. The two FBI agents, James F. Sibert and
Francis X. O'Neill, submitted a five-page, singlespaced report on their evening at Bethesda. In this
document—a document that would constitute an essential element in the investigation already under
way—Sibert and O'Neill wrote:
AUTOPSY OF BODY OF PRESIDENT
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY
During the latter stages of this autopsy, Dr.
Humes located an opening which appeared
to be a bullet hole which was below the
shoulders and two inches to the right of the
middle line of the spinal column.
This opening was probed by Dr. Humes
with the finger, at which time it was determined that the trajectory of the missile
entering at this point had entered at a downward position of 45 to 60 degrees. Further
probing determined that the distance traveled
by this missile was a short distance inasmuch
as the end of the opening could be felt with
the finger (Archives, CD 7).

I asked Commander Humes's assistant, Commander
J. Thornton Boswell, about Humes's inserting his
finger in the President's back wound and feeling its
end. Boswell told me that this was correct and that,
in fact, all three doctors had probed this wound with
their fingers up to the first or second knuckle—a penetration of 1 to 2 inches.? Boswell also indicated that
the back wound had been examined with a metal
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Commander Humes apparently expressed such confidence in this explanation that Sibert and O'Neill
could couch the autopsy conclusions in these words:
Dr. Humes stated that the pattern was clear,
that the one bullet had entered the President's back and worked its way out of the
body during external cardiac massage and
that a second high velocity bullet had entered
the rear of the skull and had fragmentized
prior to exit through the top of the skull. He
further pointed out that X-rays had disclosed
numerous fractures in the cranial area which
he attributed to the force generated by the
impact of the bullet in its passage through the
brain area. He attributed the death of the
President to a gunshot wound of the head
(Archives, CD 7).

With respect to this back wound the official autopsy report notes that "the missile path through the
fascia and musculature cannot be easily probed"
(16H981). The evidence adduced above indicates
that this admission is something less than the truth—
that in fact the wound could not be probed at all!
Various explanations have been offered to account
for the failure of the doctors' probing efforts. The Report itself suggests that "the bullet had passed between two large strap muscles and bruised them without leaving any channel, since the bullet merely
passed between them" (R88). Jacob Cohen, speaking in defense of the Report, has advanced a more
ingenious explanation.9Since (argues Cohen) the
Zapruder film shows Kennedy waving when he was
hit, and since he was examined in a relaxed, supine
position, it is quite possible that the relaxation of the
shoulder muscles closed off the missile channel.
However, neither the official explanation nor the
Cohen addendum accounts for the essential fact that
emerged during the autopsy: that a missile channel
was discovered in the back, that it penetrated 1 to
2 inches, and that "the end of the opening could be
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felt with the finger." Cohen's relaxation hypothesis
cannot explain why the muscles immediately under
the skin to a depth of 1 to 2 inches did not relax,
while deeper muscles did. Nor does the relaxation
hypothesis make sense on other grounds. Dr. Milton
Helpern has indicated that "it is a sine qua non of
forensic pathology that if a bullet passes through a
body, it must leave a discernible path."1° The idea
that a relaxation of muscles would hide such a path
is preposterous: this, at least, is the judgment of Dr.
Cyril Wecht, who told me that the Cohen hypothesis
is "medical nonsense."" Equally nonsensical is the
idea that a bullet would make a channel for 1 to 2
inches and then "pass between two large strap muscles . . . without leaving any channel." In discussing
this case Dr. Helpern remarked, "There is no such
thing as a rifle bullet's passing through a neck without leaving a path."12He estimated that a 6.5-millimeter bullet would leave a track 1/4 inch in diameter.13
The evidence cited above indicates that no such track
was ever found.
If the character of the President's back wound suggests that the bullet did not transit, its location is also
relevant. Secret Service Agent Glen Bennett was riding behind the President in the follow-up car. In a
handwritten report jotted down on Air Force One as
the presidential party flew back to Washington, Bennett noted: "I saw a shot hit the Boss about 4 inches
down from the right shoulder" (24H542). Sibert and
O'Neill, we recall, placed the back wound "below
the shoulders and two inches to the right of the middle
line of the spinal column." Greer and Kellerman
placed it respectively "in the soft part of the shoulder" (Greer: 2H127) and just below "that large
muscle between the shoulder and the neck" (Kellerman: 2H81). When the autopsy had been completed,
Kellerman summoned another Secret Service agent,
Clint Hill, to view the President's wounds. Hill later
testified that he "observed a wound about six inches
down from the neckline on the back just to the right
of the spinal column" (18H744; 2H143). All these
descriptions of the back wound's location match
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Bullet holes in the back of the
President's clothing are consistent
with testimony given by Secret
Service and FBI agents present at
autopsy.
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perfectly with bullet holes discovered in the President's clothing. * According to measurements performed by the FBI's Robert Frazier, the hole through
the President's jacket was found to lie 53/8 inches
(shirt: 53/4 inches) below the top of the collar and
13/4 inches (shirt: 1Y8 inches) to the right of the
midline (5H59-60).
The curious thing about all these descriptions of
the back wound is that they specify a location on
the back actually below the supposed exit wound in
the front of the throat. If one connects the two points
they yield an upward trajectory from back to front.
Yet a bullet fired from the sixth-floor window of the
Depository in the interval Z210-224 would have
entered the President's back on a downward trajectory of 17 degrees (5H160; 18H89-90).
The relationship of the two wounds becomes apparent if we consult the autopsy face sheet prepared
by Commander Boswell while the autopsy was in
progress. On this sheet are outlined front and back
views of a human body. In the lower third of the
throat we see sketched a 6.5-millimeter surgical incision. On the back we find a round hole sketched in
at the same location defined both by witness reports
and by the holes in the President's clothing. The hole
in the President's back appears appreciably lower
than the incision in the throat.
When the press first pointed this fact out to Commander Boswell, he replied that the sketch was only
meant to mark a rough location and that he had
mistakenly placed the back wound too low. The
doctor's answer may prove to be the correct explanation; the release of the autopsy pictures may show
* Defenders of the Report have tried to rebut the very
strong evidence of the clothing holes by suggesting that the
President's coat and shirt may have been bunched at the
moment of impact, thus causing the appearance of a lower
hit than was in fact the case. A close study of Willis Slide 5
(supposedly taken simultaneously with the first shot) disproves this hypothesis; the President's clothing is most assuredly not bunched at the time of the first shot.
For a fuller discussion of this point together with the
relevant photo evidence, see Chap. X.
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Autopsy face sheet marked by Commander Boswell during
autopsy. Hole in back (arrow B) appears lower than the alleged exit in throat (arrow A).

FBI agents reenact assassination.

According to the Warren Report,
"The back of the stand-in for the
President was marked with chalk at
the point where the bullet entered.
The Governor's model had on the
same coat worn by Governor Connally when he was shot with the
hole in the back circled in chalk"
(R97).

this. But at this time two points should be made: (1)
If the doctor made a mistake in mislocating the back
wound, then this is the only mistake on the diagram
—all the other wounds are placed in their proper
positions. (2) It is curious that the doctor's "mislocation" of the back wound lines up perfectly with the
spot defined by the holes in the President's clothing
and by the observations of every other person who
saw the body. It is a coincidence of the strangest sort
that Commander Boswell should misplace only this
wound, and that his mistake should align perfectly
with the location defined by all the other evidence.
What are we to make of all this evidence concerning the location and character of the President's back
wound?
The exact location of the wound cannot now be
conclusively determined. If it turns out to be located
where Commander Boswell placed it on the face
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sheet, the throat wound will be ruled out as a consequence of the first shot. But even if the autopsy
photos show a location somewhat higher, the issue
will not yet be decided in the Commission's favor.
For wherever the wound is finally located we know
now that it was the military physicians' judgment on
the night of the assassination that the bullet did not
transit. They made this judgment on the basis of a
physical examination of the wound itself: "the end
of the opening could be felt with the finger." Hence
it is the character of the wound and not its location
that remains the crucial factor.
It might be argued that the character of this wound
is not fully known. It was explored with fingers and
metal probes, but it was not dissected. Here is an essential problem that no number of autopsy photos
and X-rays can clear up. Among forensic specialists
it is known that the only ultimately conclusive way
to trace the course of a bullet is to dissect the tissue
along its path.14Probes may go askew and fingers
misfeel, but dissection of the area involved will reveal to the naked eye the course of the bullet. Such
dissection is laborious and painstaking; it takes time.
And time, it seems, was not what the autopsy surgeons
had in abundance on November 22. Yet without such
dissection, the character of the President's back wound
must remain forever in doubt. The photos and X-rays
now sequestered in the National Archives cannot
help us much—bullet paths through flesh do not show
up on X-rays. And decomposition has already made
exhumation impractical. We are left with the evidence
now at hand, however unsatisfactory it may be.
The path of the bullet from back to front was inferred, not observed. It was inferred after the fact,
and its significance was to extricate the military doctors from the embarrassment of having to admit that
the President's body had passed through their hands
without their ever having recognized one of his
wounds as a bullet wound. Three years after the
event one fact emerges from the evidence: No single
physician ever knowingly examined all of the President's wounds—the Parkland doctors because they
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never realized the back wound existed, the Bethesda
doctors because they never recognized the tracheotomy incision as a bullet wound. The doctors' inference was drawn out of logical necessity—the throat
wound existed; it had to be accounted for. On November 23 and 24 only partial information was available to the autopsy surgeons. Since that time additional facts have come to light that validate an alternative explanation of the throat wound.
THE THROAT WOUND
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Various descriptions of the small hole in the President's throat were given at Parkland Hospital by the
doctors who saw it before a tracheotomy incision
erased its outline. While some described its periphery
as smooth and regular (6H3, 9, 54; 3H372) and
others remembered it as jagged (6H32, 48, 65, 141),
all seemed to agree on the size of the hole. It was
small—so small, in fact, that one doctor believed it
was too small to be even the entry hole of a high
velocity bullet (6H56). Dr. Perry described it over
the phone to Commander Humes as between 3 and
5 millimeters in diameter (17H29). This is half the
diameter of an ordinary pencil, much too small to
be the exit wound of a transiting bullet. *
That a transiting bullet could not have caused
such an extremely small wound is further attested to
by an experiment performed for the Commission by
Dr. Alfred G. Olivier of the Army's Edgewood Arsenal. In order to simulate the passage of a bullet

1\-v-.4.s.■
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-3,\, NA13.4^,-(321-1\1%'a-Art ittrwa.4.
Notes made by Commander Humes
at Bethesda Hospital during telephone conversation with Dr. Malcolm Perry in Dallas. Size of throat
wound given as "3 to 5 millimeters."

* I recently asked Dr. Wecht whether a hole of this diameter
could be the possible exit hole of a 6.5-millimeter projectile.
He replied: "Again very, very unlikely. There are atypical
entrance and exit wounds. But again with this kind of bullet,
and with the kind of entrance described and the course of
the bullet postulated and then subsequently adopted in the
Commission Report, I find a 3-5 mm. wound in the neck
as described by surgeons at Parkland Hospital, I find that
very, very hard to buy as an exit wound for a bullet which
would have entered in the back. Very hard. Again something which I would not buy were I doing an autopsy"
(Wecht interview, May 26, 1967).
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Commission Exhibit 850: Goatskins used in ballistic test to simulate President's neck wounds. Note
exit holes are at least twice the size
of entry holes.

FBI Exhibit 60: Slit in the front
of President's shirt and nick in tie
showed no evidence of metallic
traces.
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through the President's neck, Dr. Olivier clipped 14
centimeters of goat meat between two goat skins,
pinned shirt and jacket cloth over one side of the
package, and then fired three 6.5-millimeter bullets
through it (5H77-78). Although the entry holes
are the same size as the entry wound in the President's back, the exit holes are at least twice the
size of the President's throat wound. While the long
diameter of the President's throat wound was given
by Dr. Perry as "3 to 5 mm," the smallest exit hole
obtained in Dr. Olivier's experiment was 10 millimeters (see illustration). If the experiment proves anything, it is that the autopsy explanation of Kennedy's
throat wound is invalid. Apparently, the hole was
too small to have been the exit wound of a whole
bullet. And there is further evidence suggesting that
the wound may not even have been caused by any
part of a bullet.
Special Agent Robert Frazier examined the President's shirt at the FBI laboratory. In the upper back
he found a small hole, 1/4 inch in diameter, the fibers
pushed inward around the periphery, and on these
fibers traces of copper (5H60, 62). But on the shirt
front, just under the collar button, he found a V2inch vertical slit without any metallic residue whatsoever (5H59-60). Nor could Frazier find any metallic residue on a small nick in the President's tie.
Frazier was very guarded in his testimony about
this (5H62): "I could not actually determine from
the characteristics of the hole whether or not it was
caused by a bullet. However, I can say that it was
caused by a projectile of some type which exited
from the shirt at this point" (5H61). Earlier he had
cautioned the Commission: "It is an irregular slit . . .
that is not specifically characteristic of a bullet hole
to the extent that you could say it was to the exclusion of being a piece of bone or some other type of
projectile" (5H61).
Frazier's suggestion that the throat wound might
have been caused by a fragment (possibly bone)
had already been made by one of the Parkland doctors who helped Perry make his tracheotomy inci-
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Damage to the President's throat
as described by Parkland doctors
A.

Dr. Malcolm Perry: "I noticed a
small ragged laceration of the trachea on the anterior lateral right
side" (3H370).

B. Dr. Malcolm Perry: "In the lower

part of the neck below the Adam's
apple was a small, roughly circular
wound of perhaps 5 mm. in diameter from which blood was exuding
slowly" (311368).

LARYNX
TRACHEAL TEAR
WOUND SITE
SUPRASTERNAL
NOTCH

C. Dr. Charles F. Baxter: "There was

considerable contusion of the muscles of the anterior neck and
a moderate amount of bleeding
around the trachea" (61142).
Dr. Robert N. McClelland: "That
damage consisted mainly of a large
amount of contusion and hematoma formation in the tissue lateral to the right side of the trachea
and the swelling and bleeding
around the site was to such an
extent that the trachea was somewhat deviated to the left side"
(6H33).
D. Dr. Don T. Curtis: "The Presi-

dent's head was extended or hyperextended and I noticed that in the
suprasternal notch there was a mass
that looked like a hematoma to me,
or a blood clot in the tissues ... I
think it was 5 cm. in size" (6H60).
E. Dr. Charles J. Carrico: "In insert-

ing the endotracheal tube, a larynzo
scope was inserted and it was noted
that there was some discoloration
at the lateral edge of the larynx
and there appeared to be some
swelling and hematoma" (6116).

sion. Only three hours after the assassination, Dr.
Robert N. McClelland had written an "admission
note" in which he had remarked: "The President
was at this time comatose from a massive gunshot
wound of the head with a fragment wound of the
trachea" (R526). As another Parkland doctor pointed out in his testimony, the idea of such a fragment
driven downward and out the throat by the head impact had been discussed at Parkland Hospital on that
Friday afternoon (6H5 ).
When we consider the testimony of the Parkland
doctors we can come to understand why such an explanation seems plausible.* All of them agreed on
the nature of the damage to the President's neck.
None of them believed it to be an exit wound
from a whole bullet. Without exception, their testimony
described a vertical channel of contusion (bruise),
laceration, and hematoma (swelling filled with blood)
stretching above and below the tiny exit hole. The
* This same hypothesis was put forward by various government spokesmen in December, 1963. Citing governmental
sources, Newsweek (Dec. 30, 1963), Time (Dec. 27, 1963),
and the Washington Post (Dec. 18, 1963) all carried stories
asserting that the autopsy had produced evidence that a
fragment from the second bullet (the head shot) had been
deflected downward and had passed out through the throat.
The Journal of the American Medical Association (Jan. 4,
1964) reported that "a small fragment of this bullet [the
head shot] angled down and passed out through Kennedy's
throat."
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hole itself was located an inch and a half below the
larynx (Adam's apple) (3H370; 6H42). Immediately behind the hole was a ragged tear of the right
front windpipe (3H370; 6H42). Both above and
below this tear was a region of contusion and hematoma stretching from the larynx to below the suprasternal notch (6H11, 33, 42, 60). This channel
stretched at least 4 to 6 inches up and down the President's neck. Such a channel, of course, lies at right
angles to the trajectory of a bullet passing horizontally
through the neck. It is consistent not with the first
shot to Kennedy's back but with the later head shot,
as we shall see presently.
None of the medical testimony from Parkland
Hospital was available to the autopsy surgeons when
they decided that the throat wound had been caused
by the exit of a whole bullet traveling horizontally.
One can search the official autopsy report in vain
for any mention of what Dr. James Carrico had described in Dallas as "some contusions and hematoma
to the right of the larynx, with a minimal deviation of
the larynx to the left" (3H360). A reading of the
official report makes it quite apparent that almost
all the information concerning the throat injury was
gleaned from the phone conversation with Dr. Perry
(16H979, 981). As far as the throat wound is concerned, autopsy surgeon Humes testified that he
"had the impression from seeing the wound that it
represented a surgical tracheotomy" (2H361). Thus
the neck area was never fully dissected and the fact
that it might have been a bone or bullet fragment
wound went unconsidered. Yet in addition to this
neck injury, there was other damage discovered by
the autopsy surgeons themselves that lent credence
to the idea of a fragment exit in the throat. Unfortunately, this damage was discovered by them only
after they had submitted their official report.
During the autopsy, the President's brain was
removed and placed in a formalin solution for later
examination. Long after the official autopsy report
had been delivered to Admiral Burkley, an examination of the brain turned up one rather startling fact.
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SUPERFICIAL
BRAIN
LACERATIONS
LEFT CEREBRAL
PEDUNCLE

MID-BRAIN
LACERATIONS

BASILAR ASPECT OF BRAIN
The location of two lacerations
deep and low in the President's
brain suggest a possible downward
trajectory of a fragment or fragments.

Possible path of fragments from
head impact out throat.
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Deep in the brain at the level of the midbrain and
the left cerebral peduncle were found two rather sizable, communicating lacerations (see diagram).15 It
is possible to pass a line through these lacerations
from a point on the right rear of the skull that will
also pass through and out of the lower throat (see
diagram). If we suppose that a bullet (or more likely
a bone) fragment was driven downward on a slight
right-to-left trajectory through the midbrain, we have
a hypothesis that accords with all the known facts
surrounding the throat wound. Such a hypothesis
postulates the downward passage of a fragment
through the midbrain, contusing the larynx before
tearing the windpipe, and exiting the body through a
vertical slit in the shirt. Other fragments could have
continued parallel to the windpipe, bruising the strap
muscles of the throat and contusing the superior mediastinum and the apex of the right pleura. Such a
hypothesis would explain the total pattern of neck
and thoracic injuries we know about. The sharp,
downward trajectory would explain why the slit in
the shirt is twice the length of the skin wound, and
the slight right-to-left course would explain the cut
on the right front side of the windpipe and the nick
on the left side of the tie knot. The absence of copper
traces on the shirt fibers would indicate that bone
(not metal) fragments did the major work of disruption.
If the throat wound can thus be attributed to the
"head shot," then it is quite easy to see that the first
bullet is not required to do all the Commission said it
did. It need only have struck the President in the
back, penetrating less than 2 inches and falling out
during cardiac massage. This is what the autopsy
surgeons had originally determined. It was the discovery of the throat wound that prompted them to rethink the problem and come up with the back-tofront transit. But once the facts about the throat
wound are known, the necessity for the transiting
bullet disappears. True, a well-defined path downward through the brain has not been found, but
neither, it should be pointed out, was the Commission
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able to find a back-to-front path through President
Kennedy's neck. Both are inferred paths. Yet the one
developed above deals more adequately with all the
facts now known to surround the President's throat
wound: its small size, the 4- to 6-inch vertical injury
immediately behind it, the right front placement of
the tracheal tear, the slit in the shirt and the nick on
the tie (both lacking metal traces), the lacerations in
the midbrain. The hypothesis sketched above more
adequately explains this total fabric of evidence. It
would be interesting to know whether, on the basis
of these new considerations, Commander Humes and
his colleagues might be willing to rethink their conclusions—once again.
THE FIRST SHOT AND THE EVIDENCE

All of the Warren Commission's difficulty with the
first shot stems from its prejudice in favor of the
"single-bullet" theory. This is the only reckoning that
permits a lone assassin, but it places arduous demands on the sequence of events in Dealey Plaza. One
of the bullets had to pass through Kennedy and go on
to hit Connally, and another had to miss the car completely. The Commission felt it might have been the
first shot that missed. But as we have seen, the combined evidence of film, eyewitness testimony, and the
minimum firing time of the murder rifle makes clear
that if any shot missed, it could not have been the
first. As for this bullet passing through Kennedy's
neck, there is autopsy evidence to the contrary that
the Commission ignored, and a variant hypothesis,
offered above, that makes plausible a different explanation of the wound in Kennedy's throat.
The first shot, then, was the first hit. And the bullet,
according to the best evidence available, lodged in
the President's back. If this interpretation of the first
shot is to be accepted, then, in contradiction to the
Warren Report, it is automatically proved that neither
of the other shots missed: one had to strike Connally
and the other cause the President's head wound.
Indeed, we shall find that this is the most reasonable
explanation of what happened.
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NOTES

View of the President from the
sixth—floor window was blocked
during the 2.4 second interval from
Zapruder frames 166 to 210. At
one point (Z186) a small hole in
the tree permitted a view of the
car for one-sixth of a second.

1. Of several hundred witnesses present in Dealey Plaza
just two gave evidence indicating that the first shot missed.
Mrs. Donald Sam Baker (née Virgie Rackley) was standing on the pavement in front of the Depository. She later
told a Commission lawyer that she heard a "firecracker"
noise and saw something hit the pavement behind the presidential auto (7H509-510). She also remarked that when
this first shot was fired the car had gone down Elm Street
partially out of sight and was "near the signs" (7H509).
This places it in the range Z210-224. Moreover, Mrs. Baker's
deposition before Counsel Liebeler did not agree with what
she had told the FBI earlier. A March 19 statement she gave
the FBI contains no mention of something hitting the pavement (22H635-636), while an earlier interrogation report
notes that she saw something hit the pavement in front of
the presidential car (Archives, CD 5).
The report of Secret Service agent Glen Bennett seems
to have more substance to it. Bennett stated: "the President's
auto moved down a slight grade and the crowd was very
sparse. At this point I heard a noise that immediately reminded me of a firecracker. I immediately, upon hearing the
supposed firecracker, looked at the Boss's car. At this exact
time I saw a shot that hit the Boss about 4 inches down
from the right shoulder" (24H542).
In discussing Agent Bennett's report the Commission
notes that "it is possible, of course, that Bennett did not
observe the hole in the President's back, which might have
been there immediately after the first noise" (R111). This
is a plausible explanation, especially in light of other evidence that indicates that Governor Connally was hit by a
second shot about a second after the first hit the President:
Bennett might have confused the President's reaction with
the second shot. Still, his testimony is troubling. It validates
the dictum that in this case unanimity among witnesses is a
very rare commodity.
2. WFAA-TV video tape for the afternoon of Nov. 22;
Tape PKT-24, at 21 minutes, 8 seconds into the tape.
3. Professor Alexander Bickel of the Yale Law School
has advanced the interesting thesis that the President was
wounded by a shot through a small hole in the foliage at
Z186.
The Commission itself explored this idea and rejected it,
I believe, with sound reason. The following considerations
militate against this thesis:
(1) No witness recalled a shot that early; many, many
witnesses placed the first shot in the interval Z210-224.
(2) Many witnesses recalled a virtually instantaneous
reaction of the President to being hit by the first shot. This
thesis requires that the President continued smiling and
waving to the crowds for at least twenty-one Zapruder frames
after he was shot.
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Frame 166: view through rifle scope.
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(3) The size of the tree opening (see illustration) gave
the gunman no time to aim at his moving target. As the
Commission concluded: "It is doubtful that even the most
proficient marksman would have hit him [the President]
through the oak tree (R105).
(4) There seems to be no motivation for such a shot. To
quote the Commission: "It is unlikely that the assassin
would deliberately have shot at him with a view obstructed
by the oak tree when he was about to have a clear opportunity" ( R98 ) .
4. Told to Edward Jay Epstein and cited in his book
Inquest (New York: The Viking Press, Inc., 1966), p. 43.
5. A recent issue of Life, for example, captions Zapruder
frame 230: "Kennedy clutches his throat. Connally says he
still felt nothing" (Life, Nov. 25, 1966, p. 45).
6. Perry interview, Nov. 3, 1966.
7. Boswell interview, Jan. 11, 1967.
8. Ibid.

9. Cohen advanced this hypothesis on a WNEW-TV
(New York) program screened on Nov. 12, 1966. His remarks concerning it can be found on p. 106 of the transcript
of that broadcast disseminated by WNEW-TV.
10. Cited by Epstein, op cit., p. 58.
11. Conference with Dr. Wecht at Life magazine, December, 1966.
12. Epstein, op. cit., p. 58.
13. Ibid.

Frame 186: view through rifle scope.

Frame 210: view through rifle scope.

14. Conference with Dr. Wecht at Life magazine, December, 1966.
15. "When viewed from the basilar aspect the disruption of the right cortex is again obvious. There is a longitudinal laceration of the mid-brain through the floor of the
left ventricle just behind the optic chiasm and the mammillary bodies. This laceration partially communicates with
an oblique 1.5 cm tear through the left cerebral peduncle"
(16H987).

IV
THE SECOND SHOT
Mr. Howlett [Secret Service Agent J. J. Howlett] stated that Secret Service agents, using
the 8 mm film [the Zapruder film] had been
unable to ascertain the exact location where
Governor John B. Connally was struck.
S.A. Howlett advised that it had been
ascertained from the movies that President
Kennedy was struck with the first and third
shots fired by the assassin, while Governor

Connally was struck with the second shot.
—

FBI report dated Nov. 29, 1963, emphasis added; Archives, CD 5.

I Assistant Counsel Arlen Specter is right (and the
F

FBI report quoted above wrong), President Kennedy
and Governor Connally were hit at the same instant
by a bullet traveling at twice the speed of sound. According to Specter, this bullet—one of three fired that
day—passed through the President's neck, continuing
on to strike the Governor in the back.
The validity of this "single-bullet" theory depends
on all three of its major contingencies: that one of the
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shots missed, that a bullet transited Kennedy's neck,
and that Kennedy and Connally were hit almost simultaneously by the same bullet. The first two of
these contingencies were called into question in the
previous chapter. As we saw, a survey of photographic evidence and eyewitness reports indicates that
the first shot did not miss but hit Kennedy in the back.
Second, FBI autopsy reports (ignored by the Commission), together with new interpretations of the
medical evidence, strongly suggest that the first shot
did not go all the way through, and that the wound
in the throat was caused by a fragment from a later
shot.
Given the conclusion that the first shot hit but did
not pass through Kennedy, the third contingency—
that he and Connally were struck by the same bullet
—becomes logically impossible. There is, however,
evidence in addition to that contained in the previous
chapter proving that it was the second shot that hit
Connally. This evidence, much of it either ignored or
glossed over by the Commission, includes firsthand
reports of eyewitnesses, press reports, secret official
documents, photographs, and statements by Connally
and his doctors.
THE EYEWITNESSES

In late November, 1966, Edward Kern and I interviewed S. M. Holland, whose position on the railroad
overpass provided a bird's-eye view of the shooting
on Elm Street. I particularly wanted to learn whether
he felt any shots had missed the car, or if none had,
which shots had hit the President and which the Governor:
Thompson: I'd like to ask your opinion as to whether
either . . . any of these bullets, any of these
three or four shots missed, and if so, which
one; and if not, well, which bullets hit whom?
Holland: The first shot, as I said, the first report that
I heard, the President slumped over, similar
to that, and his hands went up to his neck.
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Witness S. M. Holland (arrow) on
bridge shortly after shooting.

Holland's view. Photographed by
S. M. Holland on the morning of
November 23.
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Thompson: So you correlate the President's movement with the first shot?
Holland: And the Governor turned this . . . to his
right, similar to this; then he turned like that,
and that's when the Governor was shot. . . .
And I made the statement immediately after
the assassination to the Warren Commission
that he did turn to his right and his left and
he was shot and hit by the second bullet. He
definitely was not hit by the first shot.
Thompson: So you believe the Governor was hit by
the second shot?
Holland: I know the Governor was hit by the second
shot.
Kern: You saw the Governor hit by the second shot?
Holland: I'm positive of that (Taped interview,
Nov. 30, 1966).

What Holland saw was echoed in the statements of
many other witnesses in Dealey Plaza. Not one of
these several hundred witnesses saw the assassination
as the Warren Commission believed it happened; not
one believed that a single bullet wounded both the
President and the Governor, or even that they were
hit at the same time by different bullets. Nor did any
of these witnesses believe the second shot missed.*
Yet it is clear that if the second shot did not miss,
since the President was hit by the first shot and no
bullet impacts were found in the car, the second shot
must have hit the Governor. This is precisely what
the witnesses on the scene thought had happened.
Jean Hill believed the second shot hit the Governor. She was standing with her friend Mary Moorman
* This statement needs qualification only by calling attention
to the affidavit of Royce G. Skelton. Standing on the overpass, he "heard something which I thought was fireworks,"
and then "saw something hit the pavement at the left rear of
the car" (19H496). From Skelton's remarks it is unclear
whether this "something" hit the pavement after the first or
the second shot. Furthermore, it should be pointed out that
no one else on the overpass saw what Skelton claimed to
have seen, and the Warren Report disclosed that examination of the area showed no indication of a bullet strike
(R116).
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on the grass to the south of Elm Street and had an
unobstructed view of the presidential car as it swept
past her. She heard some shots, saw the President
move, and then saw Governor Connally fall. In
March, 1964, she was questioned by Assistant Counsel Specter:

Jean Hill (right) and Mary Moorman (left) during the assassination.

Specter: And when in point of time did you see him
[Governor Connally] fall?
Mrs. Hill: After the President was shot, but I wouldn't
—it wasn't with the first shot. To me he
wasn't hit when the first shot hit.
Specter: And what is the basis for your saying that,
Mrs. Hill?
Mrs. Hill: Well, I just think he was hit after Kennedy
was hit because, well just the way that it
looked, I would say that he was hit later.
Specter: Now, do you associate the time that Governor Connally appeared to have been hit with
any specific shot that you heard?
Mrs. Hill: The second.
Specter: And what specifically did you observe at the
time of the second shot?
Mrs. Hill: Well, that's what I thought had happened
—that they had hit someone in the front part
of the car (6H209).

What Jean Hill "thought had happened" was precisely what the Governor's wife was very certain had
happened. She later told the Commission:
I heard a noise, and not being an expert
rifleman, I was not aware that it was a rifle.
It was just a frightening noise, and it came
from the right.
I turned over my right shoulder and looked
back and saw, and saw the President as he
had both hands at his neck . . .
Then very soon there was the second shot
that hit John. As the first shot was hit, and I
turned to look at the same time, I recall John
saying, "Oh, no, no, no." Then there was a
second shot and it hit John, and as he re-
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coiled to the right, just crumpled like a
wounded animal to the right, he said, "My
God, they are going to kill us all" (4H147).

Nia
Mrs. John B. Connally at Parkland
Hospital after the assassination.

Dave Powers could not see the Governor clearly
from his position in the back seat of the presidential
follow-up car and he did not see Connally struck.
Nevertheless, he did recall that "there was a second
shot and Governor Connally disappeared from sight"
(7H473) . Linda Kay Willis likewise saw the first and
third shots hit the President but "couldn't tell where
the second shot went" (7H498). When in November,
1966, I asked Linda Kay where the second shot went,
she told me that she and her whole family (all present
in Dealey Plaza that day) had believed from November 22 on that Governor Connally had been wounded
by the second shot.' What they saw was essentially
what Gayle Newman reported in her affidavit of November 22: "After I heard the first shot, another shot
sounded and Governor Connally kind of grabbed his
chest and lay back on the seat of the car" (19H488).*
The witnesses' unanimity on this point was expressed both in newspaper accounts and official reports. On November 24 The New York Times reported that after President Kennedy was hit by the
first bullet, "the Governor turned to see what had
happened when he was struck in the back by another
bullet." This remained the orthodox account in the
press right up to the time the Warren Report with its
controversial "single-bullet theory" made its debut.
That the Warren Report and the press should be at
variance on this point is not necessarily disturbing,
but for the Warren Report to be contradicted by key
official documents is upsetting indeed. In the first
Secret Service report, mentioned nowhere in the Warren Report or its volumes, we find the following:
* There is also earwitness testimony indicating the second
shot hit. Garland Slack reported: "Within a few seconds
I heard another report [after the first] and knew it also had
hit something" (19H495). Phil Willis told the FBI: "About
two seconds later [after the first shot], he heard another
rifle shot which also hit as did the third shot which came
approximately two seconds later" (Archives, CD 1245).
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PRELIMINARY SPECIAL DALLAS
REPORT NO. 1, ASSASSINATION OF
THE PRESIDENT
At the foot of Elm Street, at a point approximately 200 feet east of the Houston Street
Triple Underpass, on the approach to the
Stemmons Freeway, President Kennedy, who
was seated on the right rear seat, was shot.
Immediately thereafter Governor Connally,
seated in the right jump seat, was shot once.
The President was then shot the second time
(Archives, CD 87, dated Nov. 28).

The Secret Service was not the only investigative
agency to share with press and public the orthodox
view that Governor Connally had been wounded by
the second bullet. The FBI compiled a five-volume
report on the assassination, which it turned over to
the Commission on December 9, 1963. In this report
we read:
INVESTIGATION OF ASSASSINATION
OF PRESIDENT JOHN F. KENNEDY
NOVEMBER 22, 1963
As the motorcade was traveling through
downtown Dallas on Elm Street about fifty
yards west of the intersection with Houston
Street (Exhibit 1), three shots rang out. Two
bullets struck President Kennedy, and one
wounded Governor Connally. The President,
who slumped forward in the car, was rushed
to Parkland Memorial Hospital, where he
was pronounced dead at 1:00 pm (Archives,
CD I).

The agreement of witness reports, press dispatches,
and official statements on this point is suggestive, but
not conclusive. More is needed: witnesses may prove
(even unanimously) to be in error; press dispatches
and official statements are not infallible. Evidence of
a more substantial sort is required if we are to reach
a conclusive finding. In (1) the testimony of Governor Connally, (2) the pictorial evidence of the Za-
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pruder film, and (3) medical findings concerning the
Governor's back wound we have such evidence.
CONNALLY'S TESTIMONY

Since the time of the assassination, Governor Connally's statements on this point have shown remarkable consistency. On November 22 he was in no condition to talk with anyone, but several days later he
had recovered enough to discuss the circumstances of
his wounding with one of his physicians, Dr. Tom
Shires. Dr. Shires later gave the Commission this account of their conversation:

41i
Governor John Connally at Parkland Hospital.

He remembered hearing a shot—he remembers turning to the right, he remembered
being struck by a bullet, and his next thought
as he fell over toward his wife was "They're
going to kill all of us," and that's the last
really clear memory that he expressed to me
until he remembers vaguely being in the
emergency room (6H108; see also Dr. Shaw's
testimony, 6H92).

A few days later Connally gave an interview to
newsman Martin Agronsky in which he repeated essentially the same story:
We heard a shot. I turned to my left. I was
sitting in the jump seat. I turned to my left
in the back seat. The President had slumped.
He had said nothing.
Almost simultaneously, as I turned, I was
hit, and I knew I'd been hit badly, and I said
—I knew the President had been hit—and I
said, "My God, they're not going to kill us
all" (The New York Times, Nov. 28, 1963).

Of all the witnesses present in Dealey Plaza that
Friday noon, Connally, as a victim, is best qualified
to decide which bullet struck him. And his testimony
on this point is detailed and consistent. In light of
these early reports it seems impossible to argue that
his account is a product of a fertile imagination active
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at a later time.2In fact, as the record shows, his later
testimony before the Commission agrees in almost
every detail with these early statements.
Connally's appearance before the Commission on
Tuesday, April 21, 1964, drew an extraordinarily
large audience to the hearing room at 200 Maryland
Avenue, Washington, D.C. Not only were six of the
seven Commissioners in attendance (an event exceptional in itself), but also present were two of Connally's doctors, the attorney general of Texas, two
observers, and no fewer than six Commission counsel.
Connally took his place in the witness chair and, after
some preliminaries, Assistant Counsel Arlen Specter
asked him to describe what happened after the car
had turned left on Elm Street. The Governor gave this
account:
Gov. Connally: . . . We had just made the turn, well,
when I heard what I thought was a shot. I
heard this noise which I immediately took to
be a rifle shot. I instinctively turned to my
right because the sound appeared to come
from over my right shoulder, and I saw nothing unusual except just people in the crowd,
but I did not catch the President in the corner of my eye, and I was interested because
once I heard the shot in my own mind I identified it as a rifle shot, and I immediately—
the only thought that crossed my mind was
that this is an assassination attempt.
So I looked, failing to see him, I was turning to look back over my left shoulder into
the back seat, but I never got that far in my
turn. I got about in the position 1 am in now
facing you, looking a little bit to the left of
center, and then I felt like someone hit me in
the back.
Specter: What is the best estimate that you have as
to the time span between the sound of the
first shot and the feeling of someone hitting
you in the back which you have just described?
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Gov. Connally: A very, very brief span of time. Again
my trend of thought just happened to be, I
suppose along this line, I immediately thought
that this—that I had been shot. I knew it
when I just looked down and I was covered
with blood, and the thought immediately
passed through my mind that there were
either two or three people involved or more
in this or someone was shooting with an
automatic rifle. These were just thoughts that
went through my mind because of the rapidity of these two, of the first plus the blow that
I took, and I knew I had been hit, and I immediately assumed because of the amount
of blood, and, in fact, that it had obviously
passed through my chest, that 1 had probably
been fatally hit.
So I merely doubled up, and then turned
to my right again and began to—I just sat
there, and Mrs. Connally pulled me over to
her lap. She was sitting, of course, on the
jump seat, so I reclined with my head in her
lap, conscious all the time, and with my eyes
open; and then, of course, the third shot
sounded, and I heard the shot very clearly. I
heard it hit him. I heard the shot hit something, and I assumed again—it never entered
my mind that it ever hit anybody but the
President. I heard it hit (4H132-133).

A bit later Assistant Counsel Specter pursued the
critical question of which bullet struck the Governor:
Specter: In your view, which bullet caused the injury
to your chest, Governor Connally?
Gov. Connally: The second one.
Specter: And what is your reason for that conclusion,
sir?
Gov. Connally: Well, in my judgment, it just couldn't
conceivably have been the first one because
I heard the sound of the shot. In the first
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place, I don't know anything about the velocity of this particular bullet [test bullets from
Oswald's rifle were clocked at an average
speed of nearly 1,300 mph], but any rifle has
a velocity that exceeds the speed of sound,
and when I heard the sound of that first shot,
that bullet had already reached where I was,
or it had reached that far, and after I heard
that shot, I had the time to turn to my right,
and start to turn to my left before I felt anything.
It is not conceivable to me that I could
have been hit by the first bullet, and then I
felt the blow from something which was obviously a bullet, which I assumed was a bullet,
and I never heard the second shot, didn't
hear it. I didn't hear but two shots. I think I
heard the first shot and the third shot.
Specter: Do you have any idea as to why you did not
hear the second shot?
Gov. Connally: Well, first, again I assume the bullet
was traveling faster than the sound. I was hit
by the bullet prior to the time the sound
reached me, and I was either in a state of
shock or the impact was such that the sound
didn't even register on me, but I was never
conscious of hearing the second shot at all.
Obviously, at least the major wound that
I took in the shoulder through the chest
couldn't have been anything but the second
shot. Obviously, it couldn't have been the
third, because when the third shot was fired I
was in a reclining position, and heard it, saw
it and the effects of it, rather I didn't see it,
I saw the effects of it—so it obviously could
not have been the third, and couldn't have
been the first, in my judgment (4H135-136).

Z211)
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It is hard to imagine testimony more unequivocal
than this. Governor and Mrs. Connally are both certain that their memories of what happened that day
are both total and accurate. "I'll bet," the Governor
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challenges friends who even today question whether
his recall could be so perfect, "that you can recall
every detail of the circumstances under which you
heard of the assassination—or Pearl Harbor Day or
the death of F.D.R. And that's why I know every
split second of what happened in that car until I lost
consciousness. When I heard that first shot, and was
starting to turn to my right to see what had happened,
Nellie [Mrs. Connally] saw the President's hands
reaching for his throat. I started to look around over
my left shoulder, and somewhere in that revolution
I was hit. My recollection of that time gap, the distinct
separation between the shot that hit the President and
the impact of the one that hit me, is as clear today as
it was then."3
When Assistant Counsel Specter's single-bullet theory is presented, the Governor shakes his head and
says: "They talk about the 'one bullet' or 'two bullet
theory,' but as far as I'm concerned, there is no 'theory.' There is my absolute knowledge, and Nellie's
too, that one bullet caused the President's first wound,
and that an entirely separate shot struck me."
"No one will ever convince me otherwise," adds
Mrs. Connally.
"It's a certainty," concludes the Governor. "I'll
never change my mind."4

CONNALLY AND THE ZAPRUDER FILM
Z234

Z235

Although the Governor will never change his mind,
the Commission chose to disregard his account of the
events of November 22. Recognizing that to believe
the Governor's account meant also to believe in the
existence of a second assassin, the Commission put
forth its "delayed reaction" theory. "There was conceivably," the Report suggests, "a delayed reaction
between the time the bullet struck him and the time
he realized that he was hit, despite the fact that the
bullet struck a glancing blow to a rib and penetrated
his wrist bone" (R112). On the surface this is a plausible theory; many men are hit in combat and do not
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realize it until later. The Zapruder film, however, lays
this "delayed reaction" theory to rest.
As the quotation at the beginning of this chapter
indicates, the Secret Service viewed the Zapruder film
in late November, 1963, and concluded that "Governor Connally was struck with the second shot"
(Archives, CD 5). Although Agent Howlett was unable to specify the exact frame of impact, many other
persons tried. Governor Connally himself saw the
film briefly before testifying on that Tuesday in April,
1964, and concluded that he was hit in the interval
Z231-234 (4H145). Two and one-half years later
he was given an opportunity to study 4-x-5-inch
transparencies made by Life from the original print.
After several hours of intense scrutiny, he decided
that the bullet struck him in frame 234. Mrs. Connally also studied the film in Washington and told the
Commission she thought her husband was hit in the
interval Z229-233 (4H149). Connally's chest surgeon, Dr. Robert Shaw, picked the impact point as
"236, give or take 1 or 2 frames" (4H114), while
Dr. Charles Gregory, the wrist surgeon, permitted
himself to say only that in frames 234 through 236
the Governor was in the proper position to have incurred the wounds he suffered (4H128). With the
exception of Assistant Counsel Specter and the autopsy surgeons (chief proponents of the "single-bullet" theory), no one known to me has seen the Zapruder film and placed the Governor's wounding
prior to Z230.
When we ourselves turn to the Zapruder film we
see not only why this is so, but also why the "delayed reaction" theory is unacceptable.
At frame 230 Kennedy has obviously been hit; his
hands and elbows are raised, he grimaces. Connally
has now turned left so that he is facing straight ahead,
his hand holding his Stetson. According to the Commission, he also has been hit. Arlen Specter told Life
he sees Connally "wincing" in this frame.5When
Governor Connally was shown this and the immediately preceding frames he told Life: "You can see the
grimace in the President's face. You cannot see it in
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mine. There is no question about it. I haven't been
hit yet."6In succeeding frames the Governor seems
to begin turning to his right. At Z232 he appears to
alter slightly the position of his right hand as it holds
the brim of his hat. At Z235-236 his mouth opens—
perhaps in the cry, "Oh, no, no, no!" that he remembers making just before being hit. Finally, in frame
238 we see a very definite change indicating the impact of a bullet: his right shoulder collapses,' his
cheeks and face puff, and his hair is disarranged.
The disarrangement of a lock of the Governor's
hair in Z238 is the least important of the signs of
impact. But it is a sign. We see the Governor's hair
in earlier frames (230 and 236 especially), and it
appears quite normal. But in 238 fr. (especially 239)
a lock of hair on the right side has been quite clearly
displaced. What this means is open to interpretation.
It becomes significant only when combined with the
remaining two (much more important) indications of
a hit.
In frames up to 236 the Governor's mouth is
closed. In Z236-237 his mouth opens in what appears to be an exclamation. Then, suddenly, in Z238
his cheeks puff and, in succeeding frames, his mouth
opens wide—he gives the appearance of someone
who has just had the wind knocked out of him. Dr.
Gregory told me in Dallas that a necessary consequence of the shot through Connally's chest would be
a compression of the chest wall and an involuntary
opening of the epiglottis, followed by escaping air
forcing open his mouth.8Dr. Gregory estimated the
interval between impact and mouth opening to be on
the order of 1/4 to 1/2 second.9Thus the surge of air
to the cheeks in Z238 and the subsequent mouth
opening indicate the impact of a bullet only the barest
fraction of a second earlier. More important, the fact
that the Governor's mouth remains closed for so long
lends further support to the view that he was struck
later than the President. Had both victims been hit
by the same bullet, we would expect Connally to be
manifesting the signs of impact at least sixteen frames
earlier.

Z237
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Impact on the Governor is apparent through these frames by (1) collapse
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is right shoulder, (2) puffing of his cheeks, and (3) disarrangement of his hair.
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Yet the clearest indication of the impact of a bullet
is the sudden collapse of the Governor's shoulder.
Connally gave the Commission this description of
what it felt like to be wounded in the shoulder:
I would say it is as if someone doubled his
fist and came up behind you and just with a
12 inch blow hit you right in the back right
below the shoulder blade (4H144).

Sharp downward trajectory through
the Governor as measured by the
Commission. A bullet striking in
this manner would easily have
caused the instantaneous collapse of
the shoulder seen in the Zapruder
frames.

Since the path of the bullet through Connally was
later measured as taking a downward course of 27
degrees (4H138), the effect of such a blow to his
right shoulder would be to drive it sharply down.
Connally is seen making a normal turning motion to
his right. Suddenly, at Z238, his right shoulder
buckles.
This shoulder collapse can be seen quite readily
by comparing the slope of the Governor's shoulder
against some relatively constant line—such as the top
of the car door. When we do this we find that the
slope steepens dramatically at Z238 by some 20 degrees, and remains steep through successive frames.
Although the change is obvious to the naked eye, the
following graph gives more precise measurements:
What is so important about all these changes apparent in Z238 is that they are not voluntary but
involuntary responses. They depend not upon the
victim's recognizing what is happening to him, but
only upon the momentum transfer of the striking
bullet. Connally did not decide to disarrange his hair,
or puff his cheeks, or collapse his right shoulder, nor
were these nervous reflex actions. They were direct
effects of the striking bullet: the impact disarrayed
his hair, the compression of the chest wall forced air
into his cheeks and opened his mouth, the striking
momentum of the bullet drove down his shoulder.
We confront here not the effects of nerve physiology
and reaction time, but the physical effect of a bullet
transferring its momentum to a human body. The
Commission's lame excuse that "there was, conceivably, a delayed reaction between the time the bullet
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struck him and the time he realized that he was hit"
is quite beside the point. What we see at Z238 is not
the effect of his realizing he was hit (this will show
up later in the film), but simply the physical consequences of a bullet striking his body. This indisputable photographic evidence shatters both the "singlebullet" theory and its offspring, the "delayed reaction" theory.
Governor Connally picked 234 as the actual frame
of impact. He may be correct, but he is stretching the
limits of precision allowed him by science. Surely the
impact must be before Z238, but how much before
cannot be exactly established. The driving down of
the right shoulder and forcing of air into the mouth
should occur almost simultaneously with impact; four

Z238
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Zapruder frames (4/18 second) would seem to be a
maximum value. One could not be faulted for locating the impact in the interval Z234-238 with the
emphasis on the last two frames. If we locate the first
hit on the President in the interval Z210-224, the
Governor was hit by the second shot anywhere from
1/2 to 11/2 seconds later.
This timing accords well with statements from S. M.
Holland and William Newman that the first and second shots were "about a second apart."1° It also accords with the Governor's judgment at the time that
"there were either two or three people involved or
more in this or someone was shooting with an automatic rifle" * ( 4H133 ) .
CONNALLY'S BACK WOUND

There is one final piece of information suggesting
that the Governor was hit by a later bullet than the
one that struck the President. On that Tuesday in
April, 1964, when the Governor testified before the
Commission, the surgeon who had operated on his
chest was also questioned by Assistant Counsel Specter. Dr. Robert Shaw was asked whether, after viewing the Zapruder film, he had "any opinion as to
what, in fact, did happen?" Dr. Shaw replied:
Yes. From the pictures, from the conversation with Governor Connally and Mrs. Connally, it seems that the first bullet hit the
President in the shoulder and perforated the
neck, but this was not the bullet that Governor Connally feels hit him; and in the sequence of films I think it is hard to say that
the first bullet hit both of these men (4H114).
* Cecil Ault, observing the motorcade from the Criminal
Courts Building, also thought the first two shots were so
rapid that they might have come from an automatic rifle.
He later told the FBI: "He noted that the first and second
shots sounded to him to be close together and the third
shot was spaced more after the second shot, the first two
shots sounding close enough to be from an automatic rifle"
(24H534).
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Constrained by the straitjacket of Specter's line of
questioning, Dr. Shaw did not give his chief reason
for resisting the "single-bullet" theory. I learned of
it only much later, in November, 1966, from Dr.
Shaw's colleague, Dr. Charles F. Gregory.
At one point in our interview, Dr. Gregory indicated that both he and Dr. Shaw thought it highly
unlikely that the President and the Governor had
been hit by the same bullet. Their reasoning, it soon
became apparent, concerned the character of the
Governor's back wound. This was a small wound,
1.5 centimeters in its largest diameter, elliptical in
shape, with rather clean-cut edges (4H104). What
impressed both Drs. Gregory and Shaw was that no
fibers from the Governor's clothes had been carried
into this wound. Dr. Gregory contrasted it with
the wound in the Governor's wrist, which contained a great number of wool suit threads. The
absence of any cloth fibers in the back wound,
together with its clean-cut edges, suggested to both
physicians that it had been caused by a pristine bullet,
one that had not already passed through a human
body. Dr. Gregory went on to relate how he and Dr.
Shaw were so impressed by the character of the back
wound that both were convinced that the President
and the Governor had been hit by different bullets.il

Shortly after Life magazine published its interview
with Governor Connally in November, 1966, the
Governor called a news conference. Surely two paragraphs in the Governor's prepared statement should
be recorded for posterity:
I am convinced, beyond any doubt, that I
was not struck by the first bullet. I know that
I heard the first shot, that I turned to see
what happened and that I was struck by a
second shot. The third shot struck the President and not me.
As I said earlier, this testimony was presented to the Warren Commission. They
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chose to disagree, which is their privilege. I
maintain my original view, always shall. I
want to make it very clear, however, that
simply because I disagree with the Warren
Commission on this one detail does not
mean that I disagree with the substance of
their overall findings (The New York Times,
Nov. 24, 1966).

The Governor chooses to disagree with the Commission on "one detail" (namely, that he and the President were hit by the same bullet), yet does not mean
to "disagree with the substance of their overall findings." Yet the Governor's "one detail" has awesome
implications. Commission Counsel Redlich did not
speak idly when he remarked that if the men were hit
by separate bullets it would mean there were two assassins.12 Oswald's rifle could not have been fired
twice in less than 2.3 seconds. President Kennedy
could not have been hit earlier than Z210, for the
tree shielded him in earlier frames. Experts testified
that Governor Connally had turned so that his
wounds could not have been caused by a bullet from
the sixth-floor sniper's perch after Z240 (5H158,
170). Subtract 210 from 240 and we get thirty Zapruder frames or 1.6 seconds. This was not enough
time to get off another shot. Although the Governor
could not know it at the time, the thought that rushed
through his mind as the car swept down Elm Street
would later be verified by the facts of the case:
and the thought immediately passed through my
mind that there were either two or three or more
people involved . . ." (4H133).
C

. . .

The Zapruder film indicates that the President and the
Governor were struck no more than 1.6 secs. apart. Such a
shooting schedule would place impossible demands on a
rifleman operating Oswald's Carcano, as illustrated.
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NOTES
1. Interview of Willis family, Nov. 29, 1966:
Thompson: Is it your opinion now that the President was
hit with the first shot, the Governor with the second, and the President with the third?
Mrs. Willis: Yes. That's right.
Thompson: And tell me something o ffhand. Has this been
something you've all been pretty persuaded of ever
since the .. .
Mr. Philip Willis: Oh yes, from the very first thing.
Thompson: I mean look. I wasn't there. Was it pretty darn
clear that this is what happened?
Linda Kay Willis: Absolutely.
Mr. Willis: That's right. The Warren Commission didn't
seek us out and finally Linda and I were interviewed a long time later. But at home we all
agreed. We stayed home there for a week just
glued to the television. And we agreed all along
as to how and what happened.
Thompson: And it was your conviction all along, I take it,
that the President was hit with the first, the Governor with the second?
Linda Kay Willis: We've had these opinions ever since the
night . . .
Mrs. Willis (interrupting): The night that it happened.
Thompson: If I walked in that night as the official representative of the U.S. Government and said: "Phil
Willis and family—the President and the Governor
were hit by the same bullet." What would you have
said?
Linda Kay Willis: We would have said that's wrong.

2. Yet this was precisely the excuse offered by Assistant
Counsel Arlen Specter when he was interviewed by Life
in November, 1966.
3. Life interview with Connally, Oct. 30, 1966.
4. All the above remarks were made during the same
Life interview with Governor and Mrs. Connally, Oct. 30,

1966.
The recent CBS News documentary, "The Warren Report," gave many viewers the impression that Governor
Connally had changed his mind on this crucial point. The
transcript of his CBS interview, however, shows that he still
maintains his original view:
Eddie Barker: Do you believe, Governor Connally, that the
first bullet could have missed, the second one hit
both of you, and the third one hit President Kennedy?
Gov. Connally: That's possible. That's possible. Now, the
best witness I know doesn't believe that.
Eddie Barker: Who is the best witness you know?
Gov. Connally: Nellie was there, and she saw it. She believes
the first bullet hit him, because she saw him after
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he was hit. She thinks the second bullet hit me,
and the third bullet hit him.
5. Life interview with Specter, Nov. 10, 1966.
6. Life interview with Connally, Oct. 30, 1966.

7. Raymond Marcus of Los Angeles first discovered this
shoulder collapse in the spring of 1965.
8. Interview with Dr. Charles F. Gregory, Nov. 2, 1966.
9. Ibid.

10. Taped interviews with S. M. Holland (Nov. 30, 1966)
and William Newman (Nov. 29, 1966).
11. An effort was made to get confirmation of this report
from Dr. Shaw himself. Unfortunately, in the fall of 1966
he was on the S.S. Hope, and in the spring of 1967 he was in
Afghanistan.
12. Edward Jay Epstein, Inquest (New York: The Viking
Press, Inc., 1966), p. 43.

THE HEAD SHOTS
It [the head shot] was right, but I cannot say
for sure that it was rear, because when I
mounted the car it was—it had a different
sound, first of all, than the first sound that I
heard . . . [it] had almost a double sound.
—Secret Service Agent Clinton I. Hill
(2H144).

November, 1966, there was an autumn chill in
the air as Edward Kern and I drove our rented car
out of Dallas on our way to Irving, Texas, to interview S. M. Holland, signal supervisor for the Union
Terminal Railroad and critically important witness
of the assassination. What had so impressed us about
Holland's testimony as we read it in the Hearings
was the way his eye seemed to have picked out details
other witnesses had missed. Basically his testimony
agreed with his November 22 affidavit, yet it revealed
a wealth of detail (much of it corroborated by other
witnesses) of critical importance to the case. The
most outstanding detail was his statement that simulN
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S. M. Holland on overpass points
toward stockade fence where he
saw a puff of smoke on November
22.

Holland standing behind stockade

fence where he found footprints
and cigarette butts moments after
the assassination.
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taneous with the impact of the last shot on the President's head he had noticed a puff of smoke in front
of the stockade fence to the north of Elm Street. From
November 22 on, Holland had steadfastly maintained
that one of the shots had come from behind that
fence. We wanted to meet Holland and try to determine whether his insistence on this point was
founded firmly in fact or was simply the result of innate stubbornness. Then too, Holland had told several
individuals that the Warren Commission had not
transcribed his testimony as he had given it. For all
these reasons it seemed important that we get Holland's story from him directly.
Holland met us at the door of his home on Lucille
Street and ushered us into the living room. He carefully inspected our identification and told us he had
done some checking on us with his old friend, Dallas
County Sheriff Bill Decker. He knew that we were
from Life magazine and that we were the individuals
we claimed to be (Mark Lane had earlier used the
alias "Blake" with Holland) . But he wanted to know
just what our angle was, just what we wanted to
prove. We told him that we only wanted to find the
truth. At first he did not believe us, and with good
reason. For the government, too, had told him that it
wanted to find the truth, and he had talked twenty to
thirty times with its investigators. Yet finally the government had chosen not to believe him and had failed
even to print his testimony as he had given it.' And
private investigators were no better—they had lied
to him about the use to which his words would be
put and had badgered him unceasingly, trying to
prove first one point and then another. Thus the
first part of the evening was spent in salving the
wounds Holland had suffered in earlier interviews.
Finally, he was able to see from our questions that we
wished to plead no special case, and he opened up.
He told us of the shooting, of the motorcade
sweeping toward him as he stood on the railroad overpass, of the sound of shots. Holland had heard four
shots, not three, and the third and fourth were fired
so close together that they sounded almost like a
double shot.
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Thompson: Could you contrast the sounds of the reports? You mentioned that shots one, two,
and four had a certain similar sound, and
that three was rather different. Could you
work on the contrast between three and the
rest?
Holland: Well, it would be about like I was telling
you awhile ago. It would be like you're firing
a .38 pistol right beside a shotgun, or a .45
right beside a shotgun.
Thompson: I'm not very experienced in firearms. Is
one sharper than the other?
Holland: One is not near as loud as the other.
Kern: And the third shot was not so loud?
Holland: Oh no, the third shot was not so loud; it
was like it came from a .38 pistol, compared
with a high-powered rifle.
Thompson: And this shot . . . you heard the report of
this curious sounding . . .
Holland: That's what drawed my attention.
Thompson: I see.
Holland: The report of the third shot wasn't nearly
as loud as the first and second shot or the
fourth shot.
Thompson: And there was a definite sound direction
to it?
Holland: There was definitely a sound of direction
where it was coming . . .
Thompson: Could you tell me . . . you know we
speak of simultaneous and almost simultaneous . . . were the third and fourth reports, were they "bloo-oom"? [Thompson indicating two sounds almost together.] Were
they like that? Or were they "boom, boom"?
Holland: Well, like "boom-boom" [Holland makes
two distinct but very close together sounds].
Thompson: Pretty fast together.
Holland: Pretty fast together. They weren't simultaneous, as we say . They were "boomboom."
Thompson: So in other words, if rifles were fired from
rather different locations, one rather close to
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you and one rather distant from you, the
difference in the reports might be due to the
distance from you as sound travels to you?
Holland: That's right. The sounds . . .
Thompson: In other words, the bullets might have
been fired at the same time?
Holland: The bullets travel faster than sound, but
the report that I heard of the third one—I
heard that before I heard the fourth one, the
fourth shot.
Thompson: And the fourth resembled the first two.
Holland: The fourth resembled the first two.
Thompson: Did it seem to come from . . . where did
the fourth one seem to come from?
Holland: The upper end of the street . . . the north
end of Houston Street.
Thompson: North end of Elm Street?
Holland: I could tell what direction they were being
fired from, but I didn't know whether they
were from a building, or whether it was from
a street corner or the middle of the street.
From where I was I couldn't tell because I
was . . . the trees hid that part of . . . hid from
me.
Thompson: Let me ask you, having seen this from
this cockpit view, which bullet hit whom, and
how . . . I mean, you heard the first bullet?
Holland: Well, the third and the fourth bullets hit the
President.
Thompson: You think both bullets hit the President?
Holland: Well, I say this; the President fell over when
the third and fourth shots were fired. Now
whether he was caught in a crossfire or
whether both of them hit him, I can't say.
Thompson: Did you see any dust fly up from the
pavement, or anything which would indicate
that one of those two missed?
Holland: I didn't, and I was observing very close
because that's what I was up there for.
Thompson: Is it your opinion then . . . What is your
opinion? That the third and fourth did hit the
President?
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Holland: My opinion is that the third and the fourth
did, did hit the President.
Thompson: In the head?
Holland: In the head (Taped interview, Nov. 30,
1966).

Holland's testimony had held up; we found no flaw
in its details. I was convinced that his persistence
was not stubbornness but a rare kind of courage.
Even more important, Holland's story fitted the last
piece into a jigsaw puzzle that long had lain incomplete. It was a puzzle whose shape I had first perceived some five months earlier in the July heat of
Washington.

THE DOUBLE MOVEMENT
I had gone to the National Archives to test the
validity of a new way of viewing the Zapruder film.
Developed by Philadelphia attorney Vincent Salandria, this technique consisted of using two slide projectors placed side by side and superimposing their
images on the screen. By inserting 35-millimeter
slides of sequential Zapruder frames in alternate
projectors, it was possible to isolate the movement
of people in the presidential car. For by matching up
fixed points on the car, and then by switching from
one projector to the other, one could see with the
naked eye any movement occurring between frames.
This came to be of great importance in studying the
movement of the President's body at Z313—the instant when the head shot impacts. By applying this
technique to Z313 and successive frames, Salandria
had determined that the President's head was driven
backward and to the left under impact. * Since the
* On a recent radio broadcast Assistant Counsel Wesley J.
Liebeler admitted that the Commission never paid much attention to the President's head movement. "It's only since the
critics have raised this point," Liebeler conceded, "that anybody has ever looked at it closely " (Stan Lomax Program,
KTTV [Los Angeles], February, 1967).
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t
Superimposition of Zapruder frames
312 (white outline) and 313 (black
outline) shows a sharp forward
movement (in 1/18 sec.) before
the left, backward snap.

When Zapruder frames 313 (black
outline) and 316 (white outline)
are superimposed, it is clear that
the President was forced left and
backward under impact of the
fatal shot.

momentum of an impacting bullet is transferred in a
direction along its line of flight, this movement appeared to suggest a shot from the right front. I had
gone to Washington to study the Zapruder film and to
verify for myself Salandria's findings.
The screen and the two projectors were set up.
Frames 313 and 314 were focused on the same screen
and I switched back and forth—the President's head
appeared to move slightly to the rear. I tried 313 and
315—now the movement became quite apparent.
Between 313 and 316 there appeared to be a tremendous snap of the head backward and to the left. This
was exactly the same movement I had seen earlier
on the 8-millimeter movie film—a tremendous
wrench of the head and shoulders backward and to
the left.
Since frame 313 was somewhat indistinct, I decided
to try 312 as a control frame. I switched between 312
and 313 and found something puzzling: The President's head seemed to move forward, not backward.
I tried 312 and 314—hardly any change, but perhaps a slight forward movement. When 312 and 316
were viewed, the head could be seen to move quite
obviously backward. Again and again I switched
between 312 and 313; it was quite apparent that
there was a definite forward movement of several

C2

C3

Last frame before impact.

C4

C5

Backward snap begins.

C6

C7

•
114iiiiiit;
President's hair flies up.

Backward snap continues; impact
debris on trunk.

C8

C9

Backward snap continues .

President now erect; impact debris on rear
of trunk.

D5

President erect; Mrs. Kennedy begins to react.

President hidden by Mrs. Kennedy's
upraised arm.
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inches between these two frame numbers. And it was
just as apparent that there was an immediate sharp
backward movement in the frames that followed.
What I had discovered was a double movement of
the President's head separated by only 1/18 second.2
What could possibly cause such a movement? A
nerve/muscle reflex to the first hit from behind? A
sudden braking or acceleration of the car? An almost
simultaneous impact of two bullets? Before speculating further I knew I needed a very accurate measure of the magnitude of both movements.
The obvious way to quantify such a movement was
to take two fixed points a known distance apart on
the car and measure the distance between them and
the President's head through a series of frame numbers. This I did many times, first using the indistinct
Zapruder copies in Volume XVIII of the Hearings,*
then later returning to the Archives to focus the
slides on large sheets of white drawing paper. Although the results bore out the witness of the naked
eye (the President's head did appear to move forward and then backward), the copies were so poor
that measurement error proved excessive. It was not
until later, when I was able to study 8-x-10-inch enlargements in the offices of Life, that the measurements could be made with sufficient precision. With
the help of Bill Hoffman, a bright young physicist,
and the use of a dissecting microscope, I was able
to measure with great accuracy the movement of the

Sequential frames from the film shot by Orville Nix show
the double movement of President Kennedy's head under
the impact of the fatal bullets.

41

* As Director J. Edgar Hoover of the FBI has admitted in a
letter dated Dec. 14, 1965, frames 314 and 315 of the
Zapruder film were switched in being printed in Volume
XVIII. Curiously, this is the only switch in the printing of
163 Zapruder frames. The effect of this mistake is to make
a backward movement look like a forward movement.
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President's head. After holding steady for some
twelve frames, it is suddenly driven forward between
frames 312 and 313. Amazingly, in the very next
frame, 314, it is already moving backward, a movement it continues in succeeding frames until the
President's shoulders strike the seat cushion at Z321.
The graphs on the following page suggest the magnitude of this movement.
Its magnitude is substantial. Measured parallel to
the axis of the car the President's head has been given
a forward acceleration of 69.6 feet per second per
second between frames 312 and 313. One-eighteenth
second later, this movement has been reversed and
the head has been given an acceleration backward and
to the left of 100.3 feet per second per second.3These
accelerations are quite large* (a falling body at the
earth's surface, for example, accelerates at a rate of
32 feet per second per second), and what is even
more striking is the brevity of the interval in which
the movement is reversed. What could cause such a
reversal? How could this violent double movement
be explained?
Several alternatives present themselves:
(1) The President's head perhaps struck some
fixed surface in the car, thus reversing its direction
of travel. The Zapruder film shows that no fixed sur-

face is in such proximity to the President's head as
to cause such a change in direction. At Z313 his head
is approximately 21/2 feet from the jump seat directly
forward.
Large though they may be, they are only minimum values.
We have every reason to believe that the true acceleration
values are perhaps 20 times larger.
Our measured values of acceleration are average accelerations for the 56 milliseconds between frames. Since a projectile would pass through the head in 2 or 3 milliseconds
(transferring its momentum and accelerating the head
in that time interval), our measured values are much
too small. Had Zapruder been using a high-speed camera
which ran, say, at 1,000 frames per second, we would have
been able to arrive at more accurate values. But for purposes of analysis the minimum values are sufficiently large
to make the point.
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(2) Mrs. Kennedy pulled the President into her
arms after the impact, thus accounting for the left/
backward snap. The force of the impact drove the

President's body between Mrs. Kennedy and the rear
seat. No movement on her part to grab the President
is apparent in the films, and as her testimony shows,
her failure to seize him and pull him down between
the first and the third shots was a source of great
torment to her (5H180).
(3) The car suddenly accelerated or decelerated
during this time, thus throwing the President either
forward or backward. This possibility can be ruled

out by referring both to witness testimony and to the
Zapruder film. Both Governor and Mrs. Connally
indicated that the car did not accelerate until after
the head shot (R50). Clint Hill, the Secret Service
agent who jumped on the back of the President's car,
testified that the car accelerated just after he reached
it. "The initial surge was quite violent," Hill remarked, "because it almost jerked me off the left
rear stepboard" (2H141). FBI photo expert Lyndal
Shaneyfelt testified that "Special Agent Hill placed
one foot on the bumper of the car at frame 368,
which is approximately three seconds after frame
313" (15H699). The combined testimony of all
these witnesses indicates that the car did not accelerate until some 3 seconds after the President was
struck in the head. And the Zapruder film shows
conclusively that no acceleration or deceleration occurred in this critical period. Any quick acceleration
or deceleration would have thrown the other occupants of the car off balance, yet the film shows no
such movement—Mrs. Kennedy, the Governor, and
Mrs. Connally all remain still relative to the car during this crucial interval. Furthermore, using background objects as control points, we can actually
measure the velocity of the car from frame to frame.
These measurements indicate that during the interval
in question the car maintained a fairly constant
speed of approximately 10 miles per hour (see Appendix C for graph).
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(4) There was some neuromuscular reaction to
the shot from behind that arched the President's body
in the opposite direction. The extremely small time
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The marked acceleration of President Kennedy's head (first forward
and then backward) indicates the
possibility of a double hit.

factor combined with the relatively large mass of the
President's head would tend to rule out such an explanation. The fastest reflex action known to science
—the startle response—takes place over an interval
of 40 to 200 milliseconds. Beginning with an eyeblink
in 40 milliseconds, the response wave moves the head
forward in 83 milliseconds, and then continues downward reaching the knees in 200 milliseconds.' The
change in direction we observe occurs in 56 milliseconds (1/18 second), and involves not the negligible
mass of an eyelid but the considerable mass of a
human head moving forward under an acceleration
of several g's. Still other factors indicate that we are
dealing with the results of a physical impact and not
a neuromuscular phenomenon. The graph shown
at left exhibits the familiar profile of a collision. One
billiard ball strikes another and almost instantaneously transfers its momentum to the second; after a
brief instant of high acceleration, the velocity of the
second ball remains constant. Similarly, we find the
President's head undergoing a violent acceleration
at Z313 after which its velocity remains nearly constant. Were a neuromuscular phenomenon involved,
we would expect the muscles of the neck to keep accelerating the head; its velocity would not show the
constancy it does after Z314. But since the motor
strip (pre-central gyrus) was blown out by the entering bullet, the likelihood of any muscular reaction
at all is considerably diminished. Even if this area
did excite some nerve impulse before it was torn
from the brain, the resultant movement would be
general and random; it would not throw the President's body in any particular direction. As a neurologist explained it to me, the expected neurological effect of such a shot to the head would be for the victim's body to go limp.
(5) There is some physical principle or law of nature that explains the double movement. The physics
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of impacting bodies is quite clear. As Dr. A. J.
Riddle, member of the Brain Research Institute and
Assistant Professor of Physics at the University of
California at Los Angeles, has pointed out in an unpublished study of the Kennedy assassination, the effects of such impacts are governed by Newton's second law of motion:
Newton's second law of motion [namely, that
the rate of change of momentum is proportional to the impressed force, and is in the
direction in which the force acts] has remained inviolate for three centuries. Not
even the advent of relativity and quantum
mechanics has disturbed its validity. No
physical phenomenon is known that fails to
obey it. One of the most immediate consequences is the conservation of momentum;
basically the law says that an object hit by a
projectile will be given a motion that has the
same direction as that of the projectile. At a
shooting gallery, for instance, the ducks fall
away from the marksman, not toward him.
Thus, if someone is shot, and the shot strikes
bone, the general direction of recoil will be
away from—not toward—the marksman.5

Applying Newton's second law to the case in question and supposing that a bullet fired from the rear
struck the President's head, we would expect to see
his head and body driven forward, the force of the
impact perhaps forcing him out of the rear seat onto
the floor. We see the beginning of such a movement
at Z312-313. But then it is suddenly interrupted and
replaced by a movement in the opposite direction.
If we account for the sudden forward movement as
the consequence of a bullet's impact, only a similar
hypothesis could account for the equally sudden
backward movement. What we see on the Zapruder
film are the effects of a double transfer of momentum
—one forward, the other backward. * At Z313 we
* Dr. Cyril Wecht had an opportunity to study closely Life's
copy of the Zapruder film. Sometime later I asked him
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witness the effect of a virtually simultaneous double
impact on the President's head. One shot was fired
from the rear, and the other from the right front.
This is, of course, just what S. M. Holland saw
from his vantage point on the railroad viaduct ("the
third and fourth bullets hit the President . . . in the
head"). He had seen with his own eyes what I had
only deduced with the help of photographs, microscopes, and complicated mathematical equations.
The fact that he had seen the assassination just the
way I believed it must have happened buoyed my
confidence and gave my inquiry a new foundation.
The next stage was clear. If what Holland saw
(and what my measurements indicated) was really
what happened—that the President had been caught
in a crossfire and that his head had been driven backward by one shot a fraction of an instant after being
driven forward by another—then further clues should
be buried in the evidence. A thorough search ought to
turn them up. I returned to the witness testimony.
EARWITNESS REPORTS

Unlike the photographic evidence, the eye- and
whether this double movement could be explained as the
result of a shot from behind. He told me:
"It certainly doesn't seem consistent with what we would
expect in a penetrating injury of this kind considering where
it is alleged to have been fired from and the force of the
impact that such a high-speed rifle would have had. It seems
quite inconsistent with all this. It doesn't seem to fit; there is
no question about it. And you recall that we looked at these
films hours, backwards and forwards, slow motion, fast motion. It just doesn't seem to fit.
"Again let me say that I think there is a very distinct
possibility that a bullet, or another bullet striking the head
virtually simultaneously, could have been fired from off to
the side or from a slightly forward angle, coming in from
the front of the car. To put it another way, the Zapruder
film certainly doesn't allow one to arrive at the unequivocal
conclusion that a bullet entered the President's head having
been fired from behind and at a point upward. On the contrary, it raises the distinct possibility that the bullet may
have been fired from elsewhere" (Wecht interview, May 26,
1967).
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earwitness reports have to be accepted with certain
reservations. As discussed in depth in Chapter II,
they are the least reliable sources of information.
But, when the subject warrants, a cautious look at
the firsthand accounts is justifiable.
Like S. M. Holland, a number of other witnesses
reported hearing nearly simultaneous shots. Jean
Hill, who was standing on the grass along the south
curb of Elm Street (6H206), recalled two distinct
flurries of shots (6H207) as the car approached.
The first shots, she said, "were fired as though one
person were firing . . . they were rather rapidly fired
but there was some small interval between them"
(6H207). Then there was "a distinct pause" followed by more shots (6H207). These later shots,
Mrs. Hill remembered, "were different—I thought
the sequence was different . . . quicker, more automatic" (6H207). A bit later in her testimony Jean
Hill recalled her immediate impression that more
than one person had been firing on the motorcade:
Mrs. Hill: . . . I did think there was more than one
person shooting.
Specter: You did think there was more than one
person shooting?
Mrs. Hill: Yes sir.
Specter: What made you think that?
Mrs. Hill: The way the gun reports sounded and the
difference in the way they were fired—the
timing.
Specter: What was your impression as to the source
of the second group of shots . . . ?
Mrs. Hill: Well, nothing, except that I thought that
they were fired by someone else.
Specter: And did you have any idea where they were
coming from?
Mrs. Hill: No; as I said, I thought they were coming
from the general direction of that knoll
(6H213).

A number of the Secret Service agents described
the last two shots as sounding extremely close to-
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gether. George Hickey, riding in the back seat of the
Secret Service follow-up car, recalled:
At the moment he [Kennedy] was almost
sitting erect I heard two reports which I
thought were shots and that appeared to me
completely different in sound than the first
report and were in such rapid succession,
that there seemed to be practically no time
element between them. It looked to me as if
the President was struck in the right upper
rear of his head (18H762).

The testimony that is most striking in this regard
comes from the agents who were closest to the President at the time he was shot. William Greer, the
driver of the presidential limousine, recalled that "the
last two shots seemed to be just simultaneously, one
behind the other" (2H118). Sitting next to Greer,
Roy Kellerman could only describe the final shots
as a "flurry." Specter pressed him on this point:
Secret Service agents Hill, Kellerman, and Greer after testifying before the Warren Commission.

Specter: Now in your prior testimony you described
a flurry of shells into the car. How many
shots did you hear after the first noise which
you described as sounding like a firecracker?
Kellerman: Mr. Specter, these shells came in all together.
Specter: Are you able to say how many you heard?
Kellerman: I am going to say two, and it was like a
double bang—bang, bang (2H76).

U.S. Representative Gerald Ford asked Kellerman
to describe even more precisely the sound of the final
"flurry," and Kellerman offered this description:
Let me give you an illustration, sir, before
I can give you an answer. You have heard
the sound barrier, of a plane breaking the
sound barrier, bang, bang? (2H76).

Yet of all the descriptions given of the sound of
the final shots, the most vivid came from Clint Hill,
Mrs. Kennedy's personal bodyguard. After hearing
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the first shot, Hill leaped from his position on the
follow-up car's running board and ran to the presidential limousine. Before he could reach it, the
President's head exploded in a pink halo. "I jumped
from the follow-up car and ran toward the presidential automobile," Hill recalled in a statement
dated November 30. "I heard a second firecracker
noise* but it had a different sound—like the sound
of shooting a revolver into something hard"
(18H742). Several months later he was asked by
Assistant Counsel Specter about the direction of
origin of this "different sound":
It was right, but I cannot say for sure that it
was rear, because when I mounted the car
it was—it had a different sound, first of all,
than the first sound that I heard . . . [It] had
almost a double sound—as though you were
standing against something metal and firing
into it, and you have both the sound of the
gun going off and the sound of the cartridge
hitting the metal place, which could have
been caused probably by the hard surface of
the head. But I am not sure that that is what
caused it (2H144).

Unfortunately, Clint Hill was never asked what else
in his opinion might have caused this curious "double sound." Did he perhaps suspect that the "double
sound" in fact came from two weapons firing simultaneously from different locations? His testimony
gives no clue.
IMPACT DEBRIS

At one point in his testimony Roy Kellerman described the finely shredded material blown into the
front seat at the time of the head shot. "This is a
rather poor comparison," he remarked, "but let's say
* Apparently, in the excitement of running to the presidential
limousine Hill failed to hear the shot that struck the Governor.
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Frames from the Nix film showing
a white mass (arrow) moving rearward over the trunk of the limousine. According to witness testimony, this may be impact debris
from the President's head.

Charles Brehm (arrow), who saw
what appeared to be "a portion of
the President's skull . . . flying
slightly to the rear of the President's car and directly to its left."
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you take a little handful of matter—I am going to use
sawdust for want of a better item—and just throw it"
(2H78). Both Governor and Mrs. Connally likewise
testified that after the head shot they were covered
with small particles of brain tissue—Mrs. Connally
described it as "like spent buckshot falling all over
us" (4H147) and the Governor recalled how on his
trousers he had discovered "one chunk of brain tissue
as big as almost my thumbnail" (4H133). These reports describe a first umbrella of impact debris dispersed forward over the occupants of the limousine
in a pattern that would be the natural outcome of a
shot fired from the rear.
But there is another pattern of debris, greater in
magnitude, that distributed itself over the left rear
of the car and over the two motorcyclists riding behind and to the left. James Altgens observed the head
shot from a position on the south curb of Elm Street
and gave this description of debris: "There was flesh
particles that flew out of the side of his head in my
direction from where I was standing, so much so that
it indicated to me that the shot came out the left side
of his head" (7H518).
Altgens' description was echoed in the remarks of
Charles Brehm, who, with his young son, was standing on the same side of Elm Street, somewhat closer
to the limousine. "I very definitely saw the effect of
the second bullet that struck the President," Brehm
later pointed out. "That which appeared to be a portion of the President's skull went flying slightly to
the rear of the President's car and directly to its left.
It did fly over toward the curb to the left and to the
rear." Mrs. Kennedy's actions would tend to confirm Brehm's report. Although she has no recollection of climbing out on the trunk of the limousine
(5H180), Clint Hall recalled that "[she] was, it appeared to me, reaching for something" (2H138).
Hill went on to say that, although he could not be
sure, "I thought I saw something come off the back,
too . . . I do know the next day we found the portion of the President's head . . . in the street"
(2H140).
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Officers Hargis and Martin testified
that they were spattered with debris
from the head impact. They were
to the left rear of the President.
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The main thrust of the impact debris was directed
over the rear of the car onto the two motorcyclists
riding in convoy to the left.' Clint Hill went on to
point out how there "was blood and bits of brain all
over the entire rear portion of the car. Mrs. Kennedy
was completely covered with blood" (2H141). Officer B. J. Martin, riding the outboard cycle some 5
feet to the left and 6 to 8 feet to the rear of the presidential car, later noticed "blood stains on the left of
my helmet . . . [and] other material that looked like
pieces of flesh" (6H290). He told the Commission
also how there was blood and other material on his
uniform and on the windshield and motor of his
cycle ( 6H292 ) .
Officer Martin's partner, riding the inboard cycle,
was even more splattered. "It seemed like his head
exploded," testified Officer Bobby W. Hargis, "and
I was splattered with blood and brain, and kind of
bloody water" (6H294). This debris hit Officer
Hargis with such force that he told reporters the next
day, "I thought at first I might have been hit."8The
splash of this debris established in his mind the idea
that the shot came from the right front.
At the time [he told the Commission], there
was something in my mind that said they
probably could have been coming from the
railroad overpass, because I thought since
1 had got splattered with blood—I was just a
little back to the left of Mrs. Kennedy
(6H294-295).

After the shooting, Hargis (arrow
in both photos) stopped, got off
his motorcycle, and led the chase
up the grassy knoll. Later, he told
the Commission that he thought a
shot had come from that direction.

Later that afternoon Deputy Sheriff Seymour Weitzman found a sizable piece of skull, which fortunately
had missed Officer Hargis. It was found some 8 to
12 inches from the south curb of Elm Street—a location some 10 to 15 feet to the left of the car's path
(7H107).
This was probably what both Charles Brehm and
Clint Hill saw driven back over the left rear of the
presidential car. It would be revealing to know exactly where Weitzman found this skull fragment.9If it
was found in front of where the limousine was at
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Location of occipital bone at the
rear of the skull. It was a piece
from this bone that was found
twenty-five feet to the left of the
car's path.
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Z313, this would tend to confirm the Commission's
version. If it was found much behind this location,
this would further strengthen the view that the President was shot from the right front. It would also be
helpful to know just where in the skull this bone
originated. If it came from one of the frontal bones
this would strengthen the Commission's case. However, if it came from the occipital bone at the rear of
the skull this would be evidence for the front-shot
view. Sadly, neither of these questions can be answered, since Weitzman was never asked to point out
where along the curb he found the bone, nor were the
characteristics of the bone ever identified.
With respect to another piece of bone found along
Elm Street, we have additional and very important
information. Late in the afternoon of November 23
Billy Harper, a student at Texas Christian University,
was taking photographs of the assassination site when
he found a piece of bone in the grass on the south side
of Elm Street (Archives, CD 5). The exact location
where Harper found the bone is somewhat ambiguous: the FBI report notes only that it was found "approximately 25 feet south of the spot where President
Kennedy was shot" (Archives, CD 5). Harper took
the bone to his uncle, Dr. Jack C. Harper, who identified it as human skull bone and then took it to Methodist Hospital where it was photographed and examined by the chief pathologist. On November 26 it was
turned over to the FBI, and the following day was
delivered to Admiral Burkley at the White House
(Archives, CD 5).
The crucial fact may be found in the report of the
pathologist who examined it. Dr. A. B. Cairns, chief
pathologist at Methodist Hospital, told the FBI his
examination disclosed that "the bone specimen
looked like it came from the occipital [rear] region
of the skull" (Archives, CD 5). It is difficult to understand how a shot from the rear could drive a piece
of the occipital bone 25 feet to the left of the vehicle's path. It is not so difficult to understand how
a shot from the right front exploding through the rear
of the skull could produce precisely that effect.
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HEAD WOUND CHARACTERISTICS

Z313

SKETCH

The impact on the President's head
at Zapruder frame 313. Note skull
fragment (arrow) which has been
driven down and rearwards by the
impact.

Officer James Chaney, shown
above looking directly at Kennedy,
saw "the President struck in the
face" by the final bullet.

Officer Chaney at Parkland Hospital.

One of the most troubling features of the Zapruder
film has always been the actual appearance of the
President's head under impact. In frame 313 we see a
red halo and several fragments flying off in various
directions. One of these fragments appears to be
actually flying toward the rear, while they all seem
to originate at a point midway between the President's ear and right temple. The epicenter of the
explosion (there is no other word for it) would seem
to lie at this point. This manifestly appears to be the
impact of a bullet in the right parietal-frontal region.
This is precisely what the two best witnesses to the
head shot actually saw.
Marilyn Sitzman was only some 75 feet away looking down into the car when the President's head exploded.
Miss Sitzman: And the next thing that I remembered
clearly was the shot that hit directly in front
of us, or almost directly in front of us, that
hit him on the side of his face.
Thompson: Where on the side of the head did that
shot appear to hit?
Miss Sitzman: I would say it'd be above the ear and
to the front.
Thompson: In other words, if one drew a line vertically upward from the tip of the ear, it
would be forward of that line?
Miss Sitzman: Yes.
Thompson: It would then be back of the temple, but
on the side of the head?
Miss Sitzman: Between the eye and the ear. And we
could see his brains come out, you know, his
head opening; it must have been a terrible
shot because it exploded his head more or
less (Taped interview, Nov. 29, 1966).

Much closer to the President was Officer James
Chaney of the Dallas Police. Riding motorcycle escort at the right rear of the presidential limousine,
he looked left into the passenger compartment imme-
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diately after the first shot. The President was leaning
to his left, Chaney told a TV interviewer on the afternoon of November 22, and he then saw "the President
struck in the face" by the final bullet.n
The impressions of Marilyn Sitzman and James
Chaney were corroborated by William and Gayle
Newman. Standing on the north curb of Elm Street,
they were only 15 feet from the President at the time
....1••■■
•••1
of the head shot:

William and Gayle Newman saw
the President hit in the side of the
head (above) and, believing the
last shot to have come from directly behind them, they threw
themselves on the ground (below).

Thompson: Now could you tell me about the impact
on the President's head, what you saw?
There's a diagram you drew for me where
you put it right at the ear.
Wm. Newman: That's what I saw. The way he was
hit, it looked like he had just been hit with
a baseball pitch; just like a block of wood fell
over his , . .
Thompson: You just bobbed your head backwards
and over towards the left. The location that
you drew is right about the ear.
Wm. Newman: In my opinion the ear went.
Thompson: Now could I ask you a little more about
this, try to get your immediate response? 1
take it, it was your immediate response—in
your affidavit of the 22nd—that the shots
were somehow right back of you?
Wm. Newman: That's right. Well, of course the President's being shot in the side of the head, by
the third shot—I thought the shot was fired
from directly above and behind where we
were standing. And that's what scared us,
because I thought we were right in the direct
path of gunfire. And . . .
Thompson: By the President's head, you mean the
actual appearance of the impact on the side
of his head here and the way his head flipped
back over this . . .
Wm. Newman: Right, right. My thoughts were that
the shot entered there and apparently the
thoughts of the Warren Commission were
that the shot came out that side.
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Thompson: But it's your feeling that the shots were
coming from over your . . . right behind you,
based on (1) the sound of the shots, (2) the
impact on the President's head, and (3) the
movement of the President's head after impact. Would that be a fair statement?
Wm. Newman: Right. Well I think everybody thought
the shots were from where I'm saying—behind us—because everybody went in that
direction. Must have.
Thompson: Everyone did run in that direction; I've
seen the films. This is probably pushing your
own recollections too far, but I'll try it anyway. When you say in back of you, do you
have any feeling . . . say, if I stand here, and
I say "in back of me," do you have any feeling if it was back of me in this direction or
back of me in this direction? Did it appear to
be in back of you towards the Texas School
Book Depository or towards the general area
of the stockade fence and railroad? Do you
have any recollection at all?
Wm. Newman: Well, this is going to sound peculiar,
but I was thinking more just the opposite of
the building . . . actually the thought never
entered my mind that the shots were coming
from the building.
Thompson: Is that right?
Wm. Newman: But, of course I've talked to people
and they say, at that height, it echoes.
Thompson: But I take it, it was your first impression
that the shots were coming a little bit from
the right front of the vehicle?
Wm. Newman: The thought never entered my mind
that it was coming from the rear (Taped interview, Nov. 29, 1966).

At the end of the interview I asked William and Gayle
Newman if there was anything that they thought I
ought to pursue. Mr. Newman replied: "No. Except
exactly where the bullet went in and where the bullet
went out. That would be of great interest to me."
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As he explained it, he was still greatly troubled by
the Commission's conclusion that the bullet had
exited in front when his own eyes told him a different
story.
S. M. Holland, we recall, saw the President's body
as it passed under his vantage point on the overpass.
And we recall too his statement that the "whole right
side" of the President's head "including part of his
face" had been blown off. Hurchel Jacks, driver of
the Vice-Presidential car, saw the President's body
at Parkland Hospital. "Before the President's body
was covered," Jacks related in a statement filed November 28, "it appeared that the bullet had struck
him above the right ear or near the temple"
(18H801). Seth Kantor, a Scripps-Howard reporter,
jotted down in his notebook at Parkland Hospital the
phrase "intered [sic] right temple" (20H353), apparently in reference to the President's wounds.
We drove to the emergency entrance of Parkland Mbeorial Hospital. The President's car vas stopped in the ambulance perking place. At that time I saw that
the Vice President, Mrs. Johnson and Senator Yarbrough vas out of my car and
!safely in the hospital. I went back to the President's car to see if I might
assist. At that time the Secret Service Agents were removing Governor Connally
from the jump seat. I could see that Governor Connally had been hit just below
the right shoulder blade in the back. They removed Governor Connally, then
picked Mrs. Kennedy from over the President's body. At that time one of the
Secret Service Agents said ha has been hit, put your coat over him.
of the
Agents removed his suit coat and spread it over the President'. body from his
chest up.
Before the President's body was covered it appeared that the bullet had struck
him above the right ear or near the temple. They removed his body at that time.
Reporters began to arrive. We were assigned by the Secret Service to prevent
any pictures of any nature to be taken of the Free/dent's car or the inside.
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Hurchel Jacks, Texas State Trooper and driver of the vicepresidential car, noted in a deposition that the President had
been struck above the right ear near the temple.
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Newsman Seth Kantor took notes
at Parkland Hospital and recorded
that a shot entered the right temple.

The report that the President had been struck in
the temple was the first description of his head wound
to be broadcast by NBC. Only an hour and a half
after the assassination this network reported that "the
President was struck in the right temple by the bullet";
half an hour later it amplified: "The President was
wounded in the back of the head and on the right
side of the head: there was a loss of blood and brain
tissue. A bullet struck him in front as he faced the
assailant." The New York Times reported the next
day that "Mr. Kennedy also had a massive gaping
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wound in the back and one on the right side of the
head. However, the doctors said it was impossible to
determine immediately whether the wounds had been
caused by one bullet or two." The Times went on to
quote Dr. Kemp Clark, the attending neurosurgeon
in Dallas, as saying, "A missile had gone in and out
of the back of his head causing external lacerations
and loss of brain tissue."
Dr. Clark, the only neurosurgeon ever to see the
President's head injury, declared that he felt it was a
"tangential" wound and not an "exit" wound. Questioned by the Commission, Dr. Clark was asked about
his participation in a press conference held November
22 in which he described the President's head wound
as "tangential":

Specter: What, if anything, did you say in the course
of that press conference?
Dr. Clark: I described the President's wound in his
head in very much the same way as I have
described it here. I was asked if this wound
was an entrance wound, an exit wound, or
what, and I said it could be an exit wound
but I felt it was a tangential wound (6H21).

Dr. Clark was asked to describe the difference between "tangential" and other types of wound, and
he did. But Specter never asked him to indicate why
he thought the President's wound was tangential, nor,
indeed, even to describe with precision the characteristics of that wound. Yet if we combine Dr. Clark's
earlier cited statement that "a missile had gone in
and out the back of his [the President's] head" with
his judgment that the wound was "tangential," a pattern begins to emerge. What apparently is being described is a shot tangentially striking the right side
of the President's head blowing out the right rear
octant. Such a pattern would accord well with the
remaining descriptions of the head wound we get
from Parkland Hospital.
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Dr. Ronald Coy Jones described "what appeared
to be an exit wound in the posterior portion of the
skull" (6H56). Dr. Malcolm Perry noted "a large
avulsive [exploded] injury of the right occipitoparietal
area" (6H11), while Dr. Charles Baxter recalled "a
large gaping wound in the back of the skull . . . literally the right side of his head had been blown off"
(6H40-41). Dr. Gene Akin observed how the "back
of the right occipitalparietal portion of his head was
shattered, with brain substance protruding" (6H65).
Yet certainly our most detailed description of the
Kennedy head wound appears in the testimony of
Parkland Physician Dr. Robert N. McClelland:

A pictorial representation of President Kennedy's head wound as described by Dr. Robert N. McClelland of Parkland Hospital.

As I took the position at the head of the
table . . . I was in such a position that I
could very closely examine the head wound,
and I noted that the right posterior portion
of the skull had been blasted. It had been
shattered, apparently, by the force of the
shot so that the parietal bone was protruded
up through the scalp and seemed to be fractured almost along its posterior half, as well
as some of the occipital bone being fractured
in its lateral half, and this sprung open the
bones that I mentioned in such a way that
you could actually look down into the skull
cavity itself and see that probably a third
or so, at least, of the brain tissue, posterior
cerebral tissue and some of the cerebellar
tissue had been blasted out (6H33).

This is the clearest description we have of the Kennedy head wound." In reading it we can understand
quite readily why neurosurgeon Clark called the
wound "tangential." For Dr. McClelland is quite
clearly describing an impact on the right side of the
head that blasted backward, springing open the parietal and occipital bones [see diagram] and driving out
a mass of brain tissue. The precise character of the
brain tissue is also important, for only a deep-ranging
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shot could have blown out cerebellar tissue, which
is located very low in the brain. Dr. Marion Jenkins
of Parkland remembers how "there was herniation
and laceration of great areas of the brain, even to the
extent that the cerebellum had protruded from the
wound" (17H15; cf. 6H48), and Dr. James Carrico
speaks of how the head wound "had avulsed [exploded] the calvarium [skull]" (17H4). A nurse, Pat
Hutton, later recalled how "a doctor asked me to
place a pressure dressing on the head wound. This
was of no use, however, because of the massive opening on the back of the head" (21H216).
What all those reports seem to describe is a massive
impact that exploded outward through the back of
the skull driving bone and brain tissue with it.* We
know where this mass of bone and tissue went. It
splattered motorcycle officers Martin and Hargis,
the biggest piece of skull continuing on a left and
downward course until it came to rest only inches
from the south (or left) curb of Elm Street. A smaller
piece of skull broken off the occipital bone at the
rear of the skull was thrown even farther to the left
onto the grass verge where it was found the following
day by Billy Harper.
Given such a wound, how could the Bethesda autopsy fail to reveal its true character?
Dr. Milton Helpern has stated that, if permitted
to see the Kennedy autopsy X-rays, he would look
for traces of metal indicating the presence of another head wound.12Although he is not particularly
sanguine about the possibility of finding such traces,
* The Sibert-O'Neill autopsy report notes that the Bethesda
doctors found two discernible fragments in the President's
head. The largest fragment was found in a frontal sinus just
behind the right eye; this fragment was subsequently found
to weigh 1.65 grains (5H73) and is mentioned in the official
autopsy report. "The next largest fragment," according to
Sibert and O'Neill, "appeared to be at the rear of the skull
at the juncture of the skull bone" (Archives, CD 7). No
mention of this "next largest fragment" is made in the official autopsy report or in the testimony of the autopsy
surgeons. Its location would be more consistent with a frontentering shot blowing out the right rear octant of the President's skull than with a rear-entering bullet.
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he does not rule out the possibility that the Bethesda
pathologists may have overlooked another entrance
wound:
Often, quite often, wounds of entrance in the
head are completely overlooked because they
are covered naturally by the hair. The wound
may barely bleed at all. If you don't take a
comb and go over the entire scalp inch by
inch, separating the hair carefully and meticulously, it's easy to miss a head wound entirely. There is no evidence that this type of
examination was made."

Commission Exhibit 397: Halfmoon-shaped fragment of bone
sketched on the back of the autopsy
face sheet by Commander Boswell.

Nor should the possibility be ruled out that the explosive impact of two bullets on the President's skull
blew out all traces of the right front entry. What the
Bethesda doctors found was an enormous wound in
the President's head (Commander Boswell told me
that the President's brain was quite easily removed
without recourse to surgery) with a small entry hole
in the right occiput. They observed a long, back-tofront laceration parallel to the midline of the brain,
and examined a bone fragment that showed the beveled curve of an exit opening. On the basis of these
three pieces of information the Bethesda doctors
concluded that the bullet that entered the back of
the President's skull blew out the right top of his
head. Let us examine each of these bits of information in turn.
A half-moon-shaped fragment of bone is sketched
on the back of the autopsy face sheet prepared by
Commander Boswell (see illustration). This particular fragment was presented to the doctors in the
course of their autopsy. One of its edges matched up
with an edge of skull in place so that it was possible
to locate this bone fragment at the very crown of the
President's head on the midline.14Since the characteristic beveling of an exiting projectile was apparent
in one corner of this fragment, they assumed that a
large bullet fragment had exited through this hole.
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Commission Exhibits 386 and 397

are in apparent disagreement regarding the direction of the head
entry wound. The diagram drawn
by Commander Boswell during the
autopsy ( right) shows entry canted
to the left, though a later artistic
rendering presented to the Commission in lieu of the photographs
( left ) shows an entry wound
canted to the right.
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The diagram of Kennedy's skull
drawn by Boswell shows a good
deal of information never recorded
in the official autopsy report. For
example, area of fracture in left
temple region, crushed vomer bone,
and fracture in the globe of the
right eye socket.
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Now if we suppose that two bullets struck the President's head, it is impossible to tell which projectile
or fragment exited through this hole. The physical
characteristics of the bone fragment (its beveling)
accord equally well with a shot from the front or
the rear; in itself it is indeterminative as to direction
of impact.
The small bullet hole in the rear of the President's
head, however, causes considerable difficulty for the
official theory. Although the axis of this wound is
drawn on Commission Exhibit 386 as pointing to the
right, on the original autopsy face sheet we find an
arrow pointing from this wound, not to the right
(where the bullet would have had to go in order to
exit from the right top), but rather to the left—toward the midtemple region (see illustration).
On the back of the autopsy face sheet we find further information to corroborate the leftward-pointing
arrow. Here we find a diagram of the skull drawn
once again by Commander Boswell. Although unmentioned in the official report, this sketch shows
clearly an area of fracture in the left midtemple region marked "3 cm." in width. Other notations on the
same sketch indicate that the vomer bone (located
slightly above and behind the nose) is crushed, and
that there is a fracture through the floor of the skull
at the right eye. Commander Boswell confirmed to
me that there was indeed this large area of skull damage in the mid- and low-temple region although none
of these fractures had broken the skin.15Combining
this information with the long front-to-back laceration discovered in the brain, a coherent pattern begins
to emerge. The main thrust of the rear shot apparently drove forward through the brain toward the
midtemple region. One fragment deposited itself behind the right eye. Another fragment drove down
through the midbrain fracturing the skull floor and
penetrating the President's throat. Still other fragments exploded forward toward the car's windshield.'6
Such a pattern of damage would match perfectly
our expectations for a shot fired from the sixth-floor
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In order to make plausible a shot
entering the occipital region and
exiting the right top of the head,
a Navy medical artist had to distort the position of the President's
head under the impact of the fatal
bullet. Zapruder frame 312 (below)
shows its actual position at the
instant of impact.

Z312
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Depository window entering the President's occiput
at Z313. As both the reenactment photo and Z312
indicate, such a shot would not blow out the right side
of the President's head but would drive forward into
the low- and midtemple region. This is precisely what
the autopsy face sheet and the brain examination indicate happened.
The autopsy doctors' own report and working papers vitiate their conclusion that the rear-entering
bullet blew out the right side of the President's head.
What these papers and reports do show is the moderate damage caused by a bullet that entered the
President's skull from the rear and drove forward to
the temple.
The pattern that emerges from this study of medical evidence is a dual one. From the Parkland doctors
we get the picture of a bullet that struck the right
front of the President's head on a tangent, ranged
backward causing massive damage to the right brain
hemisphere, sprung open the occipital and parietal
bones, and exploded out over the rear of the limousine. From the Bethesda surgeons we get the picture
of a bullet entering the rear of the President's head
and driving forward to the midtemple region. Putting
the two pictures together, we discern the outlines of
the double impact. First, a bullet from behind exploding forward, and in that same split second another
bullet driving into the exploding mass, forcing tissue
and skull in the opposite direction. This is not a pretty
picture, but it reconciles the evidence of the Zapruder
film, eye- and earwitness reports, and the curious double dispersion of impact debris. A coincidence" certainly, but a coincidence whose reality is confirmed
by the overwhelming weight of evidence.
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NOTES
1. Holland told us that the testimony printed in the
Hearings does not accord with his recollection of what he

told Assistant Counsel Samuel Stern. Some weeks after he
testified, Holland returned with his lawyer and together
they corrected the transcript. "We red marked . . . red
pencilled that statement from beginning to end," Holland
told us, "because there was a lot of errors in it. I don't
know whether it was made with people attacking it or
whether the girl that took the testimony made mistakes. But
there were a lot of mistakes in it and we corrected it with a
red pencil." Holland went on to tell us that apparently his
corrections were lost somewhere along the line because "the
statement that I made, as well as I remember, isn't in context
with the Warren Commission [Hearings]."
2. This double movement was discovered independently
by researcher Raymond Marcus of Los Angeles. Harold
Weisberg apparently made a similar discovery in the autumn
of 1966. In his second book, Whitewash II (Hyattstown:
Harold Weisberg, 1966), he notes: "Prior to Frame 313, the
'fatal' shot, his body makes a short, sharp lurch. His head
and shoulders alone seem to be involved. Although the
Report insists the President was hit only from behind, his
head goes both ways. The motions are discontinuous, violent
and unmistakable" (p. 221).
3. In arriving at this figure an angle of 45 degrees is assumed; see Appendix B. Since acceleration measures the rate
of change of velocity, and since velocity is measured in units
of distance/time, the units of acceleration are (distance/
time)/time = distance/(time)2—in this case feet per second
per second or feet/(second) 2
4. Robert S. Woodworth and Harold Schlosberg, Experimental Psychology (New York: Henry Holt & Co., 1956),
p. 184. The startle response is particularly fast. The familiar
"hot stove" reflex, for example, occurs in an interval of
268-888 milliseconds (p. 18).
5. Unpublished study of the Zapruder film done for
Ramparts magazine; see Ramparts, January, 1967, p. 89.
6. Tape-recorded interview with Brehm conducted by
Mark Lane on Mar. 28, 1966, cited in Mark Lane, Rush to
Judgment (New York: Holt, Rinehart & Winston, Inc.,
1966), p. 56.
7. Another motorcyclist was riding to the rear and to the
right of the presidential automobile. Officer James Chaney
can be seen in the Altgens photo looking directly at President
Kennedy. Given a shot from the rear, blowing out the right
side of the President's head, we would expect Chaney (not
the left rear motorcyclists) to have been splattered. Was he
splattered? I made an attempt to talk with Chaney in Dallas
and was rebuffed by the Dallas Police. Although he was in a
unique position to observe the shooting he was never questioned by the. Commission. The testimony of another motor.
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cyclist perhaps indicates why. Officer Marrion Baker told
the Commission he talked with Chaney on the afternoon of
November 22 and that Chaney told him two bullets hit the
President and still a third struck the Governor (3H266). If
it turns out that Chaney was not splattered with impact
debris, then the Commission had a double reason for not
calling him to testify.
8. New York Daily News, Nov. 24, 1963.
9. In the fall of 1966 and the spring of 1967 I made an
effort to find Weitzman in order to ask him where he found
the skull fragment. My inquiries disclosed that he left Dallas
in early 1964 and that his present whereabouts were unknown. Billy Harper (mentioned in a similar connection in
the next paragraph) also has left Dallas.
10. WFAA-TV, Video Tape PKT-24, at 21 minutes, 8
seconds into the tape.
11. The official autopsy description is unhelpfully vague,
noting only that "there is a large irregular defect of the
scalp and skull on the right involving chiefly the parietal
bone but extending somewhat into the temporal and occipital
regions" (16H980). This vagueness is not dissipated by
Commander Humes's testimony, where the wound is described as "a huge defect over the right side of the skull . . .
approximately 13 centimeters in greatest diameter"
(2H351).
12. Marshall Houts, Where Death Delights (New York:
Coward-McCann, 1967), p. 61.
Photograph of a dent in the chrome
windshield trim of the President's
limousine.

13. Ibid., pp. 61-62.

14. Boswell interview, Jan. 11, 1967.
15. Ibid.

.
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damage to the front of the limousine: a dent in the chrome
16. The Commission's Report mentions two points of
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Photo of cracks in windshield.

just above the rearview mirror, and a radial pattern of
cracks in the windshield (R77). The Commission notes that
"there is some uncertainty whether the dent in the chrome
on the windshield was present prior to the assassination"
(R77). Yet it had in its files a letter from Secret Service
Chief James J. Rowley which indicated unambiguously that
the dent had not been caused at the time of the assassination. Rowley's Jan. 6, 1964, letter states: "In a photograph
attached and labeled Exhibit 2, taken by the FBI, there is
a dent in the chrome topping of the windshield, just above
the attachment of the rear-view mirror to the top of the
windshield frame. SA Gies, who was responsible for the care
and maintenance of this vehicle, believes that this damage
was on this car prior to November 22, 1963, and it is his
recollection that the damage was done in New York at the.
Empire Garage (Lincoln-Mercury Dealer) on Novethber 1,
1961. Gies thinks the damage was done while he and employees of the Empire Garage were removing the `header'
on the leatherette top to make repairs to the crank which
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secures the convertible top in place on this vehicle" (Archives, CD 80).

On the other hand, the pattern of cracks in the windshield
was caused during the assassination by a fragment from the
head shot. Robert Frazier of the FBI testified that lead residue found on the inside surface of the glass showed conclusively that it had been struck from the rear (5H69). Frazier
went on to point out that, although the cracks could not have
been caused by a bullet traveling at full velocity, they could
have been caused by a bullet fragment traveling at "fairly
high velocity" (5H70). Two fragments, ballistically matched
to Oswald's rifle, were found in the front seat of the limousine on the evening of November 22. Although the Commission did not venture to say which shot caused the windshield
crack, there is photographic evidence proving indisputably
that the windshield cracks were caused by a fragment from
the Z313 head shot. In a picture taken by James Altgens after the first two shots, no cracks are apparent in the windshield, while in a later shot by the same photographer (taken
just after the Z313 head shot) the telltale cracks have appeared.
17. Actually, given the hypothesis of three gunmen firing on the motorcade in an interval of less than 6 seconds,
it is not so improbable that two shots would be virtually
simultaneous.
Photo taken by James Altgens just
before the last shot (note undamaged windshield). Another photograph taken seconds after the final
shot shows the cracks in the windshield.

VI
TRAJECTORIES AND
FIRING POINTS
Well, now you have something here . . . 1
didn't see this man before. [About 20 seconds
pass, then Holland says:] Well, do you know,
I think that you're looking right down at the
barrel of that gun right now!
—S. M. Holland, taped interview, Nov. 30,
1966.

THE STOCKADE FENCE

A wooden stockade fence 5 feet high at the top
of a grassy slope partially bounds the north side of
Elm Street and then angles sharply back from the
street. The evenly cropped branches of a hedgerow
in front of the fence leave a gap some 18 inches high
between the serrated fence top and their spreading
foliage. Behind the fence a small parking lot for railroad employees gives way to the railroad yards beyond. Dominating the yards and controlling their
maze of switches, tracks, and signal lights is the North
Tower of the Union Terminal Railroad.
On November 22, 1963, Lee Bowers worked the
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Lee Bowers' view of parking lot

and stockade fence.
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7:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M. shift as "tower man" in the
North Tower. From his perch 14 feet above the
ground Bowers controlled eleven tracks in the Union
Station and two additional freight sidings. He also
had a grandstand seat for observing some unusual
happenings in the area of the stockade fence and the
parking lot behind.
Traffic into the parking area was cut off at 10:00
A.M. (6H285). The lot was already jammed with
the cars of people who had come to downtown Dallas
to watch the presidential motorcade. Bowers recalled
that nothing unusual happened until shortly before
noon. His affidavit filed on November 22 tells the
story:
At about 11:55 am I saw a dirty 1959 Oldsmobile station wagon come down the street
toward my building. This street dead ends
in the railroad. This car had out of state
license plates with white background and
black numbers, no letters. It also had a Goldwater for "64" sticker in the rear window.
This car just drove around slowly and left
the area. It was occupied by a middle-aged
white man partly grey hair. At about 12:15
pm another car came in the area with a white
man about 25 to 35 years old driving. This
car was a 1957 Ford, Black, 2 doors with
Texas license. This man appeared to have
a mike or telephone in the car. Just a few
minutes after this car left at 12:20 pm another car pulled in. This car was a 1961
Chevrolet, Impala, 4 door, am not sure that
this was a 4 door, color white and dirty up to
the windows. This car also had a Goldwater
for "64" sticker. This car was driven by a
white male about 25 to 35 years old with
long blond hair. He stayed in the area longer
than the others. This car also had the same
type license plates as the 1959 Oldsmobile.'
He left the area about 12:25 pm. About 8 or
10 minutes after he left I heard at least 3
shots very close together. Just after the shots
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the area became crowded with people coming from Elm Street and the slope just north
of Elm (24H201).

Four months later Bowers was asked by the
Commission how he knew the man in the black Ford
was operating a radio. He replied:
He was holding something up to his mouth
with one hand and he was driving with the
other and gave that appearance. He was very
close to the tower. I could see him as he proceeded around the area (6H286).

Apparently Lee Bowers was not the only person
watching the parking lot and stockade fence to the
north of Elm Street. About half a minute before the
motorcade passed the corner of Elm and Houston
Streets, Bob Edwards and Ronald Fischer noticed a
young man standing at a sixth-floor, southeast-corner
window of the Depository looking in the same direction. Fischer testified:
Bob punched me and said, "Look at that
guy there in that window." And he made
some remark—said, "He looks like he's uncomfortable"—or something.
And 1 looked up and watched the man
for, oh, I'd say, 10 or 15 seconds . . . This
man held my attention for 10 or 15 seconds,
because he appeared uncomfortable for one,
and secondly, he wasn't watching—uh—he
didn't look like he was watching for the
parade. He looked like he was looking down
toward the Trinity River and the triple underpass down at the end—toward the end of
Elm Street. And—uh—all the time I watched
him, he never moved his head, he never
moved anything. Just was there transfixed
(6H193).

It is, of course, impossible to know for certain why
the sniper on the sixth floor of the Depository was
more interested in the area to the north of Elm
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Street than in the motorcade approaching him. A possible clue is furnished by Lee Bowers.
Bowers had worked in the North Tower for over
ten years and hence knew by sight the railroad employees who worked in the yards. On that Friday
morning he noticed two men he had never seen before
standing behind the stockade fence. "They were
standing within 10 or 15 feet of each other," Bowers
told the Commission, "and gave no appearance of
being together, as far as I knew. They were facing
and looking towards Main and Houston, and following the caravan as it came down" (6H287). Bowers
watched the motorcade turn right on Houston Street.
Then it disappeared, to emerge a moment later on
Elm Street. Just as the presidential car disappeared
behind the concrete colonnade to the north of Elm
Street, the shots rang out. At precisely this instant
Bowers noted some "commotion" near the stockade
fence (6H288). Asked by Commission Counsel
Joseph A. Ball to be more explicit about what
attracted his attention, he replied:
/ just am unable to describe rather than it
was something out of the ordinary, a sort of
milling around, but something occurred in
this particular spot which was out of the
ordinary, which attracted my eye for some
reason, which I could not identify (6H288).

Much later Bowers was asked by Mark Lane to
amplify his answer. In a tape-recorded interview
Bowers remarked:
At the time of the shooting, in the vicinity
of where the two men I have described were,
there was a flash of light or, as far as I am
concerned, something I could not identify,
but there was something which occurred
which caught my eye in this immediate area
on the embankment. Now, what this was, I
could not state at that time and at the time
I could not identify it, other than there was
some unusual occurrence—a flash of light
or smoke or something which caused me to
feel like something out of the ordinary had
occurred there."

a
Bystanders rush to the grassy knoll moments after the shooting. Several said they thought shots came from the knoll.

This "unusual occurrence—a flash of light or smoke
or something" was observed by other witnesses who
reported it to law-enforcement officers on the scene.
Deputy Sheriffs L. C. Smith, Seymour Weitzman,
A. D. McCurley, and J. L. Oxford all later spoke of
witnesses who called their attention to the stockade
fence. Smith reported that as he ran toward the
knoll "I heard a woman unknown to me say the
President was shot in the head and the shots came
from the fence on the north side of Elm Street"
(19H516). Weitzman recalled that:
As he came to the fence at the top of the
grassy slope, some bystander mentioned that
the firecracker or shot had come from the
other side of the fence, and he requested a
bystander to bend over and he used the
bystander's back as a step and vaulted over
the fence (Archives, CD 5).

McCurley and Oxford independently reported being told by a witness or witnesses that smoke had
been seen near the corner of the stockade fence.
McCurley recalled:
I ran over and jumped a fence and a railroad
worker stated to me that he believed the
smoke from the bullets came from the vicinity of a stockade fence which surrounds the
park area (19H514).

Oxford gave a similar account:
We jumped the picket fence which was
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along Elm Street and ran over into the railroad yards. When we got there, there was a
man who told us that he had seen smoke up
in the corner of the fence (1911530).

The "railroad worker" mentioned by McCurley and
the "man" noted by Oxford may in fact be the same
person. And this might possibly be S. M. Holland,
who, only hours after the shooting, signed an affidavit which reads in part:
The President's car was coming down Elm
Street and when they got just about to the
Arcade I heard what I thought for the moment was a firecracker and he slumped over
and I looked over towards the arcade and
trees and saw a puff of smoke come from
the trees and I heard three more shots after
the first shot but that was the only puff of
smoke I saw . . . the puff of smoke I saw
definitely came from behind the arcade
through the trees (2011163).

Four and one-half months later Holland reiterated
his contention concerning the puff of smoke to Assistant Counsel Stern:
There was a shot, a report . . . and a puff of
smoke came out about 6 or 8 feet above the
ground right out from under those trees. And
at just about this location from where I was
standing you could see that puff of smoke,
like someone had thrown a firecracker, or
something out, and that is just about the way
it sounded. It wasn't as loud as the previous
reports or shots (611244).

Counsel Stern pressed Holland on whether he had
indeed heard four shots. Holland replied:
I have no doubt about it. I have no doubt
about seeing that puff of smoke come out
from under those trees either (6H244).

When we interviewed Holland in Dallas we asked
him to point out on a photograph exactly where he
had seen the puff of smoke. He told us:
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"Right under these trees . . . it was
just like somebody had thrown a
firecracker and left a little puff of
smoke there." S. M. Holland.
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Right under these trees, right at that exact
spot, about ten or fifteen feet from this corner, the corner of the fence here, back this
way, right under this clump of trees, right
under this tree, particular tree. It's that exact
spot, right there . . . That's where it was . . .
just like somebody had thrown a firecracker
and left a little puff of smoke there; it was
just laying there. It was a white smoke; it
wasn't a black smoke or like a black powder.
It was like a puff of a cigarette, but it was
about nine feet off the ground. It would be
just about in line with, or maybe just a little
bit higher than that fence, but by the time it
got out underneath the tree, well, it would be
about eight or nine feet . . . [the ground
slopes off sharply in front of the fence]
(Taped interview, Nov. 30, 1966).

Holland was not the only witness to see the puff
of smoke. Richard Dodd, who had stood next to
Holland on the overpass, later reported that "the
shot . . . the smoke came from behind the hedge on
the north side of the Plaza."3Austin Miller swore
out an affidavit on November 22 in which he declared:
"I saw something which I thought was smoke or
steam coming from a group of trees north of Elm off
the railroad tracks" (24H217). When interviewed by
the FBI in March, 1964, James Simmons reported
seeing "fumes of smoke near the embankment in front
of the TSBD [Depository]" (22H833), while Clemon
Johnson stated that "white smoke was observed near
the pavilion" (22H836).4In addition, both Walter
Winbom and Thomas Murphy told an independent
investigator that they had observed smoke in the
trees along the knoll.5In all, at least seven people
standing on the overpass saw smoke in the area of
the parking lot and the stockade fence.
Dodd, Simmons, and Holland were so sure a shot
had come from the corner of the fence that (as soon
as the President's car disappeared beneath them)
they ran to their left off the overpass and into the
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Holland retraces his steps from the
overpass around to the back of the
stockade fence.

,

Area behind stockade fence.
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parking lot adjoining the fence. They had to leap a
steam pipe and then make their way across the tangle
of cars in the lot. Jumping over bumpers and crawling
over hoods, they arrived near the corner of the fence
a minute or two later. Dodd recalled that "there were
tracks and cigarette butts laying where someone had
been standing on the bumper looking over the
fence."6Seymour Weitzman joined the railroad workers at about this time and later reported noticing
"numerous kinds of footprints that did not make
sense because they were going different directions"
(7H107). Holland gave a similar description of
these strange footprints to the Warren Commission
(6H245-246). During our interview we asked Holland about these footprints and he told us:
And I got over to the spot where 1 saw the
smoke come from and heard the shot; I was
looking for empty shells or some indication
that there was a rifleman or someone over
there. Well, you know it'd been raining that
morning and behind the station wagon from
one end of the bumper to the other, I expect
you could've counted four or five-hundred
footprints down there. And on the bumper,
oh about twelve or eighteen inches apart, it
looked like someone had raked their shoes
of'; there were muddy spots up there, like
someone had been standing up there (Taped
interview, Nov. 30, 1966).

Later on in the interview Holland told us that the
marks were men's footprints and that he was puzzled
by their narrow grouping. "That was the mystery to
me," Holland exclaimed, "that they didn't extend
further than from one end of the bumper to the other.
That's as far as they would go. It looked like a lion
pacing a cage."
It is possible that these footprints bear some relation to the sixth-floor sniper's interest in this area.
It is also possible that the prints belonged to one of
the two strangers spotted behind the fence by Lee
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Bowers. But if we suppose that someone was standing here (some 10 to 15 feet down from the fence
corner) at the time of the shooting, then what happened to this individual? How did he disappear in
that 1- or 2-minute interval between the last shot
and when Dodd, Simmons, Holland, and Weitzman
arrived on the scene?
Holland himself has provided a plausible suggestion:
lust to the west of the station wagon [Holland told us], there were two sets of footprints that left . . . I noticed these two
footprints leaving; now they could have
stepped out between the second and third
cars on the gravel or they could've got in the
trunk compartment of this car and pulled
the lid down, which would have been very,
very easy (Taped interview, Nov. 30, 1966).
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1
S. M. Holland's diagram of footprints behind the stockade fence.
Prints are indicated by black marks
to the right of car No. 2.

On this theory, so Holland suggests, since the trunk
compartments of cars in the lot were not searched,
a confederate may have returned to the area sometime later and driven away the car in question.
If the person did not secrete himself in a car trunk,
then, since crowds were soon entering the lot from
east and south, he must have made good his escape
to the northwest. It is possible J. C. Price saw such
a person escaping the area. Price was watching the
motorcade from the roof of the Terminal Annex
Building across Dealey Plaza from the knoll. In an
affidavit filed on the afternoon of November 22,
Price noted:
I saw one man run towards the passenger
cars on the railroad siding after the volley
of shots. This man had a white dress shirt,
no tie, and khaki colored trousers. His hair
appeared to be long and dark and his agility
running could be about 25 years of age. He
had something in his hand. I couldn't be
sure but it may have been a head piece
(19H492).
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Stunned spectators swarm through
parking lot shortly after the assassination. Several thought the shots
had come from that direction.
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Just what the man was carrying in his hand must
remain an open question. Sometime later Price told
Mark Lane that the man "was carrying something
in his right hand" that "could have been a gun."7
"He was bareheaded," Price continued, "which gave
me the suspicion that he was doing the shooting,
but I could be mistaken."
There is one final solution to the mystery of what
happened to the man behind the fence. He could
have stayed right where he was, perhaps mingling
with the crowd as it filled the parking lot. The
strange adventure of Dallas Patrolman Joe Marshall
Smith lends credence to such an idea. Smith was
directing traffic at the corner of Elm and Houston
Streets when the shooting occurred. Immediately
afterward, a woman rushed up to Smith and yelled,
"They are shooting the President from the bushes"
(7H535). Smith ran down Elm Street and entered
the parking lot behind the stockade fence (7H535).
An FBI report from December 9 tells part of the
story of what he found there:
He [Patrolman Smith] stated he did smell
what he thought was gunpowder° but stated
that this smell was in the parking lot near
the TSBD and not by the underpass. He
advised he never at any time went to the
underpass and could not advise if there was
the smell of gunpowder in the underpass
[The U.S. Attorney had forwarded a report
to the FBI saying Smith had "definitely distinguished the aroma of gunpowder near the
underpass."] (Archives, CD 205).

When Smith was questioned by the Commission six
months later, he was never asked about smelling
gunpowder. However, the questioning of Assistant
Counsel Liebeler did bring to light an equally suspicious event:
Liebeler: You proceeded up to an area immediately
behind the concrete structure here that is
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described by Elm Street and the street that
runs immediately in front of the TSBD, is
that right?
Smith: I was checking all the bushes and I checked
all the cars in the parking lot.
Liebeler: There is a parking lot in behind the grassy
area back from Elm Street toward the railroad tracks, and you went down to the parking lot and looked around?
Smith: Yes, sir: I checked all the cars, I looked into
all the cars and checked around the bushes.
Of course, I wasn't alone. There was some
deputy sheriffl° with me, and I believe one
Secret Service man when I got there.
I got to make this statement, too. I felt
awfully silly, but after the shot and this, I
pulled my pistol from my holster, and I
thought, this is silly, I don't know who I am
looking for, and I put it back. Just as I did,
he showed me that he was a Secret Service
agent.
Liebeler: Did you accost this man?
Smith: Well, he saw me coming with my pistol and
right away he showed me who he was.
Liebeler: Do you remember who it was?
Smith: No, sir, I don't . . . (7H535).

Encountering a Secret Service agent at the scene of
the assassination would not seem to be a strange or
suspicious event. It becomes so only when we learn
by checking the individual reports of the agents who
accompanied the motorcade that none of them remained at Dealey Plaza, but that all went with the
motorcade to Parkland Hospital (18H722-799)."
The man Patrolman Smith surprised with drawn
revolver behind the fence could not have been a
Secret Service agent, although he showed what appeared to be Secret Service credentials. Who was
he? To this day no one knows.
From films of the assassination we can see that
the witnesses closest to the corner of the stockade
fence threw themselves to the ground immediately
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after the final shot. William and Gayle Newman
dropped to the ground and tried to shield their two
children with their own bodies. Bill Newman told
me why:
I thought the shots were coming from right
off the tops of our heads . . . When we turned
around, I think . . . well, several people hit
the ground.
Well, of course, the President's being shot
in the side of the head by the third shot—I
thought the shot was fired from directly
behind where we were standing. And that's
what scared us, because I thought we were
right in the direct path of gunfire (Taped
interview, Nov. 29, 1966).

The Newmans were the last spectators standing
along the sidewalk on the north side of Elm Street.
However, somewhat behind and to their right stood
three men on the steps leading up to the monument
area. The identity of two of these men is unknown,
but the third, Emmett Hudson, filled out an affidavit
on November 22 and was later questioned by the
FBI and the Commission. In his affidavit Hudson
declared that "the shots that I heard definitely came
from behind and above me" (19H481). On November 26 he was questioned by the FBI and was even
more explicit about the location of the shots:
Hudson said the shots sounded as if they
were fired over his head and from some position to the left of where he was standing. In
other words, the shots sounded as if they
were fired by someone at a position which
was behind him, which was above him, and
which was to his left (Archives, CD 5).
Emmett Hudson said the shots had
come from behind, above, and to
his left.

Emmett Hudson can be located in the Polaroid
photo taken by Mary Moorman. "Behind him, above
him, and to his left" is the corner of the stockade fence.
Such a firing location would coincide with the other
witness reports adduced earlier in this chapter.
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A photograph taken by Mary Moorman reveals two curious marks at
the top of the stockade fence. By
comparing this with a photograph
taken at a later date, it can be seen
that the one on the right (arrow) is
a signal tower and that the one on
the left (circle) is no longer there.

The signal tower.
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The Moorman photo now becomes of crucial significance. On the afternoon of November 22 Mrs.
Moorman remarked on television that after the
President's head exploded she threw herself to the
ground. "I was fifteen feet from the car," she pointed
out, "and evidently I was in the line of fire."12 If a
shot had been fired from near the corner of the
stockade fence, then her immediate impression was
correct. Correlation of her picture with the Zapruder
film shows that it was taken simultaneously with
Z314-315. She took her picture no more than 1/5
second after the President was struck in the head.
At this time (as her picture shows) the President is
directly between her and the corner of the stockade
fence. Thus the supposed gunman must at this time
have had a line of sight to the President's head. Yet if
he had such a line of sight, Mary Moorman must
have had a line of sight to him—he should show up
in her picture. If the hypothesis of a shot from the
stockade fence is correct, then it should be validated
by the Moorman picture. Is it so validated? Does the
gunman appear in her picture?
The evidence indicates he does, and moreover he
appears in the precise location predicted by the testimony of Hudson, Newman, Holland, Simmons,
Dodd, Weitzman, et al. Along the fence line in the
Moorman photo there are two anomalous shapes to
the west of the corner. By comparing a photo taken
from Mrs. Moorman's position sometime later, it is
possible to see that the more elongated of these shapes
is actually a railroad signal tower in the background.
But with respect to a round shape some 14 feet down
from the corner, no such explanation is possible—
nothing in the background aligns with this shape.
When we took Holland to the assassination site and
asked him to stand in the position where he found the
curious footprints and saw the smoke, his head appeared in the exact position defined by this shape.
Earlier, we had shown him the Moorman photo in a
particularly clear print. He looked at the photo for a
long time, and then announced:
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Well, now you have something here . . I
didn't see this man before. [About twenty
seconds pass, then Holland continuesi Well
do you know 1 think that you're looking right
down at the barrel of that gun right now!
(Taped interview, Nov. 30, 1966).

RECORDS BUILDING
CRIMINAL COURTS BUILDING
DAL-TEX BUILDING

S. M. Holland stands where he saw
the puff of smoke and where, coincidentally, the shape appears on the
Moorman photograph.

"The thought immediately passed through my
mind," Governor Connally testified, "that there were
either two or three people involved or more in this
or someone was shooting with an automatic rifle"
(4H133). As we saw in Chapter IV, there is reason
to believe that the Governor's first impression was
correct—the Zapruder film establishes that the maximum time interval between the hits' on the Governor
and the President is less than the minimum firing
time for Oswald's Mannlicher-Carcano. The conclusion inescapably follows that either (1) Oswald's
rifle and another weapon were used ("there were two
or three people involved in this") or (2) a weapon
other than Oswald's was used ("someone was shooting with an automatic rifle").
It is fairly obvious from the weight of available
evidence that Oswald's Mannlicher-Carcano did at
least some of the shooting that day. If not, then we
must assume that somehow his rifle was planted on
the sixth floor of the Depository, together with three
spent shells, and that two ballistically matched bullet
fragments and one whole bullet were placed by conspirators in the presidential limousine and on a
stretcher at Parkland Hospital respectively. We submit that this is beyond the ability of any conspirator,
no matter how deft. Clearly, Oswald's rifle was used.
Whether it was fired by Oswald himself is still open
to question, but the contention that it was the only
weapon fired at the President becomes increasingly
unacceptable as the facts accumulate.
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A shot at Governor Connally occurring at Zapruder frame
236 would, because of his position, have to have come from
one of the buildings along Houston Street. Dotted line
simulates a 27° trajectory from the roof of the County
Records Building. Measurements later showed that a bullet
passed through Governor Connally's body at a downward
angle of 27°.

We know where Abraham Zapruder stood on that
Friday afternoon, and from his film we can determine
the position of Governor Connally during the interval
Z234-238. Although the Governor is turning to his
right during this interval, its midpoint (Z236) finds
him directly facing Zapruder's camera. In the presence of the Commission, Drs. Shaw and Gregory
measured the trajectory of the bullet through the
Governor's body; it had a declination of 27 degrees
(4H138) Further measurements on the Governor's
jacket by the FBI indicated the bullet transited his
body on a right-to-left trajectory of 20 degrees (Archives, CD 827). Putting all this information together, it is possible to infer the trajectory of the
bullet that struck the Governor. As the diagram indicates, the most probable point of origin for such a
bullet would be the roof of the Dallas County Records
Building.
. 13
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The shot which hit Governor Connally could have come
from anywhere within the cross-hatched spectrum. Again,
the 27° trajectory would indicate a rooftop firing point.

We must be careful not to strain our powers of
analysis too far. We do not know that the Governor
was struck at exactly Z236—this is only the midpoint of the interval during which he could have been
struck. The 27-degree angle of declination was measured by Drs. Shaw and Gregory on Governor Connally's body, but should not be taken as more accurate than plus or minus 2 degrees. Likewise the
Commission's 20-degree deflection angle was only
a rough estimate made from a jacket that had already
been dry-cleaned.14 A more judicious conclusion
from the available data would affirm that the shot
originated somewhere in the region described by the
diagram. This region would include the Records
Building as well as parts of the Dal-Tex and Criminal
Courts buildings.*
* One physical feature would tend to rule out the Criminal
Courts Building roof as the source of this shot. A brick parapet 15 feet high and less than 2 feet wide borders the
Houston Street roof line, making a shot from there almost
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Is there any independent evidence that a shot originated in this general area?
F. Lee Mudd later reported that he thought one
or more of the shots came from the direction of the
Dal-Tex Building. Standing at the north curb of Elm
Street, he dropped to the ground when the shots were
fired and looked toward the Elm/Houston corner.
A possible sniper's view of Elm
Street from the Records Building...
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. and from the Dal-Tex Building.

He looked around him [the FBI report relates], and he recalled that in looking toward
the building nearby, he noted several broken
windows on the fourth floor of the Dal-Tex
Building, and the thought occurred to him
that possibly the shots had been fired through
these broken windows . . . [He] stated that
when the shots were fired, they sounded as
if they came from the direction of the DalTex Building (24H538).

It should be pointed out that within minutes of the
assassination a young man was arrested by police in
the Dal-Tex Building.15The police report states only
that the suspect "had been up in the building across
the street from the book depository without a good
excuse" and that he had been taken to the Sheriff's
Office (20H499). Curiously enough, the Sheriff's
Office interrogation reports show no record of this
man or what alibi he gave (19H526-527). He apparently arrived at the Sheriff's Office and then disappeared in the confusion of the moment.
Eyewitness Charles Brehm told the FBI that "it
seemed quite apparent to him that the shots came
from one of two buildings back at the corner of Elm
and Houston Streets" (22H837) Assistant District
Attorney Sam Paternostro told the same agency that
he recalled hearing a shot that "came from the TSBD
building or the Criminal Courts Building or the triple
. 16

impossible. The roof lines of the other two buildings, however, are traced by low walls that would both hide a potential assassin from the crowds below and provide a convenient
gun rest.
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overpass" (24H536). Other witnesses pointed more
directly to the Records and Criminal Courts buildings.
Elsie Dorman watched the motorcade from an
open fourth-floor window of the Depository. Two
days after the assassination she told the FBI "she felt
that these shots were coming from the area of the
Records Building" (Archives, CD 5).
Otis N. Williams watched the motorcade from the
steps of the Depository. Just after the presidential
limousine had passed the building and dipped out
of sight down Elm Street, Williams "heard three loud
blasts" (Archives, CD 5). The FBI report goes on to
say that Williams "thought these blasts came from
the location of the court house" (Archives, CD 5).
Both the Dallas County Records Building and the
Criminal Courts Building would lie between Williams
and the "court house."17
Such witness reports establish only the possibility
that one or more shots may have come from the east
boundary of Dealey Plaza. What turns this possibility
into a probability is the web of evidence and logic
that necessitates another gun besides Oswald's firing
on the motorcade from behind. For even if Oswald's
rifle was used on November 22, the shot that hit the
Governor must have come from another weapon.
The Governor's own testimony together with the pictorial evidence of the Zapruder film indicates he was
hit in the interval Z234-238. Yet if he was hit during
this interval, we know from his position and from
the angle of trajectory that the shot must have come
from the east side of Dealey Plaza. Height and isolation may have prevented the early detection of this
gunman. But the logic of the case necessitates his existence.
THE DEPOSITORY
The paucity of information concerning the Kennedy back wound makes it impossible for us to establish the trajectory of the first shot from medical evidence alone. Most of the trustworthy information
about this wound comes from the Sibert-O'Neill re-
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port, namely, that the wound was below the shoulders and 2 inches to the right of the spinal column,
and that the bullet penetrated less than a finger's
length on a downward trajectory of 45-60 degrees.18
Such a wound incurred at Z210-224 requires a
trajectory from a point above and behind the President. It is consistent with a shot from an upper story
of the Depository, but it does not require such a
location to the exclusion of all others. Fortunately,
however, other evidence can establish the location of
the gunman who fired the first shot.
James Altgens' photograph, taken simultaneously
with Z255, shows Secret Service Agents John Ready
and Paul Landis in the follow-up car reacting to the
sound of the first shot by turning strenuously to their
right rear. Both of these agents were later to state
that the first shot came from that direction (18H749,
754), Landis recalling that he "heard what sounded
like the report of a high-powered rifle from behind
me, over my right shoulder" (18H754). Their judgment that the first shot came from the right rear was
supported by the statements of Agents Greer
(18H723), Hickey (18H762), Hill (18H742), Kellerman (18H724), Kivett (18H778), and Taylor
(18H782)
. 19

Immediately after the first shot, Secret Service agents Ready and Landis turn toward the Depository.

We were making the turn [testified Mrs.
Earle Cabell, riding four cars behind the
President], 1 heard the shot and jerked my
head up [towards the Depository] in the direction from which the shot came . . . I saw
a projection out of one of those windows
(7H486).

Two photographers, Robert Jackson and Malcolm
Couch, riding in an open press car on Houston Street,
looked up at the Depository just after the third shot
and saw a rifle barrel being withdrawn from the
corner window of the sixth floor (2H159, 6H157).
At least four other witnesses declared in sworn affidavit or testimony that they also saw a rifle being
fired from the Depository.2° Of these witnesses How-
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and L. Brennan gave the most detailed description of
the shots fired from the Depository. Sitting on a retaining wall at the corner of Elm and Houston streets,
Brennan had an unobstructed view of the motorcade
and the Depository towering behind it:
After the President had passed my position
. . . I heard this crack that I positively
thought was a backfire . . . Well, then something, just right after this explosion, made
me think that it was a firecracker being
thrown from the Texas Book Store. And 1
glanced up. And this man that 1 saw previous
was aiming for his last shot . . . (3H143144).

Howard Brennan (arrow) looks up
at the Depository window where
minutes before he had seen an assassin take his last shot.

Brennan is one of the Commission's star witnesses.
Yet on one critical point his story diverges from the
Commission's. "The first shot and the last shot is my
only positive recollection of two shots," Brennan
continued. "The first shot was positive and clear and
the last shot was positive and clear, with no echo on
my part" (3H154) While the Commission claims
that three shots were fired from the Depository, Brennan reports only two. He heard a noise, looked up,
and saw the gunman aiming for his last shot. He saw
the gunman fire and then watched as he slowly withdrew the rifle to his side. Brennan's recollection would
agree perfectly with the hypothesis that only the first
and third (Brennan would have heard this shot as
the "last") shots came from the Depository.*
An 8-millimeter movie film, never published be. 21

* Brennan's observation that only two shots came from the
Depository is further buttressed by a curious pattern that
shows up in a collation of witness testimony. With no exceptions all those witnesses who were deep inside the Depository (either at work or in hallways) report hearing fewer
than three shots. See 22H637, 24H206, 24H521.
In this regard Bonnie Ray Williams' testimony is of interest. He was watching the parade from the window immediately below the sixth-floor sniper's nest. Although he later
revised his estimate of the number of shots, on November 22
he swore out an affidavit that reads in part: "We saw the
President coming around the corner on Houston from Main
Street. I heard 2 shots it sounded like they came from just
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fore, shows the sixth-floor sniper's nest only seconds
before the first shot. Taken by Robert Hughes from
the corner of Main and Houston streets, it shows
the presidential limousine making its fatal turn onto
Elm Street. Looming above the motorcade is the Depository and its sixth-floor, southeast-corner window.
The FBI examined the film and decided that "there
are no images in any of the exposures . . . that can be
interpreted as the form of an individual. The forms
The sixth-floor window of the De- recorded in this window can be interpreted as in the
pository is visible in this movie same general shapes of boxes, found at and just beframe taken by Robert Hughes moments before the shooting started. hind the window in question" (Archives, CD 205).
Frames from four seconds of the But the FBI never bothered to compare individual
movie show that the shape changes
in width and gets narrower (ar- frames of the movie series against each other. Had
row). It may be the gunman Bren- they performed this elementary comparison they
nan saw turning to his right to get
would have recognized that the boxlike shape in the
into firing position.
window changed in width—getting narrower as time
went on. Although the form cannot be distinguished
as a human figure, it must be animate since it changes
in time. It is almost certainly the gunman Brennan
saw, slowly turning to his right (thus presenting a
profile to Bob Hughes's camera) as he moves into
firing position.
The "last" shot fired by Brennan's gunman struck
the President's head at Z312/313. From his perch in
the Depository the declination angle to the President's
head was 12 degrees;22the right-to-left deflection
angle was 6 degrees. Such a trajectory would accord
perfectly with the observed channel of laceration
down the midline of the President's brain and with
the fractures in the mid- and left-temple regions. The
impact of a bullet fired on such a trajectory would
also produce just that kind of forward jerk we observe at Z312/313. Such a trajectory to the President's head at Z313 would align almost perfectly
with the impact point of a bullet fragment on the
above us" (24H229). An FBI report of an interview with
Williams the following day (November 23) has him reiterating the observation that two shots came from over his head:
"While they were watching this car pass, Williams heard two
shots which sounded like they came from right over his
head" (Archives, CD 5).
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Main Street curb. Such a trajectory would also account for the fragment impact inside the front windshield and for the fragments found in the front seat,
fragments that were ballistically identified as having
come from the rifle found on the sixth floor of the
Depository. Finally, it should be reiterated that the
entry holes of two of the President's wounds (4 by 7
millimeters in the back, and 6 by 15 millimeters in
the occipital region of the skull) would be consistent
with projectiles fired from the rifle found on the sixth
floor of the Depository.
Combining all of the findings so far, we arrive at
the following picture: Three assassins fired four shots
from three different locations. The first and third
shots were fired from the Depository—most likely
from the sixth-floor, southeast-corner window later
identified by the Warren Commission as the sniper's
nest. The second shot, wounding the Governor, was
fired from the east side of Dealey Plaza—most likely
from a building rooftop. The fourth and final shot
was fired from a point near the corner of the stockade
fence to the north of Elm Street. Although the first
and third shots came from a small (probably 6.5millimeter) weapon, the second and fourth shots exhibit patterns of damage consistent with much more
powerful weapons.
The following table summarizes the details of our
conclusions with respect to trajectories:

Firing
point

Distance to
victim from
firing point

Zapruder
frame
number

Declination
angle from
firing point
to victim

Angle from
car's axis to
firing point

One

Depository, sixthfloor corner
window

177-191 ft.

210-224

18.5-17°

163-167°

Two

East side of
Dealey Plaza

225-275 ft.

234-238

22-28°

190-250°

Three

Depository, sixthfloor corner
window

265 ft.

312-313

12°

174°

Four

Corner, stockade
fence

115 ft.

312-314

6.5°

50°

Shot
number
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NOTES
1. States whose 1963 license plates matched Bowers' description are Rhode Island, Tennessee, and Virginia.
2. Tape-recorded interview with Mark Lane, Mar. 31,
1966; cited by Lane, Rush to Judgment (New York: Holt,
Rinehart & Winston, 1966), p. 32.
3. Taped interview with Mark Lane, Mar. 24, 1966;
played by Lane on TV program The Warren Commission:
A Minority Report, WNEW-TV (Nov. 12, 1966). See
WNEW-TV transcript, p. 42.
4. Johnson went on to suggest to the FBI the possibility
that the smoke "came from a motorcycle abandoned near
the spot by a Dallas policeman" (22H836). Such an explanation is not plausible since the Hughes, Bell, and Willis
photos show clearly that the motorcycle was abandoned on
Elm Street some 60 feet from where the smoke was seen.
When I asked Holland about this explanation of the smoke,
he replied that it didn't make sense since (as he put it) "I
saw the smoke before the motorcyclist left the street to go up
there" (Taped interview; Nov. 30, 1966).
An alternative explanation sometimes proffered by governmental sources—namely, that the smoke was really escaping steam from a steam line in the vicinity—makes even
less sense. At the time Holland and the other railroad workers saw the smoke, they were standing not a foot from the
steam line in question. This line parallels the railroad tracks
and at no time is anywhere near the corner of the stockade
fence.
5. Taped interviews of Winborn (May 5, 1966) and
Murphy (May 6, 1966) by Stewart Galanor; cited in Lane,
op. cit., p. 40.
6. Taped interview with Mark Lane, Mar. 24, 1966;
WNEW-TV transcript, p. 42. On Mar. 28, 1966, Simmons
told Mark Lane that he saw "footprints in the mud around
the fence, and there were footprints on the wooden two-byfour railing on the fence." Like Dodd and Holland, Simmons
also noted mud footprints "on a car bumper there, as if
someone had stood up there looking over the fence" (Lane,
op. cit., p. 34).
7. Taped interview of Price by Mark Lane, Mar. 27,
1966; cited by Lane, op. cit., p.. 33.
8. Ibid.

9. Patrolman Smith had earlier told Ronnie Dugger of
The Texas Observer that he had "caught the smell of gunpowder" behind the fence. "I could tell it was in the air,"
Smith had pointed out (The Texas Observer, Dec. 13, 1963).
10. The "deputy sheriff" mentioned here is most probably
Seymour Weitzman. Weitzman mentions in his own testimony the presence of a "Secret Service" agent in the area
behind the fence, thus providing corroboration for Smith's
report (7H106-107).
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11. In the Report of the Secret Service on the Assassination of President Kennedy submitted by Chief Rowley on
Dec. 18, 1963, we find the following statement: "A 11 the Secret
Service agents assigned to the motorcade stayed with the
motorcade all the way to the Hospital. None remained at
the scene of the shooting, and none entered the School Book
Depository Building at or immediately after the time of the
shooting. (This was consistent with Secret Service procedure
which requires that each agent stay with the President and
Vice President and not be diverted by any distractions unless he must do so in order to protect the President and Vice
President.)"(Archives, CD 3, Part I; emphasis added.) Sylvia
Meagher was the first to discover this anomaly; see Accessories After the Fact (New York: Bobbs-Merrill Company,
Inc., 1967), pp. 25-26.
12. WFAA-TV video tape; Tape PKT-24 at 21 minutes,
8 seconds into the tape.
13. FBI measurements of his jacket put the angle of
declination at 35 degrees (Archives, CD 827).
14. The extraordinary adventures that befell the Governor's clothing before it reached the hands of competent
authority will be related in the next chapter.
15. The Willis family described to me the arrest of this
young man. Dressed in a black leather jacket and black
gloves, he was led out of the building by two uniformed
police officers. To the catcalls of the assembled crowd he
was ushered into a waiting police car, which quickly drove
off (Taped interview; Nov. 29, 1966).
16. Holland, we recall, indicated that some of the shots
appeared to come "from the north end of Elm Street"
(Taped interview; Nov. 29, 1966).
17. Williams is most likely referring to the "Old Court
House," which lies directly across Main Street from the
Criminal Courts Building. He gave this statement to the
FBI on Nov. 24. When he was reinterviewed on Mar. 19, he
gave a different story indicating that he thought "these
blasts or shots came from the direction of the viaduct which
crosses Elm Street" (22H683). The paucity of evidence concerning a shot from the east side of Dealey Plaza may partially spring from a tendency of many witnesses to make
their recollections seem more "orthodox."
18. Sibert and O'Neill must have exaggerated somewhat
the declination angle of this wound. There is no vantage
point in any adjacent building that would produce such a
sharp trajectory at Z220.
19. See also the testimony of Hurchel Jacks (18H801),
Mrs. Lyndon B. Johnson (5H565), Kenneth O'Donnell
(7H448), and Dave Powers (7H473).
20. Mrs. Carolyn Walther (24H522), James Richard
Worrell (24H231), Amos Lee Euins (26H936, 2H204),
Howard Leslie Brennan (3H143-154, 19H470).
21. Brennan's affidavit of Nov. 22 suggests even more
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clearly that he was aware of only two shots fired from the
Depository's sixth-floor window: "I heard what I thought
was a backfire. It run in my mind that it might be someone
throwing firecrackers out of the window of the red brick
building and I looked up at the building. I then saw this
man I have described in the window and he was taking aim
with a high powered rifle. I could see all of the barrel of the
gun. I do not know if it had a scope on it or not. I was
looking at the man in this window at the time of the last
explosion" (24H203). See additional statements made by
Brennan to the FBI on Nov. 22 (Archives, CD 5) and
Jan. 10 (24H406).
22. Since the President is inclined forward at this point,
this angle may take a somewhat smaller value.

VI I
PHYSICAL EVIDENCE
My initial feeling was that if this was a simple assassination, as the Commission claimed,
with one assassin firing three shots from one
vantage point, the facts would come together
very neatly. If there were more than one assassin the details would not fit.—Vincent
J. Salandria, The Greater Philadelphia Magazine, August, 1966.

THE CARTRIDGE CASES

Three 6.5-millimeter cartridge cases were found
on the sixth floor of the Depository shortly after the
assassination. Since the evidence presented in the
previous chapter indicates that only two shots were
fired from this location, how do we account for the
third, or extra, cartridge case?
On the face of it, the presence of one, two, or
three cartridge cases does not establish that any particular number of shots was fired from a location.
More shots could have been fired and some of the
cases retrieved. Fewer shots could have been fired
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The clip found in the rifle on the
sixth floor holds six cartridges but
held only four on November 22.

Commission Exhibit 139: Oswald's
rifle, found on the sixth floor of the
Depository.

Lt. J. C. Day of the Dallas Police
Department, carrying the rifle from
the Depository on the afternoon of
the assassination.
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and an extra case dropped. Moreover, when we consider the condition of the rifle and the cartridges
when they were discovered, it becomes even harder
to draw clear inferences from them.
Although the rifle clip can hold six rounds (and
an extra in the chamber), only four bullet casings
were found—a live round in the chamber and three
cartridge cases on the floor. No fingerprints were
found on any of the cases or on the rifle clip (4H253,
258-260). In fact, the only print on the rifle was
found after disassembly on a portion of the barrel
ordinarily covered by the front stock.' Whoever fired
this rifle curiously loaded it with only four rounds
when it would hold six or seven, and then was careful
to remove all fingerprints from it and from the cases
fired.
These considerations merely point up certain oddities about the condition in which the rifle and cases
were found. It is only when we begin examining the
three cases themselves that our suspicions are
aroused. In this examination Lieutenant J. C. Day
of the Dallas Police is a central figure.
Two and One
On November 22, 1963, Lieutenant Day headed
the crime scene search section of the Dallas Police.
In company with his assistant, R. L. Studebaker, he
arrived at the Depository about 1:12 P.M. and went
immediately to the sixth floor (4H249). Learning
that some cartridge cases had been found near a
southeast-corner window, he instructed Studebaker
to photograph them from various angles, and then
he dusted them for fingerprints (4H250). Studebaker's photos show two cases lying next to the
window wall and a third some 5 feet away to the
northwest.
It would be interesting to know which of the three
cartridges had been thrown so oddly distant from
the other two. Lieutenant Day, however, scooped
up all three cartridges and placed them in an envelope
before they were marked with respect to their loca-
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Photo of sniper's nest in the Depository taken by the Dallas Police.
Note two cases next to the wall and
a third some distance away.
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tion of discovery (4H253, 7H162-163). So today,
no one has any idea which of the three cases was the
one lying 5 feet down the wall. This is unfortunate in
light of certain disparities between one of the cases
and the other two and particularly in view of what
next happened to the envelope.
Detective Richard H. Sims helped Lieutenant Day
pick up the cartridge cases. He then took the envelope
containing the cases and turned it over to Captain
Will Fritz at police headquarters (7H183). When
Lieutenant Day was given the envelope later that
evening, it contained only two cases—the third had
been removed by Captain Fritz and was being held
by him (4H254). Day now marked the two cases
with his initials and forwarded them to the FBI lab
with other evidence (4H254). These two cases were
subsequently given FBI designations C7 and C38
and Commission Exhibit Numbers 544 and 545
(4H254-255).
Both of these cases had marks "identified as having been produced by the chamber of Oswald's rifle"
(26H449-450). One of them had a "set of marks
identified as having been produced by the magazine
follower" [the spring-tensioned lever that presses up
the last cartridge in the clip] of Oswald's rifle
(26H450), while the other showed marks that could
have come only from the bolt of Oswald's rifle
(24H449). Both of these cases showed marks indicating that each had been loaded into a weapon
(not necessarily Oswald's) at least twice (24H449–
450).
The remaining cartridge case (designated C6 and
CE 543) differed from the other two in a number
of respects. It was kept by the Dallas Police until the
FBI demanded it from Captain Fritz in the early
morning hours of November 28 (7H404). Its most
astonishing characteristic is a sharp dent in its lip of
sufficient magnitude to prevent the fitting of a projectile in the opening. In its present condition it could
not have been fired in any rifle on November 22.
The crucial question arises as to when this dent
was incurred. Could it have happened after it was
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Commission Exhibit 543: This
dented cartridge case found on the
sixth floor of the Depository could
not (in this condition) have held a
projectile on November 22.
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fired but before it was photographed and retrieved
by Lieutenant Day? Perhaps it was dented in striking
the wall or floor during the ejection process? This
suggestion must be immediately ruled out—the case
is made of rigid brass and would not dent under any
such impact.* Could it have been stepped on? Two
facts work against this possibility. First, the dent itself is sharply defined—it resembles what happens
when an empty case is "dry loaded" in the breech
and strikes some sharp metal projection. It does not
have the gentler contours that would be the expected
result of contact with a person's shoe. Second, it was
discovered and guarded by Sheriff's Officer Luke
Mooney, who tells of the care he took in moving in
the area and his anxiety that no evidence be disturbed
(3H284). If anyone stepped on the cartridge it would
have had to have been Mooney, yet, in May, 1967,
Mooney assured me in no uncertain terms that
neither he nor anyone else stepped on any of the
cases before they were picked up by the Dallas
Police.2
Thus, it seems extremely unlikely that CE 543
was dented after being ejected from Oswald's rifle.
But in its present condition it could not have been
fired in any rifle—its lip will not receive a projectile.
The possibility suggests itself that CE 543 was never
fired on November 22 but was dropped by one of
the assassins, either inadvertently or as a means of
throwing the subsequent investigation off the track.
Certain other features of CE 543 urge such a conclusion even more strongly.
Marks found on the dented case indicated that it
had been loaded in and extracted from a weapon at
least three times (26H449). In addition, it had "three
sets of marks on the base" that were not found on
the others or on any of the numerous test cartridges
obtained from Oswald's rifle (26H449). A ballistics
expert testified that these anomalous marks were possibly caused by a "dry firing" run—that is, by insert* I have thrown hundreds of similar cases against a wall and
never succeeded in denting one.
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Three of the four cartridge cases
bear chambering marks characteristic of Oswald's rifle. The fourth
lacks a chambering mark and has
a dented lip.
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ing the empty cartridge case in the breech while
practicing with the rifle (3H510). Of all the various
marks discovered on this case, only one set links it
to Oswald's rifle, and this set was identified as having
come from the magazine follower. Yet the magazine
follower marks only the last cartridge in the clip, a
position that must have been occupied on November
22 not by the dented case but by the live round
subsequently found in the chamber. Thus, unlike the
other two cases that bear marks from the chamber
and bolt of Oswald's rifle, the only mark borne by
the dented case, linking it to Oswald's rifle, could not
have been incurred on November 22.3
All this excites our suspicion with respect to CE
543, the dented cartridge case. What is most surprising—perhaps conclusive—about this cartridge
case is that it lacks a characteristic impression along
the side exhibited in one form or other by all the
other cartridges we know to have been seated in the
chamber of Oswald's rifle. I first noticed this characteristic mark while supervising the photographing
of the cartridges for Life. I observed on two of the
cartridge cases (CE's 544, 545) an impression on
the side in the same relative position on each. I examined the third and saw that no such impression
was apparent. The anomaly did not excite my interest
until I noticed that the live round found in the chamber of Oswald's rifle (CE 141) exhibited a similar
impression in the same place. On the live round the
mark was not as pronounced—perhaps due to the
fact that it had not been fired. The pressure of firing
would tend to accentuate any indentation caused
by contact with the chamber. I now had three cartridge cases, all of which ostensibly were at one time
or other in the chamber of Oswald's rifle and all of
which evidenced a characteristic mark. If this mark
was caused by a characteristic of the chamber of
Oswald's rifle, then the lack of it on CE 543 might
indicate that it had never been fired in Oswald's rifle.
One way to test my hypothesis was to examine CE
577—two cartridge cases from test rounds fired in
Oswald's rifle. Both of these cases displayed the
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characteristic mark in the same spot.' Thus the cartridge case that had an extra dent in the lip seemed
to lack a mark exhibited by every other case we know
to have been in the breech of Oswald's rifle.
The combination of these factors—the peculiar
treatment accorded CE 543 by the Dallas Police, its
inexplicably dented lip , the three sets of marks on
the base absent on the other cases while present on
543, and finally its lack of the characteristic chambering mark—suggests that although two of the cartridge cases may have been ejected from Oswald's
rifle, the third, CE 543, is most likely an extra, unfired shell and possibly a deliberate fake. Such a conclusion would mate perfectly with the description of
events earlier laid down, namely, that only two of the
shots fired that day in Dealey Plaza came from the
Depository.

SUPERBULLET: COMMISSION EXHIBIT 399

Commission Exhibit 399: A portion
was sliced from the tip of this bullet for FBI spectrographic comparison with other bullet fragments.
The results of this test were never
released.

Deep in the recesses of the National Archives,
carefully packed in cotton and enclosed in a small
plastic case marked Commission Exhibit Number
399, rests a copper-jacketed 6.5-millimeter bullet.
Along its straight sides can be seen the spiral channels of rifling grooves. Although the bullet's tail is
somewhat squeezed, its nose and midsection are perfectly preserved. Given such a perfect projectile,
experts had no difficulty in matching it to Oswald's
rifle to the exclusion of all other weapons (3H429,
499-500).
No piece of physical evidence has excited more
controversy than CE 399. Basically, the controversy
turns on the Commission's contention that "all the
evidence indicated that the bullet found on the Governor's stretcher could have caused all his wounds"
(R95). As succeeding pages will show, "all the evidence" indicates precisely the opposite; not only does
it appear extremely unlikely that this bullet could
have caused all the Governor's wounds, but subsequent investigation at Parkland Hospital has dis-
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closed that bullet 399 was most likely found on a
stretcher unconnected with the care of either Governor Connally or President Kennedy.
A Perfect Bullet

The hole in Governor Connally's
shirt front suggests the large size of
the exit wound in his chest.

According to the Commission's "single-bullet"
theory, the missile that wounded the Governor had
first transited the President's neck. Following this
transit, it entered the Governor's back, making a 1.5
centimeter hole before shattering his fifth rib and
blowing out an exit hole 5 centimeters wide. The
bullet continued on to smash Connally's forearm
and wrist, splintering the radius bone at its largest
point and leaving along its path a trail of bone and
metal fragments. This bullet finally embedded itself
in the Governor's thigh, leaving behind two small
fragments before falling out on the stretcher. According to the Commission, the bullet that accomplished
all this—that shattered two bones and caused seven
separate wounds in two people—was Commission
Exhibit 399 (R95).5
Critics of the Report have argued against this conclusion on two grounds. First, they point to the minuscule loss of CE 399's substance and to the conviction of two of the autopsy surgeons that 399 could
not have caused the Governor's wounds for the simple
reason that more metal was found in his wrist than
was missing from 399. Second, they point to 399's
undeformed state as evidence that it could not have
caused the damage ascribed to it. The second argument is much stronger than the first.
FBI firearms expert Robert Frazier weighed CE
399 on the evening of November 22 and found it to
weigh 158.6 grains (3H430). He weighed three
other 6.5-millimeter bullets chosen at random and
found them to weigh 160.85, 161.5, and 161.1 grains
(3H430).° Asked by Assistant Counsel Specter if
this meant that there was a weight loss to CE 399,
he replied "there did not necessarily have to be any
weight loss to the bullet" (3H430).
A number of metal fragments were left scattered
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Commission Exhibit 842: Bullet
fragments removed from the Governor's wrist.
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through Connally's body. Two small fragments were
removed from his wrist and are preserved as CE 842.
Postoperative X-rays show additional fragments remaining in his wrist as well as a small fragment embedded in his thigh (see X-rays).' Dr. Charles
Gregory mentions a small fragment removed from
the thigh wound that apparently has been lost.8
Finally, Dr. George T. Shires, Chief of Surgery at
Parkland, said that postoperative chest X-rays
showed "a small fragment remaining" (6H111)
Given this distribution of bullet fragments through
the Governor's body, the question arises whether
more metal resided in his body than was missing
from CE 399. In pursuing this question Assistant
Counsel Specter asked Lieutenant Colonel Pierre
Finck of the Army's wound ballistics section if CE
399 "could have been the bullet that inflicted the
wound on Governor Connally's right wrist" (2H382).
The Army doctor replied, "No, for the reason that
there are too many fragments described in the wrist"
(2H382). Earlier, Specter had addressed a similar
question to another autopsy surgeon, Commander
James J. Humes:
.9

Pre-operative

Post-operative

Pre-operative and post-operative Xrays of Governor Connally's wrist
show that two bullet fragments remain (arrow).

X-ray of Governor Connally's thigh
shows a bullet fragment embedded
in his femur.

Specter: And could that missile [CE 399] have made
the wound on Governor Connally's right
wrist?
Humes: I think that is most unlikely . . . Going to
Exhibit 392, the report from Parkland Hospital, the following sentence referring to the
examination of the wound in the wrist is
found: "Some small bits of metal were encountered at various levels throughout the
wound, and these were, wherever they could
be identified and picked up, picked up and
submitted to the pathology department for
identification and examination." The reason
I believe it is most unlikely that this missile
could have inflicted either of these wounds
[referring also to the President's head wound]
is that this missile is basically intact; its
jacket appears to me to be intact, and I do
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not understand how it could possibly have
left fragments in either of these locations
(211374-375).

Continuing his examination, Specter asked Commander Humes if CE 399 could have caused the
Governor's thigh wound. Humes replied:
1 think that extremely unlikely. The report,
again Exhibit 392 from Parkland tells of an
entrance wound on the lower mid-thigh of
the Governor, and X-rays taken there are described as showing metallic fragments in the
bone,* which apparently by this report were
not removed and are still present in Governor
Connally's thigh. 1 can't conceive of where
they came from this missile. (211376)

Dr. Robert Shaw was just as positive in replying to
a similar question by Assistant Counsel Specter:
As far as the wounds of the chest are concerned, 1 feel that this bullet could have inflicted those wounds. But the examination of
the wrist both by X-rays and at the time of
surgery showed some fragments of metal that
make it difficult to believe that the same
missile could have caused these two wounds.
There seems to be more than three grains of
metal missing as far as the-1 mean in the
wrist. (411113)
* The existence of a metal fragment embedded in the Governor's thigh casts further suspicion on the hypothesis that
CE 399 lodged in his thigh. For how could a spent bullet
with only sufficient velocity to break the skin throw off a
fragment of such higher velocity that it penetrated several
layers of fascia and muscle before embedding itself in the
femur? Dr. George T. Shires, the Parkland surgeon who
operated on Connally's thigh, was also puzzled by this
(6H106). In a conversation on May 31, 1967, he confirmed
to the author that the fragment was indeed embedded in the
bone.
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Dr. Shaw was then asked by Specter to state his
opinion as to "whether bullet 399 could have inflicted
all of the wounds on the Governor." His reply could
well stand as a summary of medical testimony on CE
399:1°
I feel that there would be some difficulty
explaining all of the wounds as being inflicted
by bullet Exhibit 399 without causing more
in the way of loss of substance to the bullet
or deformation of the bullet (4H114).

This medical testimony is more imposing on first
glance than after analysis. Drs. Finck, Hume, and
Shaw felt confident that the weight of the fragments
found in the Governor's body was too much for them
to have come from CE 399. But what was the total
weight of the metal scattered through the Governor's
chest, wrist, and thigh?
Of the two fragments recovered from the Governor's wrist, the larger was found to weigh 0.5 grain
(5H72). The smaller one plus the flakes of metal
remaining in his wrist might account for a like weight.
This gives us a total of about one grain for the wrist.
What about the chest and thigh fragments? Dr. Shires,
who noticed the chest fragment on X-ray, never estimated its weight, but he spoke of it as being the same
general size as the fragment embedded in the femur.
The weight of this fragment was estimated as "a
fraction of a grain, maybe, a tenth of a grain"
(6H106, 111). If we add to these two fragments the
flake observed just under the skin in the thigh wound,
we have a total weight of perhaps 0.5 grain in the
thigh and chest. Adding this to the wrist fragments
yields a total weight for all observed fragments of
1.5 grains. Clearly then, Dr. Shaw was mistaken when
he testified that "there seems to be more than three
grains of metal missing . . . in the wrist" (4H113).
The upshot of all this medical testimony with respect
to weight loss is inconclusive. About 1.5 grains of
metal were found in Governor Connally's wounds.
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An unfired projectile like 399 might be expected to
weigh about 161 grains (3H430). Subtracting the
weight of CE 399 (158.6 grains) from this figure
yields a possible weight loss of up to 2.5 grains.
Hence, simply from the point of view of total weight,
the various fragments in Connally's body could have
come from CE 399. The critics have been wrong in
contending that weight loss alone precludes CE 399
from being the bullet that wounded Governor
Connally.
What does preclude such a conclusion is the lack
of "deformation of the bullet" alluded to by Dr.
Shaw. Although absent from the published record,
documents recently discovered in the Archives show
that members of the Commission staff were aware
of this as early as April, 1964. On April 14 a viewing of the Zapruder film was arranged for various
staff members together with the autopsy surgeons
and two experts from the Army's Wound Ballistics
Branch at Edgewood Arsenal. Assistant Counsel
Melvin Eisenberg wrote a "Memorandum for the
Record" describing this meeting, and recorded the
following conclusion:
Since the bullet recovered from the Governor's stretcher does not appear to have penetrated a wrist, if he was hit by this (the first)
bullet, he was probably also hit by the second
bullet."

Commission Exhibits:

399

856

853

857
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A similar meeting a week later ended with wound
ballistics experts F. W. Light, Jr., and Joseph Dolce
urging even more strongly the same conclusion:
Drs. Light and Dolce expressed themselves
very strongly of the opinion that Connally
had been hit by two different bullets, principally on the ground that the bullet recovered from Connally's stretcher could not
have broken his radius without having suffered more distortion. Dr. Oliver [another
wound ballistics specialist] withheld a conclusion until he has had the opportunity to
make tests on animal tissue and bone with
the actual rifle 12

The results of Dr. Olivier's tests were to validate
the conclusions of his two colleagues. Under his direction a slug from Oswald's rifle was fired through a
cadaver's wrist to simulate the Connally wrist injury;
the nose of the resulting bullet (CE 856; see illustration) was badly smashed. Another bullet was fired
through an anesthetized goat to simulate 66 percent
of the resistance encountered by a bullet transiting the
Governor's chest; this projectile was badly squeezed
along a longitudinal axis (CE 853; see illustration).
Another bullet was fired into a skull; the resulting
two pieces of bullet are scarcely recognizable (CE
857; see illustration). None of these test bullets looks

Commission Exhibit 856 and the
cadaver's wrist through which it
was fired. Commission Exhibit 399
and Governor Connally's wrist
through which it was supposedly
fired.

Two of the bullets above were fired into long tubes filled with
cotton. The third, according to the Commission, was fired
through two people, causing seven separate wounds, and
shattering two large bones. (The bullet in the middle, CE
399, is the one purported to have done all the damage.)
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anything like CE 399. Only the ballistic comparison
rounds (CE 572; see illustration) resemble it, yet
these rounds were carefully fired into long tubes of
cotton waste to prevent any deformation.
The results of Dr. Olivier's experiments validated
a principle long accepted in wound ballistics and
forensic pathology, namely, that a high-velocity bullet striking bone is always grossly deformed. I discussed this point with Dr. Cyril Wecht. After studying
X-rays of Connally's chest and wrist together with
multiple close-up photos of CE 399, Dr. Wecht told
me:
I do not think that it could have been possible for the bullet shown as CE 399 to have
been a bullet that transversed the bodies of
both President Kennedy and Governor Connally. I think that it's something which 1
could not accept, that this bullet which is not
fragmented, not deformed or mutilated, with
just a slight defect at the tail could have
inflicted this amount of damage. Particularly
the damage I'm talking about to the bony
structures, the rib and the right radius (just
above the junction of the wrist)—I doubt
that this bullet could have done it. It just
does not seem to fit with any of the cases
I've seen of what happens to bullets after
they have struck bone."

Dr. Wecht's opinion is echoed in the following observation by Dr. Milton Helpern, world-renowned
forensic pathologist and Chief Medical Examiner
of the City of New York:
This bullet wasn't distorted in any way. 1
cannot accept the premise that this bullet
thrashed around in all that bony tissue and
lost only 1.4 to 2.4 grains of its original
weight. I cannot believe either that this bullet
is going to emerge miraculously unscathed,
without any deformity, and with its lands
and grooves intact . . .14
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Asked whether he believed Governor Connally was
struck by the second bullet, Dr. Helpern replied:
Yes, I definitely do. His testimony is most
persuasive. I just can't buy this theory that
this beautifully preserved first bullet is going
to have power enough to pass all the way
through the seven layers of skin of the two
men, plus other soft tissue, plus rib and wrist
bone, and end up losing no more than 2.4
grains of its weight. In my opinion, the second bullet that wounded Governor Connally
is the one that is missing."

Thus Dr. Wecht and Dr. Helpern, as well as the
Commission's own ballistics experts, rejected the
hypothesis that CE 399 caused the wounds to Governor Connally. This same hypothesis was invalidated by the very experiments performed at the
Commission's request in order to test it. In light of
all this information, to continue to believe that
CE 399 wounded Governor Connally is (in the words
of David Lifton) "to defy the laws of probability,
the laws of physics, and the laws of forensic
pathology.1116
Although the argument from weight loss fails, the
more critical argument from deformation succeeds.
The nearly pristine character of CE 399 precludes
its being the bullet that injured the Governor. Still,
there is one additional piece of evidence that should
not be overlooked—where it was found.
Which Stretcher?
An investigation at Parkland Hospital, including
the reenactment of the bullet's discovery in the
presence of the principal witnesses, has disclosed
that 399 was actually found on a stretcher unrelated
to the care of either Connally or Kennedy. The history of 399 is complex. Before attempting to offer
a plausible account of how it came to be discovered
on a stretcher in Parkland Hospital, it is imperative
that we understand clearly what is known and un-
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known about both its discovery and subsequent transmission to Washington. The place to begin is at the
FBI Crime Laboratory in Washington on the night
of November 22.
We know that Robert Frazier of the FBI Crime
Lab received 399 on the evening of November 22
from another FBI agent, Elmer Todd (3H428,
24H412). They both marked the bullet with their
initials (24H412). Todd, in turn, had received it a
few minutes earlier from Chief Rowley of the Secret
Service, who had been given it by one of his agents,
Richard Johnsen (24H412). When Johnsen turned
the bullet over to Rowley he attached a short note of
explanation which reads as follows:

These two photos show the location
of the stretcher and the bullet in
the elevator vestibule at Parkland
Hospital.

The attached expended bullet was received
by me about 5 minutes prior to Mrs. Kennedy's departure from the hospital. It was
found on one of the stretchers located in the
emergency ward of the hospital. Also on
this same stretcher was rubber gloves, a
stethescope and other doctors' paraphernalia.
It could not be determined who had used this
stretcher or if President Kennedy had occupied it. No further information was obtained.
Name of person from whom I received this
bullet
Mr. 0. P. Wright
Personnel Director of Security
Dallas County Hospital District
By
Richard E. Johnsen
Special Agent
7:30 p.m.
Nov. 22, 1963
(18H800)

Since the presidential party departed from Parkland Hospital at approximately 2:00 P.M. (18H726,
744, 756-757), we infer that Agent Johnsen received
the bullet from Mr. Wright at approximately 1:55
P.M. Wright first learned of its existence when hospital engineer Darrell Tomlinson came to him and
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told him of its discovery on a hospital stretcher.
Together they went to a vestibule where the bullet
was seen to lie on a stretcher blocking the corner
entrance to the men's room. The bullet lay exposed
between the stretcher mat and its rim. Wright examined it and then went to find a federal officer who
would take custody of the bullet. After one refusal
from an FBI agent, he found Agent Johnsen, who
agreed to accept the bullet. From this information
we can draw the very important conclusion that
Tomlinson found the bullet between 1:45 P.M. and
1:50 P.M. on November 22. Much later Tomlinson

\k/

Sketch drawn by Darrell Tomlinson during his interview with Assistant Commission Counsel Specter. Note position of stretcher A
(taken from the elevator) and
stretcher B (found by Tomlinson in
vestibule). Much to Specter's consternation, Tomlinson testified he
found the bullet on stretcher B.

and Wright were shown CE 399 and both declined
to identify it as the bullet they each handled on
November 22 ( 24H412 ) .17
In a report dated November 30 Richard Johnsen
reiterates what his note of November 22 had affirmed, namely, that Mr. Wright had told him that
the stretcher on which the bullet was discovered also
carried "rubber gloves, a stethescope, and other doctors' paraphernalia" (18H799). Again in November,
1966, Mr. Wright told me that this was the case.
He also verified that the stretcher on which the bullet
rested was the one in the corner—the one blocking
the men's room door. All these seemingly trivial
details become important when we turn to the testimony of Darrell Tomlinson, the man who first discovered the bullet.
Tomlinson was interviewed by Assistant Counsel
Specter on Mar. 20, 1964. To aid in his testimony,
Tomlinson drew a small sketch of the vestibule area
that is reproduced to the left. He had come to the
vestibule shortly after 1:00 P.M. in answer to a call
for someone to operate the elevator (6H129):
Specter: Was there anything on the elevator at that
time?
Tomlinson: There was one stretcher.
Specter: And describe the appearance of that stretcher, if you will, please.
Tomlinson: 1 believe that stretcher had sheets on it
and had a white covering on the pad.
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Specter: What did you say about the covering on the
pad, excuse me?
Tomlinson: I believe it was a white sheet that was on
the pad.
Specter: And was there anything else on that?
Tomlinson: I don't believe there was on that one,
I'm not sure, but I don't believe there was.
Specter: What, if anything, did you do with that
stretcher?
Tomlinson: I took it oft of the elevator and put it
over against the south wall.
*
Specter: Was there any other stretcher in that area
at that time?
Tomlinson: There was a stretcher about 2 feet from
the wall already there (6H129-130).

Assistant Counsel Specter then asked Tomlinson:
"Will you mark with a 'B' the stretcher which was
present at the time you pushed stretcher 'A' off the
elevator?" (6H130). Tomlinson complied and then
went on to explain how he made several trips up and
down on the elevator. Sometime later he noticed that
stretcher "B" the vestibule stretcher—had been
pushed out from the wall by someone entering the
men's room:
—

Tomlinson: Well, he pushed the stretcher out from
the wall to get in, and then when he came
out he just walked oft and didn't push the
stretcher back up against the wall, so I
pushed it out of the way where we would
have a clear area in front of the elevator.
Specter: And where did you push it to?
Tomlinson: I pushed it back up against the wall.
Specter: What, if anything, happened then?
Tomlinson: I bumped the wall and a spent cartridge
or bullet rolled out that apparently had been
lodged under the edge of the mat.*
* Tomlinson's observation that the bullet "had been lodged
under the edge of the mat" has fed attacks on the Commission's Report. For how, critics ask, could a bullet fall out
of the Governor's thigh and manage to get "under the edge
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Specter: And that was from which stretcher?
Tomlinson: I believe it was "B".
Specter: And what was on "B" if you recall; if anything?
Tomlinson: Well, at one end they had one or two
sheets rolled up; I didn't examine them. They
were bloody. They were rolled up on the east
end of it and there were a few surgical instruments on the opposite end and a sterile
pack or so (6H130-131).

Could it have been President Kennedy's stretcher
on which Tomlinson found the bullet? Almost certainly not. The President was taken to Trauma Room
1, where he was pronounced dead at 1:00 P.M. His
body remained on this stretcher in Trauma Room 1
until the casket arrived at 1:40 P.M. (18H814). It
was then lifted up and placed in the casket while
the stretcher was stripped of sheets and rolled across
the hall into Trauma Room 2 (6H138, 142, 146).
There is every reason to believe that the President's
stretcher was still in Trauma Room 2 when the
presidential party departed at 2:00 P.M. But Tomlinson found the bullet at approximately 1:45 P.M.
Thus, the Kennedy stretcher could not have been
the one on which the bullet was found because (1)
it was stripped of linen while Tomlinson's stretcher
carried both sheets and equipment, and (2) its movements are accounted for until after the time the bullet
was found.
Could it have been Governor Connally's stretcher?
No again, and here we differ with the Commission.
When the presidential limousine arrived at Parkland
of the mat"? The record should be set straight on this detail.
At no time did Tomlinson see the bullet roll out from under
the mat. He told me that he pushed the stretcher against
the wall and then heard a clink of metal on metal. He walked
over and saw the bullet lying between the pad and the rim
of the stretcher. It could have been lying there all along,
and taken a roll only when he pushed the stretcher. Or it
could have rolled out from under the pad. Tomlinson agreed
that neither he nor anyone else will ever be able to judge
with certainty which one of these two possibilities was in
fact the case.
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Hospital, two stretchers were brought out to accommodate the wounded men, one from Major Surgery,
the other from OB/GYN (6H135). The President
and the Governor were placed on these stretchers,
which, after pausing at the Triage Desk, were taken
into Trauma Rooms 1 and 2.
In Trauma Room 2 Governor Connally's clothes
were removed,* a bandage was applied to his chest
wound, and a drainage tube inserted (6H84, 116).
Before the Governor's clothing had been completely
removed, Dr. Shaw (the thoracic surgeon) arrived
and said the Governor could be taken up to Surgery
(6H84). His stretcher was wheeled out of Trauma
Room 2 into the emergency elevator, and carried up
to the second-floor operating suite (6H117).
When the elevator reached the second floor, the
stretcher was wheeled into the operating suite to a
point just outside Operating Room 5 (6H121). The
Governor was then lifted up and placed on an operating room table (6H121, 126). Jane Wester, R.N.,
pushed the stretcher some 20 or 30 feet in the direction of the elevator, removed "several glassine packets of hypodermic needles .. . some alcohol sponges,
and a roll of 1 inch tape," and then turned the
stretcher over to Orderly R. J. Jimison (6H122).18
Jimison rolled it the remaining distance into the
elevator and closed the door (6H126). Since anesthesia was started on the Governor at 1:00 P.M.
(Archives, CD 379), and since Jimison testified that
the stretcher was put on the elevator "less than 10
minutes" after Governor Connally entered the Operating Room (6H127), we can conclude that the
Governor's stretcher was put on the elevator in the
interval 1:00-1:05 P.M.
* I talked to Rosa Majors, a nurse's aide at Parkland, who
removed the Governor's trousers, shoes, and socks. She told
me that after removing his trousers, she held them up and
went through the pockets for valuables. Had a bullet fallen
out of the Governor's thigh, it would have been trapped
in his trousers. When Rosa Majors held them up, any such
bullet should have fallen out and been discovered at that
time. She told me she never saw any bullet while she was
caring for Governor Connally. Much later she heard that a
bullet was supposed to have been found on his stretcher. She
can't conceive where such a bullet could have come from.
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It was at just this time, we recall, that Darrell
Tomlinson found stretcher "A" on the elevator and
wheeled it off into the vestibule. According to Tomlinson, this stretcher had "a white sheet that was on
the pad" (6H129). When asked by Specter if there
was anything else on the stretcher, he replied: "I
don't believe there was on that one" (6H129).
Jimison last remembered the Connally stretcher as
empty except for the sheets:
Specter: What was on the stretcher at that time?
Jimison: 1 noticed nothing more than a little fiat mattress and two sheets as usual.
Specter: And what was the position of the sheets?
Jimison: Of course, them sheets was, of course, as
usual, flat out on the bed.
Specter: Had they been rolled up?
Jimison: More or less, not rolled, which, yes, usually
they is, the mattress and sheets are all just
throwed, one of them about halfway, it would
be just throwed about halfway.
Specter: Were the sheets flat or just turned over?
Jimison: Well, just turned over (6H126).

Jimison went on to testify that there were no other
stretchers placed on the elevator from the second
floor up until 3:00 P.M. (6H127). Subsequent inquiries at Parkland Hospital disclosed that in the
interval 12:30-2:30 P.M. no patients besides Governor Connally were treated in Surgery (second floor)
or in the Delivery Rooms (third floor). Since any
stretcher found in the elevator must have come from
one of these two floors,19it seems virtually a certainty
that the stretcher found in the elevator by Tomlinson
at approximately 1:00 o'clock belonged to Governor
Connally. The description of the Governor's stretcher
given by Jimison matches Tomlinson's description of
the stretcher he found in the elevator.
Yet Tomlinson maintains that the bullet was
not found on the elevator stretcher (stretcher "A")
but on the vestibule stretcher (stretcher "B" ) . This
stretcher, which he found already present in the
vestibule at 1:00 P.M., carried two rolled-up bloody
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sheets, doctors' equipment, some gauze pads, and
rubber gloves. It would seem that the stretcher on
which the bullet was found was used neither in the
care of Governor Connally nor President Kennedy,
but in the treatment of some other patient unconnected with the assassination. But if so, which patient? And how did it get its bloody sheets (rolled up
at one end) and its medical equipment?
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Emergency room registration list,
which suggests a possible origin for
the stretcher in the hallway on
which bullet 399 was found.

Ronald Fuller
In the Emergency Room Admission Records for
November 22 we find Governor Connally admitted at
12:40 P.M.; his chief complaint was listed as "gunshot
wound" and he was given admission number 24744
(21H156). The next admission number, 24745, was
given to Ronald Fuller, age two and one-half, chief
complaint: "fell" (21H156). Ronnie Fuller was admitted 14 minutes after the Governor at 12:54 P.M.
(21H156). It is one of history's final ironies that
Commission Exhibit 399—the bullet that supposedly
struck both President Kennedy and Governor Connally—was very likely found on a stretcher used for a
cut and bleeding two-and-one-half-year-old child.
Triage Orderly Joe Richards reported that he
helped lift Governor Connally out of the presidential
limousine. After pushing the Governor into Trauma
Room 2, he helped some Secret Service men find
telephones. Then:
Minutes later, a lady brought her child to the
Registration Desk [Triage Desk] with a cut
chin, and I carried him back, placed him on
a carriage [stretcher] in the hallway near the
Nurses' Station. After the mother calmed
down enough to register the child in, I escorted her to where he was (21 H226).

The "hallway near the Nurses' Station" is in Major
Surgery not far from Trauma Rooms 1 and 2 (see
diagram). Aide Shirley Randall corroborates Richards' account:
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Just as I got out there, a lady brought her
little boy in who had been cut on the jaw.
Blood was all over he [sic] and the child.
She started to faint and the triage orderly
[Richards] grabbed the child and 1 grabbed
the mother and took her to the nearest chair.
Miss Lozano watched her while I went right
across from the desk to the Blood Bank and
got some ammonia for the mother to smell;
she got alright then. I led her to the Emergency Room and found a booth in [Major]
Medicine for the doctor to suture the baby.
That is when he told me and some more aides
that the President was dead (21H218).

The little boy with the bloody cut is undoubtedly
Ronnie Fuller. But when did all this occur? The
admissions list places his admission at 12:54 P.m.2°
Was he put on the stretcher and removed from it in
time for Tomlinson to find it empty shortly after
1:00 P.m.? The statement of Aide Era Lumpkin furnishes some assistance:
The doctors got ready to take Gov. Connally
up to second floor to Surgery. 1 left out of
trauma II and went back into Maj. Surg.
near the nurses' station.
Someone brought in this baby that was all
bloody. Mrs. Nelson said, "Rosa, you and
Era take the baby and put him on a cart".
We got the baby's clothes oft, trying to determine from where the blood was coming. I
spotted the cut on the cheek. I asked about
the mother. No one knew where she was. I
went out to the desk and was told the mother
was on her way inside the Emergency Room.
When I got back into the Emergency
Room, the mother had arrived. A doctor
said, "Put the child in a booth." So we put
the child in a booth. The child was crying so
loud, someone asked us to carry the baby
in major medicine and set up a booth for
suturing (21H208-209)."
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The known and possible movements of Ronald Fuller and
his stretcher.
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Ronnie Fuller arrived at Parkland Hospital shortly
before the Governor was taken up to Surgery. Bleeding profusely, the little boy was placed on a stretcher
"in the hallway near the Nurses' Station." He stayed
there for only a brief time before being picked up
and carried into Major Medicine. He left behind a
stretcher whose sheets were soiled with blood. This
is as far as we can trace Ronnie Fuller's stretcher.
We cannot know for certain that it was then rolled
some 30 feet into the elevator vestibule where, shortly
after 1:00 P.M., it was seen by Tomlinson. Certain
facts, however, indicate that this is what happened.
It was standard hospital procedure to shift used
stretchers into the elevator vestibule. The bloody
sheets clearly would label this stretcher as "used,"
and the crowded conditions in Major Surgery would
necessitate its speedy removal. Then, too, there was
the equipment found on the vestibule stretcher—
gauze pads, rubber gloves, stethoscope, and "other
doctors' paraphernalia." Rosa Majors told me that
she and Era Lumpkin had used gauze pads to clean
the child, that either she or Era had been wearing
rubber gloves, and that Era had had a stethoscope.22
She cannot remember what happened to this equipment—the events of that afternoon were so confusing. But it is possible that it was left behind on the
stretcher when the two aides carried Ronnie Fuller
into Major Medicine.
We do not know for certain that it was Ronnie
Fuller's stretcher on which CE 399 subsequently was
found. We know his stretcher was empty and 30
feet from the vestibule at approximately 1:00 P.M.
We know that standard hospital procedure would
require its movement into that vestibule. We know
that it carried bloody sheets and that gauze pads,
rubber gloves, and a stethoscope were used in the
treatment of its last patient. All this only establishes
the likelihood that Ronnie Fuller's stretcher was the
one in question. As with most aspects of this case,
final certainty again eludes us.
Yet if we cannot know with certainty the identity
of the stretcher on which the bullet was found, we
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can know a far more important fact with something
approaching certainty: Whatever stretcher the bullet
was found on, it was not a stretcher used in the care
of either President Kennedy or Governor Connally.
On this one fact hangs a considerable mystery.
Origin of the Stretcher Bullet
The Commission's claim with respect to bullet 399
fails on both counts. For not only does "all the evidence" indicate that bullet 399 could not have caused
the Governor's wounds, but that same evidence
(amplified by inquiries at Parkland Hospital) indicates even more conclusively that bullet 399 was not
found on the Governor's stretcher. Yet CE 399 does
exist; I have held it in my hand. And it was traced
to Oswald's rifle. How can it be accounted for?
Obviously it did not find its own way to the stretcher
on which it was found. Someone must have placed
it there. But who?
The elevator vestibule where it was discovered lay
just outside the main perimeter of security guarded
by Secret Service and hospital personnel. Only a few
feet away two Secret Service agents knocked down
an unidentified man claiming to be an FBI agent.
Secret Service Agent Andrew Berger describes the
incident:
At approximately 1:30 p.m., the Chief Supervising nurse, a Mrs. Nelson started to
enter the emergency room with an unidentified male (WM, 45 yrs., 6'2", 185-190 lbs.,
grey hair). As the reporting agent and SA
Johnsen started to ask his identity he shouted
that he was FBI. Just as we began to ask for
his credentials he abruptly attempted to enter
the emergency room and had to be forcibly
restrained by us. ASAIC Kellerman then
appeared and asked this individual to go to
the end of the hall (18H795).

Berger also described "an unidentified CIA agent"
who miraculously appeared in that same hospital corridor only minutes after the assassination (18H795).
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Two other witnesses testified to having seen Jack
Ruby at Parkland Hospital at about the time the
President's death was announced (151180; 25H216).
A number of people could have had access to that
hospital vestibule on November 22. It would have
been a task of no great difficulty to plant a bullet on
the stretcher where CE 399 was found. The recently
bloodied sheets would have suggested that here was
a stretcher used in the care of the President or the
Governor. As Professor Richard Popkin has pointed
out, such a plant would play a crucial role in implicating Oswald:
Bullet 399 plays a most important role in
the case since it firmly links Oswald's rifle
with the assassination. At the time when the
planting could have been done, it was not
known if any other ballistics evidence survived the shooting. But, certainly, the pristine bullet, definitely traceable to Oswald's
Carcano, would have started a chase for and
pursuit of Oswald if nothing else had, and
would have made him a prime suspect."

Subsequent investigation may show the "plant"
theory to be the most satisfactory explanation of
the origin of CE 399; for many months I shared
Popkin's enthusiasm for it. Yet it appears to me now
that there is another explanation more plausible than
the Commission's version yet less sinister than the
"plant" theory. It is based on the following considerations:
(1) Bullet 399 is an atypical projectile. None of
the other bullets fired from Oswald's rifle at standard
muzzle velocity preserved their pristine state after
hitting anything. Even one of the two ballistics comparison rounds—projectiles fired into long tubes of
cotton waste—was twisted along a longitudinal axis.
When a bullet penetrates cloth, the weave of cloth
tends to etch fine lines on the bullet's tip. Ballistics
expert Joseph D. Nicol examined the tip of CE 399
and found that "although there were some fine stria-
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tions, there was nothing of such a nature that it would
suggest a pattern" (3H505). The possibility arises
that these "fine striations" might have been caused
by a projectile passing through cloth at a greatly
reduced velocity.
(2) The wound in the President's back was an
atypical wound. Dr. Boswell told me that its depth
could be probed only up to the first or second knuckle
of the little finger—a depth of 1 to 2 inches. According to the Sibert-O'Neill report, the bullet penetrated
downward at an angle of 45 to 60 degrees—an angle
inconsistent with any possible trajectory from a building in Dealey Plaza. Copper traces around the coat
and shirt indicate the wounding projectile was copperjacketed. The dimensions of this wound (4 by 7
millimeters) match exactly the dimensions of the tailend of CE 399.
(3) The ammunition used in the rifle found on
the sixth floor of the Depository was government
surplus ammunition last manufactured in 1944.24
A spokesman for the company that manufactured
the ammunition declared that "the reliability of such
ammunition would be questionable today."25
(4) At least fifty-two witnesses reported that the
first shot sounded more like a "firecracker" or a
"backfire" than a rifle shot. Taking the Secret Service
agents as a group familiar with firearms, we find that
agents Bennett ( 18H760 ) , Hickey ( 18H765 ) , Hill
( 18H742 ) , Kellerman ( 18H724 ) , Kivett ( 18H778 ) ,
Ready (18H749), Taylor (18H782), and Youngblood (18H766) all took the first shot for a "firecracker," while Greer (18H723) thought it was a
"backfire." Kellerman recalled the sound of the first
shot as "a report like a firecracker, pop" (2H73),
while Kivett remembered that "it sounded more like
an extremely large firecracker, in that it did not seem
to have the sharp report of a rifle" (18H778).
What Kellerman heard as "a report like a firecracker, pop" may have been the report of a "short
charge"—that is, a cartridge whose explosive power
was far less than standard. Such a supposition would
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explain many things in addition to its odd, firecrackerlike sound. It would explain why the first shot (the
shot we would normally expect to be most accurate)
missed, and why it missed by falling nearly a foot
low.* It would explain the copper traces on the
President's jacket as well as the "fine striations" on
the tip of 399. The very low muzzle velocity of such
a projectile would explain the pristine character of
the bullet as well as the otherwise inexplicable short
penetration into muscle.
Commander Humes was perhaps correct in suggesting on November 22 that "the one bullet [that]
had entered the President's back . . . had worked its
way out of the body during external cardiac massage"
(Archives, CD 7 ). But even if the bullet did work
its way back out again, how did it get to the stretcher
where Tomlinson found it? To answer this question
we must appeal to an old, traditionally American institution—souvenir hunting.
Penn Jones, Jr., a Texas newspaper editor, was at
Parkland Hospital shortly after the assassination. He
reported that one of the hospital employees—in the
general craze for souvenirs then reigning—actually
had the nerve to ask Mrs. Kennedy if he might keep
the President's undershirt.26Since the President
wore no undershirt, the garment in question must
have belonged to the Governor. Sometime later, an
FBI representative admitted to Jones that the story
was true, "but we got that back." 27Since no mention or picture of the Governor's undershirt appears
in the twenty-six volumes, it would seem that the FBI
took some time to recover their loss.
In such a chaotic atmosphere as that which
reigned at the hospital, is it beyond the realm of possibility that some hospital employee found bullet 399
on the floor, in the President's clothes, or on his
stretcher, and momentarily snatched it as a souvenir,
* Assuming a downward trajectory of 17 degrees and a
range of 186 feet, a drop of one foot would indicate a
muzzle velocity of 760 feet per second—a velocity high
enough to penetrate cloth and skin, but too low to do much
damage.
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only to recognize its importance and quickly secrete it
on a stretcher where it might be found by someone
else—no questions asked? At one time or another
some twenty people were in Trauma Room 1. After
the President died, his body was partially cleaned
and some attempt made to wipe up the blood that
drenched the floor of the room. It was only then that
the hospital personnel were released and sent down
to get coffee. As they filed out of the Emergency
Room and made their way to the basement, they
brushed past the stretcher in the vestibule, the
stretcher on which CE 399 was soon afterward found.
Although we have no direct evidence that this is
indeed what happened—no one has come forward
to admit it—the main drift of evidence points to it
as more plausible and less complicated than any other
explanation that has so far been offered. If we reject
it we are thrown back on the Popkin theory, a theory
that demands not only a conspirator at the hospital
soon after the assassination, but also an accounting
for the lack of any bullet or bullet fragments in the
President's back. For if bullet 399 is not the bullet
that struck the President in the back, then where is
that bullet? *
* Some recent remarks of Dr. He 1pem have suggested a
possible answer to this question. Asked what the autopsy
X-rays might show to an experienced observer, Dr. Helpern
replied:
Who knows? Probably absolutely nothing. I don't
like to engage in rank, blind speculation; so I can
only explain how I would approach them. My first
interest would be to see whether there could be
another bullet or fragment of bullet in the body
which has not been accounted for.
Remember that the Warren Commission concluded that the preponderance of the evidence indicated that three shots altogether were fired. Only
one relatively intact bullet and the fragments of
a second bullet were found. This leaves a missing
third bullet. I definitely do not agree with the
Commission's conclusion that only two bullets
caused all the wounds suffered by both President
Kennedy and Governor Connally; but we'll pass
that for the moment.
Since the X-rays of the President's body were
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Professor Popkin has suggested that "for those who
do not accept the Commission's one-bullet hypothesis, there is a genuine problem of explaining where
the bullets went."28I want to suggest that the discussion of the last few pages offers a solution to this
problem.
CE 399 is the bullet that lodged in the President's
back. A fragment from the explosive head shot
caused the small throat wound. Fragments from this
shot were found in the front seat and under the left
jump seat in the passenger compartment. Thus the
bullets that struck the President are all accounted for.
Only the bullet or bullets that hit Governor Connally
remain to be explained.
The Governor's Bullets
The wounds to the Governor's chest and wrist
were through-and-through injuries; the missile that
caused them kept on going. The surgeon who treated
the superficial thigh wound believed it to be caused
by the tangential striking of a missile that ended up
"elsewhere" (6H106, 111). Thus, from the condition of Connally's wounds we would not expect to
find a bullet lodged in his body. The missile that
wounded him would appear to be "elsewhere"—but
where?
The missile could have escaped the car after
smashing through his wrist. Some evidence for such
not filed as exhibits, we must rely entirely upon
the observations of the Navy doctors that they skillfully eliminated the possibility that a third bullet,
or a fragment of some bullet, did not enter the
body and somehow meander down to come to rest
in some illogical, remote spot. Apparently, the
doctors did not feel confident enough to rely on
the X-rays during the autopsy when they went
probing, or rather tried to go probing, for the
bullet that was found on the stretcher in Parkland
Hospital. They have now been quoted as saying
that they did have the X-rays available to them that
night. Bullets do have a funny habit of showing
up in the most astonishing places in the body.29
Should subsequent examination of the X-rays reveal the
presence of a bullet in the President's body, then the Popkin
theory (that CE 399 was a plant) would have been justified.
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a hypothesis is furnished by an FBI report recently
discovered" in the Archives:
On September 29, 1964, Eugene P. Aldredge, 9304 Lenel, Dallas, Texas, telephonically advised that he disagreed with the
President's Commission report that Oswald
did not have help in the assassination.
Aldredge stated he saw a television program shortly after the assassination, believed
to be on Channel 4, in which a mark on the
sidewalk was pointed out.
Approximately three months ago, he stated
he viewed such mark, which he is sure was
caused by a bullet, and that this mark is
approximately six inches long. He described
the location of this mark as being in the middle of the sidewalk on the north side of Elm
Street, which side is nearest the Texas School
Book Depository Building and that the
above-described mark is approximately
eight feet east of the lamp post on the sidewalk. He stated that a reporter for "The
Dallas Morning News," Carl Freund, has
also stated this is a bullet mark (Archives,
CD 1546).31

The interesting thing about this mark is that, if we
take Aldredge's description of its location as accurate,
it lines up perfectly with a trajectory through Governor Connally at Z234-238, assuming a firing point
on the east boundary of Dealey Plaza. If the missile
that tore through the Governor's chest and wrist
was deflected out of the car by the second impact,
then the tangential thigh wound may have been
caused by a fragment from the later Kennedy head
shot—at this time (Z313) the Governor is reclining
backward into his wife's arms, thus exposing his left
thigh to such a fragment.
There are difficulties with such an explanation. It
is by no means clear, for example, that the Governor's
wrist at Z234-238 is in such a position as to deflect
a missile out of the car. Yet even if the chest, wrist,
and thigh wounds all were incurred by the same mis-
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sile, the subsequent handling of the Governor's clothes
precludes any determination as to what happened
to such a missile. Mrs. Connally was handed some
of the Governor's clothes in a paper sack at Parkland Hospital while the rest were discovered sometime later in the Washington, D.C., office of U.S.
Representative Henry Gonzales.32 All the clothes
were either washed or dry-cleaned before the FBI
had a chance to examine them, thus precluding any
determination concerning the kind of bullet that
struck the Governor.33Given this kind of cavalier
treatment it is quite possible that the complete missile or missile fragments were trapped in the Governor's clothing but lost before experts were given a
chance to perform their examinations. As distinguished a forensic authority as Dr. Milton Helpern
has suggested that this is precisely what happened to
the missile which struck the Governor:
In my opinion, the second bullet that wounded Governor Connally is the one that is missing . . .
It is not unusual at all for spent bullets
that have passed through a human body to
become lost. Most longtime homicide detectives can spin of several tales of cases of
lost bullets. If I had to venture a guess as to
what happened to the bullet that wounded
Governor Connally, 1 would suggest that
it fell out of his pants leg while he was being
removed from the car and placed on the
stretcher; or it could have fallen out at any
stage of his hospital experience.34

In light of all these factors, it is not incumbent on
critics of the Commission's version to produce the
bullet or bullets that did the damage ascribed to CE
399. The possible loss of the missile—either through
carelessness or through deflection outside the limousine—makes such a demand illegitimate. Although
the whereabouts of this missile must remain in doubt,
the discussion of the last few pages offers a solution
to Professor Popkin's problem: for the most part, we
can explain now "where the bullets went."
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NOTES
1. 4H260-263. Sylvia Meagher describes the curious
way in which this palm print was handled by the Dallas
Police. See Sylvia Meagher, Accessories After the Fact (New
York: The Bobbs-Merrill Company, Inc., 1967), pp. 120127.
2. Author's interview with Luke Mooney, May 31, 1967.
3. This conclusion emerges from J. Edgar Hoover's
June 2, 1964, letter to the Commission, a letter in which he
recounts the results of FBI examinations on the cartridge
cases (26H449-450). His letter conflicts with earlier testimony furnished by FBI firearms expert Robert Frazier
(3H390-441). On Mar. 31 Frazier testified that microphotographs of the base of the cartridge cases showed up points of
similarity with the bolt of Oswald's rifle. Frazier concluded
from this similarity that all the cases at one time or another
had been in contact with the bolt of Oswald's rifle (3H414419). This conclusion is in direct conflict with Hoover's
later letter. In it the Director of the FBI explicitly states
that only one cartridge case, C7, had a set of marks "identified as having been produced by contact with the bolt of
C14" (26H449-450).
My own opinion is that CE 543 was most likely "dry
loaded" in Oswald's rifle at some earlier time. Such a "dry
loading" would account for (1) the magazine follower marks
noted in Hoover's letter (26H449), (2) the microscopic bolt
similarities noted in Frazier's testimony (3H519), and (3)
the sharp dent in the lip. If we suppose that the lip of CE 543
was dented in such a "dry loading" operation, this also accounts for the missing chambering mark—because 543 was
lighter than a loaded cartridge, its lip struck the metal projection rather than the cartridge body, as was the case with
the other exhibits. Another reason for believing in the existence of such a "dry loading" operation with respect to CE
543 is the conviction that a would-be assassin would take
this minimal precaution with respect to evidence destined to
be left at the scene of the crime.
4. Although quite obvious on one of the cases, the
mark was more difficult to discern on the other. Since these
two cases were selected from some thirty or more test firings
(3H402, 426), the difference between the two marks may
very well reflect a difference in firing order—the more pronounced mark suggesting a case early in the firing series, the
less pronounced mark suggesting a case later in the series.
5. As pointed out in Chapter III, there are a multitude of
reasons for believing that no bullet at all transited the
President's neck. We restrict ourselves only to one part of
the Commission's thesis, namely, that CE 399 caused all the
Governor's wounds.
6. Frazier's description of the bullets leaves the impression that they never had been fired; that, unfired, they had
been pulled from their cartridge cases and weighed. This
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impression is further buttressed by a letter written to Commentary magazine (April, 1967, p. 14) by Assistant Counsel
W. David Slawson. In this letter Slawson states that Frazier's
weighings established the "normal pre-firing weight" of the
projectiles in question.
Yet if the weights given by Frazier were obtained from
unfired projectiles, they may be deceptive. For the passage
of a bullet through the barrel of a rifle tends to shave off
quantities of metal from the rifling grooves; a fired projectile
usually weighs less than an unfired one.
This difference in weight becomes critical only when the
unfired projectiles are compared with CE 399. A more enlightening comparison would be between the weights of
CE 399 and the two ballistic comparison rounds fired into
cotton (CE 572). To establish the weight of these projectiles, I carried a very sensitive Mettler balance all the way
from Philadelphia to the Archives. Unfortunately, the Deputy
Archivist denied permission for these bullets to be weighed.
He said that if the FBI would recall them, the FBI lab could
weigh them. However, the FBI's cooperation in this matter
is not to be anticipated. Upon personal inquiry at the Bureau
I was told by one of the Director's assistants, Special Agent
C. Benjamin Fulton, that no FBI personnel would be able
to provide any information with regard to the assassination.
My inquiry was made as part of an effort to find Agents
Sibert and O'Neill and to ask Robert Frazier which bullets
he weighed.
7. During our November interview with Dr. Charles
Gregory, I called his attention to one of the postoperative
X-rays of the Governor's right wrist. In this X-ray (CE 692)
several pieces of metal appear to be still embedded in the
radius. Dr. Gregory examined the X-ray and concurred that
indeed at least two fragments still appeared to be embedded
in the Governor's wrist.
8. In testifying before the Commission Dr. Gregory was
asked to describe the thigh wound. He remarked that "a
fragment of metal . . . lies just beneath the skin, about a
half inch on the medial aspect of the thigh" (4H125). I
asked him about this fragment in November, 1966, and he
reiterated that such a fragment had been discovered and
subsequently removed. This fragment does not appear in any
of the Commission exhibits. I presume it was lost after
removal.
9. In a telephone interview on May 31, 1967, Dr. Shires
confirmed that such a fragment was observed in the chest on
postoperative X-rays.
10. In addition to these three doctors, Dr. Gregory also
had doubts as to whether a single bullet had sufficient velocity to cause all of Connally's wounds, and he also held
that the damage to the Governor's wrist—the fact that cloth
fibers had been carried into the wound as well as the radial
nerve and a tendon being cut—indicated the passage of a
distorted missile with sharp edges (4H124, 127). All the
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doctors asked by Specter whether CE 399 could have caused
Governor Connally's wounds gave skeptical or negative replies. Specter's only support came from an Army veterinarian, Dr. Olivier. Asked by Specter, "Do you have an opinion as to whether, in fact, Bullet No. 399 did cause the
wound on the Governor's wrist, assuming if you will that
it was the missile found on the Governor's stretcher at Parkland Hospital?", Olivier replied, "I believe that it was. That
is my feeling" (5H90)—an answer that seems to refer more
to the bullet's location of discovery than to its activities.
For an excellent discussion of the medical evaluation of
CE 399, see Richard Popkin's letter to The New York Review
of Books, Oct. 6, 1966, p. 33.
11. Presidential Commission Administrative Records, National Archives.
12. Ibid.

`tr

0. P. Wright believes that the
stretcher bullet he examined on November 22 looked like the sharpnosed bullet above. The Commission, however, insists it was bluntnosed CE 399, below.

13. Author's interview with Cyril Wecht, M.D., on May
26, 1967.
14. Marshall Houts, Where Death Delights (New York:
Coward-McCann, 1967), pp. 62-63.
15. Ibid., p. 64.
16. David Lifton, "The Case for Three Assassins," Ramparts, January, 1967, p. 86.
17. In the report of the FBI agent who showed Tomlinson
and Wright CE 399 we learn that although neither could
positively identify 399 as the bullet they handled on November 22, nevertheless they thought it bore a general resemblance to 399. This makes all the more strange what
Wright told me in November, 1966.
I asked him what the bullet looked like, and he replied
that it had a pointed tip like the one I held in my hand
(earlier he had procured a .30 caliber unfired projectile
that we had placed on the stretcher cart in our reenactment).
I then drew three bullet shapes: one pointed like the .30
caliber; another long with rounded tip—like 399; still another squat and rounded, like a .38 caliber. Wright picked
the pointed tip as the one that most resembled the bullet
found on the stretcher. I then showed him photographs of
CE's 399, 572 (the two ballistics comparison rounds from
Oswald's rifle), and 606 (revolver bullets), and he rejected
all of these as resembling the bullet Tomlinson found on
the stretcher. Half an hour later in the presence of two witnesses, he once again rejected the picture of 399 as resembling the bullet found on the stretcher. Sometime later he
asked me if one of the pictures I had shown him was supposed to be the bullet found on the stretcher. I replied, "Yes,"
and he seemed quite prepared to stick by his story. As a
professional law-enforcement officer, Wright has an educated eye for bullet shapes. Tomlinson's recollection of
bullet shapes was not very clear, and he could say only
that the bullet found resembled either CE 572 (the ballistics
comparison rounds) or the pointed, .30 caliber bullet Wright
had procured for us.
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This is an appalling piece of information, for if Wright's
recollection is accurate, then CE 399 must have been
switched for the real bullet sometime later in the transmission chain. This could have been done only by some federal
officer, since it was in government possession from that time
on. If this is true, then the assassination conspiracy would
have to have involved members of the federal government
and been an "inside" job.
18. Miss Wester also mentioned that she believed she
had rolled up the sheets on this stretcher, a detail that is in
conflict with the testimony of Jimison (6H126) and Tomlinson (6H129). I asked her about this in May, 1967. She
pointed out that she couldn't be certain she had rolled up
the sheets since this was not standard hospital procedure—
"sometimes you do, sometimes you don't." She continued
in this vein: "You have to take into consideration the fact
that the operating room at that time was not anywhere near
the normal state that it usually is. And when you have something like 15 or 30 people standing very close trying to get
into the OR and us trying to keep them out, you have a
problem. It was mass confusion. So like I say, that is the best
I can remember. I . . . maybe, I remembered wrong. I don't
know."
19. On November 22 this elevator operated only from
the basement to the third floor, with floors one through three
being patient treatment areas.
20. Ronnie Fuller most likely arrived at the hospital
Emergency Room some minutes before this. This time was
recorded by a time clock after the admission slip was filled
out. As Shirley Randall indicated, the mother fainted upon
arrival in the Emergency Room. Since she had to be revived
before the admission slip could be filled out, 12:54 gives a
very late time for the child's arrival; 12:45 to 12:50 would
be a more accurate estimate.
21. Due to a new hospital rule prohibiting interviews
with Parkland personnel, I was unable to interview Shirley
Randall, Joe Richards, or Era Lumpkin. Before this rule
went into effect I had the good fortune to interview Rosa
Majors, who cleared up two points of possible confusion in
Era Lumpkin's statement: (1) Richards and Randall stated
that Richards placed the child on a stretcher while Era
Lumpkin leaves the impression that she and Rosa Majors did
this. Rosa Majors told me that Richards took the child and
placed him on a stretcher near the Nurses' Station in Major
Surgery. (2) Era Lumpkin states that "someone asked us to
carry the baby in major medicine." Does this mean "carry
in the arms" or "carry on the stretcher"? I asked Rosa
Majors this:
Thompson: So you took the child in your arms?
Majors: We carried it and laid it in there on the carriage.
Thompson: Now where was the carriage?
Majors: It was in the Major Medicine area.

22. It seemed strange to me that nurses' aides would be
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equipped with stethoscopes. I was told that this was to enable them to monitor frequently the blood pressure of Emergency Room patients.
23. Richard H. Popkin, "The Second Oswald: The Case
for a Conspiracy Theory," The New York Review of Books,
Vol. VII, Number 1 (July 28, 1966), p. 14.
24. In Rush to Judgment (New York: Holt, Rinehart &
Winston, Inc., 1966) Mark Lane reproduces photographically
(p. 411) a letter from the Winchester-Western Division of
Olin (the maker of the cartridges found on the sixth floor
of the Depository) which states that the "previous production of this cartridge was made against government contracts
completed back in 1944."
25. Letter from H. J. Gebelein to Sylvia Meagher, April
20, 1965; see Meagher, op. cit., p. 113.
26. Penn Jones, Jr., Forgive My Grief (Midlothian: The
Midlothian Mirror, 1966), I, 185-86.
27. Ibid., p. 186.
28. Richard H. Popkin, letter to The New York Review
of Books, Oct. 6, 1966, p. 33. If the solution offered above
is rejected, only one other alternative remains—that a bullet
still rests in the President's body.
29. Houts, op. cit., p. 61.
30. This document was discovered in the fall of 1966 by
Harold Weisberg.
31. The following day two FBI agents went down to
Dealey Plaza to check Aldredge's report. Thirty-three feet
from the second lamp post they found "an approximately
four inches by one-half inch wide dug-out scar, which could
possibly have been made by some blunt-end type instrument
or projectile" (Archives, CD 1546). Their report went on to
note that "this scar lies in such a direction that if it had been
made by a bullet, it could not have come from the direction
of the window . . . used by Lee Harvey Oswald when firing
his assassination bullets at the late President" (Archives,
CD 1546).
32. Life, Nov. 25, 1966, p. 48.
33. 5H63-66; Archives, CD 827.
34. Houts, op. cit., p. 64.

VIII
A RECONSTRUCTION

T

HE Hertz sign atop the Depository flashed 12:00
noon. Inside, the floor-laying crew on the sixth floor
had knocked off for lunch. The old flooring was to
be ripped up, and, as a preparatory move, most of the
book cartons had been shifted to the front (or southern) side of the building. This side was now a jumble
of cartons, some piled five or six high, others scattered across the floor. Everything lay under a heavy
covering of warehouse dust, illuminated here and
there by a naked light bulb. Within the next half hour
an assassin would make his way through the jumble
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Trajectories of the four shots
fired in Dealey Plaza.
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of cartons and take up his position at a corner
window. Within the hour, every foot of this floor
would be explored by police officers, sheriff's deputies, and reporters. But now, as the Hertz sign
flashed noon and the crowds began to gather in the
Plaza below, it was empty.
Empty too were the roofs of the adjacent buildings along Houston Street. To those who have
watched motorcades for Presidents or foreign dignitaries in other cities, this may seem an unusually
lax security arrangement. But at noon on Houston
Street there were no guards on the Records or DalTex buildings. The first housed Dallas County offices
and the second furnished quarters for various textile
firms. Architecturally, these buildings diagonally
across the corner from the Depository were undistinguished, but from the point of view of a potential
assassin they were outstanding. Their roofs were circuited by low stone parapets that, in addition to
shielding a gunman from view, offered a firm gun
rest. At 12:00 noon these roofs were empty. Yet in
the next half hour, as one assassin was climbing
toward the sixth floor of the Depository, an accomplice was making his way to a rooftop lair in one of
these buildings. There was no one to stop him at any
point along the way.
If the accomplice had reached his rooftop position
shortly after noon, he could have looked across the
Plaza and seen a blue and white 1959 Oldsmobile
station wagon circling the parking lot behind the
knoll (6H286). A little later he could have seen a
1957 black Ford doing the same thing, only this
time the driver would be talking into a radio mike
(6H286). We do not know, of course, that either
of these cars had anything to do with the subsequent
events in Dealey Plaza. Nor for that matter, do we
know that the two strangers whom Lee Bowers saw
behind the stockade fence at 12:25 (6H287-288)
had anything to do with the assassination. What we
do know, however, is that by 12:30 it would have
been relatively easy for three assassins to have
reached their firing locations: one in the sixth-floor
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window of the Depository, one on the roof of an adjacent building, and one behind the stockade fence.
Around noon the people who were soon to serve
as witnesses began their unwitting entrances.
Arnold Rowland and his wife reached Dealey
Plaza at around 12:05. They moved up and down
Houston Street trying to find a good vantage point,
and finally settled on a spot midway between Elm
and Main Streets. Some minutes later Rowland
looked up at the Depository and noticed in a southwest-corner window of the sixth floor a young man
wearing "a very light-colored shirt . . . open at the
collar" (2H171) and cradling a rifle:
I noticed on the sixth floor of the building
that there was a man back from the window,
not hanging out the window. He was standing and holding a rifle. This appeared to me
to be a fairly high-powered rifle because of
the scope and the relative proportion of the
scope to the rifle, you can tell about what
type of rifle it is (2H169).

Rowland was asked what time he saw this man and
indicated that it was almost 12:15—he had noticed
the time on the Hertz clock (2H168-169). At about
this time Mrs. R. E. Arnold, a secretary at the Depository, noticed one of her co-workers standing in a
first-floor hallway. She tells about it in an FBI report
recently discovered in the Archives:
[She] left that office between 12:00 and
12:15 PM, to go downstairs and stand in
front of the building, she stated she thought
she caught a fleeting glimpse of Lee Harvey
Oswald standing in the hallway between the
front doors leading to the warehouse, located
on the first floor. She could not be sure that
this was Oswald, but said she felt it was and
believed the time to be a few minutes before
12:15 (Archives, CD 5).
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During his later interrogation Oswald claimed to
have gone to lunch on the first floor shortly after
noon (R600, 605, 613, 4H468). When the President was shot, Oswald claimed he was eating lunch
there on the first floor (R600, 605).
The motorcade was due to pass the corner of Main
and Houston Streets at 12:25. But at that time, the
procession was far up Main Street. Thus, it was
nearly 12:30 when Robert Hughes heard the wave of
shouting and applause ripple toward him down Main
Street (A). As the pilot car driven by Police Chief
Jesse Curry turned the corner, Hughes began taking
movies with his 8-millimeter camera. As seen in his
film, the high buildings along Main Street cast their
shadows across the motorcade, and for a moment
only the winking red lights of the escort motorcycles
are visible (B). Then the presidential Lincoln sweeps
smoothly into the sunlight of the corner. Jacqueline
Kennedy's left hand rises to steady her pillbox hat
(C) as the giant limousine begins its run up Houston
Street (D).
Hughes's camera continued to grind as first the
Records Building (E), then the Dal-Tex Building,
and finally the Depository appeared in his viewfinder (F). As both the Kennedy limousine and the
Secret Service follow-up car completed their turns
onto Elm Street (G) he stopped his camera. "About
five seconds after I quit taking pictures," he later recalled, "we heard the shots."' (H).
At a distance of a city block from the Depository,
Hughes could not have made out a light-colored shape
appearing at a corner sixth-floor window. It first appears on his film as the presidential limousine is
heading down Houston Street. In early frames it appears quite wide, but as the car turns onto Elm Street
it narrows strikingly. Apparently, the gunman at the
sixth-floor window has turned and is now raising his
rifle into firing position.
Thirty seconds before Hughes turned his camera
in the direction of the Depository, Ronald Fischer
and Bob Edwards saw this gunman. They were
standing near the reflecting pool at the southwest
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A Motorcade on Main Street.

B Motorcade on Main Street. Pilot car in foreground.
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C Presidential limousine turns from Main onto Houston Street.

D Presidential limousine on Houston Street.
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E Limousine and Secret Service follow-up car on Houston
Street.

F Motorcade begins turn onto Elm Street under Texas School
Book Depository building.
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The turn onto Elm Street

H Just after turn onto Elm Street.
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I Elm Street, in front of the Depository.

J The first shot.
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Limousine under fire.

Impact on President's head.
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Secret Service Agent Clint Hill runs to car.

Hill reaches car.
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0 Hill and Mrs. Kennedy on trunk.

P Limousine heads toward underpass.
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View of stockade fence from sixthfloor Depository window.
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corner of Elm and Houston streets. As they waited
for the motorcade, Bob Edwards' eyes drifted upward
to the Depository. In a corner sixth-floor window he
saw a young man dressed in a "light colored sport
shirt" (19H647). "There was a stack of boxes
around him," Edwards later recalled, and there was
something about this man that made Edwards call his
friend Fischer's attention to him. "The man held my
attention for 10 or 15 seconds," Fischer later told
the Commission, "because he appeared uncomfortable for one, and secondly he wasn't watching—uhhe didn't look like he was watching for the parade.
He looked like he was looking down towards the
Trinity River and the triple underpass . . And all
the time I watched him, he never moved his head, he
never—he never moved anything. Just was there
transfixed" (6H193). Fischer looked away when the
roar of the crowd up the street signaled the approach
of the motorcade.
That roar also drew the attention of the gunman
in the sixth-floor window. Looking down on the knoll,
he may have been trying to catch a glimpse of his
confederate. But the trees shielded the corner of the
stockade fence from his view. A rustle in the crowd
drew his attention back to Houston Street. An unmarked white Ford—the pilot car—had made its
right turn and now was coming straight toward him.
A phalanx of motorcycles followed and then the dark
blue presidential Lincoln. Looking down he could
see the President smiling at Mrs. Connally. His grip
tightened on the rifle:
rifler\ This was the perfect shot—as
President approached the Depository. Had he
been a lone assassin, this would have been the time
to shoot; he would have fired while the car was still
on Houston Street. But he was not alone, and must
hold his fire until the guns of his two confederates
could bear on the limousine. If he fired now (perfect
though the shot might be for him), the Lincoln might
stop, turn sharply, and escape the trap.
As Bill Greer eased the 4-ton limousine around the
120-degree turn onto Elm Street, the gunman above
shifted into firing position. The victim had entered the
trap.
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The shot not fired . . . while the motorcade was still on Houston Street (re-enactment photo).

Ahead of him, Greer noticed a number of people
on the overpass and wondered how he could veer at
the last moment to pass under a vacant section of
the viaduct if the need arose (2H117). To his right
Kellerman was beginning to relax. The crowds were
sparse now; only a few people on either side lined
the pavement as Elm Street swung under the railroad
tracks. Soon the motorcade would be over; already
Lawson in the pilot car had signaled they were only
5 minutes from the Trade Mart. In the passenger
compartment behind Kellerman and Greer, Mrs.
Connally pointed out the underpass to Jacqueline
Kennedy and said, "We're almost through; it's just
beyond that." 2The President's wife was thinking
how nice it would be to get out of the glaring Texas
sun (5H179) (I).
The gunman on the sixth floor had sighted in on
the agreed-upon spot just opposite the freeway sign.
Hidden for a moment in the foliage of an oak tree, the
limousine slowly emerged at a speed of 11 miles per
hour. The gunman saw the President's back and
shoulders appear in his scope and carefully aligned
the cross hairs on the President's head. Rifle stock
pressed close to his cheek, the barrel braced against
a box, he squeezed the trigger (J).
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Jacqueline Kennedy heard the first shot as a backfire (5H180). Mrs. Connally heard it only as "a
frightening noise" that came from the right (4H147).
Turning, she caught a glimpse of the President, both
hands to his neck, and heard her husband yell, "Oh,
no, no, no!" just as a second shot crashed into his
back.
As the first gunman pulled the trigger, the second
was preparing his shot. From his perch on the roof
of a Houston Street building he had a perfect view
of the car as it moved down Elm Street. Following it in his sights, he waited until it approached the
Stemmons Freeway sign, and then, the sound of the
first shot ringing in his ears, he fired—wounding the
Governor.
It was now little over a second since the first shot
(K). The President's elbows were splayed upward
from shoulder level, his face showing more surprise
than pain, and the Governor, his right wrist dangling,
was falling backward into his wife's arms.
Neither victim had been wounded fatally. As the
first assassin worked the awkward bolt of the Carcano, he could see that his first shot had missed the
President's head. Carefully he sighted the cross hairs
again. Squeezing the trigger, he saw the President's
head explode in a halo of red (L).
Behind the stockade fence, a third assassin had
heard the first two shots and seen that the President
was still sitting upright. His backup shot, fired perhaps from a long-barreled pistol at a range of less
than 40 yards, would be the conspirators' insurance
policy. It did not fail them. As the evidence adduced
earlier shows, it drove into the right temporal region
of the President's skull, snuffing out John Kennedy's
life and covering his wife, car, and two motorcycle
escorts with brain and flesh. As the wail of the followup car's siren absorbed the echoes of the final shots,
the limousine slid toward the underpass (M, N). For
a moment Jacqueline Kennedy and Clint Hill were
silhouetted on the trunk of the Lincoln (0) and then
the car disappeared under the bridge (P). As it
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emerged on the other side, Clint Hill could be seen
pounding the trunk in rage and frustration.
Having watched the fatal head shot, the first gunman believed his second shot had done its job. "He
drew the gun back from the window," Howard Brennan remembered, "as though he was drawing it back
to his side and maybe paused for another second as
though to assure himself that he hit the mark and
then he disappeared" (3H144). The blast from his
own gun had covered the sound of the fourth report,
but he had heard the second shot. Ejecting his second cartridge, he threw down a third, wiped his
fingerprints from the rifle, hid it behind some boxes,
and quickly left the building.
Since apparently little suspicion had been cast on
the buildings along Houston Street, * the second gunman would have had no difficulty in leaving the scene.
The third assassin, however, was in a very precarious
position, and only speed and expert planning could
make possible his escape. His shot from the knoll
had frightened the few people standing along the
north curb of Elm Street. Mary Elizabeth Woodward,
Bill and Gayle Newman, Emmett Hudson and his
companions had all dropped to the ground after the
third shot, as photos show. It was Motorcycle Officer
Bobby Hargis, splattered with brain debris from a
shot that he thought came from the right front, who
first led the chase into the knoll. About a minute,
however, intervened between the last shot and Hargis'
chase. This would have been enough time for the
third assassin to hide himself and his gun in the trunk
of the four-door sedan noticed by S. M. Holland. His
confederate could have slammed the trunk shut and
then assumed the identity of a Secret Service agent.
Sometime later, after he had flashed his fake creden* The Dal-Tex Building was searched immediately after
the assassination, so some suspicion must have been cast on
these buildings lining the east side of Houston Street. There
is no indication that any other buildings were searched,
possibly since they were above reproach as housing Dallas
County municipal offices.
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tials at Officer Joe Marshall Smith, and after Smith
had checked the interior but not the trunk of the
car, the "Secret Service agent" might simply have
driven it away. According to Holland, it was an "offwhite" 1960 or 1961 Chevrolet sedan.3

Is this really what happened on November 22?
Is the scenario sketched above a work of history,
semihistory, or fiction? Have we finally found the
truth about the assassination?
In all candor it must be said that we have found
at most only part of the truth. Although we have
charted its outline, a detailed knowledge still eludes
us. It is no longer possible to doubt that shots were
fired from locations other than the Depository or
that the Governor was hit by a later bullet than the
one that struck the President. The sequence of shots,
their timing, their trajectories—all these variables
have been established within the limits of precision
allowed by the evidence. But after the overall outline
of the assassination has been defined, it is difficult to
move further with much confidence.
Was the gunman in the Depository Lee Harvey
Oswald? A later chapter will discuss the question of
Oswald's guilt and present new evidence suggesting
that two men (neither of whom was Oswald) may
have been on the sixth floor of the Depository at the
time of the shooting. But with the evidence available
it is simply not possible to reach a final conclusion as
to Oswald's guilt.
A similar answer has to be given to many questions concerning how the various assassins reached
their firing locations and made good their escapes.
We know one shot came from the east side of Houston Street. We know that no guards were stationed
in or on these buildings and that only one of them
(the Dal-Tex Building) was searched after the assassination. But the details of how an assassin made
his way along Houston Street to his sniper's nest and
subsequently escaped lie beyond our knowledge.
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Much the same can be said with regard to the shot
from behind the stockade fence. The evidence indicates unambiguously that a shot came from that
location, but whether one or two conspirators were
involved must remain an open question. The most
plausible explanation has been given above: Bowers
saw two men behind the fence. One fired the shot
and then climbed into the trunk of an adjacent automobile. The other flashed fake Secret Service credentials and later drove his accomplice away from the
scene. But other explanations cannot be ruled out.
The man J. C. Price saw "run towards the passenger
cars on the railroad siding after the volley of shots"
(19H492) may have been the only assassin stationed
on the knoll.
The scenario sketched on previous pages is thus
an amalgam of hard fact and educated speculation.
Although the essential outline of the assassination—
four shots from three guns in 6 seconds—is now
apparent, the details remain unclear. A future investigation, a sudden revelation, or the patient labors
of other researchers and historians may yet fill in
these details.

NOTES
1. Letter from Robert Hughes to his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Hughes, Nov. 22, 1963.
2. William Manchester, The Death of a President (New
York: Harper & Row, 1967), p. 154.
3. Taped interview, Nov. 30, 1966.
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I don't think the people are going to believe
this [the single-bullet theory]—this year,
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next year, or a hundred years from now . . .
This thing will be challenged today, tomorrow, and forever.—Assistant Commission
Counsel Arlen Specter.
mamoolear
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ANY account of the assassination that claims to be

The Warren Report and its twentysix supporting volumes of testimony and exhibits.

definitive must do at least two things: First, it must
offer a comprehensive and consistent picture of what
happened, thus bringing into coherence the eye- and
earwitness testimony, the evidence of the films, and
the story told by physical evidence found at the
scene. Secondly, if it is to be believed, it must offer
an equally plausible account of just how and why
the Warren Commission went wrong.
With only occasional exceptions, all the evidence
discussed in previous chapters was available to the
Commission. But the Commission, in its haste, its
uncritical evaluation of the facts, and its predisposition to prove Oswald the lone assassin, overlooked
much of this evidence.
In the final analysis, the Commission's error can
be traced to one central fact: its uncritical accept-
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ante of the autopsy's conclusion that a bullet exited
from the front of the President's throat. As the evidence in the case unfolded, this one conclusion assumed crucial importance. Because of it, certain evidence had to be ignored and other evidence twisted.
In stubbornly holding on to it and the single-bullet
theory it gave rise to—in refusing to give up either or
even to examine them—the Commission was led
hopelessly astray. The story of its wanderings begins
at Bethesda Naval Hospital on the evening of November 22.
THE AUTOPSY
"The pattern was clear," Commander Humes could
assert with confidence at the close of the autopsy on
the evening of November 22. "One bullet had entered
the President's back and had worked its way out of
the body during external cardiac massage, and a second high-velocity bullet had entered the rear of the
skull and had fragmentized prior to exit through the
top of the skull" (Archives, CD 7). Apparently, the
pattern remained "clear" for something less than 12
hours—the time required for Commander Humes to
call Dr. Perry in Dallas and learn that there was one
gunshot wound in the President's body that he had
not examined.
At some point during the next 24 hours Commander Humes met with the other two autopsy surgeons (the President's body having long since been
removed) to decide jointly what their conclusions
would be. It is important to note who these doctors
were and what they knew and did not know at the
time their findings were decided upon.
Commander Humes's official title is "Director of
Laboratories of the Naval Medical School at the
Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, Md." (2H348).
Except for one course at the Armed Forces Institute
of Pathology, he had no training or experience in
forensic pathology. When asked by Assistant Counsel
Specter what specific experience he had with respect
to gunshot wounds, he could only reply:
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My type of practice, which fortunately has
been in peacetime endeavor to a great extent, has been more extensive in the field of
natural disease than violence. However, on
several occasions in various places where I
have been employed, I have had to deal with
violent death, accidents, suicides, and so
forth (2H348).

This elliptical answer from Commander Humes
leaves open the question whether he had ever performed an autopsy on a gunshot victim, yet it was
Humes who was in charge of the President's autopsy.
Humes's assistant, Commander Boswell, likewise reports no special experience or training in the field
of forensic pathology (2H377). Neither Humes's nor
Boswell's name appears on the membership roster of
the American Academy of Forensic Sciences. Only
Lieutenant Colonel Finck's name appears on that
list (not as a Fellow but as a "Provisional Member"2), yet, as I learned from Boswell, Lt. Col. Finck
was called in by telephone only after the autopsy
was already in progress.*
* Boswell interview, Jan. 11, 1967. Dr. Milton Helpern has
made the following observation about the difficulty of
Lt. Col. Finck's position at the autopsy and about his
experience as a forensic pathologist:
Colonel Finck's position throughout the entire
proceeding was extremely uncomfortable. If it had
not been for him, the autopsy would not have
been handled as well as it was; but he was in the
role of the poor bastard Army child foisted into
the Navy family reunion. He was the only one of
the three doctors with any experience with bullet
wounds; but you have to remember that his experience was limited primarily to "reviewing" files,
pictures, and records of finished cases. There's a
world of difference between standing at the autopsy table and trying to decide whether a hole in the
body is a wound of entrance or a wound of exit,
and in reviewing another man's work at some later
date in the relaxed, academic atmosphere of a private office. I know, because I've sweated out too
many of these cases during the past thirty-five
years. Colonel Finck is extremely able in the type
of administrative work which has been assigned
him over the years (Houts, op. cit., pp. 55-56).
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Thus, the only two doctors present throughout the
autopsy were ordinary hospital pathologists, not
forensic specialists. In the opinion of many this
was a far-reaching mistake. "The tragic, tragic thing,"
Dr. Milton Helpern has said of the medico-legal aspects of the Kennedy assassination, "is that a relatively simple case was horribly snarled up from the
very beginning; and then the errors were compounded
at almost every step along the way."3And what was,
in Dr. Helpern's opinion, the most grievous error of
all?
I've already touched on the gravest of them
all—the selection of a "hospital" pathologist
to perform a medico-legal autopsy. This
stemmed from the mistaken belief that because a man can supervise a laboratory or
perform a hospital autopsy to see whether a
patient died from emphysema or heart disease, he is qualified to evaluate gunshot
wounds in the body. It's like sending a
seven-year-old boy who has taken three
lessons on the violin over to the New York
Philharmonic and expecting him to perform
a Tchaikovsky symphony. He knows how to
hold the violin and bow, but he has a long
way to go before he can make music.4

Ultimately, however, the identity of the autopsy
surgeons is not of critical importance for understanding their findings. What is of critical importance
is a knowledge of the facts available to them when
they arrived at these findings.
Their own autopsy examination had revealed a
small hole in the President's back with a short lane
of penetration and no exit lane. They had observed
the massive defect in the President's head and the
small entry hole just below this defect. From Humes's
conversation with Perry they had learned of a small
hole "a few millimeters in size" that had been obliterated by the tracheotomy incision (17H29 ). From
Perry they had also learned that there had been an
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"injury to the right lateral wall of the trachea" and
that there had been "blood and air in [the] upper
mediastinum" (17H29). By this time they knew,
too, the official view that Oswald, and Oswald alone,
had shot the President from behind.5
Far more important than what they did know is
what they did not know. They did not know, for
instance, that the tear in the trachea was on the
"anterior lateral right side" (3H370)6—a location
that would cast some doubt on the idea of a back-tofront transit. Nor did they know anything of the
"contusions and hematoma to the right of the larynx"
(3H360), which also argues against a back-to-front
transit and which was noted by Drs. Carrico and
McClelland, neither of whom Humes had talked with.
Nor, of course, had they any inkling that ballistics
tests performed later by Dr. Alfred G. Olivier would
show that a back-to-front transit would have punched
out an exit hole twice the size as that described by
Dr. Perry. Finally, since the brain examination had
not been performed at this time, the doctors knew
nothing of the two communicating tears in the midbrain and left cerebral peduncle, lacerations that
might have suggested another explanation of the
throat wound.
Given this mixture of knowledge and ignorance,
it is not difficult to understand how the autopsy surgeons made the decision they did. To explain the
throat wound as an entry wound would immediately
have necessitated the existence of another gunman
as well as either a bullet in the body or an exit in the
back of the neck—neither of which the doctors had
seen. To explain the throat wound as a fragment exit
from the head shot would also have caused difficulty,
for the doctors had already concluded that the main
force of the bullet entering the President's head had
blown upward through the large skull defect. What
was left, then, was a transit from back to front. True,
they had been unable to find any such lane, but perhaps the bullet had slipped between two strap muscles, leaving no telltale track. Dr. Perry had noted
some damage in the upper mediastinum and their
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own examination had revealed some bruising of the
right apical pleura. By joining all these points of injury—the back wound, the bruising of the pleura,
and the throat wound observed by Dr. Perry—they
could infer the passage of a bullet from back to front.
Thus was born the medical conclusion of a backto-front transit, a conclusion that in its turn would
give rise to a theory of the greatest importance for the
entire investigation.
THE SINGLE-BULLET THEORY
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Commander Humes's formal document certifying that he had burned
preliminary notes of the autopsy.
The reason, one Commission staff
member believes, was that they reflected a finding contrary to the official report.

from the time of the completion of the examination until the submission of the final report following its preparation, all of the
papers pertinent to this case were in my personal custody (2H373).
Yet, to my amazement, I learned from Commander
Boswell that there was an additional autopsy face
sheet (similar to CE 397 yet with additional information) that apparently disappeared somewhere between the autopsy examination room and the Commission's files.7Humes had testified that on Sunday
morning, November 24, he burned in his fireplace "a
draft of this report which I later revised" (3H373).
It is unclear just what this earlier draft contained;
one distinguished member of the Commission's staff
told Life that he was "certain" Humes burned the
original draft because it reflected a finding contrary
to the official report.8It is by no means certain that
this is the case (the lawyer gave Life no indication
why he was so sure), but if it does turn out to be so,
then the missing autopsy face sheet may also have
disappeared up the chimney of Commander Humes's
suburban fireplace. Although the final disposition of
this face sheet must remain in doubt, we do know
that neither it nor Humes's original draft appears
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Assistant Commission Counsel Arlen Specter.
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According to forensic expert Dr.
Milton Helpern, the word "presumably," inserted twice (arrows) into
Humes's draft of the official autopsy, "just doesn't read like the work
of men in confident command of
their ship."
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among the documents that finally found their way
into the Commission's files.
The working papers and the final autopsy report
were turned over to Captain John H. Stover of the
Naval Medical School on November 24.9Stover had
them transferred to Admiral Burkley at the White
House, who turned them over to the Secret Service
on November 26 (Archives, CD 371). Copies of
these documents reached the Warren Commission
and the FBI about a month later.'° When Arlen
Specter came to work for the Commission in midJanuary, both the typed official report and Humes's
handwritten draft were on his desk."
As the lawyer chiefly responsible for laying out the
basic facts of the assassination—the number of
shots, the trajectories, the wounds—Specter could
only read this report as a key document, a document
that would define the direction and limits of his whole
subsequent investigation. And there in print before
him he found the Bethesda pathologists' statement
that the bullet that entered the President's back had
exited from his throat. What to the Bethesda doctors
had been originally only a plausible hypothesis (they
spoke of the throat wound as one "presumably of
exit") had been transmuted into an "official fact."
Once written down in an official document, it had
achieved a remarkable solidity and firmness; it was
not to be doubted. The logical consequence of this
hypothesis now engaged Specter's attention. If the
bullet exited from the President's throat, where did it
go? It was found nowhere in the car, and there was
no bullet damage to the rear compartment. But Governor Connally was sitting directly in front of the
President and Governor Connally had been struck
by a bullet. Given these facts, surely the most plausible explanation was that the bullet had continued on
to wound the Governor.
By such a train of reasoning was born the singlebullet, double-hit theory, a theory that would entail
a massive twisting and reshaping of the basic facts of
the assassination. For when Specter came to work
in mid-January an alternative theory had already
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been accepted by the two government agencies investigating the assassination. The Secret Service,
having already studied the Zapruder film, concluded
that the Governor had been wounded by the second
shot, and for at least two months this opinion was
never brought into question. Both the Secret Service
and the FBI submitted reports right up to the end of
January that assumed as indisputable fact the wounding of the Governor by the second bullet.12 It would
have been difficult indeed for Assistant Counsel
Specter to convince these two agencies they were
wrong were it not for one point in his favor: the
Zapruder film had also shown that the maximum
time between the wounding of the two victims was
less than the minimum firing time of Oswald's rifle.
Either they would have to admit that Specter's singlebullet theory was correct, or they would have to confess that a second gunman had been firing in Dealey
Plaza and that they had failed to turn up a single clue
as to his existence or identity. Obviously, the first
alternative was more palatable.
But it could not be advanced without a massive
reshuffling of the evidence compiled to date. If Kennedy and Connally were hit by the same bullet, then
both the Governor's and Mrs. Connally's assertions
that the President had been hit first must be disregarded. So too must the testimony of S. M. Holland,
Jean Hill, Dave Powers, Gayle Newman, and the
Willis family—all of whom correlated the Governor's
wounding with the second shot. Not one of the several hundred witnesses to the assassination saw it as
a double hit by one bullet.
If Kennedy and Connally were hit by the same
bullet, then only one other bullet could have struck
in the car. But most witnesses heard three shots and
the Commission knew that three cartridge cases had
been found in the Depository. Thus a third shot must
have been fired but missed the car entirely. Through
the device of vagueness—by stating that a shot
missed but not stating which one it was—the Commission could conceal the paucity of evidence for
such a miss. By again ignoring the great weight of
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The position of Kennedy's back
wound was sketched by Commander Boswell (above) during the autopsy. Later, when an official rendering was made (below), the
wound was raised to agree with
the official theory.
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testimony indicating that no shots missed, a ramshackle case could be put together.
More importantly, to permit a barely plausible
trajectory through both victims of the double hit, the
President's back wound had to be elevated several
inches from its indicated position on the autopsy face
sheet. To accomplish this task a Navy corpsman who
had seen neither body nor photographs of it was
enlisted by Commander Humes in the preparation of
sketches that would more nearly accord with the
official theory (see illustration). These sketches were
then shown to the Commission, which, true to its
docile nature, never asked to see the original photos
and X-rays even though they were in the government's possession.13
Finally, if the President and the Governor were hit
by the same bullet, then that bullet must be CE 399,
and that bullet must have been found on Governor
Connally's stretcher. In trying to establish this sequence of fact, Assistant Counsel Specter revealed
the character of the whole investigation. Consider the
following stages in his examination of CE 399.
On March 16 the Commission heard the testimony
of the chief autopsy surgeon, Commander Humes.
At one point in the examination of Commander
Humes, Allen Dulles interrupted Specter to indicate
that he was "confused" by the line of questioning,
since he had thought CE 399 had been found on the
President's (not the Governor's) stretcher. Specter
replied:
There has been other evidence, Mr. Dulles.
If I may say at this point, we shall produce
later, subject to sequential proof, evidence
that the stretcher on which this bullet was
found was the stretcher of Governor Connally
(2H368).

Just what "evidence" Specter was referring to must
remain more than a little mysterious.14For as Edward
Epstein has pointed out, he made this claim four days
before going to Dallas to interview the man who
found the bullet, Darrell Tomlinson.'5
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In November, 1966, Tomlinson indicated to me
that he was still unhappy about Specter's treatment
of him. "He seemed to be trying to get something,"
Tomlinson told me at Parkland Hospital.16When we
turn to the record of Specter's questioning of Tomlinson, what the Assistant Counsel was "trying to get"
becomes obvious.
First, Specter had Tomlinson draw a small sketch
showing the vestibule area and the two stretchers—
"A" indicating the stretcher Tomlinson wheeled off
the elevator (Connally's stretcher), and "B" indicating the stretcher already present in the vestibule.
Specter asked Tomlinson on which stretcher he
found the bullet, and the engineer replied: "I believe
that it was '13' " (6H130). This was a devastating
answer for Specter. Here was the man who found
the bullet telling him it was not on Governor Connally's stretcher, but on a stretcher completely unrelated to the case. He asked Tomlinson if he could be
"sure that it was stretcher 'A' you took out of the
elevator and not stretcher `13'?" (6H131). Tomlinson
replied that he could not be "positive" since subsequent to removing the stretcher he had made several
trips up and down in the elevator during which the
stretchers might have been moved (6H131). Undaunted, Specter persevered:
Specter: Now, just before we started this deposition,
before I placed you under oath and before
the court reporter started to take down my
questions and your answers, you and I had a
brief talk, did we not?
Tomlinson: Yes.
Specter: And we discussed in a general way the information which you have testified about, did
we not?
Tomlinson: Yes, sir.
Specter: And at the time we started our discussion,
it was your recollection at that point that the
bullet came of of stretcher A, was it not?
Tomlinson: B (6H131).
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But even Tomlinson could not hold up under this
onslaught of prosecutor's tricks forever, and Specter
finally managed to extract from him the admission
that "I'm just not sure of it, whether it was A or B
that I took off" (6H132). Tomlinson later told me
that at the beginning of the interview he had been
rather clear as to what happened, but at the end,
with two stretchers being moved around on the diagram, he had been reduced to confusion.17Specter's
strategy had succeeded. If the witness would not provide the "evidence" he had earlier promised the Commission, then at least the witness could be confused
so that his testimony would not count against Specter's
theory. In this way an impartial search for the truth
was prosecuted.
A recently declassified document from the National
Archives provides an even more devastating insight
into the way Specter bent the evidence concerning
CE 399 to accord with his single-bullet theory. On
April 21 a special showing of the Zapruder film was
arranged for Specter, Governor and Mrs. Connally,
Connally's Dallas doctors, three wound ballistics experts from the Army's Edgewood Arsenal, and Commission personnel. Another assistant counsel, Melvin
Eisenberg, wrote up a memorandum on the conclusions that emerged from this viewing session. One
conclusion mentioned in Eisenberg's memo explicitly
concerns CE 399:
Drs. Light and Dolce [two ballistics experts
from the Army's Wound Ballistics Branch,
Edgewood Arsenal] expressed themselves as
being very strongly of the opinion that Connally had been hit by two different bullets,
principally on the ground that the bullet
recovered from Connally's stretcher could
not have broken his radius without having
suffered more distortion. Dr. Olivier [another wound ballistics expert] withheld a
conclusion until he has had the opportunity
to make tests on animal tissue and bone with
the actual rifle.
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The stress of logic now tightened around CE 399.
Could it have caused the Connally wrist injury and
remained in its undeformed state? Two ballistics
specialists thought not, while the third wanted to
await the results of tests with Oswald's rifle—the
tests would decide the question. Moreover, these
tests would provide even more crucial information
with respect to CE 399. For if it did not cause the
wrist wound, then, for it to be the bullet that wounded
the Governor, two other hypotheses must be established: (1) a pristine bullet from Oswald's rifle could
have caused the Governor's wrist wound, and (2) a
bullet fired from Oswald's rifle through only the
President's neck and Connally's chest would have
been slowed sufficiently to have caused the superficial
wound in the Governor's thigh.
The tests not only validated Drs. Light's and
Dolce's conviction that CE 399 could not have
caused the Connally wrist wound, but also invalidated each of the other two hypotheses. As an earlier
chapter has shown, bullets fired from Oswald's rifle
into virtually anything were grossly deformed. A
bullet fired into a cadaver's wrist (closely simulating
the Connally wrist injury) emerged with a flattened
nose. Just as importantly, the tests indicated that a
pristine bullet from Oswald's rifle could not have
caused the Governor's wrist wound; the impact of
such a bullet would have virtually amputated the
Governor's hand (5H83). The second hypothesis
was similarly invalidated. The tests showed that a
bullet from Oswald's gun, having passed through the
President's neck and the Governor's chest, would
still have a velocity of just under 1,400 feet per second (5H77-78, 86). A bullet traveling at such a
speed would have caused much more damage to the
Governor's thigh than a superficial flesh wound.
The effect of these tests was to prove rather conclusively that CE 399 could not have caused any of
the Governor's wounds. Moreover, we know from
Eisenberg's memorandum that one purpose of the
tests was to investigate just this point. It is profoundly revealing, then, that when Specter examined
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the three doctors who conducted the tests he carefully kept the whole question of CE 399 in the background. To none of these doctors did Specter address
the crucial question of whether CE 399 could have
caused the Governor's wounds.'s Instead, he contented himself with showing that theoretically a bullet
fired from Oswald's gun would have had sufficient
penetrating power to burrow through two bodies.
Having been present at the April 21 viewing conference, he knew Dr. Light's conviction "that the bullet
recovered from Connally's stretcher could not have
broken his radius without having suffered more distortion," and he also knew that the tests had established the truth of this conviction. Knowing, too,
what a devastating effect either of these facts would
have on his single-bullet theory, he carefully questioned Dr. Light only about the theoretical possibility
that a single bullet had hit both Kennedy and Connally. He never raised the critical question whether
that bullet could be CE 399, never broached the
problem of the wrist wound and CE 399's undeformed state (5H94-97). Yet, as we saw, it was
this question that the tests (in part) were meant to
answer.
If a witness says the wrong thing, then confuse
him; if a test produces the wrong result, then ignore
it. This would appear to be the principle that guided
Specter's investigation of bullet 399, an investigation
that discloses in a particularly striking manner the
biased and crippled character of the whole Warren
Commission enterprise.
As critics began to nibble away at the foundation
of this unstable structure Specter retreated further
into fantasy. Told that the FBI reports of December
9 and January 13 indicated there was no exit from
the President's back wound, Specter explained that
this was due to the precipitate departure of the two
FBI agents attending the autopsy. As soon as they
noticed that the doctors could find no exit they
"rushed out of the room" to telephone the news to
their Maryland field office.19Only later, Specter told
author Edward Epstein, "the doctors found the path,
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and by the time the agents submitted their reports,
the FBI Summary Report had gone to press."2°
Since Specter offered this explanation, the SibertO'Neill report has come to light with its clear indication of Commander Humes's judgment at the conclusion of the autopsy. It was not a hurried phone
conversation, but the five-page Sibert-O'Neill report
that formed the basis of the FBI's Summary Report
of December 9 (two weeks after the autopsy). And
so the charade goes on. In a U.S. News & World
Report interview Specter asserts that the single-bullet
theory "is not a sine qua non for the conclusion that
Oswald was the sole assassin,"21a claim that even
his colleague, Assistant Counsel Norman Redlich,
earlier had rejected.22
THE COMMISSION

"If we are going to accept the Warren Report as
factual then we've wasted a week of time," said Judge
Bernard J. Bagert. "It is fraught with hearsay and
contradiction," added Judge Matthew S. Braniff.23
In so speaking, two New Orleans judges denied a
defense motion that the Warren Report be introduced
into evidence in the pretrial hearing of alleged conspirator Clay L. Shaw. Thus, by the spring of 1967,
less than three years after the Report was published,
it had become the butt of public scorn and derision.
The legal judgment that it was inadmissible as evidence only reflected a public judgment that had already become general.
Yet it was the Commission's task to write a report
that would gain and hold public confidence, that
would put to rest the gnawing doubts and rumors.
In this task the Commission failed utterly. Instead of
quieting doubts its Report stimulated them; instead of
killing rumors it spawned them; instead of giving
peace it left unease. Who must bear the responsibility
for this failure?
"Conclusions," stated Representative Gerald Ford,
"were the work of the Commission."24And it is because conclusions were the responsibility of the Corn-
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mission that the Commission must bear the ultimate
weight of criticism. The Commissioners judged, and
in their judging they failed. Yet perhaps their most
critical failure—the act that most radically betrayed
their trust—grew out of a reticence to judge at all. It
was their refusal to judge the most important issue
facing them that accounts for the radical failure of
their Report.
Arlen Specter told Life that "the dominant thinking with many people right up to the time the Report
was published" was that the Governor and the President were hit by different bullets.25Edward Epstein
disclosed that in the summer of 1964 the Commission
was evenly split on the single-bullet theory.26 Senator Richard Russell had declared he would not sign
a report that concluded that both victims were hit
by the same bullet.27Both Senator John Sherman
Cooper and Representative Hale Boggs tended to go
along with Russell. "I, too, objected to such a conclusion," Epstein quotes Senator Cooper. "There was
no evidence to show both men were hit by the same
bullet."28Representative Boggs told Epstein, "I had
strong doubts about it [the single-bullet theory]," and
went on to indicate that he felt the issue was never
resolved.29
It was in failing to resolve this issue that the Commission as a whole betrayed its trust. By late summer its members were evenly split; Ford, Dulles, and
McCloy went along with Specter's single-bullet theory,
while Russell, Cooper, and Boggs opposed it. In
what John J. McCloy called "the battle of the adjectives," an evasion of the whole problem was worked
out." Instead of a judgment, the following paragraph
was inserted in the Report:
Although it is not necessary to any essential
findings of the Commission to determine
just which shot hit Governor Connally, there
is very persuasive evidence from the experts
to indicate that the same bullet which pierced
the President's throat also caused Governor
Connally's wounds. However, Governor Con-
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nally's testimony and certain other factors
had given rise to some di fference of opinion
as to this probability but there is no question
in the mind of any member of the Commission that all the shots which caused the
President's and Governor Connally's wounds
were fired from the sixth floor window of the
Texas School Book Depository (R19).

Had the Commission only hesitated for a moment
in that summer of 1964 to consider the problem
facing it, its inquiry might have taken a different
turn. The fact that its investigation had reached an
impasse might have been taken to indicate the need
for a reexamination of premises. As the evidence
accumulated against the single-bullet theory—the
Zapruder film, Governor and Mrs. Connally's testimony, the difficulties with CE 399—the premises of
the theory might have been reexamined. It was
founded on the presumption that a bullet exited
from the President's throat—the "official fact" contained in the autopsy report. Had this presumption
been brought under critical examination its suspect
character might have been revealed. Its true status
as an inference (not an observation) might have been
disclosed, and an effort been made either to validate
or invalidate it.
The Commissioners need not have been satisfied
with their investigation thus far. They might better
have decided to extend it, to fill in some of the holes,
to answer some of the important questions left unanswered. The Commission's staff could have made
the same measurements on the Zapruder film we
have made. They could have talked to some of the
witnesses, such as Marilyn Sitzman, Marilyn Willis,
and the Newmans, whom we interviewed for the first
time. And they could have talked to certain key witnesses such as James Chaney, to whom we were not
permitted to speak. They could have weighed CE 572
and thus established accurately the weight of a fired
6.5-millimeter projectile for comparison with CE 399;
we were denied this opportunity. They could have
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performed neutron activation analyses on CE 399
and on the fragments removed from Connally's wrist
to determine once and for all whether CE 399 struck
the Governor. They could have viewed the autopsy
photos and X-rays (in government possession up to
April, 1965). They could have interviewed Agents
Sibert and O'Neill (the FBI refused to tell us even
where they were located). They could have submitted the Moorman photo to the image-processing
lab at Scripps Oceanographic Institute in La Jolla,
California, for a determination as to whether the
curious shape on the fence line is a human head; we
were told "this laboratory cannot undertake image
processing of pictures related to the Kennedy assassination unless requested by some appropriate Government organization."31They could have performed
audiometric soundings in Dealey Plaza. Even more
important, the Commission could have asked itself
a few baffling questions: Why does a shot from
behind drive the President's head backward and to
the left? If the President was shot from behind, what
is a piece of occipital bone (from the rear of the
skull) doing on the grass verge to the left of the
car's path? And what about the conviction of Marilyn
Sitzman, James Chaney, Bill and Gayle Newman
(supported by the clear evidence of Zapruder frame
313) that the President was struck just behind the
right temple? Or, turning to the hit on the Governor,
why do all the signs of a hit appear suddenly in 1/18
second at Z238 if he was hit some eighteen or twenty
frames earlier? Why do two of his doctors still believe
that he was hit by a bullet other than the one that
struck the President? Finally, how did CE 399 manage to pierce two people, shattering two bones and
causing seven separate wounds, all the while keeping
its nose in perfect shape and losing only an infinitesimal part of its substance? How did CE 399 manage
to fall onto a stretcher the Governor was never on?
In its singleminded devotion to the lone assassin
conclusion, the Commission left all these questions
unanswered and left unexplored a buried lode of
evidence.
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This book has attempted to perform a task of
archaeology, to lay bare a whole level of contradictory evidence buried beneath the facile conclusions of the Commission's Report. This evidence
(much of it never published) was either ignored,
disregarded, or misrepresented by the Commission.
Now it has been brought to light. If its introduction
makes necessary the emergence of new conclusions,
then so be it.

The Warren Commission: (from left to right) Mr. Allen W.
Dulles, Rep. Hale Boggs, Sen. John Sherman Cooper, Chief
Justice Earl Warren, Sen. Richard B. Russell, Mr. John J.
McCloy, Rep. Gerald R. Ford.

NOTES
1. Specter made these remarks to former District Attorney
James C. Crumlish after returning to Philadelphia in September, 1964. Given a leave of absence by Crumlish to
serve on the Commission's staff, he gave his boss a copy of
the Report before it was published. Crumlish read it and
asked Specter about the single-bullet theory. According to
Crumlish, Specter made the admission cited above while
trying to explain the single-bullet theory to him. He was,
Crumlish recalled, "uneasy, uncertain and without complete
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control of his thinking." See The Philadelphia Inquirer,
"Specter Predicted One-Bullet Theory Would Stir Doubt,"
Nov. 25, 1966, p. 1. In November, 1965, Specter defeated
Crumlish in the race for district attorney.
2. See "Membership Roster of the American Academy of
Forensic Sciences, 1963-1964."
3. Marshall Houts, Where Death Delights (New York:
Coward-McCann, 1967), p. 55.
4. Ibid., pp. 55-56.
5. The official autopsy report contains the following
statements: "Three shots were heard and the President fell
forward bleeding from the head. (Governor Connally was
seriously wounded by the same gunfire.) According to newspaper reports (Washington Post' November 23, 1963) Bob
Jackson, a Dallas 'Times Herald' photographer, said he
looked around as he heard the shots and saw a rifle barrel
disappearing into a window on an upper floor of the nearby
Texas School Book Depository Building.
‘`. . . Based on the above observations [the autopsy description of the President's wounds] it is our opinion that
the deceased died as a result of two perforating gunshot
wounds inflicted by high velocity projectiles fired by a
person or persons unknown. The projectiles were fired from
a point behind and somewhat above the level of the deceased . . ." (16H979, 983).
6. Dr. Perry first pointed this out in testimony before
the Commission on Mar. 30, 1964. If we take the holes in
the President's clothing as defining the location of the back
wound, it would seem very unlikely that a bullet could
tear the front of the trachea without also ripping the back.
7. Boswell interview, Jan. 11, 1967. Commander Boswell
remembered this face sheet when I pointed out that, although the location of the small head entry wound was
given as "2.5 cm. to the right and slightly above the external
occipital protuberance" in the official autopsy report, no
indication of its location was given in the notes preserved in
CE 397. He told me it was his recollection that the missing
face sheet also contained additional information.
8. Although not present at this interview I saw a report
on it written up by a Life representative. I am not at liberty
to reveal the name of the Assistant Commission Counsel
who was interviewed.
9. See 17H47.
10. This fact was turned up through inquiries carried out
by journalist Fletcher Knebel; see Look magazine, July 12,
1966, p. 71.
11. Look magazine, July 12, 1966, p. 71. It has sometimes been claimed that the Commission's staff was overworked, and that many of the errors that crept into the
Report were the products of physical exhaustion. Release of
the staff pay records in January, 1967, qualify this heroic
picture. Arlen Specter, for example, worked an average of
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31/4 days (26 hours) per week for the 10 months during
which his name appears on the Commission's payroll. For
this he was paid $10,719.28.
12. See Archives, CD 1, 87, 298.
13. According to the Treasury Department the autopsy
pictures were not turned over to the Kennedy family until
Apr. 26, 1965-some 7 months after publication of the
Commission's Report! See Saturday Evening Post, Jan. 14.
1967, p. 69.
14. He may be referring to Secret Service or FBI reports on interviews at Parkland Hospital. In their depositions
Parkland Hospital personnel mentioned a total of about
thirty interviews by Secret Service or FBI agents (6H1-152).
If reports on such interviews exist, they are not among
those documents available for study in the National Archives. If they exist and are classified "Secret," this in itself
would be an intriguing development.
15. Specter interviewed Tomlinson on Mar. 20, 1964
(6H128), 4 days after making the statement cited above.
16. Tomlinson interview, Nov. 3, 1966.
17. Ibid.

18. Specter did ask Dr. Olivier, "Do you have an opinion as to whether, in fact, bullet No. 399 did cause the wound
on the Governor's wrist, assuming if you will that it was the
missile found on the Governor's stretcher at Parkland Hospital?" Olivier replied, "I believe that it was. That is my
feeling" (5H90)-an answer that appears to refer more to
the bullet's location of discovery than to its activities.
19. Edward Jay Epstein, Inquest (New York: The Viking
Press, Inc., 1966), p. 49.
20. Ibid.
21. U.S. News & World Report, Oct. 10, 1966, p. 56.
22. Epstein, op. cit., p. 43.
23. New York Times, Mar. 19, 1967.
24. Epstein, op. cit., p. 148.
25. Again I was not present for this interview, but saw
the Life interview report. The quotation cited was ascribed
to Specter as a direct quotation.
26. Epstein, op. cit., pp. 149-50.
27. Ibid., p. 149. Senator Russell now claims the distinction of having been the only member "who bucked the
Report." He claims that "from the outset" he never believed
in the truth of the single-bullet theory (Esquire, May, 1967,
p. 104).
28. Epstein, op. cit., pp. 149-50.
29. Ibid., p. 150. Representative Boggs expressed his continuing doubts about the single-bullet theory in a recent
"Face the Nation" interview.
30. Ibid., p. 150.
31. Letter to the author from James L. Harris, Sr., dated
Mar. 10, 1967.

ANSWERED AND
UNANSWERED QUESTIONS
ANSWERED QUESTIONS
Question 1: Are the "missing frames" from the
Zapruder film still missing?
Answer: No.

Frames 208-211 of the Zapruder film are omitted
from the series of frames published in Volume XVIII
of the Warren Commission Hearings. The same
frames are missing from the set of 35-millimeter
slides available for viewing in the National Archives.
The omission of these frames (they are the only ones
missing from the series) seemed odd and, to many,
downright suspicious. Both Mark Lane' and Harold
Weisberg2called attention to this omission, Weisberg claiming outright that the government had
"doctored" the Zapruder film with sinister intent.
In light of the needless controversy surrounding
these "missing frames," it is fortunate that we can
publish them here for the first time. Mr. George Hunt,
Managing Editor of Life, has authorized the following statement to be made in connection with their
release for publication:

Z207

Z208

Z209

It is a fact that in handling the film of the
Kennedy assassination taken by Abraham
Zapruder of Dallas and purchased from him
by Life we accidentally damaged not four
but six frames of the original—frames 207
through 212. Before that happened, however, and before we came into possession
of the original print, Zapruder had ordered
three color copies made by a Dallas laboratory—two for federal agents and one for
Life. These are and always have been intact.
All four copy prints include the frames in
question. Later the Warren Commission requested that Life supply them with color
blow-ups of frames from the original film.
We were unable to give them frames 207
through 212, but these were available to
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them on their own intact copy print. As a
matter of fact, frame 210, one of those
damaged, is, in copy form, printed in the
Warren Commission report.
Thus, there never have been any missing
frames. So, to end what has become an
irrelevant discussion, we are releasing for
publication frames 207 through 212, made
from the intact copy print in our possession.
Question 2: Did Julia Ann Mercer see a gunman
carry a gun case onto the grassy knoll shortly
before the assassination?
Answer: No.
Mark Lane began his book, Rush to Judgment,

by citing excerpts from the following affidavit of
Julia Ann Mercer:
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The FBI interviewed Miss Mercer the next day
(November 23) and received a similar account of
her adventure in Dealey Plaza (Archives, CD 205).
On November 25 she was shown photographs of
Oswald and several of his New Orleans associates.
She could not identify any of the persons as having
been in the pickup truck (Archives, CD 205). Over
the next two weeks the FBI unsuccessfully canvassed
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local air-conditioning firms in hope of locating the
truck (Archives, CD 205).
The break that led to the identification of the truck
came from a routine interrogation of Dallas policemen present at the assassination site. Patrolman E. V.
Brown, stationed on a nearby overpass (not the railroad viaduct, but a highway overpass immediately
west of it), recalled the green pickup truck. On
December 9, 1963, he made his report to the FBI:
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Commission Document 205.

He [Brown] advised that about 10:40 am,
he recalls a green pick-up truck which was
stalled on Elm Street near the overpass. This
truck was a concern since they needed to
get it moved prior to the Presidential motorcade. Patrolman Joe Murphy can give full
facts regarding the truck and the occupants
as he handled the matter and was successful
in getting it removed prior to the Presidential motorcade. The persons in this truck
were workmen who actually had trouble
with the truck and were out of the area when
the motorcade came by. He did not see
anyone remove anything from this truck
(Archives, CD 205).

Officer Joe Murphy was immediately questioned by
FBI Agents Henry J. Oliver and Louis M. Kelly.
Their report, reproduced at left, effectively puts to
rest any lingering doubts about the pickup truck seen
by Julia Ann Mercer.
Question 3: Was the rifle found in the Texas School
Book Depository a Mauser or a MannlicherCarcano.
Answer: A Mannlicher-Carcano.
In Rush to Judgment Mark Lane points out how

early reports from the Dallas Police described the
murder weapon as a 7.65 German Mauser. When, the
following day, the FBI traced a 6.5 MannlicherCarcano to Oswald, the Dallas authorities corrected
their earlier statements and affirmed that a Carcano,
not a Mauser, had been found on the sixth floor of
the Depository. Lane leaves the implication with his
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readers that the Dallas authorities fiddled the evidence
to agree with the later FBI story.3
The most essential piece of ammunition in Lane's
arsenal is an affidavit signed by Seymour Weitzman,
one of the discoverers of the rifle. Sworn out on
November 23, it describes the rifle's discovery in the
following terms:
I was working with Deputy S. Boone of the
Sheriff's Department and helping in the
search. We were in the northwest corner of
the sixth floor when Deputy Boone and
myself spotted the rifle about the same time.
This rifle was a 7.65 Mauser bolt action
equipped with a 4/18 scope, a thick leather
brownish-black sling on it. The rifle was
between some boxes near the stairway. The
time the rifle was found was 1:22 pm. Captain Fritz took charge of the rifle and ejected
one live round from the chamber. I then went
back to the office after this (24H228).

On April 1, 1964, Weitzman's sworn deposition was
taken by Assistant Counsel Joseph Ball:
Ball: In the statement that you made to the Dallas
Police Department that afternoon, you referred to the rifle as a 7.65 Mauser bolt
action?
Weitzman: In a glance that's what it looked like.
Ball: That's what it looked like—did you say that
or someone else say that?
Weitzman: No, I said that. 1 thought it was one
(7H108).

Recently, Weitzman was interviewed by CBS News
reporter Eddie Barker and gave this account of his
identification of the rifle:
Barker: What kind of gun did you think it was?
Weitzman: To my sorrow, I looked at it and it
looked like a Mauser, which I said it was.
But I said the wrong one because . . . just
at a glance I saw the Mauser action and,
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Mauser (above) and Mannlicher-Carcano (below) bear a
superficial resemblance to each other.

Oswald's rifle (bolt is open)

I don't know, it just came out as a German
Mauser which it wasn't. It's an Italian type
gun. But from a glance it's hard to describe
it, that's all I saw, was at a glance. I was
mistaken and it was proven that my statement was a mistake but it was an honest
mistake (CBS News, "The Warren Report,"
June 25, 1967).

Rifle discovered in the Depository,
but as yet untouched, resembles a
Mannlicher-Carcano (Dallas Police
Photo).

The Mauser and the Carcano do resemble each
other. Weitzman's error would seem to be just what
he called it, "an honest mistake."
We do have photographic evidence that bears on
this point. Before the weapon was moved, Robert
Studebaker of the Dallas Police photographed it in
its cubbyhole in the Depository. Only the stock and
part of the barrel are visible in this photo, but these
parts of the weapon seem to resemble the relevant
parts of a Mannlicher-Carcano. We also have a press
photograph of Lieutenant Day removing the murder
weapon from the Depository early on the afternoon
of November 22. It is quite apparent in this photo
that the weapon Day is carrying is a MannlicherCarcano carbine and not a Mauser. Furthermore, the
fragments found in the front seat of the presidential
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limousine were matched ballistically to Oswald's
Mannlicher-Carcano, not to a Mauser (3H428-437,
496-502).
Question 4: Were the President's coat and shirt
bunched at the time he was struck in the
back?
Answer: No.

A Mannlicher-Carcano rifle being
removed from the Depository on
the afternoon of November 22.

Photographs of the President's coat and shirt show
bullet holes in the upper back. Measured by Agent
Robert Frazier of the FBI, these holes were found
to lie 53/8 inches (coat) and 53/4 inches (shirt) from
the top of the collar (5H59). These holes define an
entry into the President's upper back at a location
that matches the position given in (1) the autopsy
face sheet, (2) the Sibert-O'Neill report, and (3) the
testimony of Secret Service Agents Greer, Kellerman,
Hill, and Bennett. Such a location, however, is in
contradiction with the position of the wound described
in the official autopsy report—"14 cm. [51/2 inches]
from the tip of the right acromium process and 14
cm. [51/2 inches] below the tip of the right mastoid
process" (16H980). Clearly, 51/2 inches below the
top of the collar defines a different location than
51/2 inches below the tip of the bony protuberance
behind the right ear. The difference is a matter of
3 to 4 inches, a crucial 3 to 4 inches, since, if the
lower location is taken, a bullet could not have continued on a downward course and still exited from
the President's throat.
How can the official autopsy's description of a
neck entrance wound be brought into correspondence
with the holes in the President's clothing? Some have
suggested that the President's shirt and coat may
have been bunched at the time he was hit by the
first shot. Edward Epstein discussed this suggestion
in Inquest:
It is possible that President Kennedy's jacket
was in some manner raised more than six
inches, so that the hole in it coincided with
the purported entrance wound in the "back
of the neck." (The Zapruder film, however,
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gives no indication of this.) It was, however, virtually impossible for the hole in the
shirt to have coincided with an entrance
wound in "the back of the neck." This could
only have happened under either of the following two conditions: (1) the entire shirt,
collar included, was raised six inches; or (2)
a portion of the shirt was raised over the
collar line (and thus doubled over). Obviously a closed shirt collar could not have
been raised six inches on the neck, and
therefore, for the shirt hole to have coincided with the purported entrance wound
(which was above the collar line), the shirt
would have to have been doubled-up over
the collar. Since only one bullet hole was
found in the back of the shirt, this could
not have been the case.4

The original color slide of this
photograph, taken at the instant of
the first shot, shows that the President's coat was not bunched at the
time the first shot hit.

Although Epstein's estimate that the clothing must
have been raised "more than six inches" is exaggerated (3 to 4 inches would suffice), his essential point
seems well taken. For a shirt to move that distance
it would have to have been doubled over; a bullet
hit through the fold would have caused two holes,
while the shirt showed only one.
We have stronger evidence, however, than this.
For Philip Willis took a photograph showing the
President's back at almost the exact moment when
the wounding bullet struck. I have studied the original slide under a microscope. Although it is not
apparent on black-and-white copies, the original
color slide shows clearly that the President's clothing
was not bunched at the time he was wounded in the
back.
Question 5: Did the fatal shot come from a "gunman" perched on a "station wagon" located
near the concrete pergola?
Answer: No. The "station wagon" is a vehicle parked
some 30 to 40 feet behind the pergola, while
the "gunman" turns out to be a pattern of
light and dark shadows on its west wall.
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In the fall of 1966 I first became interested in
the Nix movie frames purporting to show a gunman
firing at the President from the roof of a nearby
station wagon. I made some measurements on the
assassination site and quickly lost interest. These
measurements showed that for a gunman to have
fired the fatal head shot at Z313 from the supposed
location, he would have to have been suspended 9
to 12 feet in the air, and would of necessity have
opened fire less than half a second after the President
first came into view. These conditions made such a
shot extremely unlikely.
Since that time, the true identities of the "station
wagon" and the "gunman" have come to light. United
Press International, owner of the Nix film, requested
Itek Corporation to make an exhaustive study of
the relevant frames. The results of this study were
released by UPI in a dispatch dated May 19, 1967:

This frame from the Nix film was
thought by many to show a man
firing a rifle from the roof of a station wagon (arrow).

A frame from another movie, taken
from a slightly different angle, reveals the "man" to be shadows and
the "station wagon" to be the roof
of a vehicle in the parking lot well
behind the fence (arrow).

Itek photographic scientists improved the
quality of the film content by utilizing advanced image enhancement methods.
Itek photogrammetrists and photointerpreters made precise measurements of a
number of significant objects in the photographs to insure proper identification of the
objects and to determine the feasibility of
the fatal shot being fired from certain points.
Several objects on and behind the grassy
knoll were unclear in the original films and
the Itek scientists were themselves at first
struck by the image of a gunman.
"The man with the rifle," however, was
found to be nothing more than the shadows
of tree branches and leaves on the side of
the white pavilion. . . .
The laboratory used a variety of techniques
in studying the photographs. A method
known as "dodging" produced an amazing
clarity of light and dark tones. Use of color
filters made them even sharper.5

Earlier, my researches in Dallas had 'unearthed
two motion-picture films taken from near Nix's loca-
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tion that validated Itek's conclusion. Taken from a
slightly different angle, Robert Hughes's film showed
a pattern of light and dark shapes similar to the
one apparent in the Nix film. From the Hughes film,
however, it was apparent that the "gunman" was
between the concrete pergola and the cameraman,
while the "station wagon" appeared in the background. Another film, this one taken by F. M. Bell
from still a different angle, showed clearly that the
"gunman" was only shadows on the concrete wall,
while the "station wagon" was the roof of a vehicle
(possibly a light-colored hardtop) parked in the lot
behind.

The man in the doorway of the Depository (arrow).
Question 6: Does a photograph taken by James
Altgens show Oswald or Billy Lovelady (a
co-worker) standing in the doorway of the
Depository at the time the shots were fired?
Answer: Billy Lovelady.

On April 7, 1964, Billy Lovelady's sworn deposition was taken by Assistant Counsel Joseph Ball.
Ball showed Lovelady a copy of the Altgens photograph and asked him to identify himself.
Ball: I have got a picture here, Commission Exhibit
369. Are you on that picture?
Lovelady: Yes, sir.
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Ball: Take a pen or pencil and make an arrow where
you are.
Lovelady: Where 1 thought the shots are?
Ball: No; you in the picture.
Lovelady: Oh, here (indicating).
Ball: Draw an arrow down to that; do it in the dal*.
You got an arrow in the dark and one in
the white pointing toward you. Where were
you when the picture was taken?
Lovelady: Right there at the entrance of the building
standing on the top of the step would be
here (indicating) (6H338-339).
Lee Harvey Oswald

"Man in doorway"

Billy N. Lovelady

On the same day, Lovelady's boss, William Shelley,
was also questioned by Ball. Shelley told the Assistant Counsel that at the time of the shooting he and
Lovelady were standing on "the top landing of the
[Depository] entrance" (6H328). In addition, Sarah
Stanton and Wesley Frazier signed statements affirming that Lovelady was with them on the steps of the
Depository at the time the shots were fired (22H647,
675).
This would seem to resolve the question, proving
that the "man in the doorway" was not Oswald but
Lovelady. Enter the FBI, and the issue became
needlessly (and sensationally) clouded once again.
On February 29, 1964, Lovelady was interviewed
and photographed by FBI agents, and subsequently
J. Edgar Hoover wrote to the Commission describing
the session:
On February 29, 1964, Billy Nolan Lovelady was photographed by special agents
of the F.B.I. at Dallas, Texas. On this occa-4,
sion, Lovelady advised that on the day of
the assassination of President John F. Kennedy, November 22, 1963, at the time of
the assassination, and shortly before, he
was standing in the doorway of the front
entrance to the TSBD [Depository] where he
is employed. He stated he was wearing a red
and white vertical striped shirt and blue
jeans (Archives, CD 457).
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The photographs of Lovelady taken that day by the
FBI show him wearing a red-and-white verticalstriped shirt with short sleeves. A New York HeraldTribune story of May 24, 1964, also indicated that
on November 22 Lovelady was wearing "a red-andwhite striped sport shirt buttoned near the neck"
(22H794). But clearly, the "man in the doorway"
is wearing a long-sleeved shirt of much the same
appearance as the one in which Oswald was arrested.
It is by no stretch of the imagination a red-and-white
vertical-striped short-sleeved shirt, and it bears no
resemblance to the one in the FBI photograph.
How can this apparent contradiction be reconciled? Recently, when the discrepancy between shirts
was pointed out to Lovelady by CBS News, he
replied, "Well, when the FBI took me in the shirt,
I told them it wasn't the same shirt." The shirt
Lovelady now claims to have worn on November 22
is long-sleeved and patterned in large squares.
UNANSWERED QUESTIONS
Question 1: Who is the "umbrella man"?

The Umbrella Man: umbrella open.

The first shots were fired on the presidential
limousine as it passed the Stemmons Freeway sign
on the north side of Elm Street. Standing next to
this sign was a man holding an open umbrella.
The "umbrella man" is one of the curiosities of
the assassination. Dressed in a conservative dark
suit, in his thirties or early forties, he stands almost
as a marker of where the assassination was to occur.
In photos taken immediately after the shooting we
find him again: umbrella now closed, he casually
watches the scramble of spectators onto the grassy
knoll. When we last catch a glimpse of him, he
is ambling away up Elm Street.
His is the only open umbrella to appear in all the
photos of crowds lining the motorcade's route. It
had stopped raining nearly three hours before. By
noon the skies were cloudless and a gusty wind
would have made holding an open umbrella somewhat of a problem.
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Could he have been shielding himself from the
sun?
Such an explanation seems extremely unlikely;
men in Dallas simply do not use umbrellas as
parasols. Many people found the day rather brisk.
Arnold Rowland and his wife, for example, were
wearing topcoats and gloves. "The sun was shining,"
Rowland explained, "it was a fair day but the wind
was blowing and it was breezy" (2H181).
Who is this man with the umbrella? Although he
was one of the closest spectators to the shooting, he
has never been identified. Like so many people
present in Dealey Plaza that day, he vanished without
a trace. If his presence there can be innocently explained (as is most likely), perhaps now he will
come forward and identify himself.
Question 2: Who owned the jacket discarded by
Officer J. D. Tippit's assailant?

A few minutes before Oswald was arrested at the
Texas Theater, the following query came over the
Dallas Police radio net:
The jacket the suspect was wearing over here
on Jefferson bears a laundry tag with the
letter B 9738. See if there is any way you
can check this laundry tag (17H471).

Only moments before, a young man observed running away from the Tippit shooting was seen to drop
a light-colored jacket in a parking lot just off Jefferson
Boulevard. If the jacket could be traced to Oswald,
it would tend to prove that he was guilty of at least
one murder that day. Oddly enough, in spite of
exhaustive efforts by the FBI, the jacket could never
be traced to Oswald. The FBI's investigation, on the
contrary, tended to establish the likelihood that the
jacket never belonged to Oswald.
By April 21, 1964, a canvass of all laundry and
dry-cleaning establishments in the Dallas-Ft. Worth
area had failed to turn up the identity of laundry
mark "30 030," also found in the jacket, and drycleaning tag "B 9738" (Archives, CD 868). In all,
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424 firms were contacted, with negative results
(Archives, CD 1066, I). The search was extended
to the greater New Orleans area; a canvass of 293
laundry and dry-cleaning establishments failed to
turn up the identity of the tag and/or mark in
question (Archives, CD 993, 1245). Faced with
failure in what should have been a simple task, the
FBI went back to Marina Oswald:

Commission Exhibit 162: Jacket
found near Tippit slaying.

Untraced laundry mark and drycleaning tag.

On April 1, 1964, Marina Oswald advised
that to the best of her recollection Lee Harvey Oswald had only two jackets, one a
heavy jacket, blue in color, and another
light jacket, gray in color. She stated she
believed Oswald possessed both of these
jackets in Russia and had purchased them
in the United States prior to his departure
for Russia. She stated she could not recall
that Oswald ever sent either of these jackets
to any laundry or cleaner anywhere. She said
she could recall washing them herself. She
advised that to her knowledge Oswald possessed both of these jackets at Dallas on
November 22, 1963.
None of the other items of Oswald's clothing available contained any dry cleaner's or
laundry markings that were similar or could
be associated with the "30 030" marking
and the "B 9738" dry cleaner tag appearing
on the K-42 (CE 162) jacket (Archives, CD
868).

The last paragraph of the above memorandum is
not strictly accurate. An earlier FBI examination of
Oswald's clothing turned up no laundry or drycleaning marks of any kind (Archives, CD 205),
let alone "similar" ones. Five of his shirts, the report
went on, "appear to have been laundered by hand"
(Archives, CD 205).
From the FBI investigation it would appear that
CE 162, the gray jacket discarded by Tippit's assailant, may not have belonged to Oswald. Where
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Oswald's shirts carried the size "small," this jacket
was marked "medium" (Archives CD 7, 205).
Question 3: Which shot caused the "Tague hit"?

James Thomas Tague was watching the motorcade
from a position on Commerce Street just under the
eastern edge of the railway overpass. He heard three
shots and remembered that he felt something nick
his cheek. After the shooting he collared a deputy
sheriff (Eddy Raymond Walthers), and together they
found a fresh nick on the Main Street curb some 1215 feet from where he had been standing. Asked later
which bullet of the three he heard had made the
mark on the curb, Tague observed, "I would guess
it was either the second or the third. I wouldn't
say definitely which one" (7H555).

HOUSTONST.

SIXTH FLOOR
CORNER WINDOW

Positio of bystander Tague when he was nicked in the
cheek by a bullet fragment.
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Bullet mark on curb of Main Street,
as photographed on the afternoon
of November 22.

Section of Main Street curbing removed by the FBI in July,1964.
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On the afternoon of the assassination Tom Dillard
of the Dallas Morning News photographed the mark
on the curb. A rifle enthusiast (he hand-loads his
own ammunition), Dillard told me that the mark was
clearly not the result of a jacketed bullet. "It couldn't
have been a jacketed bullet," Dillard told me in
November, 1966, "because there was no copper on
the curb." He further pointed out that there was no
chip in the pavement, but only a lead smear on the
rounded edge of the curb.6
Dillard's judgment was corroborated by later FBI
tests. The piece of curbing was removed and sent to
Washington where it was examined in the FBI Laboratory. The results of this examination and associated spectrographic tests were forwarded to the
Commission in an August 12, 1964, letter from
Hoover:
The piece of curbing containing the mark
was removed on August 5, 1964, and examined in the FBI Laboratory. This curbing
has been designated as Item C321 by the
Laboratory. Small foreign metal smears were
found adhering to the curbing section within
the area of the mark. These metal smears
were spectrographically determined to be essentially lead with a trace of antimony. No
copper was found. The lead could have originated from the lead core of a mutilated
metal-jacketed bullet such as the type of
bullet loaded into 6.5 millimeter MannlicherCarcano cartridges or from some other source
having the same composition.
The absence of copper precludes the possibility that the mark on the curbing section
was made by an unmutilated military-type
full metal-jacketed bullet such as the bullet
removed from Governor Connally's stretcher,
CI, or the bullet or bullets represented by
the jacket fragments, C2 and C3, found in
the Presidential limousine. Further, the damage to the curbing would have been much
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more extensive if a rifle bullet had struck
the curbing without first having struck some
other object. Therefore, this mark could not
have been made by the first impact of a high
velocity rifle bullet (21H476).

The final statement in the FBI report is the most
telling—"this mark could not have been made by
the first impact of a high velocity rifle bullet." By no
stretch of the imagination, then, could this mark be
the impact point of a shot from Oswald's rifle that
missed the limousine entirely.
If it was not the product of a missed shot, then
what caused it?
The FBI report notes that "The lead could have
originated from the lead core of a mutilated metaljacketed bullet"—the mark could have been caused
by the impact of a fragment from one of the shots that
found their mark. Of the hits, the Z313 head shot
would be the best candidate. The location of the curb
mark lies only slightly off a straight trajectory from
the Depository window through the President's head
at Z313 (see diagram). We know that other fragments from this shot flew forward, striking the front
windshield. Furthermore, Tague himself testified that
he was nicked on the cheek at the time of the second
or third shot. All this evidence would urge the conclusion that the curb mark should be seen as a product of the Z313 head impact. There is, however, one
objection to such a conclusion: the curb mark lies
almost 270 feet from the location of the President's
head at Z313. Could a bullet fragment have traveled
that far?
If this hypothesis is rejected, then we must entertain the possibility that a soft-nosed lead bullet traveling at less than high velocity caused the mark.
But which shot could this have been? The first struck
the President in the back, the second the Governor,
and the third and fourth the President again. Linda
Kay Willis and James Altgens, both close to the
President at the time of the head impact, were certain that no shots followed it (7H499, 520). Yet a
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miss striking the pavement at this point could only
have come from a shot very late in the firing order—
the FBI estimated a time of 5.3 seconds after Z313
(21H475). There is no credible evidence whatsoever to indicate such a shot was fired. There is overwhelming evidence to indicate it wasn't.
I am persuaded that the first hypothesis is much
the soundest—that a fragment from the Z313 head
shot caused the mark on the curb. Any other hypothesis would seem wildly improbable, unacceptable on
the basis of the total evidence. Still, there are problems with this hypothesis-270 feet is a long way
for a fragment to fly.
Question 4: Did Lee Harvey Oswald shoot the
President?

The chief objections to the Commission's case
against Oswald have been known for a long time.
The lack of fingerprints on the rifle, the extremely
small time interval between the last shot and Oswald's
encounter with Superintendent Roy Truly and Police
Officer Marrion Baker on the second floor of the
Depository, the difficulties in accounting for when
and how he brought the rifle into the building, his
relatively poor skill as a marksman—all these points
had long led assassination researchers to look with
skepticism on the presumption of Oswald's guilt.
For an equally long time, I was skeptical of the skeptics. For if Oswald was not the gunman in the Depository, then who was? Not a trace of another gunman or his means of escape had turned up. I was
familiar with the reports showing that the front of
the Depository remained a scene of confusion for
some time,' and I had read Secret Service Agent Forrest Sorrels' testimony that he had found the back
of the building unguarded "20 or 25 minutes" after
the assassination (7H348) . An assassin other than
Oswald could easily have made his way out either
entrance in the chaotic aftermath of the shooting. But
why had no trace of such a purported other assassin
ever turned up? And Oswald was in the building,
and his gun was used. Surely, even in spite of the
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objections raised, it seemed more reasonable to believe in Oswald's guilt than in the existence of some
shadowy "other assassin" who had made his way into
the building and escaped without leaving a trace.
Over the last year I have been forced to revise this
earlier judgment. My researches in the National Archives 8together with discoveries in Dallas suggest
that Oswald may not have been the gunman in the
sixth-floor window, that during the shooting he was
quite likely where he said he was (on the first floor),
that two conspirators other than Oswald may well
have been on the sixth floor of the Depository during
the shooting, and finally, that both of them could
have made their escape in a light-colored Rambler
station wagon. I should point out that none of this
information proves Oswald's innocence. What it does
do is provide a plausible alternative to the presumption of his guilt.
Where was Oswald during the shooting? Charles
Givens testified that he saw Oswald at 11:55 A.M.
on the sixth floor with a clipboard in his hands
(6H349-351). Five minutes later Eddie Piper saw
him on the first floor (19H499; 6H383). Ten
minutes later Carolyn Arnold also thought she saw
Oswald on the first floor. An FBI report from November 26, recently discovered in the Archives, tells
her story:
Mrs. R. E. Arnold, Secretary, Texas School
Book Depository, advised she was in her
office on the second floor of the building on
November 22, 1963, and left that office between 12:00 and 12:15 pm, to go downstairs and stand in front of the building to
view the Presidential Motorcade. As she was
standing in front of the building, she stated
she thought she caught a fleeting glimpse of
Lee Harvey Oswald standing in the hallway
between the front door and the double doors
leading to the warehouse, located on the first
floor. She could not be sure that this was
Oswald, but said she felt it was and believed
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the time to be a few minutes before 12:15 pm
(Archives, CD 5).

Mrs. Arnold's estimate of the time as "a few minutes before 12:15 pm" may have been a bit early—
in a later signed statement for the FBI she said, "I
left the Texas School Book Depository Building at
about 12:25 pm" (22H635). The time factor is critical, for at 12:15 exactly Arnold Rowland was already
observing a gunman at a sixth-floor window.
I noticed on the sixth floor of the building

that there was a man back from the window.
. . . He was standing and holding a rifle.
This appeared to me to be a fairly high-powered rifle because of the scope and the relative proportion of the scope to the rifle, you
can tell about what type of rifle it is (2H169).

The gunman was standing at the far southwest
window, he had dark hair in a close cut, was of undetermined height and slender build, and had on dark
pants and "a very light-colored shirt, white or a light
blue or a color such as that. This was open at the
collar" (2H169-172). Rowland was able to pinpoint the time exactly as he had just noticed the
Hertz clock atop the Depository—it was 12:15 P.M.
(2H169, 173).9
Clearly if Oswald was on the first floor at 12:15—
and we should note that this is where he later said he
was (R600, 605)—he could not be the gunman
Rowland saw on the sixth floor. Moreover, there is
other evidence of a far more startling sort that suggests that two men, neither of whom was Oswald,
were on the sixth floor at the time of the shooting.
On November 26 Frances Hernandez, a seamstress
in the Dal-Tex Building, was interviewed by the
FBI. Here is the full report of that interview:
Frances Hernandez, 1917 Annex, advised
she, Josephine Salinas, and Henrietta Vargas, all employees of McKell Sportswear
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Company, Second Floor, 501 Elm Street,
Dallas, while on their way home about 5:10
pm on November 19, 1963, and after leaving the parking lot near the Texas School
Book Depository, observed two men with
an automobile, about a 1956 Buick, color
light blue. The older of the two men was
observed to hand a rifle to the younger of
the two men, who then walked from the
Buick toward a white car which was a compact, but she did not know the make of it.
She stated the younger man might have been
Lee Harvey Oswald, but she is not able to
say definitely it was Oswald. She stated she
has no other information (Archives, CD
205).

Josephine Salinas and Henrietta Vargas were independently interviewed and each corroborated Mrs.
Hernandez' account (Archives, CD 205). Three
items of this account stand out in light of later information: (1) Two men were involved, one older
than the other, (2) "the younger man might have
been Lee Harvey Oswald," and (3) the younger man
took the rifle and walked toward "a white car which
was a compact."
Carolyn Walther watched the motorcade from the
east curb of Houston Street, 50 to 60 feet south of
the Elm/Houston corner. Shortly after the assassination she gave this account of what she had seen to the
FBI:

Carolyn Walther (arrow center)
saw two men in an upper floor window of the Depository. Arnold
Rowland (arrow right) saw a gunman on the sixth floor of the Depository at the same time another
witness saw Oswald on the first
floor.

Shortly after the ambulance left [a seizure
victim had just been picked up on Houston
Street], she looked back toward the TSBD
[Depository] building and saw a man standing on either the fourth or fifth floor in the
southeast corner window. This would be the
most easterly window of either the fourth or
fifth floors of the windows on the south side
of the building, which faces toward Elm
Street. This man had the window open and
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was standing up leaning out the window with
both his hands extended outside the window
ledge. In his hands, this man was holding a
rifle with the barrel pointed downward, and
the man was looking south on Houston
Street. The man was wearing a white shirt
and had blond or light brown hair. She recalled at the time that she had not noticed
the man there a few moments previously
when she looked toward the building and
thought that apparently there were guards
everywhere. The rifle had a short barrel and
seemed large around the stock or end of the
rifle. Her impression was that the gun was
a machine gun. She noticed nothing like a
telescopic sight on the rifle or a leather strap
or sling on the rifle. She said she knows nothing about rifles or guns of any type, but
thought that the rifle was different from any
she had ever seen. This man was standing in
about the middle of the window. In the same
window, to the left of this man, she could see
a portion of another man standing by the side
of this man with a rifle. This other man was
standing erect, and his head was above the
opened portion of the window. As the window was very dirty, she could not see the
head of this second man. She is positive this
window is not as high as the sixth floor. This
second man was apparently wearing a brown
suit coat, and the only thing she could see
was the right side of the man, from about the
waist to the shoulders.
Almost immediately after noticing this
man with the rifle and the other man standing beside him, someone in the crowd said
"Here they come," and she looked to her
left, looking south on Houston Street, to see
the Presidential Party. As soon as President
Kennedy's car passed where she was standing, she and Mrs. Springer turned away and
started walking north toward Elm Street. At
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about the time they reached the curb at Elm
Street, she heard a loud report and thought
it was fireworks (24H522).

It is not disturbing that she is mistaken about the
floor. Others have also been confused about which
floor they were looking at; Police Officers D. V.
Harkness, E. 0. Brewer, and Charles Batchelor
called in from the scene minutes after the shooting
with reports that various witnesses had seen the
rifleman on the second, the fourth, and the fifth
floors (21H391-392). Obviously, it is easy to become confused as to the number of the floor one is
looking at. In point of fact, at that moment Harold
Norman, James Jarman, and Bonnie Rae Williams
(all three Negroes) were sitting at a southeast-corner
window on the fifth floor. Mrs. Walther may have
been mistaken about other parts of her story, too,
but the FBI made no effort to find this out. It was
three years after the assassination when Mrs. Walther
was next interviewed—this time not by the FBI, but
by representatives of Capitol Records:
Interviewer: When you looked up at the window,
were the men talking to each other or what
were they doing?
Mrs. Walther: No. The man that was holding the gun
was partially leaning out, just slightly, and
he had his forearms on the window and it
was not a long rifle. This was a short gun.
Not a pistol. I had never seen one like it.
The other man was standing beside him,
but I could only see a part of his face, and
he was dressed in brown.
Interviewer: And was he holding anything?
Mrs. Walther: Not that I could see.
Interviewer: How was he dressed? Could you see any
items of apparel that he was wearing?
Mrs. Walther: A brown suitcoat was all I could see.
Just about this portion of the man's body.
And it didn't look like boxes . . .
Interviewer: Why, why did you say it didn't look like
boxes?
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Mrs. Walther: Well, an agent from the FBI asked me
if I thought what I had seen was boxes. And
it was not boxes . . . 1 did not see any boxes
in the building, I saw no boxes at all in the
building.
Interviewer: When you were questioned by the FBI
did they seem to be interested in finding out
what everybody saw, or did they already
have an idea of what had taken place?
Mrs. Walther: Well, they were interested in if I could
identify Oswald and . . . uh, they were not
interested in the other man in the window.
Interviewer: Were you ever asked to testify for any
of the lawyers of the Warren Commission?
Mrs. Walther: No.
Interviewer: Could you have identified Oswald?
Mrs. Walther: No, I could not. Definitely not.
Interviewer: When did you first realize that the President had been shot?
Mrs. Walther: Almost immediately. After the series
of shots, people started screaming that the
President had been hit.
Interviewer: How many shots did you hear?
Mrs. Walther: I definitely feel that I heard four shots.
Interviewer: Now, you've been reluctant to discuss
this, before this evening.
Mrs. Walther: Very.
Interviewer: Could you tell us why?
Mrs. Walther: Well, it's just very painful. It was a
terrible thing that . . . happened and to be
so close . . . to a murder. Uh . . . if I could
have identified the person I would have been
glad to have, you know, done so, right away.
But since I couldn't and I would not say that
it was Oswald . . . it . . . I'm not sure.
Interviewer: What does the fact that there were two
men on that floor mean to you?
Mrs. Walther: It means that there is at least one more
person free.
Interviewer: And there's no doubt in your mind that
there were two people there.
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Mrs. Walther: No. There's no doubt in my mind that
there was two men in this window.10
As we shall see in a moment, there is photographic
evidence indicating that there were two men at
southeast-corner windows—not on the fourth or fifth
floor, but on the sixth. First we must take up the
trail of the putative brown-coated accomplice.
James Worrell saw a man run out the back of the
Depository shortly after the shooting. In an affidavit
sworn out on November 23 he noted:
I got scared and ran from the location. While
I was running I heard the gun fire two more
times. I ran from Elm Street to Pacific Street
on Houston. When I was about 100 yards
from the building I stopped to get my breath
and looked back at the building. I saw a
w 1 m [white man], 5'8" to 5'10", dark hair,
average weight for height, dark shirt or
jacket open down front, no hat, didn't have
anything in hands, come out of the building
and run in the opposite direction from me.
1 then caught a bus to my home (16H959).
Later, Worrell was questioned by the Commission
and asked to amplify his description of the man he
saw fleeing from the back entrance of the Depository.
Specter: What clothes did the man have on?
Worrell: Dark, like a jacket like that.
Specter: Indicating a dark grey jacket?
Worrell: No, no. It was a jacket like that.
Specter: A suit jacket?
Worrell: Yes.
Specter: Or was it a sports jacket?
Worrell: Sports jacket.
Specter: Did not have on matching coat and trousers?
Worrell: No.
Specter: Was it dark in color or light?
Worrell: It was dark in color. I don't know whether
it was blue, black, or brown, but it was dark,
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and he had light pants. And that is all I can
say on his clothes, except his coat was open
and kind of flapping back in the breeze when
he was running (2H196).

The last time Worrell saw him, this man in the dark
(possibly brown) sport or suit coat was moving
quickly south along Houston Street. We next pick up
his trail in the testimony of Richard Randolph Can.
Can is a steelworker, and around noon on November 22 he was climbing a steel stairway of the
new courthouse building, then under construction
at the corner of Houston and Commerce Streets.
Looking over toward the Depository, he saw a man
at a window on the top floor.
This man [Carr recalled], a heavy set individual, who was wearing a hat, a tan sport
coat and horn rimmed glasses, was not in the
end window next to Houston Street, but was
I believe in the second window over from
Houston Street (Archives, CD 385; emphasis added).

Can continued about his business, and "a minute or
so later" heard the shots in Dealey Plaza. He climbed
down the stairway to find out what happened. There
on Houston Street he saw, walking very fast, the
same tan-coated man he had seen earlier in the
Depository.
While I was on Houston St. near the Commerce St. intersection I saw a man whom I
believe was identical with the man I had
earlier seen looking out of the window of the
Texas School Book Depository building.
This man, walking very fast, proceeded on
Houston St. south to Commerce St., then
east on Commerce St. to Record St. which is
one block from Houston St. This man got
into a 1961 or 1962 Grey Rambler Station
Wagon which was parked just north of
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Commerce on Record St. The station wagon,
which had Texas license and was driven by a
young negro man, drove of in a northerly
direction (Archives, CD 385).

This is our last glimpse of the tan-coated man. It is
not our last glimpse of a light-colored Rambler station wagon, with a Texas license plate and driven
by a Negro.
Marvin C. Robinson furnished a report about
such a station wagon to the FBI on November 23.
Here is that report:
Marvin C. Robinson, 5120 South Marsalis
Avenue, telephone number FR 4-5834, advised that approximately between 12:30 and
1:00 p.m. on the afternoon of November 22,
1963, while traveling west on Elm Street he
crossed the intersection of Elm and Houston
streets shortly after the assassination of President Kennedy. Robinson stated that after
he had crossed Houston Street and was in
front of the Texas School Book Depository
building a light colored Nash stationwagon
suddenly appeared before him. He stated this
vehicle stopped and a white male came down
the grass covered incline between the building and the street and entered the stationwagon after which it drove away in the direction of the Oak Cliff section of Dallas.
Robinson stated he does not recall the license
number on the stationwagon or whether or
not it bore a Texas license plate.
He stated further that he did not pay particular attention to the individual who entered the stationwagon and would be unable
to identify him.
Robinson was unable to furnish any pertinent information concerning the assassination of President Kennedy (Archives, CD 5).

Robinson's recollection is corroborated and added to
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by the testimony of Sheriff's Deputy Roger Craig. His
November 23 report to the Sheriff's Department observes:
About this time I heard a shrill whistle and
I turned around and saw a white male running down the hill from the direction of the
Texas School Book Depository Building
and I saw what I think was a light colored
Rambler stationwagon with luggage rack on
top pull over to the curb and this subject who
had come running down the hill got into this
car. The man driving this station wagon was
a dark complected white male. I tried to get
across Elm Street to stop the car and talk
with subjects, but the traffic was so heavy I
could not make it. I reported this incident
at once to a secret service officer, whose
name I do not know, then I left this area and
went at once to the building and assisted in
the search of the building.
Later that afternoon, I heard that the City
had a suspect in custody and I called and
reported the information about the suspect
running down the hill and getting into a car
to Captain Fritz and was requested to come
at once to City Hall. I went to the City Hall
and identified the subject they had in custody
[Oswald] as being the same person I saw
running down this hill and get into the station wagon and leave the scene (19H524).

Later, Craig amplified his report before the Commission. The man running down the incline was "a white
male in his twenties, five nine, five eight . . . about 140
or 150 . . . blue trousers . . . and a light tan shirt"
(6H266). The man driving the station wagon "was
very dark complected, had real dark short hair, and
was wearing a thin white-looking jacket . . . my first
glance at him he struck me as a Negro" (6H266—
267 ) . The station wagon was a light-colored Nash
Rambler with a luggage rack and a Texas license
(6H267).
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Movements of two men and one
station wagon:
(1) A second man besides the
gunman was seen at a window by
Carolyn Walther, who was standing
on Houston Street. This second
man, she said, had on a brown
sport or suit jacket. (2) A man answering the same description was
seen by James Worrell leaving a
rear door of the Depository a few
minutes after the assassination. (3)
Richard Randolph Carr (watching
from a building under construction
on Commerce Street) saw a man
in a tan jacket on the top floor of
the Depository shortly before the
assassination. Carr saw the same
man a few minutes afterward walk
"very fast" down Houston Street,
turn the corner onto Commerce
Street, and get into a light-colored
Rambler station wagon (driven by
a Negro) on Record Street (4).
(5) Deputy Sheriff Roger Craig
and motorist Richard Robinson
both saw a man run down across
a grassy incline in front of the
Depository and get into a lightcolored Rambler station wagon (6).
Craig said the driver of the station
wagon was either a Negro or "a
dark-complected white man." The
station wagon then proceeded
through the triple underpass (7).
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We know Oswald could not have been the man
Craig saw running down the incline—at that very
moment he was riding in William Whaley's taxicab
to his Beckley Street apartment.11Who was this
individual who looked so much like Oswald that
Craig mistook his identity? Richard Popkin has suggested that he may have been the "second Oswald"
who figured so prominently in pre-assassination activities.12
What is intriguing about this pattern of evidence
is the way in which the details interlock. None of
these witnesses could have known of the others' reports. Yet Carolyn Walther described the two men
in the window in such a way that the gunman could
have been the "second Oswald" Craig saw entering
the station wagon, while his accomplice could have
been the tan-coated figure seen by Worrell and Carr.
Worrell, moreover, described the man fleeing from
the back entrance of the Depository as moving in a
direction that would bring him into contact with Carr
(see diagram). Finally, Carr's description of the
station wagon and its driver dovetails perfectly with
the description of both furnished by Robinson and
Craig. And this vehicle, we recall, Carr saw headed
in a northerly direction on Record Street—two blocks
north, a left turn (see diagram), and it would be
Record Street

3:00

4

TRIPLE UNDERPASS
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Immediately before the shooting, an
unidentified figure (arrow) appears
in the window next to the assassin's. These three frames from Robert Hughes's 8-millimeter movie
film cover 4 seconds; the last frame
coming approximately 7 seconds
before the shots. Hughes stopped
his camera at this point.
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headed down Elm Street in front of the Depository.
There is also photographic evidence supporting
the contention that there were two people on the
sixth floor rather than one. Some eighty-eight frames
of Bob Hughes's 8-millimeter film show what appear
to be two figures on the sixth floor of the Depository
within 5 seconds of the first shot. This film has been
discussed in an earlier chapter, and a shape in the
corner window of the sixth floor has been noted. Not
recognizable as a human figure, this shape must be
animate since its width changes through time—wide
at first, it becomes steadily narrower as the presidential car makes its turn onto Elm Street. It may very
well be the gunman in the sniper's nest getting into
firing position. The other figure appears 10 or 12 feet
to the left in the second pair of windows from the
corner. The outline of what seems to be a head appears above the first lintel in the window frame. In
some of the eighty-eight frames that picture the Depository, this figure appears clearly. In others its outlines blur, and it becomes scarcely visible. This
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Dallas Police photo taken a short
time after the assassination showing
boxes in front of second window. It
is evident that these boxes would
not have appeared above the first
lintel of the window from outside.

An enlargement from Hughes's film
shows a figure in the window next
to the assassin's.

---0,
F---==-A

This photo of the Depository windows, taken only moments after the
assassination by Dallas photographer Jim Murray, shows boxes
much lower in the window than the
figure apparent in the Hughes film.
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change may be a natural function of the camera—
some frames clear and others fuzzy—or it may be
due to the figure's moving toward and then away
from the window.
Could this "figure" be only the outline of boxes
piled within the Depository?
Other photos suggest it is not. Robert Studebaker
of the Dallas Police took photographs of the interior
of the sixth floor shortly after the shooting. One of
his photos shows the disposition of boxes behind
the second pair of windows. It is clear from Studebaker's photo that the boxes would form a straight,
horizontal line across the window, and that, if seen
from the street, they would appear below the first
lintel. More enlightening even than Studebaker's
photo is a 35-millimeter shot of the building exterior
taken only minutes after the assassination by Jim
Murray. Murray took the photo from a position not
far from Bob Hughes's vantage point at the corner
of Main and Houston streets. It is clear from his
photo that the boxes in question appear very low in
the window, and that the shape appearing in the
Hughes film has now disappeared (see illustrations) . 13
What does this collection of new evidence prove?
It does not prove that the assassination was a conspiracy and that two men were together on the sixth
floor of the Depository at the time the shots were
fired. Nor does it prove Oswald's innocence. What
it does suggest is that there are threads in this case
that should have been unraveled long ago instead of
being swept under the Archives rug. It also shows
that the question of Oswald's guilt must remain—
nearly four years after the event—still unanswered.
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Robert Hughes's photo of the Depository and the presidential
motorcade taken seconds before the assassination.
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In this recently discovered photograph by Jack A. Weaver,
taken only seconds before the shooting, the same figure appears on the sixth floor in the second window from the corner.
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NOTES
1. Mark Lane, Rush to Judgment (New York: Crest
Books, 1967), pp. 387-88.
2. Harold Weisberg, Whitewash I (Hyattstown, Md.:
Harold Weisberg, 1966), p. 45; Whitewash II (Hyattstown,
Md.: Harold Weisberg, 1966), pp. 215, 216, 220-23.
3. Lane, op. cit., pp. 114-20; Crest edition, pp. 95-101.
4. Edward Jay Epstein, Inquest (New York: The Viking
Press, Inc., 1966), pp. 55, 58.
5. Philadelphia Inquirer, May 19, 1967.
6. Dillard interview, Nov. 2, 1966.
7. Leo Sauvage, for example, offers the following description of the Depository's front entrance given him by
Roy Truly: "Truly told me that when he came back down
with the motorcycle officer he found 'a real crowd' on the
ground floor, 'maybe 15 or 20 people or more.' Some, he
said, were 'reporters, photographers, employees who worked
on other floors.' Others were 'just people from the street, I
suppose.' " Leo Sauvage, The Oswald Affair (Cleveland and
New York: The World Publishing Company, 1966), p. 20.
8. Photocopies of all Archives documents cited or excerpted in this section may be found in Appendix G, "Documents from the National Archives."
9. Rowland provided another means for checking his estimate of the exact time when he saw the gunman. He was
standing near a police motorcycle at the time, and, "right
after the time I noticed him [the gunman] . . . the dispatcher
came on and gave the position of the motorcade as being
on Cedar Springs. This would be in the area of Turtle
Creek, down in that area" (2H173). A check of the police
radio logs shows that such an announcement was made between 12:15 and 12:16 P.M. (1711460, 21H390, 23H911).
10. Richard Warren Lewis and Lawrence Schiller, The
Scavengers and Critics of the Warren Report (New York:
Dell Publishing Co., Inc., 1967), pp. 126-27.
11. Whaley positively identified Oswald as the man he
took from downtown Dallas to a Beckley Street address
(2H256, 261). Oswald's previous landlady, Mrs. Mary
Bledsoe, testified she saw Oswald get on and off a bus in
downtown Dallas shortly after the assassination (611409410).
12. Richard H. Popkin, The Second Oswald (New York:
Avon Books, 1966), p. 90.
13. Some corroboration for the thesis of two conspirators on the sixth floor of the Depository at the time of the
shooting can be found in the strange tale of Norman Similas,
a Canadian journalist. In Dallas to cover a bottlers' convention, Similas was in Dealey Plaza at the time of the assassination. He took several photographs, some showing the
presidential limousine and at least one showing the Depository just after the last shot. Similas described this latter
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photo in a signed statement for the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police:
1 arrived in Toronto at about 10 p.m., on November 23. Almost immediately on my arrival at
home, I was contacted by a reporter from the
Toronto Telegram who advised they received word
from the Associated Press in Chicago that 1 had
negatives that they might be interested in. He arrived at my home in five or ten minutes. I went
over the story giving him an eyewitness account
of what I had seen and heard during and following
the assassination. He then examined the negatives,
and while examining them he exclaimed, "There
looks like two people at this window." 1 then went
over and looked at the negative and I agreed that
there were two objects in the window on the 6th
floor southeast corner of the building. This window
differed from the others in that it had an alcove
above the window as opposed to the others on the
5th and other floors, which had a square frame. The
two objects appeared to be people and the Telegram reporter thought he saw what appeared to be
a rifle barrel between them. 1 did not make any
comment on this upon looking at it as it blended
into the shadow of the object on the left.
This negative was one of a strip of three and this
strip plus another strip of three was handed over
to this reporter.

The reporter in question, Colin Davies, gave a somewhat
different picture of their examination of the negatives.
On September 19, 1964, a member of the Royal
Canadian Mounted Police (RCMP) interviewed
Colin Davies, reporter and photographer of the
Toronto Telegram. Davies advised he was the reporter who interviewed Norman Mitchel Similas
on the night of November 23, 1963, and subsequently examined the negatives in Similas' possession. Davies stated that Similas was very excited
at the time of the interview. While viewing the
negatives Similas was said to have pointed out the
window and asked Davies if he didn't think there
were two people there. Similas drew his attention
to the article written by a Dallas reporter in which
two people were mentioned as being in the window.
Davies said he felt it was the power of suggestion
and that Similas wanted to see the two people in
the negative so badly that he actually believed he
did. It was Davies' opinion that the negatives were
worthless from a news standpoint, but due to
Similas' state of excitement he did not have the
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heart to disappoint him. Davies decided to take
the negatives and let the Photo Editor decide what
should be done. During the next day or so, the
negatives became lost and the Telegram, feeling
responsible, sent Similas a check to pay for them.
Davies did not know the amount but he later met
Similas who told him he had received $300. for his
negatives. (Actually he received $50.00.)

One thing is certain. The negatives are lost, and until they
are recovered we cannot know whether there were "two
objects" or "two people" in the sixth-floor window.
The documents relating to Similas were discovered in the
Archives by Harold Weisberg. They are reprinted in his
book Photographic Whitewash (Hyattstown, Md.: Harold
Weisberg, 1967), pp. 213-40.
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DEALEY PLAZA CHART:

LOCATION OF WITNESSES

MASTER LIST OF ASSASSINATION WITNE
WITNESS
NO.

2

NAME

NO. OF BUNCHING DIRECTION OF TOTAL TIME
LOCATION SHOTS OF SHOTS SOUND /SHOTS OF SHOTS

(Miss) Victoria
Elizabeth ADAMS

4th 6. window,
TSBD

3

James W. ALTGENS

Grass, S. side,
Elm St.

At
least
3

3

Danny G. ARCE

Grass across
dead-end Elm
from TSBD

3

4

Cecil AULT

Criminal Cts.
Bldg.

3

5

(Mrs.) Donald
Sam BAKER (nee
V. RACKLEY)

Curb of Elm St., 3
front of TSBD

6

M. L. BAKER

Motorcade:
3
Houston St. on
motorcycle

7

Malcolm James
BARCLAY

Main St., in
—
front of Courts
Bldg.

8

Welcome Eugene
BARNETT

Elm /Houston
intersection

3

9

(Mrs.) Jane BERRY

Elm St., front
of TSBD

3

Hugh William
BETZNER, Jr.

Elm St., S.
"at
side, short
least"
distance down 2
from corner

10

2&3

DATE OF
REPORT

KNOLL: below —
& to the right

3 /23 /64

"Regular
1st shot from
—
intervals"
behind TSBD;
all shots
sounded alike

7 /22 /64

KNOLL: RR
—
tracks on West
1&2
KNOLL: RR
—
tracks beyond
monument

even

3, not
over 3
sec. apart

R

Archiv

39;

Archi

p. 3

11 /22 /63;
4 /7 /64

6H365

1 /10 /64

24H5

3 /19 /64;

71150

7 /22 /64

Arc

pp.

11 /22 /63

31124

6 /15 /64

26115

TSBD

7 /23 /64

7H539

West of her

3 /19 /64

Archiv

11 /22 /63

19H46

—

p. 4

it

Curtis Freeman
BISHOP

RR overpass

3

3 /19 /64

22H83

12

(Miss) Wilma BOND

NW corner,
Houston /Main

3

2 /18 /64

Archiv
I, p

13

Eugene BOONE

Sheriff's Office,
Main St.

3

2&3

3 /25 /64

3H291

14

Lee E. BOWERS, Jr.

RR tower

3

2&3

4 /2 /64

6H284

15

Charles F. BREHM

S. side,
Elm St.

3

TSBD: bldgs.
at Elm /
Houston
corner

11 /25 /63

22H83

16

Howard Leslie
BRENNAN

2
On wall,
Houston /Elm

—

TSBD: saw man —
fire

11 /22 /63;
3 /24 /64

Archiv
pp.
pp.
144

17

Earle V. BROWN

Highway
overpass

—

TSBD

4 /7 /64

61123

18

(Miss) Doris Fay BURNS

3rd fl., TSBD,
—
walking in hall

3 /19 /64

22H63

19

Mayor Earle CABELL

Motorcade: 2
3
cars back of V.
Pres. car

2&3

TSBD

15 sec.

7 /13 /64

71147

20

(Mrs.) Earle CABELL

3
Motorcade: 2
cars back of V.
Pres. car

2&3

TSBD

—

7 /13 /64

7H485

21

(Mrs.) Gloria CALVERY

N. side Elm St.,
halfway to
overpass

—

3 /19 /64

22116

22

Ochus Virgil CAMPBELL

With Truly at
signal light,
Elm St.

3

11 /24 /63;
3 /14 /64

22H6

3

KNOLL: RR
tracks near
viaduct

—

—

WITNESS
NO.
23

NAME
Richard Randolph CARR

LOCATION

NO. OF BUNCHING DIRECTION OF TOTAL TIME DATE OF
REPORT
SHOTS OF SHOTS SOUND /SHOTS OF SHOTS

6th fl., new
courthouse

2

1 /4/64

R

Archiv
pp.

24

Clifton C. CARTER

V. Pres.
follow-up car

3

"evenly
spaced"

—

25

John Arthur CHISM

In front of
Stemmons
Freeway sign

2-3

—

26

(Mrs.) Marion Faye
CHISM

In front of
Stemmons
Freeway sign

2

—

27

(Mrs.) Rose CLARK

Criminal Cts.
3
Bldg. window

28

(Mrs.) Billie P. CLAY

Elm St., 150' W. 3
of TSBD
entrance

29

Gov. John CONNALLY

In car

30

(Mrs.) John CONNALLY

31

5 /20 /64

7H474

KNOLL:
—
"Behind him"

11 /25 /63

19114

—

11 /22/63

19H47

—

—

3

1&2

TSBD

In car

3

1&2

"right rear"

Malcolm 0. COUCH

Press car
motorcade

3

32

Ewell William COWSERT

RR overpass

2 or 3

—

33

Roger D. CRAIG

Sheriff's Office,
Main St.

3

2&3

34

James N. CRAWFORD

Corner, Elm /
Houston

3

2&3

5-6 sec.

—

10-12 sec.

5-6 sec.

KNOLL: "From —
down the hill"

I /10 /64

24115

3 /23 /64

22116

4 /21 /64

41112

4 /21 /64

41114

4 /1 /64

6H153

3 /19 /64

22H8

11 /23 /63

61126

1 /10/64;
4 /1 /64

Archi

p. 2

35
36

Chief of Police
Jesse E. CURRY

Motorcade:
head car

3,

(Mrs.) Avery DAVIS

Lower step,
entrance,
TSBD

3

37

George A. DAVIS

RR overpass

38

(Mrs.) Joseph Eddie DEAN

Steps of TSBD

certain

3

RR yards;
then TSBD

5-6 sec.

4 /22 /64

4H15

KNOLL:
"viaduct"

—

3 /20 /64

Archi

TSBD: "above

I, p
22H

—

3 /18 /64

22148

11 125 /63

22H6

no date

19H4

her"
39

Sheriff William DECKER

In lead car

2

40

Tom C. DILLARD

Motorcade: 6th 3, "no
"equally
car back from
more,
spaced"
JFK
no
less"

41

Richard Calvin DODD

RR overpass

42

John F. DOLAN

Base of viaduct

43

(Mrs.) Elsie T. DORMAN

4th fl., TSBD

44

Jack E. DOUGHERTY

5th fl., TSBD,
at work

—

4 /1 /64

6H16

3 /18 /64

Lane

12 /18 /63

Archi

—
"area of the
Records Bldg."

11 /24 /63

Archi

—

11 /22 /63

Archi

3

p. 3

—

p. 1
221

45

William T. DOWNEY

Corner, Main /
Houston

—

46

Robert E. EDWARDS

Corner, Elm /
Houston

4

Sheriff's Office,
Main St.

3

47

Harold ELKINS

—

—

6 /15 /64

26H5

11 /22 /63

Archi

pp.
205
2&3

KNOLL:
"Between RR
yards and
TSBD"

3 110 /64

19H5

WITNESS
NO.

NAME

LOCATION

NO. OF BUNCHING DIRECTION OF TOTAL TIME DATE OF
SHOTS OF SHOTS SOUND /SHOTS OF SHOTS
REPORT

48

Amos Lee EUINS

Corner, Elm /
Houston

3 /4

49

Jack W. FAULKNER

Corner, Main /
Houston

3

50

Ronald B. FISCHER

Corner, Elm /
Houston

3

51

Terrence S. FORD

Near corner,
3
Elm /Houston

52

J. W. FOSTER

RR overpass

53

Jack FRANZEN

3

3 or 4
N. side of Elm
St., near Plaza

54

(Mrs.) Jack FRANZEN

N. side of Elm
3
St., near Plaza

55

Wesley FRAZIER

Front steps,
TSBD

3

56

E. R. GADDY

2nd fl.,
Criminal Cts.
Bldg.

3

"evenly
spaced"

2&3

KNOLL: "RR 6-8 sec.
tracks and
area just W. of
TSBD"

"Back toward
—
Elm /Houston
corner"

—

3 /10 /64

21120
19H

11 /22 /63

19H5

11 /22 /63;
4'/1 /64

Archi

2 /18 /64

Archi

4 /9 /64

Archi

pp
200

I, p
6H
11 /24 /63

Archi

p.

KNOLL: "Down —
the RR tracks
there"

11 /25 /63

24H5

11 /22/63

21121
22H

1 /20 /64

Arch

p.

57

Dorothy Ann GARNER

4th fl.
window,
TSBD

3

58

Charles Douglas GIVENS

Record /Elm
Sts., parking
lot

3

59

Bobby W. HARGIS

Motorcade
2+
cycle, inboard
left rear

KNOLL: "Point —
to the W. of
bldg."

2&3

KNOLL: brain —
on windshield

3 /20 /64

22H6

11 /22 /63

6113
24H

4 /8 /64

6H29

60

D. V. HARKNESS

Main /Houston,
W. side of
Houston

3

—

4 /9 /64

6H30

61

(Mrs.) Peggy Joyce
HAWKINS

Front of TSBD

2 or 3

KNOLL: RR
yards

4 /1 /64

Arch

62

Clyde A. HAYGOOD

Motorcade cycle, 3
several cars
back of Pres.

2&3

—

4 /9 /64

6H29

63

(Mrs.) Ruby
HENDERSON

E. side of Elm
St., N. of
Houston

4

1 & 2;
3&4

—

11 /25 /63

24H5

64

(Miss) Georgie Ruth
HENDRIX

150' W. of
TSBD on
Elm St.

3

—

3 /24 /64

22H6

65

Charles HESTER

N. side of Elm
St. on slope

2

—

11 /22 /63;
11 /25 /63

1911

66

(Mrs.) Charles HESTER

N. side of Elm
St. on slope

2

11 /25 /63

24H5

67

(Mrs.) Karen HICKS

N. side of Elm
—
St., halfway
between
underpass and
Elm /Houston

3 /20 /64

22116

68

(Mrs.) Jean HILL

S. side of
Elm St.

4-6

11 /22 /63;
3 /24 /64

6H20
241

69

Geneva L. HINE

2nd fl.
window,
TSBD

3

70

S. M. HOLLAND

RR overpass

4

—

1 & 2;
3&4

"Immediately
behind us
and over
our heads"

I, p

KNOLL

TSBD

1 & 2;
3&4

TSBD: N. end
of Elm St.;
KNOLL

—

4 /9 /64

6H39

1 /22 /64;
4 /8 /64

6H23
24

WITNESS
NO.

NAME

LOCATION

NO. OF BUNCHING DIRECTION OF TOTAL TIME DATE OF
SHOTS OF SHOTS SOUND /SHOTS OF SHOTS
REPORT

71

Mary Madeline
HOLLIES

4th fl.
window,
TSBD

3

72

Harry D. HOLMES

5th fl. office
2 blocks
away

3

73

(Mrs.) Jeannette E.
HOOKER

Window in
Criminal
Cts. Bldg.

3

74

(Mrs.) Alvin HOPSON

Behind closed
window, 4th
fl., TSBD

2 or
more

75

Emmet Joseph HUDSON

Standing on
steps leading
up to
monument

3

—

—

—

—

"evenly
spaced"

KNOLL:
"Above and
behind me"

2 minutes

1st shot,
"right rear"

—

R

3 /19 /64

22H65

4 /2 /64

7H289

1 /10 /64

24H53

12 /4 /63

24H52

11 /22 /63;
7 /22 /64

Archi

11 /28 /63

18H80

pp.
565

76

Hurchel JACKS

Motorcade;
driver, V.
Pres. car

3

77

Robert Hill JACKSON

Motorcade;
7th car back,
Houston /
Main

3

2&3

KNOLL: "At
head of
motorcade
in a
northwesterly
direction"

5-6 sec.

3 /10 /64

2H155
24H

78

James JARMAN

5th ft. window,
TSBD

3

2&3

"Below and
left"

—

3 /24 /64

Archiv

79

demon Earl JOHNSON

RR overpass

80

(Miss) Judy Marie
JOHNSON

SW corner,
Elm /
Houston

3

—

pp.
3H1

—

3 /14 /64

22H83

3 /23 /64

22H65

81

Pres. Lyndon Baines
JOHNSON

Motorcade,
V. Pres. car

82

(Mrs.) Lyndon B.
JOHNSON

Motorcade,
V. Pres.
car

3

83

Carl Edward JONES

Front steps,
TSBD

3

84

C. M. JONES

In front of
Sheriff's
Office, Main
St.

3

2&3

85

Seth KANTOR

Motorcade;
Press bus

3

—

86

(Mrs.) Jacqueline
KENNEDY

Motorcade;
in car

2 or 3

—

87

(Mrs.) Dolores Arlene
KOUNAS

15' W. of SW
corner, Elm /
Houston

3

"equally
spaced"

88

(Miss) Patricia Ann
LAWRENCE

7' W. of SW
corner, Elm /
Houston

3

89

Ray Edward LEWIS

Inside
entrance,
TSBD

3

90

C. L. "Lummie" LEWIS

Sheriff's Office,
Main St.

3

91

Billy Nolan LOVELADY

Steps, TSBD

3

92

W. W. MABRA

In front of
Criminal
Cts. Bldg.

3

2&3

—

2&3

TSBD

—

—

4-7 sec.

—

KNOLL: "a
westerly
direction . . .
viaduct"

5H561

12 /2/63

5H564

3 /18 /64

22H65

11 /22 /63

19H51

12 /3 /63

20H35

6 /5 /64

5H178

11 /25 /63;
3 /23 /64

22H65

TSBD: "right
—
over my head"

3 /20 /64

22H66

TSBD:
"somewhere
above me"

3 /18 /64

22H66

11 /23 /63

19H5

KNOLL: "that
concrete
little deal on
that knoll"

"a few
seconds
apart"

7 /10 /64

—

—

3 /19 /64;
4 /7 /64

11 /27/64

6H336
22116

19H54

WITNESS
NO.

NAME

LOCATION

NO. OF BUNCHING DIRECTION OF TOTAL TIME DATE OF
SHOTS OF SHOTS SOUND /SHOTS OF SHOTS
REPORT

93

B. J. MARTIN

Motorcade,
outboard
cycle, left
rear

3

94

John MARTIN, Jr.

Near reflecting
pool

3

—

2&3

—

TSBD

R

4 /3 /64

6H289

4 /2 /64

Archiv

I, pp

95

A. D. McCURLEY

Front of
Sheriff's
Office,
Main St.

3

—

—

—

11 /22 /63

19H51

96

Austin L. MILLER

RR overpass

3

2&3

—

"few
seconds"

11 /22 /63

6H223
24H
CD

97

A. J. MILLICAN

N. side of
Elm, halfway
to underpass

8

11 /22 /63

19H48

SE corner,
Elm /
Houston

3

98

(Miss) Mary Ann

MITCHELL

TSBD:
(1st 3) and

KNOLL
(2 & 3)
2&3

—

"few
seconds"

1 /18 /64;

Archiv

4 /7 /64

p. 2

3 /25 /64

6H368

99

Joe R. MOLINA

Top step,
entrance,
TSBD

3

2&3

"sort of,
kind of from
the west"

100

Luke MOONEY

Sheriff's
Office,
Main St.

3

2&3

KNOLL: "the
RR yard"

—

11 /23 /63;
3 /25 /64

3H281

101

Lillian MOONEYHAM

Window,
Criminal
Cts. Bldg.

3

2&3

—

—

1 /10 /64

Archiv

SE corner,
Elm /
Houston

3

102

T. E. MOORE

pp.
—

—

—

1 /10 /64

24H53

103

(Mrs.) Mary Ann
MOORMAN

S. side of
Elm St.

3 or 4

104

(Mrs.) Marie
MUCHMORE

NW corner,
Houston /
Main

3

F. Lee MUDD

N. side, Elm
St., 75'400'
W. of TSBD

2 or 3

105

11 /22 /63;
11 /23 /63
2 /18 /64

WFAA
19H
24H

Archiv

I, p.
1 /28 /64

Archiv

p. 1

106

Joe E. MURPHY

Stemmons
Freeway
overpass

3

107

Thomas J. MURPHY

RR overpass

2

108

(Mrs.) Gayle NEWMAN

N. side of Elm
St., halfway
to overpass

3

109

(Mrs.) Jean NEWMAN

N. side of Elm
St., halfway
sign to
TSBD

2+

110

William Eugene
NEWMAN

N. side of Elm
St., halfway
to overpass

3

I I]

Orville 0. NIX

Near Main /
Houston
corner, on Main

3

112

Harold NORMAN

5th fl., TSBD

3

113

Lawrence F. O'BRIEN

Motorcade, 6
cars back

3

"evenly
spaced"

114

Kenneth P. O'DONNELL

Motorcade,
pres. followup car

3

1&2

4 /8 /64

6H256

3 /20 /64

22H83

11 /22 /63;
11 /24 /63

Tape;
tape

11 /22 /63;
11 /28 /63

19H48
24H

11 /22 /63;
11 /24/63

Tape;
tape
2411

KNOLL

12 /3 /63;
1 /29 /64

Mark
inter

TSBD: "heard
—
shells falling"

12 /4 /63

3H186
22H

5 /26 /64

7H457

5 /18 /64

7H440

KNOLL: "spot
just west of
TSBD"
1&2

1 &2

—

KNOLL

KNOLL:
"garden
directly
behind me"

"right rear"

5-6 sec.

WITNESS
NO.

NAME

LOCATION

NO. OF BUNCHING DIRECTION OF TOTAL TIME DATE OF
SHOTS OF SHOTS SOUND /SHOTS OF SHOTS
REPORT

115

J. L. OXFORD

Sheriff's Office,
Main St.

—

116

Sam PATERNOSTRO

2nd fl.,
Criminal
Cts. Bldg.

3

2&3

—

5-7 sec.

117

Eddie PIPER

1st fl., TSBD

2 /3

—

TSBD

—

118

Charles Polk PLAYER

Inside Sheriff's
Office,
Main St.

119

Nolan H. POTTER

120

R

11 /23 /63

19H53

1 /20 /64

24H53

11 /23 /63

6H382

3

11 /22 /63

19H51

RR overpass

3

3 /19 /64

22H83

James W. POWELL

Half block E.
of Elm I
Houston

possibly —
3 shots

3 /1 /64

Archiv
p. 2

121

David F. POWERS

Motorcade,
pres. followup car

3

5 /18164

7H472

122

J. C. PRICE

Roof, Terminal
Annex Bldg.

6

11 /22 /63

19H49

123

G. W. RACKLEY, Sr.

2 blocks N. of
Elm /
Houston

—

4 /8 /64

6H273

124

Madie Belle REESE

Steps, TSBD

3

125

Robert REID

Window,
Criminal
Cts. Bldg.

3

126

(Mrs.) R. A. REID

Adjacent to
TSBD

3

—

—

—

5-6 sec.

5+ min.

—

—

—

3 /20 /64

22H66

1 /10/64

24H53

11 /22 /63

Archiv
p. 2

127

Frank E. REILLY

RR overpass

3

KNOLL: "trees
on N. side
Elm St."

128

Joe Henry RICH

Motorcade, V.
pres. followup car

3+

—

129

James Eliot ROMACK

Houston /Ross
construction
work

3

"spaced
evenly"

TSBD

—

—

6-8 sec.

12 /19 /63;
4 /8 /64

Archiv

11 /28 /63

18H80

4 /8 /64

Archiv

p. 2

I, p
6112

130

Arnold Louis
ROWLAND

Houston St.,
200' from
corner, Elm /
Houston

3

2&3

KNOLL: "RR
yards"

7-12 sec.

11 /23 /63

24H22

131

(Mrs.) Barbara
ROWLAND

Houston St.,
200' from
corner, Elm /
Houston

3

Conflict

—

—

11 /22 /63;
4 /7 /64

61117
19H

132

(Mrs.) Robert E.
SANDERS

Door of TSBD

3

TSBD:
"building
above her"

11 /24 /63

221184

133

William H. SHELLEY

Entrance of
TSBD

3

KNOLL: "came —
from the
west"

11 /22 /63;
4 /7 /64

61132

134

Edward SHIELDS

601 Main St.,
on sidewalk

3

3 /23 /64

22H67

135

James L. SIMMONS

RR overpass

3

3 /19 /64

22H83

136

(Miss) Marilyn SITZMAN

On wall of
colonnade

2

11 /23 /63

Tape;

137

Royce SKELTON

RR overpass

4

11 /22 /63;
12 /18 /63;
4 /8/64

Archiv

11 /22 /63

19H49

138

Garland Glenwill SLACK

On Houston
St.

2

2&3

TSBD

1 & 2;
then
3&4

p. 2
19H

WITNESS
NO.

NAME

LOCATION

NO. OF BUNCHING DIRECTION OF TOTAL TIME DATE OF
SHOTS OF SHOTS SOUND /SHOTS OF SHOTS
REPORT

139

Edgar Leon SMITH

Houston St.,
near
Houston /
Elm corner

3

140

Joe Marshall SMITH

Facing traffic
on Elm St.

141

L. C. SMITH

Sheriff's Office,
Main St.

3

142

(Mrs.) Ruth SMITH

2nd fl., old
courthouse

3

2&3

143

John J. SOLON

Entrance to
old
courthouse

3

2&3

144

(Mrs.) Pearl SPRINGER

Houston, near
Elm /
Houston

3

2&3

145

Sarah D. STANTON

Steps, TSBD

3

146

Malcolm SUMMERS

Terrace of
park N. of
Elm St.

147

Allan SWEATT

Main St., 30'
3
E. of Houston /
Main

148

James Thomas TAGUE

E. of underpass
on Main St.

3

149

(Mrs.) Ruth THORNTON

2nd fl.,
Criminal
Cts. Bldg.

3

2&3

KNOLL:
"monument"

7 /24 /64

7H56

KNOLL:
"behind the
concrete
structure"

7 /23 /64

7H53

11 /22 /63

19H5

12 /21 /63

Archi

1 /8 /64

24115

12 /5 /63

24H5

3 /18 /64

22H6

11 /23 /63

19H5

11 /23 /63

19H53

7 /23 /64

7H552

1 /20 /64

24H5

5 1 /2 sec.

"vicinity of
Elm /
Houston"
KNOLL:
"over at
monument
to his left"

2&3

9-11 sec.

150

L. C. TODD

Sheriff's Office,
Main St.

3

151

Roy Sansom TRULY

Near front of
TSBD

3

152

James R. UNDERWOOD

Motorcade,
Press car,
halfway
between
Main & Elm

3

153

Ralph WALTERS

Sheriff's Office,
Main St.

3

154

(Mrs.) Carolyn
WALTHER

Houston St.,
50'-60' from
Elm /
Houston

4

155

Eddy Raymond
WALTHERS

Sheriff's Office,
Main St.

3

156

Jack WATSON

Main St., 30'
E. of
Houston /
Main

3

157

Harry WEATHERFORD

Sheriff's Office,
Main St.

3

158

Seymour WEITZMAN

Near Main /
Houston

3

159

(Miss) Karen
WESTBROOK

N. side of Elm
St., halfway
to underpass

—

160

Bonnie Ray WILLIAMS

5th fl.
window,
TSBD

3

2&3

KNOLL:
"vicinity of
RR or WPA
project"

11 /27 /63

19H5

11 /23 /63;
3 /24 /64

3H21

4 /1 /64

6H16

11 /23 /63

19H5

12 /5 /63

24H5

11 /22 /63

7H54
19H

11 /22 /63

19H5

11 /23 /63

19H5

11 /23 /63;
4 /1 /64

Archi

—

3 /19 /64

22H6

—

11 /22 /63;
3 /24 /64

Archi

—

"overhead"

1-2;
3, 4

TSBD

"evenly
spaced"

KNOLL: "RR
Yards"
2&3

2&3

—

KNOLL

TSBD

pp.
7H

330
24H

WITNESS
NO.

NAME

LOCATION

NO. OF BUNCHING DIRECTION OF TOTAL TIME DATE OF
REPORT
SHOTS OF SHOTS SOUND /SHOTS OF SHOTS
3

Courthouse

R

3 /19 /64

Archi
p. 6

7 /22 /64

Tape;

7 /22 /64

Tape
pp.
7H

6 /19 /64

Tape
pp.

3 /19 /64;
3 /25 /64

Archi
p. 2

161

Otis Neville WILLIAMS

Steps, TSBD

162

(Miss) Linda Kay
WILLIS

S. side of Elm
St., near
corner

3

Conflict

163

Philip L. WILLIS

S. side of Elm
St., near
corner

3

3 shots,
2 sec.
apart

164

(Mrs.) Philip L. WILLIS

Dealey Plaza
Pavilion

3

"evenly
spaced"

165

Steven F. WILSON

3rd fl., TSBD;
window shut

3, no
1&2
more,
no less

166

Walter Luke WINBORN

RR overpass

3

3 /18 /64

22118

167

John WISEMAN

Sheriff's Office,
Main St.

3

11 /23 /63

19H5

168

Mary Elizabeth
WOODWARD

2nd lamp post
on Elm St.

3

2&3

—

—

12 /7 /63

24115

169

James Richard WORRELL

Southwest
corner, Elm /
Houston

4

—

TSBD

5-6 sec.

11 /22 /63;
3 /10 /64

Archi
p. 5
16H

170

Milton T. WRIGHT

Motorcade,
Mayor
Cabell's car

—

—

—

11 /28 /63

18H8

171

Senator Ralph
YARBOROUGH

Motorcade, V.
Pres. car

Conflict
3, no
more!

TSBD:
"backward
and to the
right"

4M-5 sec.

7 /10 /64

7H43

172

(first name unknown)
YATES

Motorcade,
corner of
Houston /
Main

3

—

—

11 /30 /63

21114

—

TSBD: "high
up, across
street"

"west end of
building or
colonnade"

6 sec.

less
than 5
sec.

173

Abraham ZAPRUDER

On wall of
colonnade

2

174

F. M. BELL

SW corner,
Main /
Houston

3

Motorcade,
follow-up
car

3

KNOLL: "back
of me"
not evenly

Secret Service:
Glen A. BENNETT

176

William R. GREER

Motorcade,
driver of
Pres. car

3

2&3

177

George W. HICKEY

Motorcade,
follow-up
car

3

2&3

178

Clinton J. HILL

Motorcade,
follow-up car

2

179

Thomas L. JOHNS

Motorcade, V.
Pres. followup car

3

—

180

Roy H. KELLERMAN

Motorcade, in
Pres. car

3+

2&3

181

Samuel A. KINNEY

Motorcade,
driver,
follow-up car

3

—

182

Jerry D. KIVETT

Motorcade, V.
Pres. followup car

3

—

183

Paul E. LANDIS

Motorcade,

2

follow-up car

Winston G. LAWSON

Motorcade,
lead car

—

7 /22 /64

WFAA
7H5

—

Intervi

11 /22 /63

18H76

11 /28 /63;
3 /9 /64

Archiv
pp. 3
132;

4-5 sec.

11 /22 /63;
11 /30 /63

I8H76

S sec.

11 /30 /63

2H132
18H

—

11 /29 /63

18H77

5 sec.

11 /29 /63;
3 /9 /64

2H6118H

11 /22 /63;
II /30 /63

18H73

—

11 /29 /63

18H77

4 or 5
sec.

11 /27 /63;
11 /30 /63

18H75

5 sec.

11 /23 /63;
12 /1 /63

4H317
17H

spaced

175

184

—

3

2&3

TSBD: "from
right rear"

—

—

WITNESS
NO.

NAME

LOCATION

NO. OF BUNCHING DIRECTION OF TOTAL TIME DATE OF
SHOTS OF SHOTS SOUND /SHOTS OF SHOTS
REPORT

R

185

William T. McINTYRE

Motorcade,
follow-up car

3

11 /29 /63

18H74

186

John D. READY

Motorcade,
follow-up car

—

11 /22/63

18H74

187

Emory P. ROBERTS

Motorcade,
3
follow-up car,
front seat

—

11 /29 /63

18H73

188

Forrest V. SORRELS

Motorcade,

3, no
2&3
more,
2:1
no less ratio

KNOLL: "look 6 sec.
up on the
terrace
there"

11 /28 /63;
5 /7 /64

7H332
21H

lead car

189

Warren W. TAYLOR

Motorcade, V.
Pres. followup car

3

2&3

—

—

11 /29 /63

18H78

190

Rufus W.
YOUNGBLOOD

Motorcade, V.
Pres. car

3

2&3

TSBD: "right
rear"

5 sec.

11 /29 /63

2H144
18H

191.
192.
193.
194.
195.
196.

Jack BELL
Richard 0. BOTH UN
Jerry BROSEH
Peggy BURNEY
Robert CLARK
Robert HILBURN

OTHER WITNESSES MENTIONED IN PRESS REPORTS
11 /23 /63
197.
Ed JOHNSON
198.
11 /23 /63
Robert McNEILL
11 /23 /63
199.
Barbara RICHARDSON
11 /23 /63
200.
Norman SIMILAS
11 /23 /63
201.
Alan SMITH
11 /23 /63

N. Y. Times
Dallas Morning News
Dallas Morning News
Dallas Times
N. Y. Times
Ft. Worth Star Telegram

OTHER WITNESSES MENTIONED IN GOVERNMENT REPORTS
Although the names of the following witnesses appear in official government reports, the witnesses were either not questioned by any invest
not to elicit significant data.
202.
J. B. ALLEN 22H601
207.
Robert BENEVIDES 19H
203.
Aurelia ALONZO 24H520
208.
Jack BROOKS 17H616
Thomas ALYEA 25H875
209.
204.
Margaret BROWN 24H52
Carolyn ARNOLD 22H635
210.
Edna CASE 22H639
205.
211.
206.
Lindley BECKWORTH 17H616
James M. CHANEY 3H26

212.
213.
214.
215.
216.
217.
218.
219.
220.
221.
222.
223.
224.
225.
226.
227.
228.
229.
230.
231.
232.
233.
234.
235.
236.
237.
238.
239.
240.

Frank CORMIER 2111423
James DARNELL 611167
Mrs. J. E. DECKER 7H545
W. H. DENHAM 2211599
Mary S. DICKERSON 22H644
Anne DONALDSON 24H520
Betty J. DRAGOO 22H645
Sandra S. ELERSON 22H646
Betty A. FOSTER 22H647
Henry GONZALEZ 1711616
GRAMSTAFF 3H291
Gloria HOLT 22H652
Carol HUGHES 22H654
Robert J. HUGHES 25H873
Bill HUTTON 7H106
Hiram INGRAM 311282
D. L. JACKSON 20H489
Stella M. JACOB 2211655
Martha JOHNSON 3H282
R. C. JOHNSON 21H423
Malcolm KILDUFF 1711614
W. K. KING 22H601
Carlus E. LEWIS 22H602
James A. LOMAX 6H232
Judith L. McCULLY 221-1663
0. S. McVEY 1911517
George H. MAHON 711461
Ruth S. NELSON 22H665
Sharon NELSON 22H665

241.
242.
243.
244.
245.
246.
247.
248.
249.
250.
251.
252.
253.
254.
255.
256.
257.
258.
259.
260.
261.
262.
263.
264.
265.
266.
267.
268.

Roberta PARKER 221166
Wright PATMAN 17H616
Graham PURCELL 17116
Carol REED 22H668
Martha REED 2211669
Madie Belle REESE 22116
Bonnie RICHEY 22H671
Ray ROBERTS 7H486
Walter ROGERS 7H461
Ralph SIMPSON 1211444
Merriman SMITH 211142
Orville SMITH 19H541
Joyce M. STANSBERY 22
Sandra K. STYLES 22H67
Olin E. TEAGUE 1711616
Albert THOMAS 17H615
Homer THORNBERRY 7
Betty J. THORNTON 22H
James TRACEY 7H394
James VACHULE 21143
Lloyd R. VILES 22H678
Troy E. WEST 6H361
Lupe WHITAKER 22H68
J. C. WHITE 611255
Mary L. WILLIAMS 22H
Jim WILLMON 1511573
James C. WRIGHT, Jr. 1
John YOUNG 17H616

APPENDIX B
(This appendix was prepared by William Hoffman)

CALCULATIONS FROM ZAPRUDER FRAMES 301-330
INTRODUCTION
The original objective of the study of
the Zapruder film was to determine quantitatively the three-dimensional motion of
the President's head from frames 301 to
330. However, due to the position of the
photographer relative to his subject, precise measurements were possible only
along a longitudinal axis through the
presidential vehicle. The calculations
based upon these one-dimensional measurements therefore yield only minimum
values: the actual values of the velocity
and acceleration, which are vector quantities, are probably larger.

Let L" be the length the reference unit
would have if both it and the unknown
object were at an equal distance from
the photographic lens. Then, application
of a fundamental principle of geometry
(corresponding parts of similar triangles
are proportional) to Figure I shows that
L"/L— (H — d)/H

or, after rearrangement, that
L" = L(1— d1H).

OPTICS

The methods of photographic measurement used in this study are the same as
those used in photographic analysis during the past seventy years.* As the photographic plate is a perspective view of
the object it represents, it is a two-dimensional copy of the original that differs
from it only in scale. Once this has been
determined, the measured image of the
object under study can be used to compute its actual dimensions. The law governing this relationship is
1= l' (L/L'),

(1)

where 1 is the actual length of the unknown object, 1' is the length of its photographic image, L is the actual length
of the reference unit, and L' is the length
of its photographic image.
This formula is strictly valid only when
the object of unknown dimensions and
the reference unit are located at the same
distance from the camera lens and have
the same orientation. If these "object
distances" are not equal, a correction to
the above formula must be made.
* E. Devine (ed.),
(Ottawa, 1895).

Photographic Surveying

(3)

Substituting L" for L in Equation (1)
yields the following expression for the
actual length of the object:
1= 1'(L/L') (1— d/H).

THEORY

(2)

(4)

From this equation it is apparent that
as the object approaches the reference
unit, the above expression reduces to
Equation (1). This fact shows that the
first equation is a special form of the
more general case. Equation (4) remains
valid even when the surfaces of the object being measured are not perpendicular
to the focal axis, because the ratio of
line segments remains constant for any
perspective view of that line.
DYNAMICS

Newton's second law states that acceleration is directly proportional to the
resultant force and is in the same direction as that force.* To determine the direction of the resultant force applied to
the President's head in the small time
interval centered about frame 313, it was
therefore necessary to calculate the acceleration of the President's head through
successive frames. Because the photographs were actually made at small time
intervals (.0546 second in duration), the
parameters calculated from them are
time averages; the actual acceleration
* Keith R. Symon, Mechanics (2nd ed.;
Reading, Mass.: Addison-Wesley Publishing
Co., Inc., 1960), p. 7.
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during this time interval is greater * than
the results presented here, but due to the
discrete nature of the data, the resolution
cannot be improved. Our results, then,
yield minimum values for velocity and
acceleration.
As acceleration is defined as the time
rate of change of velocity, it is necessary
to calculate the velocity immediately before and after the frame under study to
determine the average acceleration at this
point. The velocity along the axis of the
car (the axis along which the measurements were made) can be calculated
from the equation
— 101.0546,

=

(5)

where n is the number of the frame under
study, V,,,„+, is the velocity between frame
n and n+1, 1„ and 1n.1 are the distances
between the back of the President's head
and a fixed point on the car in frames n
and n+1 respectively, and .0546 is the
elapsed time between consecutive frames
measured in seconds.
After Equation (5) has been used to
calculate the velocity between successive
frames, the acceleration can be determined theoretically from the relation
an

= [(Kt, n

Vn.n-1)11/2

(TR41,n
X

Vn..-1) 2

(1/.0546),

(6)

where a,. is the acceleration in frame n
and and are the components
of the velocity along an axis perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the car.
Because precise measurements of the
transverse motion could not be made,
this component was neglected and only a
minimum value for the acceleration was
calculated. This procedure assumes that
0.

(7)
Combining Equations (5) and (7) gives
=

an =

V,,11-1=

—

21,,) X (1/.0546)2.

(8)
This equation yields a minimum value of
* Because a collision between the President's
head and a bullet would take place in a few
milliseconds, the values may be as much as
30 times too small.

the average acceleration because of the
implicit assumption of one-dimensional
motion.
Viewed as a motion picture, however,
the film gives the distinct impression that
while the initial velocity is in the forward
direction, the final velocity is more nearly
at an angle of 45 degrees to the longitudinal axis of the car. If this were the case,
then for frame 313
VLI,n = Vn+1,ft

(9)

= 0.

Using these values in Equation (6) gives
an =

V0.1.7e

Vn,a-1) 2

( V....,.)211/2 X (1/.0546).

(10)

METHOD
OPTICS

To determine the parameters necessary
to calculate the motion of the President's
head from frame 301 to frame 330, three
sets of measurements were made on 8-x10-inch enlargements of the 8-millimeter
Zapruder film. (Frame 318 was too
blurred for exact measurements to be
made, so that no data were obtainable
for this frame.) First the length of the
reference unit, the distance between the
most forward point on the left-rear handhold and the upper edge of the back seat
directly in front of it (the line AB), was
measured. Then the distance between the
back of the President's head and each of
the same two fixed points on the car was
determined (lines AC and BC respectively). Two measurements of the head position were made in order to procure an
independent, internal verification of the
data. The same two fixed points were
used in order to minimize the error inherent in attempting to fix a location.
To make the measurements as precise
as possible, the endpoints of each line
were first marked with pinholes. This
procedure is necessary as all perception
of detail is lost in the blur of the emulsion when photographs are viewed under
a microscope. A strip of Codex milli-
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meter graph paper was then attached to
the photograph so that one edge connected the two pinholes. At this point the
entire photograph was placed on the stage
of a Bausch and Lomb dissecting microscope. A scale, also manufactured by
Bausch and Lomb, with divisions at every
tenth of a millimeter was then aligned
with the graph paper over one of the pinholes, and with the microscope adjusted
for maximum magnification ( X45), the
hole was located to within 25 microns
(1 meter is equivalent to 1 million microns). The scale was then aligned with
the graph paper at the other pinhole to
complete the measurement. This same
technique was used to determine the
length of the three distances on each of
the twenty-nine frames.
The perpendicular distance from the
camera to the reference unit (represented
previously as the quantity (H - d)) was
obtained from the chart of Dealey Plaza
used by the Warren Commission, and was
found to be 72.7 feet.
The perpendicular distance between
line AC (a line drawn from the President's head to the fixed point on the car)
and line AB (the reference unit) was
taken from a scale drawing of the presidential vehicle obtained from the National
Archives; this distance, previously symbolized as d, is 3.30 feet. The actual
length of the reference unit (represented
as L) was also taken from this drawing.

RESULTS
When all the measurements were completed, the data were processed on an
IBM 1620 computer. A numerical example may make these calculations more
meaningful. Using values for the constants L, d, and H (50.141 inches, 3.30
feet, and 72.7 feet respectively) in addition to the values of l' (line AC) and L'
(line AB) for frame 301 (59.250 millimeters and 50.350 millimeters respectively) in Equation (4) gives
1= l' (L/L') (1 - d/H)

- 59.250 mm. x (50.141 in./50.350 mm.)
X (1.0 - 3.30 ft./7.60 ft.) = 56.467 in.

for the real distance between the back of
the President's head and the leading edge
of the left rear handhold. Using a method analogous to that outlined above, the
computer processed the raw data to obtain actual lengths: the data and the results are summarized in the chart below.
DATA:
Photographic
Measurements
(Millimeters)
Frame
No.
301
302
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
317
318
319
320
321
322
323
324
325
326
327
328
329
330

Line
AB

Line
AC

RESULTS:
Actual
Lengths
(Inches)
Line
AC

Line
BC

50.350 59.250 56.467
8.482
50.775 59.770 56.486
8.501
51.325 60.350 56.423
8.438
51.875 60.825 56.264
8.279
52.275 60.625 55.650
7.665
52.550 6L050 55.747
7.762
52.700 61.450 55.952
7.967
53.075 62.075 56.122
8.137
54.050 62.575 55.553
7.568
54.250 63.100 55.813
7.828
54.625 63.200 55.518
7.533
51.300 59.525 55.678
7.693
55.400 66.800 57.859
9.874
55.125 65.850 57.321
9.336
8.263
55.025 64.500 56.248
7.038
55.500 63.640 55.023
56.225 62.475 53.319
5.334
NO DATA AVAILABLE
56.333 59.008 50.264
2.279
56.350 58.575 49.880
1.895
55.525 57.175 49.411
1.426
55.525 57.625 49.800
1.815
52.950 55.900 50.658
2.673
51.325 55.850 52.215
4.231
50.300 55.200 52.659
4.674
50.275 56.600 54.022
6.037
49.350 56.650 55.083
7.098
8.779
48.100 56.900 56.764
47.350 57.900 58.676 10.691
45975 58.950 61.527 13.542

To calculate a value for the average
velocity, one need only apply Equation
(5) to the above results. For frames 301
and 302,
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(13.2— 180/.0546
= (56.486 — 56.467)/.0546
= .344 in./sec.
= .0287 ft./sec.
The same calculations for frames 302
and 303 give
= —.0962 ft./sec.
These velocity figures can be used in
Equation (6) to derive the average acceleration at frame 302.
aaos = Vsos,a02 — V302,301) X 1/.0546
= ( —.0962 — .0287) X 1/.0546
= —2.26 ft./sec.'
V3o1 302 =

Figure I

1 110 131 r'
Pna-sioe-wroo. CA. —
o
Po

22,1963 —
14.1.1C.1

Secret Service drawing of presidential limousine.

Dealey Plaza. Distance between
Zapruder's camera and the President at frame 313.

Graphs showing the position of the
President's head relative to each of the
two fixed positions on the car as a function of time are given on page 91.
These plots show that until frame 313
the President's head remains almost stationary relative to the limousine in which
he is riding. Suddenly, between frames
312 and 313, his head is impelled forward
2.2 inches, which corresponds to a minimum average velocity of 3.3 ft./sec. The
average forward acceleration, as calculated over the time interval from frame
311 to frame 313, is at least 69.6 ft./sec.'
By frame 314 this forward motion has
been reversed, and the President's head
has a velocity in the opposite direction.
Between frames 313 and 314 its average
velocity is —0.8 ft./sec., and its average
backward acceleration (measured over
the corresponding time interval) is at
least —75.6 ft./sec.' This movement
toward the rear of the car remains uniform until frame 319, when the President's left shoulder first contacts the seat
cushion, reversing the rearward movement.
A graph of the acceleration in frames
306 to 317 was .constructed from Equations (6) and (8), and is presented on
page 93• The profile of this graph indicates tnat both forward and backward
movements are the products of impulsive
forces.* Therefore, the acceleration as
* For a more detailed explanation of this
point see David Halliday and Robert Resnick, Physics (New York: John Wiley &

Sons, Inc., 1963).
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calculated from initial and final velocities
averaged over larger time intervals is
more representative than the previous
calculations of the resultant forces. This
is due to the statistical uncertainty in the
location of any particular point. Using a
value for the final velocity averaged over
frames 313 to 319, the average backward
acceleration is found to be —94.7 ft./sec.'
for one-dimensional motion, and —100.3
ft./sec! for a final velocity, which is at
an angle of 45 degrees to the longitudinal
axis of the car.
The calculations show an initial forward acceleration followed immediately
by a backward acceleration. According to
Newton's second law, these accelerations
are directly proportional to and, more important, in the same direction as the resultant impressed forces that caused
them. Therefore, these calculations prove
that two impressed forces acted on the
President's head within 100 milliseconds
of each other. The first force drove his
head forward along the longitudinal axis
of the car, while the second drove it backward and to his left. This second force
has terminated by frame 314.

VARIANCE
To estimate the variance associated with
the measurement process, twenty lengths
were selected at random to be remeasured. The standard deviation was 21 microns. This sets the 95 percent confidence
limits at ±41 microns.

Z312

The second series of measurements did
not involve a replacement of the pinholes. The variance associated with this
process must therefore be examined separately. As the validity of the results depends upon the degree to which they
accurately reflect the time rate of change
of position, and not the position itself,
it is only the reproducibility of the positioning of the pinhole that determines
the error. After a pinhole had been placed
on the photograph the experimenter occasionally found it necessary to relocate
it in order to make it more accurately reflect the true position of the endpoint. As
these shifts were sometimes as small as
100 microns, this length was used as the
upper limit of the variance associated
with each hole. As two holes define a distance, the total variance associated with
each length* is about 153 microns. When
this figure is used to compute the maximum total uncertainty in 1, the result is
= .132 in.

(11)

This value means that the maximum uncertainty in any value of the average
acceleration due to the process of measurement is 7.35 ft./sec.' That these variance estimates are extremely conservative
is shown by the fact that calculations
based upon each of the two independent
reference points agree to within 2 percent.
* W. E. Demings,

Statistical Adjustment of
Data (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc.,
1943).

Zapruder frame 312 with points A, B, and C.

SKETCH

APPENDIX C
(This appendix was prepared by William Hoffman.)

CALCULATION OF VELOCITY OF PRESIDENTIAL
VEHICLE FROM ZAPRUDER FRAMES 301-330
tion of the car, the acceleration of this
vehicle was calculated at frame 313.

INTRODUCTION
A secondary objective of the study of
the Zapruder film was to obtain a quantitative description of the motion of the
President's car during the time interval
centered about frame 313.
The methods used for this analysis are
essentially the same as those discussed
in Appendix B. Several fixed objects were
located in the background of each frame.
The distances between these objects and
a fixed reference point on the car itself
was measured along an axis parallel to
the direction of motion.
As the experimenters had no means of
measuring the distance from the photographic lens to the background references
(symbolized by H in Appendix B), Equation (4) of that section could not be
applied to the data. Nevertheless, the results are completely adequate to determine accurately ratios of car velocities at
different times, and hence whether the
velocity is constant over the interval
Z301-330. The direct use of Equations 1
and 5 of Appendix B gives only an approximate value for the car's average
velocity.
The dynamical analysis was completed
in the light of the results found in Appendix B. To determine the degree to
which the reported acceleration figure
for the President's head reflects the mo-

RESULTS
The results are presented in the graph
shown below. They indicate that, to within experimental variance the car maintained a uniform velocity during this time
interval. The velocity on the graph is
about 8 mi./hr., and the average acceleration from frame 313 to frame 325 is 3.18
ft./sec.' Rough estimates of d and H in
the correction factor (1
d/H) suggest
that the actual figures are closer to 11
mi./hr. and 4.2 ft./sec.' respectively.*

VARIANCE
Experimental variance in these calculations is due largely to the number of
measurements involved and to the use
and alignment of several sets of axes. A
measurement of the standard deviation
was made by using several sets of objects
in the background as references simultaneously. As cr = 475 microns, the 95
percent confidence limits are ±930 microns, which corresponds to a maximum
uncertainty of about 1 mi./hr. and 27
ft./sec.'
* The subtraction sign in Equation (4) of
Appendix B has been replaced with a plus
sign as the reference unit must now be
'moved" in the opposite direction.
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APPENDIX D
A CRITIQUE OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY'S AUTOPSY
by
Cyril H. Wecht, M.D., LL.B.
Had President Kennedy been a European head of state, his government would
have appointed the most eminent forensic
pathologist in the country to conduct the
autopsy. As assistants, such a man would
have had two or three other forensic experts or heads of medico-legal institutes.
It is history's profound loss that men of
this caliber were not appointed to perform the President's autopsy. Had they
been, nearly all the troubling questions
about the assassination which continue to
vex us today could have been settled at
the outset with scientific precision.

CHOICE OF PATHOLOGISTS
The specialty of forensic pathology is
recognized by the American Board of
Pathology, which gives subspecialty examinations in this field. The practice, experience, and knowledge of a forensic
pathologist are to a great extent quite
different from those of a general "hospital" pathologist. The hospital pathologist
spends much of his time examining organs or tissue slides as a means to establishing diagnoses on living patients. When
he is called upon to do an autopsy, it usually concerns a patient who has succumbed in the hospital from some natural
disease. The autopsy most often is performed to confirm a diagnosis already arrived at, or for research purposes.
The forensic pathologist operates within quite a different setting. Often associated with the medical examiner's office,
his job is not to verify an already arrived
at diagnosis, but to establish independently
the exact cause and manner of death.
Dr. Wecht is Research Professor of Law and
Director, Institute of Forensic Sciences, Duquesne University School of Law, and Chief
Forensic Pathologist, Allegheny County Coroner's Office. In February 1967 he was
elected Secretary of the Pathology and Biology Section of the American Academy of
Forensic Sciences. Dr. Wecht is also Director
of the Pittsburgh Institute of Legal Medicine.

Whereas the hospital pathologist's milieu
is natural disease, the forensic pathologist's setting is very often violent death.
The expertise and tasks of the two specialties are quite distinct. As my colleague
Dr. Milton Helpern, Chief Medical Examiner of New York City, has noted, to
give a hospital pathologist a gunshot
wound case is "like sending a seven-yearold boy who has taken three lessons on
the violin over to the New York Philharmonic and expecting him to perform
a Tchaikovsky symphony. He knows how
to hold the violin and bow, but he has a
long way to go before he can make
music."1
It is troubling in the extreme, then, to
learn that a hospital pathologist was in
charge of the President's autopsy. Commander [now Captain] James J. Humes
of Bethesda Naval Hospital directed the
autopsy. With the exception of a single
course at the Armed Forces Institute of
Pathology, Commander Humes had no
special knowledge or expertise in forensic
pathology (2H348). His official title was
"Director of Laboratories of the Naval
Medical School at Naval Medical Center,
Bethesda, Md." (2H348). He was assisted
by Navy Commander J. Thornton Boswell, like Humes a hospital pathologist
with no special experience in medico-legal
autopsies. After Commanders Humes and
Boswell saw the body and realized how
difficult their job would be, Lt. Col. Pierre
Finck of the Armed Forces Institute of
Pathology was called in to assist. Lt. Col.
Finck is an able forensic pathologist, but
his experience as of November 1963 had
been mainly administrative — limited
chiefly to reviewing files, pictures, and
records of finished cases. More importantly, his position at the autopsy table on
November 22 was extremely difficult. He
had been summoned only after the autopsy
had begun, and he was working in a
Navy hospital under the direction of a
Navy doctor.
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Given the circumstances, what seems
so inexplicable is the fact that not one
of a score of available civilian forensic
experts was called in to perform the autopsy on President Kennedy. When Presidents Eisenhower or Johnson had medical
problems, civilian experts were immediately summoned. In this case, however,
a case which might take on the most awesome international political significance,
the decision was made to get by with
three military pathologists. Yet within
one hour's flying time were some of the
greatest forensic pathologists in the world.
Dr. Russell S. Fisher in Baltimore, Dr.
Milton Helpern in New York City, Dr.
Joseph W. Spelman in Philadelphia, Dr.
Geoffrey T. Mann in Virginia, and Dr.
Alan R. Moritz in Cleveland are only
some of the people who are located in
areas quite close to Washington, D.C., and
who could have been called upon by the
government to assist. The irony of the
situation is that these experts are men the
military has called upon countless times
in the past. They have lectured at the
Armed Forces Institute of Pathology on
forensic pathology. These are men the
government uses to teach, yet in this autopsy—probably the most important of
the century—the government chose not to
call on them. Much of the controversy
and mystery which enfolds the case owes
its origin to this tragic choice.

CONSEQUENCES OF
THE CHOICE
Cdr. Humes's final autopsy report and
his subsequent testimony before the Warren Commission reveal mistakes of procedure and technique which only an inexperienced person could make in performing a medico-legal autopsy.
Experienced forensic pathologists do
not probe bullet wounds with their fingers,
as Cdr. Humes did (2H367), nor do their
autopsy reports include newspaper articles as relevant to their findings.2The location of the controversial back wound is
given from rather unorthodox reference
points: "14 cm. from the tip of the
right acromion process and 14 cm. below
the tip of the right mastoid process"
(16H980); experienced forensic patholo-

gists would use the top of the head and
the midline of the body to locate such a
wound. These technical errors are not important in themselves, but they do reveal
the unconventional character of the whole
report. Other errors of procedure have
greater importance and wider ramifications.
The Bethesda surgeons knew by 4:00
P.M. on the afternoon of November 22
that they would be performing the President's autopsy. The first move of any
experienced forensic pathologist at that
time would have been to get in touch
with the Dallas doctors who had tried to
save the President's life. Such a call would
have alerted the Bethesda doctors to the
existence of a small throat wound, a
wound they only learned of the next day
(after the body was out of their hands)
when Humes belatedly called Dr. Malcolm Perry in Dallas. Had they known of
this wound on Friday night they might
have been more zealous in tracing the
course of the bullet which entered the
President's back. As it was, when the
body left their hands on Friday night they
held the hypothesis that the bullet that
entered the back had fallen out of the
wound, an hypothesis they later felt
bound to reject. An experienced forensic
pathologist does not settle for hypotheses
or inferences. Had an experienced forensic pathologist been in the Bethesda autopsy room, he would not have permitted
the body to be taken away until he had
traced out (most likely by dissection) the
actual course of the bullet that had entered the President's back.
The official autopsy report contains two
omissions which cast a shadow over the
whole proceeding. First, the failure to
mention the adrenal glands, either grossly
or microscopically. There can be no doubt
that the adrenal glands were identified
and examined; Cdr. Boswell himself has
admitted this .3I should stress that these
glands played no role whatsoever in
President Kennedy's death and from that
standpoint have no significance. The import of their omission lies in the fact that
it makes the entire report susceptible to
sincere and serious challenge inasmuch as
it is incomplete. Any competent forensic
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pathologist knows that he cannot afford
to have such a glaring omission in his
report. Otherwise, his entire examination
may become worthless in the eyes of the
jury and the judge when such an oversight is pointed out by a skilled defense
attorney on cross-examination.
Another deficiency in the overall report (and one directly associated with the
murder) concerns the examination of the
President's brain. A reading of the supplementary autopsy report on the brain
examination discloses that the entire
brain was not cut into coronal sections
(1611987). Although one small section
was excised from the front on the left
side, the description indicates that no examination of the brain's left side was performed. This is appalling. We cannot
know what injuries were present in the
left cerebral hemisphere if no examination was made. No competent forensic
pathologist would examine only half a
brain, particularly in a case where it had
been injured by one or more bullets.
Either way we consider these deficiencies, the picture is not reassuring. If the
military pathologists on their own decided
not to examine the adrenal glands and the
left cerebral hemisphere, then they are
to be soundly condemned, and their report is to be strongly criticized. If they
were told by their military superiors to
make the omissions and obeyed that order, then two things follow: (1) The
pathologists and their report are totally
discredited, and (2) it becomes comprehensible why civilian medico-legal experts
were excluded from the autopsy—they
could not have been controlled in this
way.

WHAT CAN WE KNOW?
Given the incomplete and flawed character of the whole autopsy, what can we
know of the nature of the President's
wounds?
Histological slides taken from the periphery of the bullet holes in the President's upper back and the occipital region
of the skull apparently show "coagulation
necrosis of the tissues at the wound margins" (16H988). This would be a sure

sign that the holes in question were bullet
entry holes (the speed of an entering projectile almost always produces this effect
in the immediately surrounding tissue),
and that two bullets entered the President's body at these points.
But with the exception of these two
facts, everything else—whether the President was hit in the head by one or two
bullets, whether the throat wound was
caused by a fragment from the head impact, from an entering bullet, or from a
transiting one—must remain open to
question on the basis of medical evidence
alone. Other evidence must be brought to
bear if any of these puzzles are to be
solved. However, as other evidence accumulates and as the medico-legal expert
can begin to weigh the plausibility of alternative hypotheses, two conclusions of
the Commission become less plausible.
The first concerns the nature of the
head wound or wounds. On the basis of
the autopsy report we cannot rule out the
possibility that the President was struck
on the right front side of the head. Although the official report mentions the
microscopic examination of the periphery
of the small occipital wound, no mention
is made of a similar examination of the
periphery of the large gaping wound on
the right side of the head. Without such
an examination (or, for that matter, without a careful scrutiny of the remaining
scalp and hair, which might easily mask
a bullet hole) we cannot be sure that
there was not a second wound of entrance
in the head forward on the right side. I
mention this only because of the extremely persuasive evidence on this point in the
Zapruder film. I have seen this film in the
superior copy owned by Life magazine.
Quite clearly, the President's body moves
sharply backward and to the left under
the impact of the fatal shot. It seems to
me extremely unlikely that his body
would have moved in this direction if he
had been struck from above and behind
as concluded by the Warren Commission.
The second concerns the back wound.
The official conclusion of the military
pathologists that a bullet entered the back
of the President's neck and emerged from
his throat, along with the "single-bullet
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theory" which it spawned, is brought into
question by four different clusters of evidence:
(1) The location of the back wound.
As mentioned earlier, Humes's official report locates the back wound with respect
to two unorthodox reference points—the
acromion and the mastoid process. The
difficulty with using these two points is
that measurements taken from them locate positions which vary from person to
person. The same measurements will define different points depending upon the
length of neck and width of shoulders of
the person involved. Still, it is clear that
the location of the back wound as given
in the official autopsy report is much
higher than the location drawn on the
face sheet during the autopsy by Cdr.
Boswell. When this discrepancy was
pointed out to Boswell, he ascribed it to
carelessness. "If I had known at the time
that this sketch would become public record," he remarked, "I would have been
more careful."4Clearly, his excuse is unacceptable. It is true that pathologists do
not make such sketches on an accuratescale basis at the time of the autopsy. No
one would dispute a matter of an inch or
so. But in this case we are talking about
completely different parts of the body—
his sketch shows a hole in the back, not
in the lower neck. In addition, we should
remember that Boswell managed to locate
properly all the other scars or wounds on
the President's body. Why should he make
a mistake on only this one wound? And
why should his "mistake" align perfectly
with the location defined by the holes in
the President's clothing, the report of
FBI agents Sibert and O'Neill, and the
testimony of Secret Service agents Hill,
Kellerman, and Greer?
The problem, of course, is that this
overwhelming body of evidence marks an
entrance hole in the back substantially
lower than the purported exit in the
throat—clearly an impossibility if the shot
came from behind and above the President.
One additional consideration germane
to this point has never before been raised.
Both the Secret Service and FBI agents
present at the autopsy and Cdr. Humes

himself have pointed out that on November 22 the military doctors thought the
bullet that entered the President's back
had fallen out during closed chest cardiac
massage at Parkland Hospital in Dallas.
External cardiac massage is applied on the
anterior chest wall at the level of the
breast bone. This would define a location
more or less directly in front of the spot
where all the evidence except the official
autopsy report places the back wound. A
question which has never been asked
Humes and his colleagues is how they
concluded the bullet had been forced out
during cardiac massage if indeed the hole
was not in the back but in the lower
neck.
(2) Size of the throat wound. Subsequent experiments performed at Edgewood Arsenal disclosed that a bullet fired
from Oswald's rifle through sufficient goat
flesh to simulate a transit of the President's neck left exit holes over twice the
size of entry holes (5H77-78). But the
hole in the President's throat (the putative exit hole) was actually smaller (3 to 5
mm. in largest diameter) than the back
entry wound (4 by 7 mm.). It is true that
exit wounds may sometimes be smaller
than entrance wounds, but in this case
the very tests ordered by the Commission
to buttress the contention of a back to
front transit actually militated against the
autopsy report's conclusion.
(3) Lack of metal traces on the President's tie and shirt front. An FBI exami-

nation of a slit in the President's shirt
near the collar button and a nick in the
tie failed to disclose the presence of any
metallic traces (5H60-62). It seems unlikely that a bullet could have transited
from back to front without leaving some
evidence of its passing at the point of exit.
(4) The Zapruder film. My viewing of
the Zapruder film at Life would suggest
that Governor Connally is most likely
correct when he says he was hit by a different bullet than the one which struck the
President. On the film, the Governor appears to be hit at frame 238—at least 3A
second after the President first shows
signs of injury. Clearly, if the President
and the Governor were hit by different
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bullets, the bullet which struck the President could not have transited his (the
President's) body as the Commission concluded.
All this indicates that the autopsy conclusion of a back to front transit has become progressively more unacceptable as
the evidence accumulates. Unfortunately,
this same evidence does not dictate unambiguously an alternative hypothesis. Any
attempt to formulate an alternative hypothesis should take into account the following possibility:
At the beginning of his testimony Cdr.
Humes observed that "the photographs
and X-Rays were exposed in the morgue
of the Naval Medical Center on this night
[November 22], and they were not developed, neither the X-Rays nor the photographs" (2H351). Somewhat later in his
testimony Humes speaks as if the X-Rays
had been developed and were used in the
course of the autopsy (2H364, 372). Yet
his assertion here that the autopsy was done
without their benefit raises the very real
possibility that a bullet or bullets may
still remain in the President's body. Bullets have a curious way of moving around
in the body. Any experienced forensic
pathologist can cite a long list of stories
of bullets turning up in the oddest places.
In many cases total body X-Rays are the
only means by which wandering bullets
can be located. With respect to the Kennedy autopsy there is conflicting testimony
as to whether such X-Rays were developed and used on November 22, and even
if they were used it is doubtful whether
either of the Bethesda pathologists was
experienced enough in gunshot cases to
interpret them correctly. Thus the possibility that a bullet or bullets may still remain in the President's body cannot be
ruled out. If this were shown to be the
case, many problematical aspects of the
assassination would become clear.

THE FUTURE
Can anything be done at this point to
clarify the situation?
The autopsy photos and X-Rays are
critical. Their examination by qualified
experts might throw great light on some

of the questions that continue to puzzle
us today. If a photograph of the President's back exists, it would definitely settle the controversy over the location of
the back wound. Total body X-Rays
might reveal the presence of other missiles still in the body. Head X-Rays might
help us decide whether or not the President was struck more than once in the
head.
The treatment of these photos and XRays by the government has been extremely irresponsible. Although they constituted primary evidence of a critical
sort, they were never viewed by any member of the Warren Commission or its staff
—and this in spite of the fact that they
remained in government custody until
April 1965.5At that time they were
turned over to the Kennedy family. In
November 1966 this material returned to
government custody under an agreement
with the family which prohibits non-governmental experts from viewing it until
1971.
Has anyone seen this material?
William Manchester, in an early draft
of his book The Death of a President,
implied that he had examined it.6When
Richard Goodwin learned that this was
false, that Manchester had actually been
denied permission to see it, he pressured
the author to remove the offending paragraph.7The result was a mystifying footnote in the present edition in which Manchester admitted that he had not seen the
X-Rays and photos, but had discussed
them with three men, each a stranger to
the others, who carried "special professional qualifications," and who had examined the materia1.8It would be interesting
to know just what "special professional
qualifications" these shadowy experts hold.
Not one of them is known to either Dr.
Milton Helpern or myself, or for that
matter (as far as I know) to any other
member of the American Academy of
Forensic Sciences.
On the day the photos and X-Rays were
turned over to the Archives they were
viewed by the two Bethesda pathologists,
Humes and Boswell, who proudly announced that they confirmed their earlier
autopsy findings. However, both are inter-
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ested parties to the growing controversy
surrounding the autopsy, and the earlier
cited omissions and deficiencies in the official report render their judgments suspect. More importantly, they are not forensic pathologists and thus are unequipped
by either training or experience to interpret the photos and X-Rays correctly.
At the present time, then, there is no
credible evidence that any qualified expert
has in fact examined these photos and XRays. Surely such a situation should be
remedied with all due speed. A move in
this direction was made by Representative
Theodore R. Kupferman of New York. In
letters to the Archivist of the United
States (Dec. 27, 1966) and to President
Johnson (Feb. 16, 1967) he requested permission to view the autopsy photos and
X-Rays in company with Dr. Milton Helpern and me.9Representative Kupferman's request was turned down both by
the executive branch of the government
and by Burke Marshall, a lawyer for the
Kennedy family.
This refusal to let qualified experts examine the material raises many interesting
questions. If the bullet wound in the back
is where the autopsy report says it is, then
why won't the present administration permit qualified experts to verify this fact?
The request was made in a proper and
official way by a respected member of the
Congress. No one could dispute the fact
that Milton Helpern is very likely the
most respected forensic pathologist in the
world. Clearly, nothing is gained by keeping this evidence sequestered and unexamined when qualified experts are available. Why then are we not permitted to
examine it? The present administration in
Washington may be able to answer this
question. I cannot.

CONCLUSION
In February 1966 I gave a talk to the
American Academy of Forensic Sciences
which covered many of the points touched
on in this paper. At that time, in spite of
the omissions and deficiencies already apparent in the official autopsy report, I
nevertheless concluded my talk by saying
that I agreed with the essential findings

of the Warren Commission. Some eighteen months later, I must now say that
I wish I had not written that final paragraph. For no longer can I agree with the
essential findings of either the Warren Report or the autopsy on which it was
based.
The more one analyzes the critical area
of the autopsy the more one comes to
recognize that the government's handling
of the case is fraught with irregularities.
The inexplicable unwillingness of officials
to permit civilian forensic experts to participate in the autopsy, Humes's burning of
his autopsy draft notes on November 24,
the omissions and deficiencies which
plague the official report itself, the mysterious transmutation of a wound in the
upper back into a wound in the lower
neck, the Commission's reticence to view
the autopsy photos and X-Rays even
though they were in government possession, and finally, the refusal of the present
administration to permit qualified experts
to examine these same photos and X-Rays
—it is this concatenation of facts which
nurtures the reasonable man's suspicions.
Nor is the autopsy the only part of the
case where the government's handling of
evidence and testimony lends itself to suspicion. Commission Exhibit 399 is another case in point.
Although this bullet is nearly pristine in
appearance and lacking only 2.4 grains of
its substance, the Commission concluded
that it smashed through both President Kennedy and Governor Connally,
causing seven separate wounds, and shattering the Governor's fifth rib and right
wrist. From a medico-legal standpoint
such a conclusion is utterly unacceptable
—bullets which strike two large bones do
not remain undeformed. Its unacceptability, moreover, was shown by the Commission's own tests and echoed in the opinions of its ballistic experts. The conclusion was accepted in spite of overwhelming contrary evidence because the singlebullet theory—the keystone of the Commission's case—required it.
Photographs of CE 399 show a slice
missing from the nose where a sliver of
metal was removed for spectrographic
analysis. Had a similar examination of
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Governor Connally's clothes been possible, a firm conclusion might have been
reached as to whether CE 399 was the
bullet which wounded him or whether, alternately, his wounds had been caused by
a pristine bullet. Yet Connally's clothes
were not available for such a comparison
—his suit was dry cleaned and his shirt
laundered before any of the investigating
officials thought to have them examined
by the FBI. It is hard to believe that the
FBI would not have wanted the clothes of
the victims immediately, inasmuch as this
is a cardinal rule in the investigation of
any shooting. As with so many other aspects of the federal investigation of the
crime, one is driven to believe that this
oversight was due more to premeditated
deliberation than to innocent, albeit negligent, omission.
The list of irregularities and evasions in
the official report may be multiplied at
will. As the person trained in criminological procedures delves more deeply into the
case, the more certain he becomes that

the truth about the Kennedy assassination
is not the "official truth" contained in the
Warren Report. Truth was not the aim of
the Commission, nor was truth the end
product of its labors. We will know the
real truth about the assassination only
when impartial and scientific investigation
replaces governmental promulgation and
official obfuscation.
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APPENDIX E
OFFICIAL CORRESPONDENCE
OF REPRESENTATIVE
THEODORE R. KUPFERMAN
Representative Theodore R. Kupferman (R.-N.Y.)
has made available the following documents pertaining to his unsuccessful effort to have the Kennedy
autopsy photos and X-rays examined by two medicolegal experts, Dr. Milton Helpern of New York City
and Dr. Cyril Wecht of Pittsburgh. On September 28,
1966 Representative Kupferman introduced a concurrent resolution to establish a joint committee of
the Congress to determine the necessity of a congressional investigation of the assassination of President Kennedy.
First, Representative Kupferman's statement on
the floor of the House of Representatives, April 13,
1967.
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STATICIMIT BY SM. THEODORE R. KOPMIDNIL (B. -N.Y. ) III MO MOUSE OP REPRESMIPMTIVES
UPON REINTRODUCIIM OP A ORICURRENT RESOLUTION TO ESTABLISH A MD. COMITIES
TO DEMONISM THE NECESSITY OF A CtuaRESSICSIAL DIVESTIGATION Of THE ASSASSINATION
OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY APRIL 13, 1967.

Nr. Speaker, I am today reintroducing my Concurrent Resolution for • Joint
Congr.sion. Committee co detmmine the necessity for reinvestigating the
ion of President Kennedy.
In the 89ch Congress on September 28, 1966, the meco. amniversay of th.e
Warren Comission Report (se. congressionel Record. Page 2E123/. I totroMmed
H.Con.Ree. 1023, pointing out that the official Report, with respect to the
assassination of President Kennedy, had treat. more doubts then it had settled.
Subsequent polls proved that this wee so (see Congressional llecard of October 4.
,,
g. 24043).

I wrote to President Mhomon on February 16, 1567. Kim Office stated:

IME WHITE HOUSE
cashing..
February 17, 1967
Dear Congressman:
For the President, may 1 acknowledge your letter of
Paha., 16 to the President regardLos your request to
examine the X-rays and photographs tak. 000190 the
setae. of President Kennedy.
Your letter and enclosures will be given careful
attention.

The alleged truth. of the Warren Commission Report can no longer, if NOr,
be considered self-evident.

Sincerely your•,
(•illoed)
Henry H. Dile., Jr.
Administrative Assistant
to the President

The reason the Congress Bust now act 12 that the Executive Branch, in the
most obvious are. of doubt, h. engaged in • conspiracy of silence end imation,
when clearly there is • need for sound action end high.level investigation.
The refuel. of the Executive Branch to take emessary action has be.
deamnstrated in the situation involving the X-rays and the photograph.' of tbe
eutonii` of No late President Remedy. it be. become increasingly clear to me.
throughout the rising controversy subsequent to President Kennedy's essesaination
and the publication of the Uarren Report, that this material, which the Barr.
Commission es a matter of non-feasance had failed to examine, should be officially

Accordingly, on December 27, 1966, I wrote to the thief Archivist of Cl.
United States requesting mn opportunity, together with some mcstanding and knowledgeable people in the field, to view them. items. Copies of omannaettom
vith the National Archives, a. veil as copies of the replies received in this
regard, follow at the and of ibis carmen
There heve been many dosing raised amut the findings contained in the
Herren Report, but in my opinion themst vulnerable is that known as the asinBle
bullet theory.. One cannot read the Caren withma realising the importance of this theory to Iva conclueion that Lee Hama Oswald, eating Maw..
killed President Kennedy.
If the first her
entered jest below fteeidelet Kennedy's shoulder, and
failed to exit, then there
ingle bullet theory, the cornerstope of the Sarreco
emmissan Report, 1.1=1 substantiated. If the bullet in que.ti. entered et
the rear of the neck. passed completely through the neck, and exited through
the throat. then the theory In, be sustained. The answer my well be contained
b. the files and X-rays of the aucopay rePort.
Governor Connally of Texas. who ma directly involved, and others do not
nnceps the single bullet thaory•

There ha. been mo much confusion and ambiguity over this and many of the
other basic findings of the ComIssion that, under the circumstances, and with
my request. reason would dictate that the Executive Brooch mould have et least
asked for an official report with an analysis of the X-rays and photographs.
nether, U. reopen..m 9request can only reaemble the Warr. Report itaelf In
the mountain of paperwork, but lack of • valid conclusion. The circuit...es
involved is the equivalent of the circular file.
Upon receipt of my request, the Chief Archivist referred the matter to
Burke Marshall, who has been designeted by the Kennedy fmily to act in Its behalf
in matter. relating to these materiels. He denied my request by letter of January
25, 196/.
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TO DIPPEMMINE THE
OF PRESIDENT KEN

Honorable Theodore R. nupfennan
Mee of Representatives
0, C.

The matter was then referred back co the General Service. AdminMaration
by the President's Office, Mere the Admipismatm gave me the mem answer chat
I M1.4 previously received. It is ironical that the Administrator Ln his letter
of reply tutee .
The public interest in the X-rays and photograph. as
• part of the historical maned of the •ssesaination
of Preeideot KenneM is appropriately served, not only
by their deposit end preservation Ln N.clonal Archive.,
but 61. by Ne provision for unrestricted accuse by any
official government body, ...hullos committees of the
Genoese. having authority to investigate matters
relating to the mmassinetion,
This, of cour., ova the beats of ey ...Peet in N latter to Ereaiaent
Th. correspondence, hereinafter attached, is an exercise la bureaucte. .ed
futility. More eignificently, it amount, to del Were Uagym
.
on the part of
the Exemcive Branch to inform the American people in a vital area, one about
Mich the public has a right to know more.
Imaamch 0. the Executive Branch will mot face its respousibilitiem and
tae ma eery action, only the Congress of th. United States, with its inveatigeCive power., remains available to do the job thst mat be done.
Attached hereto is my Original eteteMela 00 we introduction of my original
Resolution, Mon.... 1023. andmycorrespondence relative to the X-rays and
photographs,
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It at obvious in President Johnson'. approach to eelectiu the thou..=
of the Ca.iln, that he vented men of the highest integrity and natiP.1
teputetion go that the Commission' s findings would have the necessary stand.. to
ensure quick accaptanc• of its fiodings and thus puerile Net some have called
....tic tuaidth7•••
This view is epitomized by the fact that President Johnson chose the
thief Justice of the Nth, States Earl Ilarren. to ace a. Chairman of the
Comi • sion,
lodeed, all of the .even members of the Commission arc men of national
reputation for intelligence, competence and integrity.
7 .• difficulty comma to the feat that many peal, feel that the findings of
the Warren Nuission hawt rot been aeon... lo this regard Fletcher knead
writing in Look Magazine, July 12, 1966, reports that *Rusts Survey aka In the
fall of 1964, aeon after the publicatthn of the U... Report, .hared that 313 of
horizons •9111 believed 0•0•14 had .complices, earl that lees than half the people
believed the Pmmissiou told the fu11 scotry.
11 is othipas that it would be an impoesible task for the weven-maeher
Gommisaion to pecovade even a majority of the American people as to the exact
nate and eiremat.ce• of all the horribly events Put souk plea on that Friday.
But, the fact remains that if the purpose of the Warren Copilission was to aid, or
set at rest doubts that • great many people naturally thd fallthins that event.
and to re•tore • feeling of relative security and calm as • ...It of Its search
f ar the feet.. then it is at least questionable Nether it saccade,
Of course, there wee a rash of activity by writer. and critics immediately
following the publication of the Report P. played on diffinalt and =anther.
ileetions, Nam feeding fuel to the fit. of apaulatthn in the minds of the doubters
and adding to the uneasthes• of the people. the ohm.. difficulty with chi products
of this fleet wave of ,shits la that they played huvily ou thaimiations and
rhetorical que•Mons Nile failing to ensue or offer alternative theories Need on
lodgments after weighing all the evidence, such as the Warren Comaineton
purportedly did,
thrtiever. le 1.• now ton year• after the publicattho of the Warren Commiseion
report and a oat wave of critic.= h.as developed capes-Mu the work of the Warr.
Cueissiou. The critic. who =Ise up the second wave are not UM-cooing themselves,
for the wet part, to the integrity of the Warren Comi•sion, or even to the sound.
nes. of many of it. cothlusioes.
Ike serious que•tion raised 177 the second wave of critics 1s whether the
sears of the Werra Cumiesion took the nece•mary time to examine thoroughly all
the available material and evidence to roes to en accurate and independent conclusion a• th what happened, or whether they were diapoand ua satisfy • certain via,
being persuaded in the public interest to ease to a spud, deciathn.
Those No criticised the Warren [omission or the Warren Report along these
lines would find pos.ille annort in the lac that Pre.... Johnson selected highly
coapetent hit busy men to act as Members of the Commission.
Oneof the any recent hooks critical of the Ca
us written by
Edward J. th•tely as an outgrowth of his,
is Mesita. Cheats in Goverment for Comell
Univermity. In the Introduction to Mr. Cpstain'• book entitled, •. 1.0quest: The
Marron Commiaalon and the Esublistment of Truth," Richard R. Revere, • reenacted
writer. notes in the foreword that Paten imply demUnStrates that the Couission'•
quest fartruth Wel. also • quest for deseettlt tranquility, and that the second
quest often got in the way of the first, Mr. Epet•in .eye the NuNsion'• probe
w. 4 aPored by en a...hie death. Impo.ad by thief Justice , arten. by lack of
inve•tigation sod manpower, and by .senteeis of the busy comissioners.
calcuthtes only three commissioners heard aro than half the testimony at. measure.:
the R6Laadv ad
thut, six percent to a high
ar i gs a. ragths from • low of about
of about serucy-one percent. Mr. Epstein •utea that the Commis... housed
ummible vita sssss sifted the testimony to ault Ira purpose, and omitted contradthtory evidence and inconaistac details.
Finally, the critth• suggest ar typical of the superficial .tore of the
°omission'. work, that the Coasts/lion ague independently investiutad raredhathar
Nwath was a paid inforunt of the MI, bit scaly took the loord of MI officials,princl
00011
They say Ott question that tha public
pally 3. Edgar Hoover,•that-he•vas not.
Se left with now in whetb. the Coessisaionth caul. frt. the onat of its
..mast wee lea .-cha_dayetve, of revelation erne truth the to dispelling
rimers th.t would damage the ational interest.

In an article entitled, "Round Two," written by Fred Graham, which appearee
in the Mew York Times Rook Revieu of Rum. IN. 1946, it was •tated that,
Nfortunstely, may people may roan. the doubt. about the
oumeission vith doubts Shout it. cosclusion. One of the
.liest and wet perceptive trstic• of Gil hareem Commissioa,
P.1 L. Pupae of the California Ur, remade. in the Columbia
Wm Review that the commileion vas paner.le Pewee its real
task .srana not to fled the truth but to appear to .ve fad
the truth.' N. Graham says with reenact to this ilt•teent
of P.1 Freese, ',he pi, Is that it may Nye done the
oppoeita.. s
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Fletcher thebel, the unbar of the "Nara Commission Reurt on the
Aasessinatthn la hrork by s rev 'love of Ithabd' which appeared In Leek ....ye on
July 12, 1966, examined IP. Mmteth'• writing carefully and . ...soon became convinced that Epstein was guilty of the very My* of hatch be actheed the Warta
Cramia•ion: distortLan, ignorths testimony, •Iftthg the eviduce, and sdroitlY
aelectNg It to fit it• theories see essumptione." Mr. label
with reaneei
heel..
"toque
The Warren Commission and the Establishment of Truth," "At the vot,
ro
Epstein hes written • dangerously deceptive book. At the be
he is guilty af
precisely that he lay at the door of the Warren Casiseiln--• usuurficial" Iweett

Richard M. Goodwin, a former assistant to President thanedy, in • review
written for Rook trek of the world Journal Tribune (then Pa strike) rd appear..
in new York City in the tU1.1_,,, Voice of App. 4, 1966, ...feted Edward J.
book. la the early part of IP. Goodwin'. review he sums,
.thee who worked M.th President Kennedy. even those in
the outer rings of relationship ouch as myself, welcomed
with such swift atentsnce the conclusions of the Warr.
Report; even though few had red it thoroughly and almost
ou had examined the evidence on which it was hued.
Mere was, of cur.. the fact that the thtedrity am
puthosa of the Couissloo were beyond theation and Its
=she. ware man of atoll ail the...genre. Mere was
the &lust wartime. praise Of ...Pau a 4...t.t. r•
No we *surd, if tie thought about it et all, had followed
the curse of investigation and •tudi. the answer.. Nth
mould of ordlearily have be. sough for those Pao had
learned the lesson of the Say of Pigs: that neither position,
conviction, alacrity, no export Nowledge precluded the
need for Independent- Jodgenv of the evidence. This time, Omagh, there
was only room for grief; and • lona madman compelled
neither hatred our effort out calculation.
Speaking of Epstein's bash criticism. of both the aubetutile portion of
the Warren findings, as well 55 the procedures employed, end the lack
of OprougUesa of N. Warren CouUslon, Mr. Gooduin states:
—Pone of this proves or even ilrcsfully indicates that •
...Is disturbed human being was not tha cause of hes:dent
Kennedy's death. Perhaps all the pail. example. 4.1•th
uee. to strengthen his cue will be aaaily reilta. If
ther• .e gapy further study say •wiftly clue them.
Rerover, the attack on the nature and adequacy of the
Commisalon'• work is not easily dismissed. Evan if Ilk.
Epatein 1.• totally wrong in every discussion of specific
swidence, ad yet if he is right that the investigation
itself war seriously incomplete, then we have not establiNad
to the limit the possibility th•t Lee Rap, Omueld acted
alone to kill John F. Remedy.
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the Roberts hassion w folload by six other inatimatiou of the Pearl
Harbor incident: Ladiately following the Roberts Coassion as the Hart Lathy,
initiated by order from area" of the Navy Ithos . Panay 11, 1944, and concluded .1.13, 1944. Polleag the art Inquiry, the Ara Purl Harbor Board was
appo.t4 pur.ant to provi.ons of Pal. Lew 339, 71th Congras, ad was directed
to ascertain mid report the facts relating to the attack =de by the Jame. and
a aka all recoandations as it my deem Proper. T. ard held ...as. hellthoia
July zo, 1944, and concluded ith investiget.n on October 24, 1944. following the
Army Pearl labor Board was the may Court of Lair, Por...1 to 74.io Ls "S•
70th 0115
. It held .ssion• July 24, 1944, and concluded a inquiry co Oa.. ID,
1944. The Cherie Inquiry was next, conducted from Saptaer 14 to 14, 1944, and from
July 13 to August 4, 1945. This inquiry was more specific in it. scope and testimony
being taken amen.ng the hallng of intercepted Japanese sang. and the ha.ng
of ththlligeoce material by the 04114.49 Intelligence Division of the Nar Department.
Finally, there was the Claim la•tigetioe (ham. nova. 23. 1944. ad
concluded on Septa. 12. 1945) end the Hewitt Impair, (Commuted Hey 14,1945 a
concluded on July 11, 1945).
Notwithstanding the wort of the Roberta Comels•ion sol the •th other Imes.aatious of the fat• ad circumstance. relating to the •ttack on Pearl Harbor by the
Japanese on Beca. 7, 1941, eerious queotions, doubt• and .conai•taimies rained.
%ally the thegres• of the United States found it necessary to ...abash •
Legislative Committee on the Investigation of the Pearl Rarbor Atack. The Concurrent
itheatioa. No. 27 (. extended), 79th Co. ***** 1st Session, establishing
14.
the Joint
agialative lovestation Committee composed of five aber• of
Sate a five
math of the Home, passed the Sate on Sava. 6, 1945, The Hon. concurred on
September 11, 1945.
Ten months tater, on July 20, 1946, the abaustive ad credible ioark of the
Joint Congreesional haitthe was presented to the President of the Senate and Speaker
of the House. The ark Ls found in a bound Senate vela entitled, "Pearl Harbor

It is ag•inst thi. background that 1 propose at • lone Congresitional Coen
mitt. be created to mike • preamble, inquiry to decease thethor there exiat•
the aeceeeity CO re-inweetigate thoroughly all of the facts ad arcuastaes
areal.. the event. that mad* in the assassination of Presides. Kennedy, the
subsequent killing of his alleged assn.., and the shooting of Governor John B.
Locally.
Should the Joint Congressional Committee determine. after a urea...,
thwatigetion of all the acountei, vriting• and reports, including but not limited
to the arra Report, of the fans and ciroatances relating to the randy aseam•iairs, that further angreseion1 lastig•tion 1 necessary, then that Joat
...Y.. meld Proceed to inve.tigate fully the entire f.1 and cirosucanca
marauding the event. of ilaa. 22, 1963.
The Concurrent Resolution, which 1 have Introduced today and which follow.
et the a of this eta Gant, would eetablish • Joint Congressional Committee ceased
of five members of the Senate (not more than three of wan shall be abets of the
Majority Patty) to be ...oatad by the President pro temps., and five abers of the
.0use (not more than three of who. shall be members of the Majority Party), to be
appointed by the Speaker of the Mouse.
Pie the Warren Cassia states, it was crated in recognition of the right
of people everywhere to a full and truthful knowledge concerning thee* ovate. The
report. in its word• "h. been prepared with • deep awareness of the Commission's
responsibility to prase. co the America people an objective report of the Ears
relating II the assassination."
Me at not Aide from .11 the fat. oh...oar 1141 ate, and thatever they
indicate. In light of the currat and eating 11111104 of the Darren Report we
must ea ajatively evaluate the findings of 911 those oho would have u• the
Berra Gaiseioe n on* way or another did not do all that It eau. have . n this
nay the volume of work of the Gera Coassan will be ailed upon th stand • true
tut. But the conchs.. and rationality of them w. said attack the
Warren Cai.sion be put to an equally objective test.
there appeared in the Ha York Times magaa section on Septaber 11, 1964,
an article written by an 1.111sh 7111411.1 caantator, Henry Pairlie, entitled,
"No Conspiracy, But--Too Sasai•ine, 0.1.7.7" a_Fairla lathe. 11121...

The Report of the Herren Lassa is now under sae
and, in some as, perwathe attack. It is ad to disagree
with the general judgment of It. 1144119 that it did a
hurried .d slovenly job. It .ems to het been les than
thorough . the maination of sae k41 witheas le.
than !Mahal of some of a official evidence with
each it n. supplied, leer then arehl to ansider
in detail every ...ale alma... of the ssssss Lotion
oth. than Lee Harvey arald•s sole guilt.
Pollaioa • discaion of the event. and arcusatsoc•s of the aseaLation
of President %sad, and bee Hervey Oswald, a. Pala.
hzvc
At some point, It Ls car, thorn
to be another adamant inquiry. But, even if
thin is sanead, it is by no =Sens equally clear
ievestimation is now. A
that the tia for smith
portion of the inv•stiontime reports to the Hated
States %tan.. Archive. is not Yet declaifia•
lhe wreabouts of other aortas r evidence luno
still not been these circumstances
the chances of • further Wary producing • report
uhah would carry conviction are slight.

not..

And further, Hr. Pairleo q.t. the following anclaion of Harold 1.1.11.4
tn.rapers . 7 the 4m.^
A crime all as the aseassiation of the President
of the limat. Sates ea. be left as the report of
the President'. as. has left it, without ea
the probability of • solution, with amain. and
adorers free, a free to repeat their crimes and
enjoy what benefit. they may hav• expected to days
*afro.. No Preside. Ls eve safe if Presidential
are•exculpated. Yet this L. what this
Canaan a• done.

According to DM. gal., 23 Gana.. agacies Paraished more than 300
cubic feet of paper to the Barren [salon and there were over 1500 arec
Service interview or reports and tams... of papers connected with the ....ciromistances relating to the ssssss ntion of President
Wis. of the Wte
Kennedy. In addition, the FBI alone sent the Coassion 25,000 aorta and Mars
I en informed that at the ma time sso-thira of ch. mailable papers
end documents in the N•cio.1 Archives are deaasalied and open to the public for
research purposes.
the
The remaining one-third of the available document. and papers
National Archives
pat, of the admaistative records mod working
papers of the Garren Commission. Additional hymekeena re.a. are ethed
with these papers end records and have to be sorted.
The record., reports and papa canner.vg the ha and circulate..
alaisa to the eassination of President Remedy which are et the ataal nnahe•
and as presently cIaseified should is made syllable to the public It the tallest
...ale tan.
In keeping wick the Waal Freedom of Information policy embodied in
Senate Bill life, whlch I supported in the those of Representative. then it passed
here on June 10th, and which President Jason sig.d on July 4 of this year, *a
at sake every eft*rt to ray the veil of area mmer Paper*
danate Mlch
can be revealed without violating the public interest.
a haat Johann said upon agars; this %Sara public recoa• law
(e.i. 89-492).
I as instructing every official n thin aiatration
to cooperate...a to make information available to the
.11 extent consistent with individual privacy al the
atonal acre..
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CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES

Weslusgtea, D.C. 20108

HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
WASHINGTON. D.C.

January

6, 1967

December 17, 19.

Hon

Rou
Wa

Mr. Robert B. Rah.:
Chief Archivist of the United stens
Natissl Archives end accords Section
8. Street Pousylvania Ave., N.W.
...gum, D. C.

Memorable Theodore R. Kupferran
Nmine of NePreeentatives
vemsington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mr. Bohner:

Dear Mr. Kupternan:

Too ere widoubcedly familiar with the n. thou on September 28, 1966
I introduced, in the Rouse, 0.Conams. 1023. E ery statement in connection
with 13 is found atpage 23203 of the Congressional Re.. of that date.
7 em male .. • lay of the stateweat.

This is in reply to your letter of December 27, 1966, consnining the x-rays and photographs taken during the autopeY
of President Kennedy.

I have be. mach conceraed about the fact that Nitre was so opportunity
given the Irarren Dia.. co .amine the 2-ray• oni photograph• caten
during the autos. of President Kennedy.
in ny ..ion, the. could he. • stginficant bearing 2e the question
of stitcher It win • •insle .11. that hit .. Preeid., Kennedy and
wound. Governor Connally.
Accordingly, 1 would like to arrange far an opportunity to examine
the 1-rays and photograph, which I ma informed are vow in .• Archives,
when I .Washington for the 90th coop... I .maid prefer .r
lima inNs al.. of Soucy.

De.

We have forwarded your req.st for acne.a to the autopsy
materials . lh. Rorke Harahan, No has been designated
by the Kennedy really to set 131 15. behalf in matters
relating to the. materials.
Is you may kr., them materials we. accepted for deposit
in the National Archives under authority of ai 012 397.3.
Conditions Nursed by the Kennedy family pursuant to Nis
authority provide Nat for a period of five years these
New, unless othennee determined by Mr. Mags1.11, ray
be made available only to persons authorized to act for
s csmittee of the Congress or a cceseNtee or agency in
the 6Ncutive Branch vested with authority to investigate
maters relating to the death of President Kennedy.

In order to hays an informed judgment on No subject, 1 smld hes•
with me Dr. Mlle. lielpern, Now York City . . Chief Ned.. Wainer. and
Dr. Cyril I. Wash, who is the Clvisf Demur, Coroner end CU. Forensic
PoNologist of Allegheny County (rittalmargh), feresylvania. mad Rilvis
Neagh., 302 Weet 12th street, a
To. City. oho has studied the Warr.
a... Report and prepared ao Index co cis 26 voila. ef exhibits. etc.
Bar pre... would ha needed, so that we would have the various 8...1
natter. available as vs assmino the IMONFY.
X-ref••

8

11113:

Robert M. Babe.
Archivist of tke United States

lf yaa could alai arr.. for • .nable vievNg rasa that would be
aPPree.ted.
May 1 boar from you
s poseible on this Se that I can make
to necessary arrsagenante for tut ether three parties all to is pre...
TI•ak you for your courtesy.
SinceNly y..,

bay
Macre R.

ANNUL=
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Letterto President Johnson
February lb, 1967
Page Two

Lett. to Pre.id
mi, 16 196
Pepe Three

It her iscrw•Ingly ale. to ea that the X..s end photographs
Would he off ic.11y examined, a*, ac.rdingly, I addressed • comwictl.
to the Netioml Archives ce..ting an opportunity, together with mme wttaedlog
asid kowledge.. peop. in the field, to view these Itims.

You are
publication of
pr ----- contra

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
February l6, 1967

WASHINGTON, D.C.

The Poor*le Lyndon B.
Pr...lit of the Unit* States
Tbe White Wow
Washing.. D. C.

Attached hereto u Exhibit "A" le • copy of my letter of /wear 27,
1966 to the fbiel Archivist of the United States mod bin reply of January 6,
1967 (6.1.it

gear Non. President:

I then followed up with Narita liarshall aralreceived the reply dated
January 23, 1967, copy of which
att.., Wrote es Exhibit "1".

I write to you in the hop• that • serious •Ituation, Mich has become
• Iwat ludicrous, may finally he reeeived.
On September RE, 1966, I .troduc* ay
1023) for
the e•tabills.anc of • joint com.ttee of the Pause en. Senate to review the
••••••iption.
finding• of the Warren Cowlesion on tn.
the time,
Ply ...ma. in man... therewith. which y.
X3205 of the Cangra.bnel Record of that date.
1. vet forth
There hen bean early doubts Pis* Pout the findings contained in the
Warrme Commission Popo., hut, in my photon, the me.t vulnerable of the
find.ga is that town as the "cingle Wilt" theory.
If Na theory Is rejected, then it le powille that ch.e we mire then
ana aaussia. If the theory 1• suat•ined, then the.. • wesibility Nat
rePonable people can consider the cane tloaad.
As you .211 Wow, Governor .rinally io.ict. Net he we not hit by the
ema shot that hit President .unedy, al.ough, etrangely *ought, Governor
.2mally accepts the co.1..na of y0. 6.9.01.
As • r•suit of the re ouch done by Edward J. Spate. published in
nets 6001 eggigled "INN•ats, a great deal of information has hem brought co
light about the me..* of the Warren ComIdaion. Tau will rwall that
Senator 222•••11 wee merely willing to call the ".hale bullet. theory "credible'',
tha drafters of the Report vented to call it ^compelling. , end coevremiso
mat foam, ta the word "persuasive. gee Lila Saga.. of War 25, 1966
at 1.6. ' 3 •
la all the discussion. about the •..gle bullet theory, 1 have been
photographs tak.. 61 the aut.. of the
....a to find that tha
11.• Pre.12.1 Taped, very not made available to *9Cri.•12m. Arta
Sp.o, No our on this phase of the nvestlyet., in hi. interyiew in
D. S. News and World Report of October 10, 1966, •1 page 53, states tWt t*
Ommi••lon did not pines for the photographs and X-rays Wcauw they did not
consider them "indispensable. and would merely corroborate whet .6 mow.
nip.. had testified to under oath.
That the mt., surgeons were not necessarily well .formed isdet•iled
t pia 53, awns others, of the Life Pies.ine article Wove mentioned.

I had thought that deposit with the .chlves,
view of the public
fanfare, badscm •Ignificume. In the
of official itmestigation,
thia is all illusory.
It le incemcelveble to les slut • matter of personal preference, no
matter how delicate to the parties lovolved, Would ma
wy of the
p.a.. right to

my .
the extant el •
Pare Pa wiry
for which

You ha
Rada wallable
Act, which you

we as
le
stated in
that, I call u
of the X-rays
ea to their fin

William 1Ymhsstu, . tha second instelImpt of his hook "Die Death of
a President% as it app.. In Loot Rag... of February 7, 1967, at page 63
...tee as follwis:
la the ma. of 1966, • former Cornell graduate student
publish* • dissertation that mpaetad that this fir:. bullet
followed • different traj.tory. The implUation wee that •
second ••••••in had aided Oswald. The issue is resolved by
the X.raos and photographs which were [•lum from every cont.,able angle during the autop. on Na Presideat'• body. Robert
.imedy has decided that this material is too =sightly to
.how to
including qualified tholes, until 1971. 9.
has turnedi it
t over to the Watieval Archie. with that restriction.
Although thin writer ha. not sem the material, be interviewed
three people with special qualification. who ...nod it
it was put under peel. Now of them knew the other ono, but
all t.w gave identic•1 accounts of what they had s•en in the
photographs
X-ray•. The X-ray• show m airy ow* "halw
the shoulder,"
argued by the graduate student. ...tali,
X-raya of active pC0Hictile• pee•.6 through .11 U... Pre
diffimly to wad. tlewearar, the photographs support thw le
Ohio ----- an clearly reveal that the wound we in the neck.
Finally, th• recollection. of all doctors pies.. Mir.. the
*top., including the Pre•idere• personal phyeician, agree
unaniermaly with this overwhelming evidence.

1•2:00
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THE WHITE HOUSE

GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION

W..3E0,407014

Washington, AC.

20405

MAR 8 1967

April 13, 1967

NO,R
Honorable Theodore R. Kupferman
Home of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Dear Congressman:
May I acknowledge for the President your
letter of April 12 enclosing a copy of your
statement on reintroducing a Concurrent
Resolution to establish a Joint Congressional
Committee to consider a reinvestigation of
the assassination of President Kennedy.
Your courtesy in making available an advance
copy of your remarks is appreciated.
Sincerely,

154.
Henry H. Wilson, Jr.
Administrative Assistant
to the President

Honorable Theodore R. Kupferrnan
House of Representative.
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Kupferman:
Since the National Archives ie a part of the General Service.
Administration, the Prealdent ha. referred to me your letter of
February 16, 1962, concerning the x-rays and photographs made
during the autopsy of President Kennedy.
As you Imm, the photograph. and x-rays were deposited in the
National Archives by the Kennedy family under cerMin conditions,
which were accepted by me pursuant to Section 507 of the Federal
Amor. Act of 1950, as amended (11 D.S.C. 397). This statute
provides for the acceptance of such materials by the Administrator
of General Services ...Pect to restriction. on availability specified
by the donors or depositor..
The condition specified by the donor. and deem.. relating to
the autopsy rnateeMle that lo moat directly applicable to your
request Mates that access shall be permitted only to
. Any person authorised to act for • committee of

the Congress, for a Preaideatial committee or
commiesion, or for any other official agency of
the [Inked State. Government, having authority
to investigate /natters relating to the death of the
late President, for purposes within the investigative jurisdiction of mach committee, commission

Related condiHon• provide that exambiation by any person not
authorised to act for a congremional committee or other official
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APPENDIX F
A CRITIQUE OF THE CBS NEWS DOCUMENTARY
"THE WARREN REPORT"
The essence of CBS News's defense of
the Warren Report, televised June 25, 26,
27, and 28, 1967, was summarized in
these words by Walter Cronkite:
To the account given in the Warren
Report we have made three additions,
each of which rests on evidence at
least as persuasive as any provided by
the Commission. Our analysis of the
Zapruder film suggests strongly that
the first shot was fired at frame 186;
the Commission said only that the
first shot to hit came between frames
210 and 225. Something startled Mr.
Zapruder earlier, and the evidence
is that a rifle shot was what startled
him. We have shown that the Zapruder camera was quite possibly running slower than the Commission
thought. The earlier shot and the slow
camera together mean that the rifleman may have had additional time to
get off three shots. We have shown by
carefully controlled experiments that
a Mannlicher-Carcano rifle can be
fired more rapidly and accurately
than the Commission believed. These
points strengthen the Warren Report's
basic finding. They make it more likely
that Oswald shot the President. They
significantly weaken a central contention of the critics—their contention
that Oswald could not have done it
because he did not have enough time
to fire . . .
Did Lee Harvey Oswald shoot President Kennedy? CBS News concludes
that he did.

By stretching the time available to Oswald and by claiming that the Carcano
could be fired faster and more accurately
than was commonly believed, CBS News
sought to make it appear "more likely
that Oswald shot the President." Let us
scrutinize each of the principal supports
on which the CBS case rests.

(1) "Our analysis of the Zapruder film
suggests strongly that the first shot was
fired at frame 186."

Quite independent of the Zapruder
film, there is considerable evidence to
indicate that no shot was fired as early
as Z186. As Chapter III of this book has
shown, a triangulation of witness reports would place the first shot in the
interval picked by the Warren Commission—Z210-225. Photographic evidence,
as we have seen, tends to corroborate
such a finding, as does the on-site FBI
investigation. If a shot was fired at Z186
and missed the car entirely (as CBS believes) , the FBI was unable to find any
trace of it (R116).
But what of the CBS claim that "the
Zapruder film suggests strongly" that a
shot was fired this early? The Zapruder
film shows unequivocally that the President was struck in the head at frame 313.
Five frames later, Z318, the film blurs
and remains blurred through the next two
frames. The characteristics of the blurring
indicate that the camera was moved quite
violently at this point, very likely because
something had startled the cameraman,
Abraham Zapruder.
Can this startle reaction be used to
identify the timing of the earlier shots?
Zapruder himself cannot be of much help
here—he heard only two shots, one of
which was the Z313 head impact (7H571).
But perhaps, as CBS claimed, his film
shows other "jiggles" that pinpoint the
timing of the earlier shots. CBS claimed
to have located two additional jiggles—
one at Z190 and the other at Z227. But
what CBS did not tell its viewers was
that there were other jiggles as well in
the Zapruder film, both before and after
the shooting. If we choose to correlate
every jiggle with gunfire, then we must
believe that shots were fired while the
car was still on Houston Street, and also
later after Clint Hill had climbed onto
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the back of the limousine. Given the
overall evidence, such a belief is preposterous.
Even with respect to the interval studied by CBS (frames 170-334), that network was less than candid with its viewers. For anyone who cares to check
Volume XVIII of the Hearings can verify
for himself that Z190, Z227, and Z318
are not the only spots where jiggles are
visible in this interval. At Z197 there is
a jiggle of much greater magnitude than
the one at Z190. Again at Z210 and Z331,
jiggles not mentioned by CBS appear on
the film. The Z227 blur (singled out by
CBS as caused by the shot that supposedly struck both Connally and Kennedy) is clearly not caused by a movement of the camera, since, although the
foreground automobile is blurred, the
background is in focus. If each of the
jiggles in the Zapruder film is to be correlated with a shot, then at least six shots
were fired in the Z170-334 interval alone.
This is not counting the jiggles (shots?)
that appear both earlier and later. What is
the cause of these momentary blurs on
the Zapruder film? When this "jiggle
theory of the assassination" was discussed and rejected at Life last November, it was concluded that Z318 is most
likely a genuine startle reaction—the
only one on the film. The other blurs
are most probably caused by imperfections in the camera mechanism that permit the film to move a short distance
either toward or away from the lens.
The unusual clarity of certain other
frames (Z183, Z200, Z230, Z312, and
Z323, for example) is a product of the
same phenomenon.
CBS offered its viewers a "scientific"
theory based on an arbitrary selection of
data. Why not admit as evidence the
jiggles at Z197, Z210, and Z331 as well
as those occurring much earlier and
much later? For the simple reason that
to do this would conflict with the basic
purpose of the broadcast, which was to
defend the Warren Report. "Scientism"
replaces science.
(2) "We have shown that the Zapruder
camera was quite possibly running slower
than the Commisjiop thought."

Photo expert Lynda] L. Shaneyfelt of
the FBI testified before the Commission
on how he established the running speed
of the three movie cameras that pictured
the assassination:
We obtained from Mr. Zapruder,
Mr. Nix, Mrs. Muchmore; their cameras for examination, and in the FBI
laboratory exposed film in all three
cameras, aiming, focusing the camera
on a clock with a large sweep second
hand. We then ran the camera at the
speed and conditions as described by
the people who used the cameras. We
ran through several tests of film, and
then after the film was developed it
was studied under magnification, and
frames were counted for a period of
2 to 3 seconds or for the full running
time, and averages were taken.
Mr. Zapruder has stated that his
camera was fully wound. Most of the
others have stated their cameras were
fully wound, so we were able to more
or less eliminate the very slow time
that occurs when the cameras are
approximately run down, and all of
these things were taken into consideration and were averaged.
The Zapruder camera was found to
run at an average speed of 18.3 frames
per second (5H160).

Abraham Zapruder's camera was independently tested by the Bell & Howell
Company and was found to run at the
same speed established in the FBI tests.
Faced with this rather imposing evidence on the speed of the Zapruder camera, how did CBS arrive at the conclusion that "the Zapruder camera was quite
possibly running slower than the Commission thought"? Using the same technique employed by Shaneyfelt, CBS tested five other cameras of the same make
and model as Zapruder's. They were all
run against a clock, and the time required to grind through 128 frames was
measured. CBS gave the times for the
five cameras as 6.90, 7.30, 6.70, 8.35,
and 6.16 seconds. What CBS did not tell
its audience was that Zapruder's camera
(running at 18.3 frames per second)
would have run through the same 128
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frames in 7 seconds flat. In other words,
three of the five cameras were running
faster than the FBI-established rate for
Zapruder's camera. Simple arithmetic
permits one to calculate the varying
rates at 18.55, 17.53, 19.10, 15.33, and
20.77 frames per second. The average
for the CBS five was 18.256 frames per
second—within 0.044 frames per second
of the figure established for Zapruder's
camera by the FBI and Bell & Howell.
CBS's test, of course, proved nothing.
The critical question concerns the rate
of Zapruder's camera, and no other, and
this was tested independently by the
FBI and Bell & Howell and found to run
at 18.3 frames per second. CBS's test
of other cameras proved nothing about
Zapruder's camera, although its average
figure for the five cameras came very
close to 18.3 frames per second. Once
again a so-called scientific test was used
by CBS to throw dust in the eyes of its
viewers.
(3) "We have shown by carefully controlled experiments that a MannlicherCarcano rifle can be fired more rapidly
and accurately than the Commission believed."

Assuming with the Commission that
Oswald was the only gunman firing on
the motorcade, how much time did he
have to get off three shots?
As previous chapters have shown, the
first shot was fired in the interval 2210224, while the last shot struck the President in the head at Z313. Simple subtraction tells us that the total time span of
the shots varied anywhere from a minimum of 4.8 seconds to a maximum of
5.6 seconds. In this time period Oswald
supposedly got two hits, one entering
the President's lower neck and the other
hitting Mr. Kennedy's head. The Commission also developed information that
Oswald had not practiced with the rifle
in the months preceding the assassination
(R125, 192), and that his scope had a
built-in defect that would throw shots
high and to the right (R194, 3H405-406,
26H103-104).
CBS went to great pains to simulate
Oswald's shooting situation on the sixth

floor of the Depository. A tower of the
same height was constructed, and below
it a ramp duplicated the exact contours
of Elm Street as it swept away from the
building. A motor-driven dolly rode this
ramp at the exact speed of the presidential limousine. Borne on the dolly was
an FBI target simulating a man's head
and upper trunk. The volunteers selected
for the firing tests were all expert marksmen. Of the eleven who fired, three were
Maryland State Troopers, three were
employees of the H. P. White Ballistics
Laboratory, one was a "weapons engineer," one a "ballistics technician," two
"sportsmen," and one was an ex-paratrooper who had just returned from Vietnam. They all used a Carcano of the
same year and model as Oswald's. A
duplicate of Oswald's scope was fitted to
the rifle and sighted in. All marksmen
were permitted to practice with the rifle
at a nearby indoor range.
What were the results of the tests?
Two gates were set up along the dolly's
track, one simulating Z210 and the other
a point reached by the dolly 7.5 seconds
later. The marksmen were told to hold
their fire until the target reached the first
gate, and to cease firing when it reached
the second. gate 7.5 seconds later. Thirtyseven firing runs of three shots each were
made, but of these only twenty runs were
fired within the constraint of 7.5 seconds.
Of the thirty-seven firing runs only ten
(27 percent) were fired in 5.6 seconds
or less. On these runs the marksmen
made anywhere from zero to three hits—
their average was 1.3 hits for every three
shots fired. Taking into account all the
runs fired in less than 7.5 seconds, the
average was 1.2 hits for every three shots
fired.
These tests showed that trained marksmen who had practiced with the Carcano
and had perfect sights were able to equal
Oswald's maximum time of 5.6 seconds
in only one-quarter of their attempts.

Their hit ratio was 1.2-1.3 hits for every
three shots. Oswald, we recall, firing with
no practice and defective sights, was purported to have gotten two hits in a time
period estimated as between 4.8 and 5.6
seconds. Could Oswald have fired his rifle
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fast enough and accurately enough to
have accomplished the feat ascribed to
him? From the results of its tests, CBS
drew the following conclusion:
From our tests we were convinced
that a rifle like Oswald's could be fired
in 5.6 seconds or less, and with reasonable accuracy at a target moving
much the same as the Presidential limousine was traveling away from the
Book Depository's sixth floor window.
But clearly, there is no pat answer to

the question of how fast Oswald's rifle
could be fired. In the first place, we
did not test his own rifle. It seemed
reasonable to say that an expert could
fire that rifle in five seconds. It seems
equally reasonable to say that Oswald
under normal circumstances would
take longer. But the circumstances
were not normal—he was shooting at
a president. So our answer is: probably fast enough.
Need anything else be said?

APPENDIX G
DOCUMENTS FROM THE
NATIONAL ARCHIVES
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RESULTS OF AUTOPSY ON JOHN F. KENNEDY
On November 23, 1963, au autopsy was performed on the
body of former President JOHN F. KENNEDY et the National Naval
medical Center, Bethesda, Maryland. A total body 0-ray nod
autopsy revealed one bullet hole located just below shoulders
to right of spinal column and hand-probing indicated trajectory
at angle of 45 to 60 degrees downward and hole of abort depth
with no point of exit. No bullet located In body.
A second bullet entered back of head and thereafter emerged through top of skull. Two metal fragments removed from
brain area, the first 7 m 2 millimeters and the other 3 by 1
millimeters in size.
The above two metal fr•gmenta mere turned over to
Agents of the FBI for delivery to the FBI laboratory.

•. AUTOPSY OF BODY OP PRZEIDIET
JOHN FITZGERALD KENNEDY

A piece of skull neenuring 10 by 6.5 cent ...term had
been flown in to Bethesdarm.. Dallas hoopitial and thie disclosed
mioute metal fragneute whorl bullet emerged from skull.
00th respect to the bullet hole located In the bock,
pathologist at National Naval Medical Center was of the 0010100
this bullet worked its way out of the victim'. back during cardiac
gage performed at Dallas hospital prior to transportation of the
body to Washington.
With respect to thie situation, It is noted that
Secret Service Agent RICHARD JOHNSON turned over to the FBI
Laboratory one 6.5 millimeter rifle bullet (approximately .25
caliber), copper alloy, full jacket, which he advised woe found
oo a stretcher in the emergency room of the Dallas hospital to
which the victim was taken...MON wee unable to advt.• whether
stretcher on which thia bullet was found had been need for the
President.
Ile alarm teduneatlee
reeetwed eemommidatKea
tree Mg Deltimmo ammo, dated aseeeher 13, Me.
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At approximately 3 p.m. on Novel/per 22, 1963, following the
Preeident's announced aseaes/natIon, it was ascertained that
Air Force ee., the Preeident's Jet, ran returning free Love
Field, Dallas, TeXae, flying the body beck to Andrew. Air Force
Base, Camp Spring', Maryland. Ida FRANCIS X. O'NEILL, JR.
and JAMES W. SIBERT proceeded to Andrews Air Force Base to
handle any matters which would fall within the jurisdiction
of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, inasmuch as it was
anticipated that a large group of both military and civilian
pereoepel assigned to the Base would congregate at Our
Operations to witness the landing of this flight.
Lt. Col. ROBERT T. BEST, Director of Law Enforcement and
Security, advised the President'n plane would arrive at
5:25 p.m. Subsequeatly, Col. BEST advised that the plena
would aeries at 6:05 p.m.
At approximately 5:55 p.m. *gents were advised through the
Hyattsville Resident Agency that the Bureau had instructed
that the agents accompany the body to the National Naval
Medical Center, Bethesda, Maryland, to stay with the body
and to obtala bullets reportedly in the Pres1dent.n body.
Immediately agents contented Mr. JAMES ROWLEY, the Director
of the U. S. Secret Service, identified themselves and made
Mr. ROWLEY aware of our aforementioned Instruction. Immediately
following the plane's landing, Mr. ROWLEY arranged seating
for Bureau agente in the third car of the White Holm* motorcade
which followed the ambulance containing the President'e body
to the Naval Medical Center, Bethesda, Maryland.
On arrival at the Medical Ceneer, the ambulance stopped in
front of the main entrance, at which time Mrs. JACQUELINE
KENNEDY and Attorney General ROBERT BERNIE? embarked from the
emeulance and entered the building. The ambulantce was thereafter *riven around to the rear entrance where the President's
body was removed and taken into an autopsy room. Bureau
agents assisted i the moving of the oesket to the autopsy
room. A tight security sae Immediately placed around the
autopsy roam by the Naval facility and the C. S. Secret
Bureau agents made contact mitt Mr. ROY KELM:PUN, the
Assistant Secret Service Agent In Charge of the White House

eeteil and aelm end his of the Bureau's interact in this matter.
pee 11/22163

.

Metheada, Maryland

4 See FRANCIS X. e'NZILL. JR.;
JAMES W. SIBERT dfl
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He advised that he had already received inatructions from
Director ROWLEY as to the preeence of Bureau agents. It
will be noted that aforementioned Bureau agent., Mr. ROY
KELLERMAN, Mr. WILL/AM GREER and Mr. WILLIAM BLEARY, Secret
Service agents. were the only personnel other than medical
personnel present during the autopsy.
The following individuals attended the autopey:
Adm. C. B. HOLLOWA!, U. S. Navy, Commanding Officer
of the U. S. Naval Medical Center, Bethesda;
Adm. BERKLEY, U. S. Navy, the iresident.e personal
physician;
Commander JAMES J. HUMES, Chief Pathologist, Bethesda
Naval Hospital, who conducted autopsy;
Capt. JAMES H. STONER, JR., Commanding Officer, U. 0.
Naval Medical School, Bethesda;
Mr. JOHN T. STRINGER, JR., Medical photographer;
JAMES H. fennel:A;
Le011e E. RAISE;
J. T. /SOWELL,
J. G. 9UDNICKI;
PAUL K. O'CONNOR;
J. C. JENKINS:
JEdROL A. CHESTER;
EDWARD F. REED;
JAMES METZLER.
Luring the course of the autopay, Lt. Col. P. PUCK, U. S.
Army Armed Forces Institute of Pathology, arrived to assist
Commander HUMES in the autopey. In eddition, Lt. Cmdr.
GREGO CROSS and Captain DAVID 03BORNZ, Chief of Surgery,
entered the autopsy room.
Major General WEHLE, Coevending Officer of U. S. Military
District, Washington, D.C., entered the autopey room to
ascertain from the Secret Service arrangement. Cementing the
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transportation of the President's body bank to the White Houl,
AMC CHESTER H. KURZ, U. S. Navy, netted tee autopsy room
during the final steGes of such to tree receipts given by PHI
and Secret Service for items obtained.

During the autopey inspection of the are* cf the brain,
me were removed by De. HUMES, namely,
two fragments of tai
cne fragment meesuaelne 7 x 2 millimeter., which was removed
from the right side of the brain. An additional fragment of
metal me using 1 x 3 eillieeeers we oleo removed from this
area, both of which were placed in a glee. Jar °protein-1.g a
black metal top which were thereafter marked for identification
and following the signing of a proper receipt were transported
by Bureau agents to the FBI Laboratory.

,

e'dr

3

At the termination of the autcpey, the following pereonnel
from flawler's Funeral Home entered the autopsy room to
prepare the Preeident's body for burial:
JOHN VAN HAESEN
ECWIN STROBLZ
11i0MAS ROBINSON
Mr. HAGEN
Brigidier General GODPRBY McHUOH, Air Farce Military Aide
to the President, was also present, an was Dr. GEORGE BAZEMAN,
U. S. Navy.
Arrangements were made._ for the perforeance of the autopey
by
. the U. S. Navy and Secret Service.
The President's body was remined free the casket in which it
had been transported and was placed on the eutopay table, at
which time the complete bode was wrapped in n sheet and the
head area contained en additional wrapping Which was saturated
with blood. Following the removal of the warping, it was
ascertalned that the President's clothing had been removed
and it wee oleo apparent that a tracheotoner Fad been performed,
as well as surgery of the head area, namely, in the top of
the skull. All personnel with the exception of medical
office= needed in the taking of photograph. and X-Raps were
requested to leave the autopsy roars and remain in an adjacent
room.

During the latter stages of this autopey, Dr. HUMS located
en opening which appeared to be a bullet hole which wee below
the :shoulders and tan inches to the right of tne middle line
of the :spinal column.
This opening yea probed by Dr. HUMS with the finger, at which
time it was determined that the trajectory of the mdesaIle
entering at this point had entered at a downward poaltion of
45 to 60 degreee. Further probing determined that the distance
travelled by thie missile was a short distance inasmuch as the
end of the opening could be felt with the finger.
Ineemeeh as no complete bullet of any glee ooued be located in
the brain area and likewise no bullet could be located in the
back or any other area of the body ae determined ty total
body X-Raga and inane:Alen revealing there one no point of
calf, the individuals performing the autopsy were at a loss
to explain why they could find no bullets.

Upon completion of X-Rays and photographs, the first incision
*am made at 8:15 p.m. X-Rays of the brain area which were
developed and returned to the autopsy room disclosed • path
of a missile which appeared to enter the back of the skall
and the path of the disintegrated fragments could be observed
Leong the right side of the eintl•. The largest section of
this missile as portrayed by X-Ray appeareel to be behind the
right frontal sinus. The next lergest fragment appeared to
be at the rear of the skull at the juncture of the :skull bone.

A nail was made by Bureau agents to the Firearms Section of
the FBI Laboratory, et which time SA CHARLES L. KILLION advised
that the Laboratory had received through Secret Servioe
Agent RICHARD JOHNSON a bullet *Mich had eeportedly been found
a stretcher in the emergency room of Parkland Hospital,
a
D llaas,
s, Texas. This stretcher had ale° contained a etetheacope
Dal
and pair of rubber glove.. Agent JOHNSON had advised the
Laboratory that it had not been ascertained whether or not
this was the stretcher Which had been erred to transport the
body of President KE3RBEDY. Aeon: PILLION further described
than bullet ea pertaining to a 6.5 millimeter rifle melee
would be approximately a 25 caliber rifle end that Ella bullet
conaisted of a copper alloy full Jacket.

The Chief Pathologist advised npproximately 40 particles of
disintegrated bullet and smudge.: animated that the projectile
had fragmentined while passing through the skull region.

Immediately following receipt of this information, this was
made available to Dr. HUMES who advised that in hie opinion
this accounted for no bullet being leashed which had entered
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Chief
the back region and that since external cardiac massage had
been performed at Parkland Beepital, it wee entirely possible
that through such movement the bullet had worked its nay
back out or the point of entry and had fallen on the
Stretcher.

...ember 78, lob)

reepeeter Kelley

erelicemy Special Dale. Depart /1. teeseelastioa of the Pre OW*.
Seem)
U110.1.1“

Also during the latter Stage° of the autopsy, a piece of the
akell measuring 10 x 6.5 centimeters was brought to Dr. tunas
who was instructed Wet this had been removed from the Preeldent's skull. Immediately this section of skull was X-Rayed,
at whioh time it wan dote mined by Dr. MINES that one corner
of this section revealed minute metal particles and impaction
of this same aem disclosed a °hipping of the top portion
of this piece, both of which indicated that this had been
the point of exit oP tAe bullet ente ing thWakull region.

■

At approximately 1200 re on emeber 22, 196), a ear bearing the
President, Mrs. tweedy, Governor John Connelly of Tem and .17. Connally,
wY proeeeding west enroute to the Trade Mart Dandies, MO Stemma
Preemdm, to • Leeches. sponsored by the panes Cities.. Croancil eelseduled
tar Iwo M. The ear as she operated by the Secret Santee lam driven
by *beta Agent sallies a. Greer. the right fiat meet vas occupied by
ASAIC ley I. Unarms. As the foot of elm Street, at • pelat eideresenMe17
SOD feet east of the Ilmetem Street Triple Indere..., ce the approech to
the Sham. Proem, President eennedy, edam meted ea the eight rear
mat, vaa shot. Immediately thereafter Gemmed ComemllY, meted Is the
right Jeep east, ma shot once. The President sea thee shot the tamed
time. The ear careering tee wounded Prevideet eel the goeernor proceeded
imediately to the Parkland Memorial Hem:deal at 5201 Barry Ha. Ifealt.rard
when the Trwrident was prommeed deed by Dr. Kemp Clark, Chief of
Ilevrosveory et 1 P.*wormer Connelly, critically mudded, MIA's,

r

On the basin of the latter two developments, Dr. RUNES
stated that the pattern was clear that the one bullet had
entered the President's back and had worked Ito wmf out of the
body during external cardiac mamma and that a second high
velocity bullet had entered the rear of the skull end had
fragmentised prior to exit through the top of the skull.
He further pointed out that X-Rays had disclomed numerous
fractures in the cranial area which he attributed to the
force generated by the impact of the bullet in its plumage
through the brain area. He attributed the death of the President
to a gunshot wound in the head.

ritYaw identified the maree of the Meta e. tee .11th floor of tt,,,
Seta Sebool Met Depesitery Iluildieg at 411 RIB etre., a search of the
bending dieelmed • umber of epee windows ea the mat side of the
bundieg. Officers Capt. J. W. hits sad Detective. IL e. Sir at a. L.
Deed of the Dallas Hoedeide Division of the Police Depart... famed, in
m area as the sixth floor seer an open Halm ea the aeatheast merger of
beildiag, three expended shells of 6.5 Mt ealiber rifle =Demotion.
aa immediate mush of the rocs Olachieed as ma11u NalalichareCeresno
riele 6.5 Mi 'mites he Soaps, hied. meg the beam as °pewit. side of
this ems war the etaireese. Cot leaded shell ea• loud to
chamber of
the rifle.

She following is a complete listing of photographs and X-Rays
taken by the medical authorities of the Preeident'a body.
They were turned over to Mi. 1109 ICRIJPRtieN of the Secret
Service. X-Rays were developed by the hospital, however,
the photographs were delivered to Secret Sergio. undeveloped:
11 X-Rap;
22 4 x 5 color photogrephs
4 x 5 black and white photographs
1 roll of 120 film containing five expoeuree

18

Mr. KELLERMAN stated theta items could be made available
to the FBI upon request. The portion of the skull meepuring
centimeters was maintained in the custody of Dr.
He ES who stated that it also could be made available for
further examination. The two metal fragments removed free
the brain area were hand carried by One SIBERT end O'NEILL
to the FBI Laboratory immediately following the autopsy and
were turned over to SA KURT FILUIER.

10 x 6.5

AtIACIDIMITS:
rhotoseephe of the area from welch its usuele fined the shots.
.504. ibc...., Pbotorraph• of tbe street being traveled by the Preaideet when aseareinete:
/.1
510
letereiewe of eitneseee taken by Dana, Pc1ied Offloads es their
FuR 74.0 ,, arrival at the Terse Schoolbook broalto,g.
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time he heard two more shots. He doesn't know if they name altar
he was on top of the Vice President, but Mr. Johnson told him

SA JOHN 305 HOWLETT, U. 8. Secret Service, Dallas.
advised that eitb the aid of • surveyor and through the use
of 8 enlimater movie films depicting President JOHN F.
bullets on November 22,
KENIXDT being struck ter aaaaaa
1982, HOIFLETr wee able to ascertain that the distance from
the einem ledge et the farthest window to the east in the
ninth floor of the Temm School Book Dmeeltory Building,
all ale Street, to where the President was struck the firmt
time In the neck ene approximately 170 feet. He stated this
distance would beemcee... within two or three feet. The
distance from the mime •indrer ledge to the spot where President
KENNEDT was struck On the head by the aaaaaa in's bullet was
approxieately 200 feet. Nr. HOWLBTT stated that Secret
Service Agents, using the 8 millimeter film bad been unable
to eecertain the exact location where Governor JOHN B.
COMM/Lewes atruok.
SA HOWLETT advieed that it had been ascertained
from the entice thee President UMW dms struck with the
first end third shots fired by the aaaaa sin, while Gee.
cONNALLT wee struck with the second shot. SA HOWLETT
stated thalamic. referred to ebove wee the one from which
the shots were fired end faces south.

that was so. Agent Johns in the Vice-Preindential follow-up
car Jumped out and ran to the Vice President's car, but the
vehicles speeded up euddenly. He was left in the street and
caught • ride to the Hospital with a press car.
E.

Information Not Included in Statements
No member of the Secret Service saw where any Shots

were fired from. None saw a rifle or any type of weapon in •
window of the School Book Depository Building. None heard any
person identify, or purport to identify, the source of the shots.
None fired his own or any other weapon.
All the Secret Service agents assigned to the motorcade
stayed with the motorcade all the may to the Hospital. None
remained at the scene of the shooting, and none entered the
School Book Depository Building at or immediately after the time
of the shooting. (This was consiatent with Secret Service
procedure which requires that each agent stay with the President
and Vies President and not he diverted by any distractions unless
he must do so in order to protect the President and Vice President.)
III. SUBSEGUENT EVENTS
The eventa following the shooting of the President from tea
high-speed trip to Parkland Hospital to the landing of the

_.11129111 J541414it, V.44
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Mrs. 2003 T. (AWN) DORMAN, 1233 East Louisiana,

OTIS N. WILLIAMS, 3429 South western Sweane,
Ddlae, Texas, turas/awl the following inforeetne:

Della., Texas, advised that ehe is employed is a clerical
capacity for the Scott-Tor...en Company, mducational
pmbliabere, offices located on the fourth floor of the
Na. School Book Depository Building.

WILLLUIS Ss en employee of the Texas School
Book Depository, Elm at Mauston Street, Dales, Texas and
has been for the past 12 yarn.

She stated eke had aver seen Llti aimVEY OSWALD
in the building andfhiled to rococo.e hi. photographs when
shown on television.

On November 22, 1963 •t the time the Presidential
ProCe8.100 passed the Texas School Book Depository Balding.
WILLIAMS ms on the front step. of the building. The
Presidential car had ,Just passed the building a few seconds
and was out of eight over the embenkment ekes WILLIAMS
heard three loud blasts. Be thought thees hleete came
from the location of the court house. Me did not look up
end immediately went bock into the building into his
office on the second floor. A few minutes later, Detective.
cane into the building and he went with • Detective to
check the eecond floor of the building. W/LL/ANS remaned
in the building until .pproximately 3 PM, at which time the
building was closed.

aro the president's motorcade passed, gr..
DORMAN advised she wa. 'looking out the window on the
fourth floor. The window was raised coach..., taking
Piotures. It woe at this time she heard 'gonadal which
Sounded like shots. She felt that these .hots were cosies
from the area of the Record. Buildia. She stated she
bad aeon no one whom she could nesociate with the shots
during or after the shot. wore fired and no unable to
provide any additional information.

WILLIAMS to not acquainted with LEE HARVEY OSWALD.
an employee of the Texas School Book Depository. He has
possibly seen OSWALD in the building, but cannot recall
him.

11/23/6j, Dallas Texas
br Sae' IA.
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PHILLIP L. WILLIS, 2824 Avg Lane, telephone No. EV 1-1326,
adyned he is self-employed as a real easte broker and has his office
in his home. Ile atated he van born August 2. 1918, in butter County,
Texas. WILLIS otated he is a retired Air Force Major, was a Senior
Pilot, and had 23 months combat experience in the South Pacific from
1941 to 1943. WILLIS advised he served in the Texas State House of
Representatives from 1946 to 1950 from Renfrew County.
On November 22, 1963, WILLIS advised he use employed by
Downtown Lincoln Mercury, Incorporated, 118 Commerce Street, Dallas,
Texas, • an executive imlearn for the Lincoln Continental. We said
he wee jointly employed by both the Doantown Lincoln Mercury,
Incorporated, and by the Ford Motor Company. WILLIS advised that on
November 22, 1963, his wife, MARILYN; his two daughter., ROSEMARY.
age 10, and LINDA KAY, age 14, and his mother-in-law and father-in-law.
Mr. and Mrs. WILLIAM H. STUBBLEFIELD, met him at Downtown Lincoln
Mercury, Incorporated, co they could all watch the Presidential motorcade together. He advised they all left Downtown Lincoln Mercury.
Incorporated, about noon on November 22, 1963, and arrived at the
northwest corner of Mein and Houston Streets at about 12:05 p.a. We said his
daughters renamed at that location with him and his wife and her
parents moved dam to the colonnade area on the north aids of Elm
Street. WILLIS stated theta little befor.12:30 p.m., the Proadential
rotated. approached his position and he took approximately four
actor.. as it approached with his 35 mm terra loaded with Kodechrome
film. After the motorcade passed till.. position, WILLIS said be ran
worth on Houston Street, cropped opposite the Dallas County Jail,
end took another aapshot of the Presidential motorcade. WILLIS
Stated he then ran from Houston Street to the south ado of Elm
Street across from the Texas School look Depository building end took
four platuras from chi. potation a. the Presidential motorcade
roceeded watt an Elm Street toward the triple underpass.
WILLIS advised that at just about the air Site that the
/rousing naming Prominent KENNEDY was opposite the Stamen. Fromm, road
48:6 he board a loud report and knew immediately it as a rifle shot
and know alb the shot "had hit." Be stated be salaamed "Someone la
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WILLIS advised he and his fully remelted in the area approximately an hour or so and he took additional picture. of the aeselfaination
sire. He said he and his wife then drove directly to the Eastman
Kodak Processing Laboratory to have his film developed. WILLIS stated
shortly after he arrived at tho Eastman Kodak Framing Laboratory •
Mr. ZAPBODER arrived with soar 8 on color film. At about the sane
time, WILLIS stated Mr. FORREST V. SORRELS of the Secret Service
arrived and inquired of the Eastman Kodak Processing Laboratory concerning any film received by than taken at the cite end at the time
cf the aseassiation of President KENNEDY.
About one half hour after arriving at the Kaman Kodak
Prcceesing Laboratory, WILLIS advised both his and ZAPUDER's file had
been developed and ha, his vife, Cr. ZAPRUDER, and Mr. SORRELS viewed
both his film and ZAPRODER's film. Following this, WILLIS scatted lit.
SORRELS asked if he could borrow WILLIS' film sod WILLIS stated he
turned his film over to MX. SORRELS.
WILLIS stated *round the latter part of December, 1963, or
elmly January, 1964, Mr. SORRELS returned his film to him. Re said he
noes not know what :re SORRELS made of hie film or if it bed been
viewed by the Preadent's Commi.sion. WILLIS anted he has determined

DI. 100-10661
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• rating at him,. meaning President KENNEDY. About two seconds
later, ho hoard another rifle art which also hit a did the third
shot which came approximately two aconds later. WILLIS said he
knows from his .4 experience the sound • rifle ehot makes when it
finds Ito mark and he said he is aura .11 three these Arai Bead
their ark. Further, WILLIS stated he know the arts cue from the
Texas School Book Depoeitory building became in his position be
was able to determine the direction of the maned. At this point,
WILLIS said he informed some uniformed police officer. that the
shots cane from the Tea. School look Depository building and they
should "ring the building." Ne said he meant by this the police
should prevent anyone from leaving or entering the Taxa. School Book
Depository building. WILLIS advised his two daughter.• ran up to him,
and they were crying and saying "They've killed him." Me said they
told him Igis head exploded; it looked like • red halo."
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BONNIE OAT WILLIAMS, residence 1502 Amens. B,
Apartment B, employed at the Texas School Book Depository,
furnished the following information.
During the past three week. be has been putting in
ee flooring in the Teens School Book Depository Building at
he corner of Houston and Elm Street*. During that time, he
became acquainted with a young man known to him as Lis.

t

WILLIAMB stated on November 22, 1983, he worked
lostalling flooring on the Cloth floor of the building until
about 11:30 ..m. At that time, he went down onan elevator
from the eixth floor to the first floor. At the same time,
CURIES Guns was on the other elevator, deocending at the
me time. As they were going down, he say LES on the fifth
oor. He had previouely •ee
LEE at least once that morning
at about 8 a... on the first floor, filling order..

fl

At approximately 12 noon, WILLIAMS went back ipstaira
in the elevator to the elath floor with his lunch. He stayed
on that floor only about three minutes, and seeing no olio
there, descended to the fifth floor, using the nisire at the
west end of the building•
more he Joined two other men knave
to him as RANK and JUNIOR. They were lout wind on
the south side of the building approxima ly at the mi.A. of
the building and ea. the car of President JOHN KENNEDY come
on Houston Street and then make • turn going vest on
El. Street down tote the triple underpaes and peeing directly
in front of the Tense School Book Depository. While they were
watching this car pass, WILLIAMS heard two shots which .ended
like they came from right over his head. He stated he vas net
hanging Out the window, but did glance up and new one. He
stated ha and the other two then ran to the vest end of the
blinding where they looked Out and they did not realize that
the President had been shot sod WILLIAMS did not see his shot.
While they were standing at the vest end of the building on
the fifth floor, • police officer care up on the elevator and
looked all around the fifth floor and left the floor. WILLIAMS
stated he and HOME and 31111111 were standing they would
have seen anyone caning down fro. the sixth floor via the
stair. and that they did not se. anyone coming dove. Be

E

2
stated mammon. might have been Coming down en the elevator
and they would not have noticed that. He stated that after
the pollee officer left the fifth floor, WILLIAMS vent down
to the fourth floor where there were • lot of women
the want end of the floor. BILL SHELLEY asked about Lig,
Out no one bad sewn him.
WILLIAMS stated that while working on the sixth
floor until 11.30 a.m. on November 22, 1063, he did not gee
LEE or any.. else In the eoutheast corner of
of the building.
with books
He stated there NOVA nu.ber of eholves
So this area and he would have been unable to am. this corner
from where he woo
w orking. Be pointed out, however, that he
did go to the windows on the south side of the aieth floor,
middle of the building, about three minute* after 12. and did
not see anyone standing at any of the ...doe* at that tine.
WILLIAMS etoted that LEE was always reading the
newmpaper., but that he did not read the .port pagan like
many eon do, but read . poligi" He stated LEE would road
something in the paper wed Test laugh shout it. On one occasion
he looked at the paper LEE ma. reading when he laughed sad
noticed LEE was reading something Iron the front pogo of the
.
69.P.Der.
WILLIAMS advised that LEE did not seem to have any
close friends or .esociate with anyone else G. the Job, He
recalled that LEE at one time rode to cork with • boy named
W1SL2Y who work• in the Depository. He last saw
between
10 and 11 a.m. on November 22, 1963, on the .lath floor of the
Depository, talking to Mr. 81121.11Y.

Imam

WILLIAMS stated he had seen numerou. Otter.* of 1,21
BA8VEY OSWALD oe television and that OSWALD was identical with
LEN referred to above.
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WOMB LESLIE BREBNAN, 6814 Woodard (IT 1-2713),
employed by Wallace and Beard Covetruction Company as • steamfitter, and engaged In doing prefabrication work at a location near
the year of the Towne School Book Depository building at 411 elm
Street, Dallas, advised ha stopped work at 12 Noon on November 22,
1903, for the pure.** of eat,. Inert.. Ma had lunch alarm at •
..feteri. at the northeast corner of Said and Record Streets to
Dallas.
After fimiehIng lunch, he
back to the front of
the Texas School Book Depository building and on Elm Street,
directly across from the above building, took • seat on a rotaixer
wall some 4 feet in height.
No explained the place where be was
Boated w
ason the south side of El. Stmt, About 20 feet vest of
the .outhw eet corner of the intereection of Ile ead Mouton
Street., and about 5 feet from the curb.
Be estimated he seated himeelf at this point epee 3 to
minates after having left the cafeteria about 12:16 Pe, on
November 22, 1983, He recalled noting the time am he left the
cafeteria, since he mi. aupposed to be away from the Job for
to airtime.ed he had been mmted on the
lunch only one-half bOnn.
retainer wall about 10 .ioutas before the automobile carrying
President KSIDIEDY passed in front of him, at which time he obe eeee d the President and his wife sitting on the back seat of
the vehicle. Be said the automobile had passed down elm Street
(going in • westerly direction) approximately 30 yards from the
point where be (BRINNAN) was seated, when he heard a loud report
which he first thought to be the "backfire" of an automobile.
and moot but he
No said he area not distinctly remember •
reeembers "more than one noise", as if someone vas shooting fire
crackers, and consequently he believe. there must have been •
second shot before he looked in the daection of the Teams School
Book Depository building.
Upon hearing the report, or reports, he looked acroe.
the street to the TexasSchool Book Depository buildiag, whore he
saw • man In • window on the sixth floor near the southeast
corner of the building. The eau he observed in the window had
Be could not
what appeared to be • 'heavy" rifle in his hands.
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tell whether or not this rifle had • telescopic sight, as the
rifle was protruding only about half it. length outside the
wind°,
Be was positive that after he had observed this man in
Thin windov, he env this person rate ^deliberate aim" sad fire a
ot. Be then observed this person take the rifle from ate shoulder
-ad hold It by the barrel of the rifle, as if be were relating the
butt of the rifle on the floor.
Me said this individual ...erred
the scene on the street below, momentarily, and then stepped back
Iron the wind**. Ffe maid the rifle was pointed in the direction
of the President'. car when he ems it fired.
Be addeed then w
enoothing to obetruct his line of
vision between the place wher e he wa.
seated and the vindow oats
floor of the Texas School sank Depository building where he any
the an
with the rifle. Be estimated distance between the point
where he was esated and the window from which the shots ware fired
to be approximately 90 yards.
He noticed there appeared to be a stack of heavy cartons
visible in the window and slightly to the re ar of the place where
the man stood with the rifle. Be stated be saw two Negro men on
the next lower floor, immediately beneath the Window where Shaman
vas observed with the rifle. One of these men (on the floor
below)was looking out • window directly beneath the window in which
the rifleman stood. The other Negro was in • window immediately
to the west of the first Negro mentioned above. Be obeeevmd these
' i``two men slaws upward, as if they were trying to determine the spot
, I from which the rifle shot. were being fired.
BHINNAN described the can with the rifle as • whitemale,
who appeared to be In his early 30'.., about 5'10^ tall atalarouud
165 pounds In veight. He said this Individuel w
asnot wearing
• bat and was dressed in ulight color clothes in the khaki line".
Be added this individual say have been wearing a light-weight
Jacket or oweater: however, he could not be positive about the
Jacket or sweater.
He advised he attended a lineup at the Thal. Police
Department on November 22, 1063, on which occasion he picked
LEE KABVIT OSWALD as the person most closely re...blies the man
he had observed with the rifle in the window of the Tex. School
Book Depository building. He stated, however, he could not
positively identify OSWALD as the person he ead fire the rifle.
He volunteered he has been informid by hi. optometrist,
Dr. AMATO P. BONA', Port Lavaca, Texas, that he (BRENNAN) has
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"perfect .. vision at • dietance or, in other words, he is farsighted. Re advined he aaaaa glasses for reading purposes only.

HOWARD LESLIE RUNYAN, 8814 Woodard, ndvieed
that he furnished information previously to the Federal
Bureau of Investigation regarding hie having observed
activity at the window in the Texas School Such Depository
(TBSD) from which shots were allegedly fired at President
MOM on November 22, 1983, at Dallas. 80 advised that
at about 7 p.m., November 22, 1983, when he observed a
line-up of individual. at the Dalian Police Department he
selected Lin MAIM OSWALD as the individual meet closely
resembling the person whom he had • en with a rifle in
the •ladow of the TWO
O Building. Be
H mid this 'me the
extreme east window of the sixth floor on the front side
of the TSBD Building where be obeerred title individual.
He noted that be was seated on • wells
cross Um Street
from the 'MO at the time the Premidential motorcade passed.
Be stated that he now can say that he I. sure that LEE
HARM OSWALD was the person he ea, in the window at the
time of the president's assssination.
a
He pointed out that
he felt that a positive Identification was not neceeeary
when he observed COULD in the police llne-up at the Dallas
Police Department at about 7 p.m., November 22, 1983, since
it was hie understanding OSWALD had already been charged
with the slaying of Dallas Police Officer J. D. TIPPIT.
He said that another factor which made his hesitate to make
a positive identification of OSWALD in the police line-up
• that prior to appearing at the pollee line-up on
vember 22, 1963, he had observed • picture of OSWALD on
his television set at home when his daughter asked his to
watch it. He esid that he felt that since he had omen
OSWALD on television before picking OSWALD out of the lineup at the police station that it tended to "cloud" any
identification he made of OSWALD .t that time.

on

MYNAS stated that he is not • publicity seeker
and that on the contrary he would prefer not to have it
known that he had made any identification of OSWALD am the
perm who had fired shots from the window of the SSW.
He stated that if it became necessary that hie identity he
knowu in this matter in eonnection with any subeenment
heariags or Governmental review of report. regarding this
matter be would be willing to have his name known and,
therefore, he is identified herein an having furnished at
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this time a positive identification of OSWALD as the pereon
who fired • rifle from the window of the 72210 on November 22,
1963, when the motorcade of President none, vas passing
the building. DEMUR stated that he was able to observe
OSWALD'. head and shoulder., in the window and possibly down
as faras OSWALD'. belt. He stated that he had earlier
pointed out that he his especially good vleion at • distance
through being fareighted although he wears gl aaaaa for
reading.

WILLIAM ALLIB NAXPRIL • .talent at Texas Clirlettan
thilvereity, Pt. Worth, Team, but who lives in Deals.,
at 23711 E, Ledbetter Street, vas taking photographs during
the afterneee of November 23, 1983, approximately 6:30 P9 /11
the area Jest south of the spot where President 1313111MT was
assaasinated and had found a piece of bone. The hope we
located approximately 26 feet eouth of the spot where
President XENNEDY was shot. Dr. HARPER stated that his nephew
immediately brought the bone to his and he and the Chief
Pathologist at Methodist Hospital, Dr. C. E. =DNS, bad One/lined
the ;Dee of bone and both definitely felt that it is a piese
of human skull.
Or HARPER felt that in view of the preginity Of the
place where the piece of bone was located it might possibly
be part of Preeldent KEINEDT'e skull.
WILLIAM ALLEN RAPPER sada tile piece of bona
available to SA JAMS W. ANDKRTON of the Dallas FBI Office
for what ever dispoeition the FBI desired.

/5-0
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A. B. CAIRNS, M.D., 5027 Lahgma, telephone number
LA 8-3256, advised ha is the Chief Pathologist at Methodist
eoepttal of Dallas, 301 West Colorado Boulevard, Dallas,

On November 27, 1963, the FBI Laboratory advised that
a piece of bone reportedly located neer where Prealdeat =WEEDY
•as shot had been x-rayed and examined microacopically far bullet
mettle but none were found.

Tema..

Dr. CAIRNS advised that on November 25, 1963, he
received a telephone call from Dr. JACK C. HARPER, who ached
If he would take a look at a piece of bone. Dr. CAIRNS
stated that Dr. HARPER had informed him that this piece of
bone was found by hie nephew, BILLY A. HARPER, near the Site
where President KENNEDY was assassinated.

A small amount of blood appearing on the ea
of the bone eta
sdetermined to be of hue. origin but
sttoo
limited in mount for grouping purposes. This hone fragment
as delivered to Adairal 00011G8 BURELEY, Physician to the
President et the White House, according to the FBI Laboratory
letter.

Dr. CAIRNS advieed that he and Dr. HARPER examined
the bone at Methodiet Hospital of Dallae. Dr. CAIRNS stated
the bone epecimen looked like it came from the occipital
region of the elcull. He said he performed no teste on this
piece of bone and evaluated it purely from its grog. appearance.
Dr. CAIRNS said that after he examined the bone,
he vent about hie own business, after suggesting to Dr.
HARPER that he report the matter to the Federal Bureau of
Investigation.
Dr. CAIRNS advised that he does not know if any
picture. were taken of this bone specimen. but believes that
a week or ao after he and Dr. HARPER had examined the bone,
Dr. HARPER may have shown him a color slide of the bone
epecimen.

/5/
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C. BARPER, M.D., with offices located at
526 each Jefferson, telephone number NH 1-0323, advised
he reside. at 534 nommen Drive. Dallas, Texas, telephone
number I. 2-207B.
JACK

He advised he had been interviewed prevfouely
by a representative of the FBI. During the pour. of this
interview, Dr. HARPER stated he advised that hie nephew,
BILLY A. HARPER, 2378 each Ledbetter, Dallas, Tex., who at
that time we a pre-medical student et Texas chrietian
Univ....Cy, Port Worth, Tem., had been taking photographs
in the area Where President KENNEDY was aesamanated, and
had found a piece of human bone. Dr. HARPER stated hie
nephew indicated he had found this piece of bone at approximately 5,30 P.M. on Novesber 23, 1963, In the area approximately twenty-five feet south of the eite 080007 President
KENNEDY was assassinated.
O. HARPER stated his nephew immediately brought
the bone to Tim end he and the Chief Pathologist at methodist
Hospital of Dallas, Dr. A. B. CAIRNS. had examined the piece
of bone and both definitely felt that it was a place of human
skull.
Dr. HARPER advised that he felt in view of the
proximity of the place where the piece of bone was located,
it might pcseibly be a part of President KENNEDY, skull.
Dr. HARPER advised that after he and Dr. CAIRNS
had examined the above piece of bone, he had M. 1.1,116 BOLLETER,
Chief Medical Photographer, Medical Photography Department,
Methodist Hospital of Della., maks two 35 millimeter color
slides of this piece of bone, one elide being a photograph of
the concave side and the other slide being a photograph of the
convex side.

01 September 29, 1964. EMS= P. ALDRED., 9304 Lone',
Dallas, Texas, telephonically advised that he disagreed with
the Preeident'a Commiveion revert that OSWALD did net have help
in the aseasoination.
ALreaDde stated he saw a television program shortly
after the ...... ination. believed to be en Channel pour, in
which a nark at the sidewalk was pointed out.
Approximately three menthe age, he etated ha viewed
euch mark, which ha ie sure was caused by • bullet, and that
this mark me approximately six inches long. He described the

location of this mark as being in the middle of the sidewalk an
the north side of Elm Street, which side le nearest the Texas
Scheel Beek Depository Building. lie etated there is a lamp
post near the sidewalk, Which ie about even with the west end of
the TOM School Book Depository Building and that the abovedescribed mark is approximately eight feet *ant of the lamp post
on the eidevelk. Be stated that a reporter for 'The Dallas
Morning Nowa., CARL PREIND, hoe also stated thie ie a bullet mark.
when waken ae tc Why he had waited until this time to
furnish the foregoing information, ha etated he felt that ouch an
important point would he covered Lc the President'. Commmiseion
report tad did Oct want to become involved by furnishing the
information at this time, but felt tint sucth information, if

overlooked, should be made available.

Dr. HARPER stated he would make available thane
slides to the FBI, but requested that they be returned to him.
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Under data of June 10, 1964, the PRI Laboratory
furnished the following Information concerning • firearm
examinatiOn requested by the Dallas Office on May 12, 1964.
specimens received 11/23/63
116 C6 6.5 mm nennliCher-carcano cartridge came from

Teas. School Book Depository
07 C7 6.5 mm Mannlither-Carcano cartridge case from

Texas School Book Depository
DB C8 6.5 mm ManoliCher-Carcano cartridge from

Texas School Book Depository

r any of the
case Which wer• Oct found on c7, C8, C38 or
nomerona text. obtain.) from the C14 rifle. It ems
not pc...1bl. to determine what produced these marks.
Narks mere found on the C7 cartridge caw.
indicating that it haO been loaded into and extracted
from • weapon at least twice. One met of marta was
identified am having been produced by the chamber of
the C14 rifle And cne set of marks wee identified as
having been produced by contact with the bolt of 014;
however, it was not possible to determine Whether the
two sets of mark. Mich were identified were produced
by one or two loading operations in the 014 rifle.
Two sets of mark. were found on the C8
cartridge Mond in the C14 rifle) which were identified a. having been produced by the magazine follower
of the 014 rifle. another set of follower marks was
found on CO. The fregmentary nature of this set of
marks could possibly account for the fact that these
marks were not identified with the C14 rifle.

evidence received 11/27/63
948 C38 6.5 ma Kannlicher-care.o cartridge case

from Tares etto01 Book Depository
Results of examination.
An examination was mad. of the cartridge cases.
C6, C7 and C30 and the cartridge. C8. for loading.

Chambering, extraction end/or ejection mar). for the
purl... of determining if the.. specimen, had been loaded
into and extracted from 0.0,e18's rifle, c14, more than
once.
narks, were found on the CA cartridge case
indicating that it has been loaded into and extracted
from a weapon at least three times. One sat of marks
wen identified as having been made by the magazine
follower of the 014 rifle. It is pointed not that the
extractor and ejector narks on CA as well zs on C7, C8
end C38 did not po sssss .ufficient characteristics for
identifying the weapon which produced them. There are
also three sets of marks on the base of this cartridge

Macke were found on the 038 cartridge ce
indicating that It had been loaded into and extracted
from • weapon at least twine. One set of marks was
identified as having bean produced by the magas/no
follower of the 014 rifle and toe set of marks wan
identified a. having been produced by the chamber of
C14, however, it wan not possible to determine Whether
the two sets of marks which were identified were prod,oad by one or two loading operation in the CI4 rifle.
The moults of the above WomminChiOna do cut
preclude the presibility that these items could have
bean loaded foto sod extracted from a weapon one or mare
timee M.0 inarfficient force was used to,produce mark,
It to pointed out that if two or more cartridges are
loaded into the clip of 014, only the bottom cartridge
will be racked by the magasine follower.
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There is also attached • copy of the sheets of the log book of
the Ali. House garage for the period 1.05 a.m., November 23, 1963,
(the last prior entry on that log was 3140 p.m., November 22, 1963)
through November 28. 1963. reflecting the entry of the FBI search term
and tie workmen of the Arlington Glass Company (November 26, 1963).
Phis log identifies those persons admitted to the garage drying this
period. except for those with Secret Service or White House credentials.

January 6, 1964

Mr. J. Lee Rankin
General Mussel
President's Cemmission on the
Assassination of PreSident Kennedy
Washington, D. C.

SA William Greer, who was driving the car at the time of the
extermination. state, that he did not notice any damage to the windshield
on L. or,e to the hospital.
SA Hickey. who drove the car from Parkland Hospital to Love Field
said that he noticed some slight damage to the windshield on the drive
to the airport, but that the damage was not extensive enough to of feet
his vision. The windshield, in the area around the damage, was spattered
with debris. However, M Hickey noticed upon the arrival in Washington
and at the White House garage the "spidering.had increased and the
damage to the windshield was more noticeable.

Dear.. Rankin;
Reference Is made to your letter of December 30, 1967. The second
paragraph requested information concerning the hen.), of the Presidential aotomobile Risme November 22, 1903.
When the President was taken from the Preeddential car (SS 100.)
into the Parkland Hospital, the cer rem..ed atthe emergency entrance
of the hospital under the supervision of Special Agent Samuel A. Kinney.
During its stay there the "Bobble Top" and the leatherette convertible
cover were placed on the car by SA Kinney and SA Georg W. 0019.0,02,
member of the Dallas Police Department. After the official party left
the hospital, SS 100.1 was driven to Love Air Field by SA Hickey and
the car wee placed aboard an Air Forme C-110 for the flight to Washington.
Oaring this flight Special Agents Kinney end Hickey remained with the car
in Um plane.
Car 100, arrived at Andrews Air Force Base, Wermington, at 8 p.m.,
Hoverter 22. It was driven from Andrews ocler police escort to the
White Home garage by SAKinney, accompanied by SA Charles Taylor of
the Washington Field Office. When the car arrived at the garage at
0 p.m.. it was turned over to SA Morgan Gies in charge of Secret Service
vehicles at the White Forme garage. The entire car was then covered
with a large sheet of plestic by SA Gies and No special agents from the
Washington Field Office were assigned to guard the car• These special
agents were Instructed that no one wake to approach the car or touch it
until clearance was had from supervisory pe rsonnel of the Secret Service.
The only access to the car permitted thereafter, until the guards were
removed on November 24, was to Deputy Chief Paterni and the party with
him and later to the FBI search team, both mentioned below.
There Is attached a copy Of a report of SA Charles Taylor of the
Washington Field Office concerning the security measures sarreending
the car and the he at the White House garege in connection with
the search of tthe vehicle.

CD 80

SA Kinney, who drove the car from Andrews Air Field to the Mite
OPUSe garage, stated tNt he noticed very little damage to the rmndshield
when he was loading it en the plane; that the damage was more noticeable
when hc arrived at the garage but tNt it nos not so extensive to
of fact his driving from the air field.

Il

Special Of finer Davis of the Secret Service and SA Gies stated that
they noticed the damage to the windshield when the car arrived at the
garage, that both of them ran their band. over the outside surface of
Ne windNield a. found it to he smooth .d unbroken, and that the
damage to the windshield was entirely en the inside surface. Both were
present whop the nindshielrl nes removed from the ear hy the ', limn,.
lass Company and noticed that the removal caused the crocks in the
I
lass to engthen, but the outside surface still remained unbroken and
there is no lolo or crack through IN windshield.
Special Agent Gies has viewed the photographs of the windshield
taken by the FES and states that the damage notice•ble to the eindahleld
when it was first brought into t. gor, was not as extensive as t.
damage reflected in this photograph; i.e., the cr•cks were not so
apparent. Armorontly there nos only • small spidormet.like dame,
visible on the inside of tho windshield when the car arrived, but SA Gies,
Ss of the opinion that the temperature changes involved in the flight
from Dallas, the temperature change and the vibration from driving the
car from Andrews Air Field to the Mite House garage, and than the storing
of the car tn thewarm temperatrme of the White Mouse garage
reasonXi01. for the th)nne in the 89Peerance of the damaged arca of the windshield visible in the photograph taken by 0. FBI. The 0001051.0. On
attached end Ispcled a, Exhibit I.
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In a photueraph attached and labeled Itchibit 2, taken hithe FBI,
there is a dent in ti,e chrome topping of the windshield, just above
the attachment of the rear view mirror to the top of the windskdeld
frame. Si. Gies, who was responsible for the care and mein.nance of
this vehicle, believes that this damagewason this car prior to
November 22, 190, and it Se his recollection that the Garage yes do.
in New York at the Empire Gangs (Lincoln-Mercury Dealer) on November 1,
] 61, Cie. think, the damage was dons while he and employees of the Satire
ge.re removing the 'header . on the leatherette top to make repairs
to the crank which secures the convertible top in place on this vehicle.
If this woe the case, no effort was made to repair the dent prior to the
aseassination.
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Mr. Paul Nichol, Service Director of the Spire Garage. who was
present and assisted during those repairs. in an interview said that he
did not remember that any damage occurred during these repairs but that
it to very possible that it mild have happened as a crank had broken
off in the area. The repairs were done hastily since the car was needed
to transport the President. and this alight damage might have gone unnoticed by him. It may be significant to mention here that this photo.
graph accentuates the damage. nig indentation Is ao slight that it
could pa. unnoticed In ordinary viewing of the Sr... especially sine.
the stmvisors, being in a horizontal position most of the time, would
frequently rut not the view of this portion of the frame.
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Upon hie arrival at the Ithite Meuse shortly after 9 p.m., on
November 22, SA Kinney advised Assistant Special Agent In Charge Floyd
Enring that he noticed what appeared to be a piece of bone or ties. on
the floor of the roar of the car near the "jump. seat. Deputy Chief of
the Secret Service Paul Poterni ant ASAIC Boring went to the office of
Admiral Barkley, the President', physician at the White Mouse, and
requested Chief Potty Officers William Marti ell and Tho.s Mille of
Doctor Barkley's office to accompany than to the White House garage at
about ID p.m., where they removed the plastic severing the car. They
then recovered • three-inch triangular section of skull. Parti.11
also recovered whet was apparently a quantity of brain tissue from the
back seat of the car. In running hie hands over thefront cushion of
the automobile, Deputy Chief Paterni found • metallic fragment in the
front seat in the area between left and right front seats. n manna
metallic frepasnt was found by kills on the floor in front at the right
front seat. Both of these fragments won turned aver to the F91 for
their ballistacs examination and are mentioned as Exhibits 02 and Q3
in the ballistics report made by the FBI addressed to the Chief of Police
of Dallas on November 23, 1963.
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At 1 a.m., November 23, 1963, Deputy Chief Paterni arranged for •
team of FBI agents to examine the Presidential limns:no for evidence
relating to the shooting. This team was comprised of special agents
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Canforance of April IA, 1960, to attendee thick
henna in the Zepander =vim shod the Insoot
of the first and earned ballots..

atho 0:1,1 tip tie L,11
re-jcri t!,nt e:r
d rther.1
erd'ithdp then LL1; ac1 1,,,ncL-tth
eL!CeLe wide3,d, athttr.L arn y

rt;I:4
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On April IS, 196h, e conference the bald to dot sown
which frames in the &pre= film portray the lactran• at
winch the firth and seem= bullet, =ruck.

to the

Troir t h:
Ilvesd y Old net
t.nne einurnth =iris 1. ...Iv 02
Vitn r.,.0.7 fr>
L.L1ic.r1 cee . then tiurn of the etthr rth: tiny did not athe 0.1
wily 0
Le
eaf,a5Ve rinne 1411:1;A:',..302 with theth r0tt,1 laterVionIth

c

Present. wenn Commeler 1anna T. threes, Direct=
of laborotorieo of the ravel Medical Demos fathead,
Mrylani; Gormand...T. thasenton Poovell, Cale Pathalessiat,
Pavel Indica Gehool, Detherno; lee Col. Pierre A.Finale,
Chief of Domed Dallithice Patholethe Deana, Ariel Forces
thatituto of Petholom Ta, P. 00. lifithr Jr., eDd4 C4,00
of the Dlophysim Divisicn at Eddcwood AneenOl, Foryland,
owl Caret of the Domed Anseoment thancie of the Diefilysios
Divirdoe; Dr. Olivier, Chief of the Wowed DrIllatdea Drawl
of the Ideptdra100 Divieion at Fekemood Amend/ Decors.
Valley, Gauthier, Granoyfelt, and two other unidentified
egoist of the P11; Facers. Ithlthse ant liewlett of the Ocelot
Invite. and Emma. nedlich, Dpecter, and Stivonterf of the
Coraleeion stoff.
A ameeninG am held of the feenther fibs and of
eSides prepared by LEO frank the film, Each al1do mewsvita e orperato from of Me, behennern thithHenn 171.
Eat consomme of the meethns the an fellows/

100a*2

(a) Pao Preniethat had been definitely hit by
enures th46, then he clacrino that behind a =do vith his
Mode /Geode., at his 0,1.

(b) The =action them in fronts 221-251007 imre
=cried of an earlier point--poosibly as early to them 199
(than Mein Menem to be rem jethinms iv hie novenent)
or Vita a bit.,00. 00.a.00 of Duos11411th, at fresco 20-06
(bore has riGht cam roma., to te ralatai to an 5M/fac00lly
bra position).

(a) If the recorden did not LeGin at 199 or 204-C6,
of frame =mind thIch
durind the
the Precidtht la hiMen from .:_ipm.a:Pa camera by *44

it ProthlthYWen

eriPrP'fibila 5-24.
J

Mc.
Mr. Redlich
Ps. Pal/

(d) The President tray have boot snack by the
first bullet. earn/ as too emends before any vthibla mettle=
11100. In all likelihood, Los:ever, the math. delay betveen
impact and inaction vain= to ender one *mond, and it is
pothilthe that the motion the instantaneous. Patti,, thin
in tame of frames, the Preoldere way taw been struck as
mend m 36 theme before any visible reaction in Dem.
If the visible reactant beans at 199, the Pam/dont may
lava been struck as early ea 1631 1X the ',loath 1the0Ior
bodine et 220-06, he my have barn struck an =ray m 168-170;
if the vthible rtnatien bmino whilm the Preafilent in WILDS
Ma site,be ray taw bum struck as early 0 199-188.
(e) The velocity of the first bullet vould Mew
been little Airrintaboa by Ito pasted throe& the President.
Therefore, if Govmnor C0athdly vas in the Inth of the bullet
it mulct have .track hire and (probably) cancel the wounds
be nuatn11114 in lie chart mvity. :Arend indications that
thin occurred aim provided by the facto that (1) the bullet
reCOVornd Srca Governor Coonally'a utheththr dons not appoor
to tern penthereted a mot and (2) if the rime bullet did
not bit Gamma. Connally, it (mold hove rioped m the o•,
boo MInrontly did mt. diem the bullet recovered Prot
too Govthnor's otrothhm dose not rope= 00 have penetrated
a wilt, if he ems hit by this (the first) bullet, he nu,
probably also Felt by the Secondbullete

Mr. nelin

Dr. Specter.
Mr. Eisenberg

bite of the amoraIn voted neva tamed the vound In the
Meet cavity which Governor Connally outhained—that le,
after :Pane 236, the Governor presorted a aide trim to
the memoir. rather than o to= Hann
(j) It in not possible to thy whether prior to
236 CnvornorOconally vas woe. in a position much that one
bullet dasuld Invo canoed the five wounds ho matained.
(k) As in the erne of the Prenident, Cowmen
cc...11y Mold have COneelvebly been hit two unmans Debra
ho 103110 to react, but the math= MeV time interval
between hit end reaction is ono second, and the roast/.
my hove bean Inetantancome the 1thed/hood of on
instantaneous reaction le portienthrly are= In rodarrl
to the wriat vowel, =nee pain is usually falt sore
quickly In a 11= than 10 the torso.

(f) If Governor Gannally vas Olt by Loth the first
and ceemeballets, it is Insensible to 007 5erini,4voly
at ediat point, or by that point, In Fed born hit by the
emend bullet.
(G) Governor Connally mom to thenichten or at
froomo m4.:26, and my be romthad to 00000 at this point.
(If so, it voted to a wound rthere the ftrat bullet.)
(h) Govern• Cyr to so= to Indio clawing an
endrateion.ar ondulth around 22, If ho its bit with too
baththe tide =incoolon may have moulted from hie maned
vowed.
(1) After Govt.. Ca0,01,
frame 020,26 he starts a tea to the ri,nat. to a moult
of this tern, at no tine after from 236 1100 Cevernor Ccanally
la a potation Mob that a =UM fired from tie pa0411a
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a
4.11=, 3304
(c) In =any fear= up to 250, the Govornarha
taint in bell in a position 531000 expetnad him to the VPo
of vrist wends ba actually received.

02:==s1 ltd we 1=3=

roll,

!Salvia A. roe.=

=MP.

Cetsfatiee of April M., 19110, to determine
widen Rues in the Pr anew notrien they

(d) After vievins the Mins and alidea, the
Corm= teas of the oddaten that he had been hit by frame
231.

the Intmat of the firit erd, 1.014

(e) too Governor etetol that after elm hit, he
look.01 to hie richt, 101.v8 to his left end than turned to
hie rliht. ha felt the Presidtht right ham bean bit by
fru. 19111. 010 herd only too thee and felt cure that the
10.000 he herd It,ma to fl.t and third nee. Da in
firet shot,
;grata. ent he Imo Lit after he Ilcsa
i.e., by the tweed nhot, and kt that shot only.

Gn 0430201, 4011 M., 1901, a etcriz-ence vas
held to actee tattich. Monet LI the ffi75140 film portray
the ineasta at efnich the :drat and seectal 1,123.0.7 shriek.

Ina dica.dien atm- the cm:forme. Dn. light end
Dolce expreerad tholteca as being very etre:ditty of the
oalnion Let Con lean hit by Oro diritrolt belle%
princiTally ea the mood that the bullet recovered fr.
.,y.a stretcher could not bare eel= Lin =dins
vitheut baring suffered core dintartion. Dr. 0110100
vithhald a 00 Sudan tactil he Stu had the worth:Sty
to =Ito theta cm 103001 tithe and bane vith the actual

Dream-at bore: Or. P. 11. Meat, Jr., Dtlaity Oder
end Chief of the loon Aneornent
or the Dirollyetes
080009 of the Illopamiett Mylaira et Talianead 01 %auil, ihrflandd
Dr. Olivier, GAGS the hotted 0.17 totiee >with of the McdmVsice
0010o,
DLL 1'
0100 03 et 000e1003 Armtott,
Cenral-tent to the Ma:fly:Zee Diyiaion at ✓inektod Ixtwoly
Dr. Ciu,las Y. Cary arra lam heburt Mao 0.1 Pahled Emptta.
D 12100, SUL7e; hatunce. Chuthion, rhandlialt, and ono Other
Ithlacatifind 0,,,ted of the E=3 and Moore. Eollieh, Oyceber,
0010 O2' Mid
too
:e,
1310. 017191.117, Lt. limedn mid 111. LOCloy Joinot the 00,01
serceniny Le hid of the Difouleo film end of
clidea premed by L.= from the Ala. Tacit ulna& earreePeaded
vith a nephrite hue of file, bcoleni. kith Au. 331.
Ito cautearus of the renting Urn as fol-loost
(o) Ito Prosident had been 00 1011321 hit by
Munro 221,-,25 eon he .00003 frac beital O age vie Lin
Ganda clirdealta at his erre:(17) Att.. fkratiecat Connally straidatathd up at
be testa a farm to es riedt. de a rcault
freMICC
or thic tan, at taa if. nitro, fie 231 900 Codycner 0000113
in O peitith suah that a bullet timid front the probable
alto en. the aceacin voild here educed the weld 10 tha
01021 Cavity stich Comernor 000000121 auetainci-that
miter Mom* 230 the Goardnor pattaccutal a aide view to ea
90.40int 0-ether th. a beet rim. V

V. tat.Sheet= diaahroes.
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OMISSION INVESTIGATING ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY
Detail of Travel Expenses
November 29, 1963 throues October 31, 1964

Commission Staff

PRESIDENT'S ClsorACION ON TEE ASSASSIRATION
OF PRESIDENT KENNEDY

C,88ttilliI
tt
Seniors

Financial Statement

Rankin
Redlich
rm
e r
Jenner

Pireet Ernennnn ofthe Cam ission

Equipment rental
Space rental and seourity guarding - Cormisaiem
headquarters
Payment to General Services Administration for
administrative support
Payments to Civil Service Commission for security
investigations of Comeission employees
Payment to Department of Defense for photographic
eervices
Commercial contractual services
Communietions.
Supplies ea materiels

$253,979
67,441

Hubert
Coleman
5u1-000a1

9,913

Air-conditioning Commis:mien headquarters (Excess of
normal work day)
Travel and related expenses of witnesses
Transcript expenses
Printing:

Reproduction
Reimbursement for detail from Govennnent
Printing Office

926.21

826.16
7,161.80

1,084.93
8,088.01

3,435.15
2,584.89
350.18
920,827.56

6,788.88
4,595.64
2.095.68
130,399.89

1,776.90
118.50
2,315.67
4,933.96
3,748.52
2,462.10

2,708.10
311.00
2,435.49
6,444.10
4,163.61
4,431.95

2,676.66
1,278.91

3,116.26
1,358.61
192.17

745.50
910,072.33

Spector
S tern
Eisenberg
'Mabe0.
1100s83
0e1,

9,801
4,0E0

1,689

12,275

6.513

$445,208

7,539
18,244
72,474

51 409

Total Obligations

3,353.73
2,010.75

Griffin
0c00e7
Burns
Clark
000-Total

931.10

172.50
119.62
1,510.14
410.10
1,970.85

439.60
79.70
192.17
8

5,836,08

_2611,16

4,149.77

268d6_

*19,599.38

$25,435.46

1.42.199

Edda
Laulacht
Ely
kiosk

191.64
54.00
91.44
783.56

191.64
54.00
91.44
733.50

lob-Total

9 1,120.64

$ 1,020.64

12 591

M. 200 000

free other Comsaiesions and

November 15, 1965

Budget Division, C.,

COMMISSION
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4,096.98

Regular Staff

91,127,407

Total Allocation

$

Juniors
9,000

592,533

Onottligated Balance

of persormel detailed to the Commission
not included in One above figures.

$ 2,619.83
2,849.50

50,512

Dolor Expenses

Expenses
Agencies

Other

$ 1,477.10
1,300.27

ha

Salaries an; related benefita
Travel ea related expenses

Total.

Trassoortatios
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0200ESION INVESTIGATING ASSASSINATION OP PRESIDENT KENNEDY
Basic Salaries Paid To Commission Personnel
November 29, 1963 Through October 31, 1964
Consultant.
Seniors (6100/day)
Rankin
Redlich
Adams
Jenner
Bell
Robert
Coleman
Sub-Total

P.Y. 1964
11/29/63 thou
6/30/64

P.Y. 1965
7/1/64 thru
9/12/64

Total.
11/29/63 thru

$ 20,600.00
13,174.20
2,562.50
13,300.00
9,300.00
10,562.50
5 490 20
$ 74.499.20

$ 7,400.00
6,200.00

0 28,000.00
19,374.20
2,562.50
19,750.00
9,500.00
12,162.50

•

fv -04/cs,

9/12/64

6,450.00
200.00
1,600.00
10PLM
‘
623,250.00

$ 97,749.80

2,623.60
1,807.93
1,949.04
5,172,40
4,797.60
712.20
5,247.36
1,424.36
1,874.00
1.124.40
026,732.89

10,719.18
11.040.25
12,162.34
16,079.52
14,992.16
8,845.36
16,454.08
5,060.08
1,874,00
1.124.40
$ 98,451.67

Re. LSE HAMBY. CSWL/0
On April 1, 1964, MARINA ,;LONLI, elvised that to the
of her recollection LEE EMBRY '13101:.01'003 only tun Jackets,
one a heavy jacket, blue in color, and enoLher light jacket,
both
gray ill color. She stated she habI6100 6401.3,0 pc
of these jackets in Russia and had pnrChaael them 11-. the United

beet

fi 40 00

States prior to his deserter* for Russia. She stLted she ccald

not recall that OSWALD ever seat either of thew Jackets to any
laundry or cleaner anyMere. She said We could recall washing
them herself. She advised that to her knowledge cqrazz noo.,ossed
both of these jackets et 011184 on November 22, ISO.

Juniors ($75/day)
Spector
Stern
Eisenberg
Liebeler
Slseson
Belie
Griffin
seobey
Burns
Clark
Sub-Total

8,095.68
9,332.72
10,213.30
10,906.92
10,194.56
2,133.16
11,206.72
3,635.72
$ 71,718.78

Raoul. 5tafE

Total
Add:

16,628.00

9,769.39

26097.39

$162,645.98

$59,751.18

$222 598.26

Retineted Magic Salaries September 13 thru October 31, 1964

Grand Total

None of the Other item. of ESWALD'e 01008112 evailkble
contained any dry cleaner's or leoffry markings that wo w
misal:6ar or could be sseociated with the .30 030• marking and the
19738• dry cleaner tag app080..9 on the K-42 jacket.
•

8222,596.26

16399.74
8238,990,00

September 1964
Budget Division, GSA
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Mks. H. E. ARNOLD, Secretary, Texas• School Book Depository,
advised she was in her office on the second floor of the Wilding

11/23/03

JAMS RICHARD WORRELL, 13510 Winter..., furnished
the following information to Patrolman G. W. HAMER and
Detective K. L. WIDERTOW of the Dallis, Tema, Pollee Depart...
and SA LOUIS M. WILEY.

on November 22, 1963, and left that office between 12:00 and 12:15
PM, to go downstairs and stand in front of the building to view
Preeidential Motorcade. AA she was •tanding to front of the
. ,iding, she stated mks thought Mae caught a fleeting glimpse of

Oe Friday, November 32, 1003, about 12:30 pea., he was
standing on the sidewalk in front of the Tema School Book
Depwitory guilding watching President gINIMEWs Procession
pass. Ha heard • shot from above himilead and at first thought
it vas
a firecracker, but when he looked up, he saw about
12 inches of • gun barrel etioking out of a W.. of the
building. He said this winde we either on the fifth or
sixth floor. Be mw
a the gun fire owe Again and look. at
President [1112MIDY i n ties to see his slump forward on the
seat of his oar. He WY unable to we who yam firing the
gu.

1., BARMY OSWALD standing in the hallway between the front door'
1 , the double doors leading to the warehouse, located on the first
r. She could not be sure that this wee OSWALD, but said •W
ff, it wee mad believed the time to be • few minutes before
12115 PS.
She stated thereafter she viewed the Pramidential Motorcade
she
and heard the shot. that were fired at the President; ho
could furateh no information of value es to the Individual firing the
shots or any other informtion concerning OSWALD, whom mho Stated she
did not know and had merely seen him working in the building.

WOMMLL advised he became frightened and started to
Just as he started to run, he heard the gun fire two more
time.. He noted that wee people .aid the gun MOW three
time., but he felt there were four shots.

run.

He ran to Elm Street fr. Pacific Street on Hon...
When he had run about 100 yards, he Woos. to catch his breath
and upon looking back, saw a man he described as a white male,
height 5' S-10", dark hair, dark clothing, veering sew type of
jacket, leave the building where he had es. the gun and Wart
to run in the opposite direction from him.
Se stated that last night when he wie photographs of
LIE HAMM OSWAID on television, he fort this we the person
he had mewl runningsmay fro. the building. He stated this
permon did not look back, but he w. certain this was • white
person, since he had • profile view.
▪

WOMILL stated heidgkht •

his

boas and

probably

de Department •rcept he had
sot have gone to the
beard Chief of Police CURRY make an appeal for pew*. who
had seenanything to report What they had seen.

. 11/26/03
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DasBovember 23 1963

Dew

Dees
ei.r 13, 1963

Sheriff BILL SPICES, Sallee, Texas, advised that
Deputy Sheriff ROGER CRAIG, in his opinion, is a reliable
employee who is completely honest to his belief that he
saw OSWALD getting into • white Nash Rambler immediately
after the shooting, even though CRAIG is obviously mietakeo
in his belief. DIRER said that he had discussed [hie
identifiuttion with CRAIG and pointed out to hie that
trite aaaaa , corroborated by the transfer found in OSUALD's
possession, showed that OSWALD left the aaaaa
a
ination
scene on November 22, 1967, by a city bus. CRAIG stated
to DECEER that he was aware of all that and knew that this
indicated that CRAIG was mistaken to his identifiestion, but
be still saw someone getting into a white Nash Rambler and
still believed that this person was LEO HARORT OSWALD.

MARVIN O. ROBINSON, 5120 South Karealis Avenue,
telephone *umber FRanklin 4-5834, advised that approximately
between 12130 and 11.00 p.m. on the afternoon of November 22,
1963, while traveling west on Elm Street he creased the
Intersection of Elm and Beast. Streets ebe41F:Hflar .
the aaaaaa inaties of PresidentIRRNIDT. ROBIRSON stated that
after he had creseed grouaton Street and was in front of the
Texas Sehool nook Depository building a light colored Raab
stationwagon euddenly appeared before him. Re stated this
vehicle stopped andawhite sale came down the grass covered
incline between the building and the street and entered
the statienwagon after which it drove away in the direction
of the Oak Cliff emotion of Dallas. ROBINSON stated he does
not recall the license number on the etationwagon or whether
or not S bore a Texas license plate.
Re stated further that he did not pay pertioUlar
attention to the individual who entered the stations.ea

and would be unable to identify him.
ROBINSON was unable to furnish any pertinent
information concerning the assassination of Preoident LORNEDY.
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RICIL4RD RANDOLPH CARR, 798 North Bishop,
Dalin., was: reinter:nested to clarify information
provionely furnished by CAR on January 4, 1964, in
connection with au alleged statement attributed. o CAR
that LEE HARVEY OSWALD had not assassinated Preaident
XIMBEDY. CARE furnished the following signed statement
on February 3, 1964:
"February 3, 1064

Dallas, Texas
"I, Richard Randolph Carr, make the
following voluntary statement to Paul L. Scott
who has identified himself to me- as a Special
Agent of the federal Bureau of Investigation.
I onderetand this statement is being furnished'
it connection with en official investigation
being conducted by the FBI.
"1 am a Steelworker and an presently employed
as a construotion project at SMD, Dallas.
"Oa the morning of 11/22/82 I had taken my
rife and child to Parkland Hospital, Dallas,
arriving there at approximately 11:30 AR. I left
my wife and child at the hospital and
proceeded to the downtown area of Dallas to
attempt to locate employment, being temporarily
without employment at that time. Shortly
Liter noon on 11/22/63 I went to the site
of Cho new court house-being constructed at
the corner of Eoustoa and Commerce Ste., Dallas.
I was attempting to locate the foreman in
charge of the steel construction on this
building. I made inquiry of one of the workers
ct -Lis site and was told ho was on the ninth
floor and I started walking up the steel
stairway of the building which stairway vas en
the west side of the building next to Houston
Street. As I reached a point at approximately
the sixth floor of the building framework I
looked'toward the Texas School Book Depository
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Building located at the corner of Houstou and
Elm Ste. and at that time I observed a man
looking out of a window of the top floor of the
TOXAS SC4001 Book Depository building. This
man, a heavy set individual, who was wearing
a hat, a tan sport coat and horn rimmed glasses,
vas not in the end window next to Houston St.
but was I believe in tho second window over
from Houston St. I continued on up the
stairway and a minute or so later I heard •
noise which I took to be the backfire of an
automobile or a firecracker. There vas
slight pane* attar the first report and then
two reports in quick SUCCBASiOn. From where
I was standing on the framework of the new
court house building looked toward the triple
underpass just vest Of Houston and Elm Ste.
Itseemed to an that the noises I had heard
came from thin direction. As I looked I on
I everal individuals falling to the ground.
do not recall that I looked toward the Texas
School Doak Depository building after hearing
the three reports. I immediately proceeded
down the stairway of the building with the
intention of going over to the triple underpass
to see that had happened. Chen I reached the
ground I walked to Houston St. and down Houeton
St. to the Commerce St. intersection. -I did not
'milk over to the site where I had previously
seen people falling to the ground due to the
large (woad which was already there.
"Chile I was on Houston St. near the
Commerce St. intersection I eaw a cola whom
1 believe v. identical with the =an I had
sArlier seam looking out of the window of the
10A6 School Book Depository building. This man,
malging vary fast, proceeded Zi Houston St.
south to Commerce St., rhea east on Commerce St.
to Record St. which is one block from Houston 15t.
Thin man got Into a 1961 or 1962 Grey Rambler
Station 7agon which vas parked just north of
Commerce on Record St. The -station wagon, which
had Tc.:Ls license and vas driven by a young negro
man, drove off in a northerly direction.
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A
have mentioned during this conversation the
individual I had seen on 11/22/63 while I was
on the new court house building. -.However, I
did not state at any tine that this man I had
seen from the building and later on the street
was the man mho had shot President Kennedy.
I did not have any specific information oeneerning
of President Kennedy at the
the as
time of this conversation with Elsie Johnson
and her sister and I do not at the present
time have any information concerning the
assassination. Any statements T made to the
effect that Lee Harvey Oswald was not the
person who shot Kennedy were merely expreatalene
of my opinions.

"I proceeded to my car which was parked near
new„county court house bldg. and drove by
the residence of my brother and then to Pete
Cates, 41 State Trailer Park, fangs Blvd. and
Clarendon St. My sister in lam vas matching TV
and she come and told me-the- President had been
shot and Pete Cates and I then matched TV until
it was announced the President had died. This
was the first 4110 I realised that the noises I
had heard while'. the new county building had
probably been gun shots.

the

"I much to state at this point that I did
not vine anyone in the Texas School Book building
with a gun; I did not seo the assassinatTon of
President Kennedy and I did not at any time tell
anyone that I had seen the assassination of
President Kennedy.

"I have read the above statement 8
Ss true to the best of my knowledge.

'Vol

"Sometime after the shooting of lee Harvey
Ostsad, exact date not recalled, I was tall:1U
to Iasi° Johnson, her sister, Mary Sue (SOW): and
another woman by the name of GenMXy. My wide
ass also present during this conversation. It is
my understanding that the may the conversation
cs
usup - Elsie Johnson and Mary Sue mere discussing
Jac k Ruby and the shooting of Oswald. They mentioned
they wars acquainted with Ruby and had been
intuvmed
by the FBI. in addition there vas
ie
gcueral discussion of the assassinatron of President
Kennedy and the subsequent shooting of Oswald.
It is my recollection that during this
discussion I expr2ssed the opinion that Lee Harvey
Osmuld did-not Igin,the shots that killed Kennedy.
I vas basing this opinion on various statements
I :lad heard on radio and TV concerning the
assassination and how it was supposed to have
occurred. I also based this opinion on reported
acccunas of the shooting of Officer Tippit and
my comparison of the accounts of the Tlppit
shooting and the assassination reports. I may

it

Richard Randolph Carr

"Witness. Paul L. Scott, Special Agent, FBI, 2/3/64"
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MACES HEEMANDEZ, 1917 Annex, advised she,
JOSEPHINE SALINAH„ and KEIVRIETTA VARGAS, all employe,.
of Mogen Sportswear Company, Second Floor, 501 Elm Street,
Dallas, while en their, ray home about 5,10 p.m. on November
19, 1963, and after leaving the parking lot near the Tema*
School Book DeFeeitery, obeerved two men with an automobile.
shout a 1956 Buick, color light blue. The older of the two
men vas observed to hand • rifle to the younger of the two
men, who then walked from the Buick toward • white car which
was compact, but she did not know the make of lt. She
a t ed the younger man might have been LEE BARMY OSWALD,
but she is net able to eay definitely it was OSWALD. She
stated she has no ether innervation.
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josEpHINE sALIwAS, 13740 leirchlawn, advised she,
MOMS HERNAWDEz, and almsigrn VSBOAS, all employees of
Sportevear Company, Second Floor, 501 Elm Street,
Dallas, Texas, while on their may hese about 5:10 p.m. on
November 19, 1963, and after reaching the parking lot near
the Yemen School Book repository, *tamed two men with an
automobile, about a 1956 Buick, color light blue. The older
of the two nen banded a rifle to the younger man, mho then
walked fro. the Buick toward • compact white car, but she
did not know the make of it. she stated the younger men
e ight have been LEE HARVEY OSWALD, but she is not able to
any definitely it was OSWALD. she stated she has no other
Information,
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On December 31, 1963, Mrs. PRANCES TTRNANDEB,
residence 1917 Annex, Dallas, Texas, was re-interviewed in
her place of employment, McNeil Sporteseer Company, Second
Floor, 501 sin Street. me. KeRBANDE2 advised that she
recalls it was raining the day before President JCS. P/TZGERALD
IUMNEDY we t one to Dallas. Texas, and that she and two of
her fellow workers, Mrs. HENRIETTA VARGAS and Mrs. JOSEPHINE
SALINAS, were leaving their parking lot, west of the TEED
building. They had to stop because a 1955 or 1956 Buick
was in the exit way and she noticed two men standing behind
the Buick, and the older man reached into the trunk of the
car and handed a rifle to the younger man.
Ohs said the particularly noticed this activity
since it reminded her of aman working at McNeil Sportswear
who bed gone deer hunting and she thought these men were
going to do the sane thing. She only saw the back of the
older eon's bead and can only say the younger manwee rather
slim. She cannot describe either of these two sem as being
identical to LEE HARVEY OSWKLO or JACK RUBY. and thought of
the above incident only after the President was assassinated.
She said she and her friends were frightened and reluctant to
become involved and were very excited and confused for some
time. but now that .he ham bad time to think about this, she
is certain of the above fact*.
On December 31, 1963, Mrs. askausrrA VARGAS,
re•idence 511 Capitol Street, Dallas, Texas, was interviewed
at her place of employment. McNeil Sportswear Company.

Mrs. VARGAS advised that she end two of her fellow worker.
at ...ell eporteeear Company, Mrs. FRANCES HIRDAMDSz and Mrs.
JOSEPHINE RAISBAS, were leaving their parking lot behind
the TSBD building When they observed two sear standing near
a light colored automobile, make unknown. She said that she
could not recall whether this wee the Tuesday, or the
Thursday, before President MON P. KEYIVEDY came to Dallas and
was assassinated, but she does recall that it we raining
at that time. Mrs. SAROAS said that she noticed that the
older man took a rifle out of the trunk of his car and gave
it to the younger man, who walked toward the railroad tracks,
west of the TSBD building. She did not see the face of the
younger man and cannot describe him, and she does not recall
his getting into the automobile. She did not see the face
of the older man, only the back of his head and she has no
idea of Who he we
She said she could not identify either
man as Lag HARVEY OSID,LD or JACK ROBY pinto she did not see
their faces. She recalls the older man was of medium height
and build , and the younger man appeared toe rather slim.
On December 31, 1963, Mrs. JOSEPHINB SAUNAS,
residence 13740 Birdh Lawn, Dallas. Texas, was interviewed
at her place of employment, McNeil Sportsweer Company.
Mrs. SALINAS advised that the day before President JOHN P.
=Man was killed, the and two of her fellow workers, Mrs.
HeNRIETTA VARGAS and Mrs. ERASCES HERMAN'S.. were leaving the
parking lot west of the TSBD building. She recall. it wee
raining and wondered whether the President would be able to
be seen in the parade scheduled for the next day, and noticed
r two men standing near the rear of a 1955
that there wee
or 1956 Buick.which was blocking the exit road. The older
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man took • rifle out of the trunk of the car and gave it
to the younger man. She did not see the face of the older
law since she could only observe him from his back and
could not describe him further. The younger man who was
of slender build walked away from the Buick carrying the
rifle, but the did not see Where be went. or Whether he
got into an automobile.
Mrs. SALINAS advised she cannot describe either
of these two men eke °Deserved as being identical to
LEO HARVEY OSWALD or JACK ROSY.

United States Attorney H. BABEPDOT MANDMIS, Dallas,
Timm, telephonically advised METTLE G. CLAMS on December 5,
1963, that a reporter for the Dallas 'Morning Neve., news
unrecalled, had advised his that four of the women morning
in the Society Section of the Dallis ^Morning Newsy mere
reportedly standing next to Mr. ZAPRIMA when the assaasination
chats mere fired. According to this reporter, these worms,
namee unknown, stated that the shots RGCOrdin to their opinion
came fro. • direction other than from the lamas School Book
Depository (TSBD) Building. Mr. SAXDZI3 also advised that
the reporter telling stated he had interviewed Patrolman J. e.
WITT who advieed that he definitely dietinguisbed the aroma
of gunpowder near the underpaee.
Patrolman JOSIP9 N. SMITH, Traffic Divieiou, Dense
Police Department, Dallas, Texas, on December 6, 1963, advised
BA'S UNIT J. OLIVES sad LOUIS M. MLR that he was wartime
on November 22, 1963, on traffic at Zlm and Houetoo Street..
He stated he was near the parking lot when the shots wore
fired which killed President SZNIERFT. The shots echoed so
loudly he had no base et the time where they had been fired
from. He stated he did smell chat he thought was gunpowder
but stated tile small yam in the parking lot by the TSBD
building and not by the underpass. Ka advised he never at
any time went to the underpase and could not advise if there
vas the smell of gunpowder in the underpass. Me stated he did
not see the President when he sae shot and stated he saw
nothing which would assist in tile water. After the shots
were fired,, there was a great deal of confusion, and he loft
hie post for a few minutes to go in the area whore the President
had been shot but did not no In the T3330 Building.
Patrolman Z. Y. BUNN, Traffic Striates, Dallas Pollee
Department, Dallas, Tees., on December 9, 1943, advised SA'S
OUTER and LILLII that on November. 22, 1963, he was ameigeod
to traffic sed was etationed on the oversee. located below
the TSBD Building. Be etated he heard the shots that killed
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President KINAMM, but he did not eee the shot. take effect
and stated he could not furnish Kay information which would
Ea advised that he
....1st in identifying the as
believed he could sell gunpowder in the air on the overpass
but believed it probably was brought there by the sled. no
shots could have been fired from the overpass, as he was
present to this ems et least an hour or two before the
motorcade came *long and was there on duty when the President
was shot.
He advieed that about 10:40 ha, he recall. a green
v
pickup truck shoot Cu.talled on Elm Street mar the oerarm..
rn mince they needed to get it moved
This truck wee • concern
prior to the Preeldeutial Motorcade. Petrol.. JOE KRIM
truck
and
the
occupants
ae
regarding
the
can give full facts
he handled the meteer end vas eucceeeful in getting it
removed prior. 0' thn Presidential Motorcade. The persona in
tile truck were 'others. who actually had trouble with the
truck and were out of the area when the motorcade came Of.
Me did not see anyone remove anything from this truck.

On November 25, 1963, Mr. ROY S. TRULY, Warehouse
Manager, TSBD, woe exhibited an Associated Prone photograph
described as "ON 5, 11/22/63, Dell., Texas," depicting an
individual standing in the entrance of the TSBD who resembled
Lee Harvey Oswald. Mr. Truly, after viewing Uhle photograph,
stated, "That picture resembles Oswald, but Ste not Lee
Oswald, St's Billy Lovelady,"
On November 25, 1963, Mr. Billy Nolan LoveledY,
7722 Hume, Dallas, Texao 4 was exhibited en Aseociated Press
photograph described aa DN 5, 11/22/63, Dallas, Tema,"
an individual standing in the entrance of the
Tim) who resembled Lee BerVey Oswald.

depicting

Mr. Lovelady advised that he is an employee at
the TSED and Se acquainted with Oswald. Lovelady immediately identified himself in the above-deecribed photograph
an being the individual who resembled OSWALD and stated he
had ob..ed himself previously In this photograph in the
newspaper and was saving it, Lovelady stated there wan no
question whatsoever but that this was a photograph of him.
By letter dated January 11, 1964, J. D. Royce, 496
West Scott Avenue, Clovis, California, advised Parade Publications, Inc., Now York, New York, that he had what he believed to be"poeltive proof that Lee Harvey Oswald did not
assassinate the President of the United States."
On January 23,1964, J. D. Royce advised Special
Agents of the FBI that the "positive proof" he referred to
in the above-mentioned letter was based entirely on a
double-page photograph which appeared on Pages 24 - 25 of
the December 14, 1963, edition of the Saturday Evening Poet.
He Stated that after exemining this photograph with a magnifying glans, which photograph wee reported to have been taken
thatotant President Kennedy was shot, he was convin,ed that
the individual standing In the background in the left edge
or the doormay was Oswald.
On January 22, 1964, the U. S. Secret Service,
Washington, D. C., furnished the FBI the folloeleg letter
received from 1415. Helen Shirah, 5530 Santa Monica Boulevard
South, Jacknonville, Florida, 32207, dated January 17, 1964:
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Under date of December 9, 1963, the 73I Laboratory
advised as follow. or...rains a photographic
requested by the Dallas Office under date of November 28,
1983:
Specimen
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One 50.roll of 8ms Iodachrose movie film with
container bearing customer..., pane “lobert NUMhes^
bearing exposures re the Ter. School Book bepo•itory
Building from which aenanein fired the gun killing President
John F. Kennedy, November 22, 1963
9104

Iseult of examination:
There Sr. oo images is any of the esp.:sures of 4104
which show the comer window of the sixth floor of the Texas
School Book Depoeitory Building from which the aaeaSalee gun
fired
that cn
a be interpreted as the fors of an individual.
as
She forms recorded in this vied. eau be Interpreted me in the
same general shapes of b0000, found .t and juet behind the window
4n question.
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Sergeant PATRICK T. DEAN, Patrol Division, Dallam Police
Department, advised tint on March 24, 1964, at about 4:45 AM,
PATSY PAIR, City Ball Night Telephone Operator, called him at
his office saying she had • collect call from • SALIM SIMPSON,
Victoria, Canada, and that SIMPSON wanted to talk to someone
about the aaaaaa ination of President SINNED!. Sergeant DEAN
stated there was a diecnseion as to whether they aloud accept
the call and PATSY said to talking with SIMPSON and the Victoria,
operator, she felt that SIIIPSCO had come information and
that it mould he worthwhile to accept the collect call.

N

OG(ror-/

Sergeant DEAN stated he suthorthed the operator to accept
the collect call mid SIMPSON said he the in Dallas on November
22, 1963, and took some picture. of the Preeldent's car at the
time he wen shot and that he believed he got the Texaco School
Book Depository Building in the background. According to
Sergeant DIAN, BIEPSCIA described hie canera as an expethive
camera with °vide-angle, mope lens."

--'

SIMPSON stated he had been talking to his attorney, BATTER,
(phonetic) and that BATTER had instructed him to contact the
Dallas Police Department. Sergeant DEAN elated that SIMPSON
claimed he had not had the file developed and did not Room
exactly what men in the photogrephm.
Sergeant DEAN stated he told SIMPSON that he should contact
the President'• Commission in Vathington, D. C., and send the
pictures to them, but that SIMPSON claimed he did not want to
contact the President's Commission, sod stated he mould mail
the film to him (Sergeant DEAN) airmail on North 25, 1964.
Sergeant DEAN advthed that PATSY PAIR, the thitchboard
operator, contacted BERNICE WILLIAMS, of the Victoria, Britith
Columbia, Telephone Company, to trace this call and, through
this person, it was amcertained the call had been placed from
telephone number 364-3780. Re stated this phone smasher was reportedly registered to R. R. V. SMILE, 1141 Caldonia, Victoria,
British Columbia.
Sergeant DEAN stated he would immediately contact the
Dallas FBI Office on race apt of this film.
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Wider date of March 26, 1964, the Seattle Office advised
that corporal R. E. G. Ithaca:NOR, Royal Canadian Mounted Police,
Victoria, British Columbia. had on that date interviewed PALM
Ramat wiLLIAN SMELL, 1141 caldonia Street, Victoria, British
Columbia, who admitted making the telephone call to the imllas
Police Department on March 24, 1964. Be also admitted using •
fictitious name, claimed he had never been to Dallas, Texas, and,
had no film of the
thine of President XENNIMUY, The Seattle
Office advised that the only reason shale could give for making the
telephone call was that he had been watthing a television program
and had been drinking and decided to =eke the call. According to
Corporal ILACSMORE. SMIths i.e "given to dream.. SNELE . s last employment wee in connection with the demolition of buildings.

14/149.61.

MX DV

flowr L %wear

sassy
Fiat. Althea (parson believed to be one meetiothl
by L. bony Ommld as identifying himealf aa
Secret Berthas Agent at Texas School toot Depcoitory
Itheliateth following amemmination) intervieved 1.2964.
hthal. CI DRE9210.71th
bteieace

le lathe to worths reports relative to Len Earthy thistle.

Other houtinakima
Om 11-11263 ths fallowing we mart. to SAM Pornat V. Iona, by Captain
Will frit, Dallas Faith lhommtne..
Lee Mothy Cessild in the Met Lidera.w milmement to his arrest, Stated that
es he -a leering the %eras Selma loot Depository Ithildiag
Witt
s the
• CM, Mt) eat Latereepted him at the front Saari Identified themsolve•
Neer. awnthe Athate mad asked for the lothtims of • telophor.
On 1-161 ire. Jest Brien, Deteetim, Dells. relic. Itharlmaut, staled that be
had itherresatel Mk. theme retell, Army Intelliseese, who wee trapPlid laide
the Twee easoal bola B.eaeltart after the Denceitory death Ind be. waledOn 1-26-6t Mr. Pthall the laterthemd relation be Ids ,mat en at the time of
the ameassleatith and his aotthea mimamment to the raueistlen. Mr. Powell
et..t teat he Med al watching the parole fr. • poeitiom war the thrter
. of
Newton eat ha Street, the site of the Nr. Powell stated further that he beard the theta ant he then Mined • grow of Sheriff's thentle.,
the men Medina toward the rear et the Tex. Stho. Seth heproiterp ok the baeia
of ithlemmidoe that %Ws amothein tot Mot Eno the railtheathrds.
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meta 13th m feoriff . • Deputies at the rear of the TO Steal Book
Depasite. far Shoat a.. eight minuteo. So then e.emad the Stoat tor
of No Depritary, in search of • plena fr. *Ir h to an Ms off... R.
Powell, opn entering the Tee. Soho) hook Depoitory, oh•.. It. MAR.
Allen .1. • phor lo the lobby of the bailding. Mr. resell Oat. that
•1111t unto coo entering the building nor mat to .11.1 wpm to
ldenLLfy 01.elf . wpm, at. Powell slated that Ur cally pusae proont
at the tint floor of tee enthilro at the tine of his entry we We. Mho,
and en unidentified white .1. aseerlhod. 1.104 toll earl &hoot 30 evil of
Mel both of tbee nen were maw a dent im the lobby and It. alloan w aeiag
• .1soloome.
It. Paoli has .fitted a report of his tectivitiee Loorliat•ly satoecoent
the ...halloo of the President and state. that Ws report v111 be soil.. to the office up. mast.

On 1.122.60 It. Plerse Alamo pus intervlswed at hie office. in the IBM
building shoo he Jo employed ae Program Dirootor. Mr. Allman la described
as • shite mle, 508% 100, brovn hair, ores eat, brown wee, Wont 35. It.
ASia wee interviewed Native to activities imediataly nle.quent to the
aseeseinatica. M. Allman slat. that he vas ...nu the pentode fr. • poeitics ewer the owe. of 1Da Sid So... Upon hawing the dots to sou sense
IL Street la • Goode who had 1011. to to growl. Be oak. the as if he vu
all rig.) the ion stated that he .e. Aline U., no up an irolis
IN... Street. Won row.. Ito to of t. laiia, . tualad ared no dom.
Raid that he ia at a leo to asp., this motion ether them I. was ...aly melted a. .14101•2 by the ••••••imation.
Nr. Ails U. Kat. Oat he run N11 .awed NM the tem Scheel Se. Depeens. Building Ott fntstla of besting • phew and *ailing hla talarision
...en MU. Yr. Mhos meat. Not eftar ha het ester. the foot doer of
the building, he had more. into • allay antt Mar. he at • yid. ogle Nose
hs mild not further identify. Be asked thi, *its ode far the loo•tion of a
...es. Pe. Allmon stated Net he 416 at identify hineelf te this per..
etted furt.r that he woo entrorly .citol at the tine ael that be could not
roa.ta earthing ohoat the pers. =cot for the that that to use • white male.
M. Allan .• rm pi... of ion gamey Onesld and oat. net peoitively
sta. Whether or at be Is the we of rho he Iaqu1M. W. Alla stated that
the
point. out • Fla to b. which wee Leafed in an open area en the
first floor of the Texas gehaol Book Depositary; that he ienediatoly eat to
the OM..we god styli at thla position for appronissuly 25 sienitee talking
to his office. ler. Allem 11..7 that he wa. neompanied by • fallow earner,
Tor. Ford.

Oa Amu, 31, 1961, Mr. Parr.. ford, Rollo Pros.. Dioctor,
Letorriet. redo.. to 110 actions •ubeeownt to the
Mr. N. elated Not he IS accompanied Itr. Ala. to the oca ♦r oT Sorstoo end
D. Stows to sat. the processioo; that woe hewing 1.... ode... to
• 4.o.* 1.11410 war tL •ide of the all park bostl•elon ale etreet, urn
rood. Mat Word the Tessa School Doak Depository. 5. fell.. Allman into
the twillisg, welland at hie riobt .140. Be store ILLY. turning . his
left to .04 • white ea. th• location of • telophons. Yard stated No v..
Si., wham he aaa neither 1.3t1fy nor describe, inelicatad in ea. =mar that
...ham ...side • re. elloctly Need. Pbrd does net rat. Allan
identifyho Woolf at this tOre. Ford muted that he did not ben • woo
card et this time as WA at identify himself to .mane until to left the
11114 $ Mat ono bow later.
Ford ha. moo pictures of Lse Ear., Oswald and states he connot row.. if
Caoild ass the an he and Allman .t at the foot door of the Tame School no.
DepoeitOry•
DiSPCSiTIM
The facts manounding the men., of Allan ani lared into the Toms School hook
Depoitary indleate tht they an the no referred to by Gevaid to his Utter..
vith Captain Fri.. la vies of this 0d of the fort that Unary le no Salivation
U. they identified Chem.,. ea .cret Sento. Ago., this phase of the lanetloation is closed.

lettl:vd

Poring the above interriow it vas not. that Sr. Allow carries hie ?reen imo
la a lee.er case eireilar to tea. carried by Federal agents awl pollee ogle re.
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Diagram of wounds suffered by Oovernor
Connally at tire of aaaaaeination of
ltoeident Kennedy forwarded herewith.

DEPAILS OF DRIMICIATION
On 1- 27-64 Lopector T. 1. tell. req.Oed • diagram relative to the entrance
and exit won. offered by Gov. Connally after Doing shot by lee Harvey Oemald oo
11-22-63.
On 1-26-64 tale information was trenemitted to Incpector Kelley with five
diagrams attached. Reference i• further made to a m.orandwi to In•poctor Thome 1.
&alloy from David 0. Belin, dated Feb. 12, 1964, relative to the woods .offend by
Cov. Connally. mi. menorendos point. oat a conflict in the w000de ae shove on
diagram /1 with the description of the wound according to • typswitt. report Of
Dr. Charles Oregon, dated lot. 22, 1963, mod requesting • ratio be soda of this
latter and • eubeequent Mart or...mitt..
Other Investigations
Review of this matter with Dr. Mario .egory indicate. that body
diagram #1 and diagram 05 ere in error. Diagram /3 ie correct, ell in reel:mot

to the position of the wounds 1n the wrist of Oar. Connelly.
Attaohed herewith Se emended body diagram A, which indlootes Ohs correat
?coition of the wounds offered by Gov. Connally to Ids right wrist. Moo
Ate..4 is amended diagram /7, showing the approximate position of Gov.
Connelly at the time he vas sounded.
Alpo in error, end amended

to this report, lo the description of t

047/1141.1

DIAGRAM I9

q rig
Dallas

Rough .ketch or appro..t posing. or Cwt. Connally when eroded on 11-2243.
huo line indicator path of pr000tith through the body as 1.1wited by ...Nation of woods. This is an off-had sketch aryl not intended to to used ao final
authority en Cho specific pasitioa of the body when wowderl.
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Honorable J. lee Rankin
General Counsel
The President's Commission
200 Maryland Avenue, Northeast
Washington, D. C.
Dear Mr. Rankin,
You previously have been informed that this Bureau is
in possession of a copy of a film portraying the assassination
of President John F. Kennedy. The film being referred to was
taken by Adrian Rapruder who, after making a copy available to
the FBI, sold the film to "life" magazine. This Bureau has not
permitted the copy of the film to be released outside of this
Bureau without the concurrence of the Commission.
The Central Intelligence Agency has inquired if the
film copy in possession of this Bureau can be loaned to that
Agency solely for training purposes. The shooing of the film
would be restricted to Agency personnel: We have been informed
that the Central Intelligence Agency consulted with Mr. Alfred
Goldberg of the Commission who, according to that Agency, has
approved the loan of the film.
Unless advised to the contrary, this Bureau will make
available a copy of the film to the Central Intelligence Agency
on a loan basis and under the arrangement described above.
Sincerely yours,

Bough sketch of approximate position of Con. Connally when wounded on 11-22-63.
Blue line indicates path of projectile through the body as indicated by examination of sounds. This is an off-hand sketch and not intended to be weed ae final
authority on the epecifte position of the body when wounded. (Amended from Diagram 6).
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about the accuracy of the Warren Report. But even
the most objective man in the world could not fail
to have been impressed by the things we noticed that
day. And perhaps the most shocking of all was the
revelation that the Commission had not availed itself
of the best evidence.
But Abraham Zapruder had not been the only
man with a camera in Dealey Plaza that day. If the
Commission could have been so incredibly inept in
handling the Zapruder film, could they also have
treated much of the other photographic evidence in
the same way? I began to review the other photos in
my mind.
There had, in fact, been no fewer than twenty-two
people taking pictures in Dealey Plaza on November
22. Several were professional newsmen, but the majority were amateurs, snapping everything from Polaroids to 35-millimeter slides. They met with varying
degrees of success. Mrs. Elsie Dorman, for instance,
stood at a fourth-floor window of the Depository
and photographed the parade with her new movie
camera. Her view would have been the closest
to that of an assassin from the sixth-floor window. Unfortunately, she took her eye away from
the viewfinder at the crucial moment and missed the
assassination. The Report, understandably, says nothing about Mrs. Dorman's movie, but neither does it
mention nine perfectly clear color photographs taken
by Miss Wilma Bond, who was standing in the middle
of Dealey Plaza. Four of her pictures have revelance
to the case, and they are reproduced and explained in
this book.
The color movie taken by Robert Hughes, who
stood at the corner of Main and Houston streets, is
of even greater importance, yet scant mention is made
of it in the 26 volumes. Hughes stopped taking
pictures just seconds before the first shot, but even
so the Commission's lack of interest is difficult to
understand, since Hughes's camera range included
the windows on the sixth floor of the Depository
—right up until the time the limousine turned
the last corner. The FBI apparently studied one
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Zapruder (color movie)
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frame from the film and decided it could not
make out the shape in the corner window. There is
no record that anybody on the Commission itself
ever looked at it, that anybody ever compared this
frame and later frames to see if the shape moved, or
that much attention was paid to a rather curious configuration in the window next to the one at the
corner. This film will also be examined in later chapters.
A Polaroid photograph, snapped by Mrs. Mary
Moorman from the grass in the middle of Dealey
Plaza, has been reproduced often but never in sufficient detail to explain for sure what certain spots in
it represent. The interesting thing about her one
grainy picture is that it was taken from the opposite
side of the street from Zapruder's position, and consequently the background is composed of the infamous grassy knoll. It was the opinion of many
present in Dealey Plaza that day that the shots came
from behind the stockade fence at the top of the
knoll. In view of this, the Commission (which never
mentioned the photograph in its Report) might have
looked a little more closely at a dark shape, the size
of a head, seemingly peering over the fence. It cannot
be identified with any certainty, but as we shall see
later, it is positioned precisely where the crucial witnesses said the shots originated. When I showed the
photograph to one of these witnesses, he pointed right
to the spot and said, "Well, do you know, I think
you're looking right down the barrel of that gun!"
The photograph bears looking into, but there is no
indication that the Commission ever examined it.
One could hardly fault the Commission if its
blunderings stemmed from lack of evidence. If, for
example, a crucial source of information had remained undiscovered, then mistakes would have been
forgivable. But most of the photographs taken that
day were known to and available to the Commission.
That the Commission was hasty in evaluating them is
the Commission's fault and no one else's. For instance,
a combination of the Zapruder film (which the Commission had), a picture taken by Philip Willis (which
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it also had), and statements made to the Commission
by witnesses on the scene prove beyond a doubt that
the first shot fired was the one that hit. The Commission, however, without bothering to piece together the
available evidence, stoutly maintained that the first
shot might have missed.
It seemed clear, then, that the Commission had
either neglected or only hastily examined the photographic record of the assassination. It seemed equally
clear that this record might constitute a primitive
level of data on which a positive reconstruction could
be built. The present study seeks to make proper use
of the photographs inasmuch as they constitute the
only inviolable form of evidence. Whereas witness
reports can be in error (and witnesses can and have
changed their stories) and pieces of physical evidence can be tampered with (the laundering of Governor Connally's clothes is a good example), photographic evidence is reliable. This new study, which
uses photographs as a base and superimposes upon
them the corroborated witness reports and the physical evidence, takes up where the Commission left off.
There are, of course, obstacles in the way of such
a project. First is the Zapruder film itself. As Life's
special consultant on the assassination, I have had
unlimited access to the film and have spent literally
hundreds of hours examining it. But publishing the
results of that examination is something else entirely.
Although it might be argued that such a piece of evidence ought not to be the property of any private
party,* Life owns it and has exercised its legal right
* At the close of a recently televised documentary on the
Warren Report, Walter Cronkite offered a spirited appeal
for the immediate release of the Zapruder film:
There is one further piece of evidence which we feel
must now be made available to the entire public: Abraham Zapruder's film of the actual assassination. The original is now the private property of Life Magazine. A Life
executive refused CBS News permission to show you that
film at any price, on the ground that it is "an invaluable
asset of Time, Inc." And that, even though these broadcasts have demonstrated that the film may contain vital
undiscovered clues to the assassination.
Life's decision means you cannot see the Zapruder film

